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This paper aims to explore why some suburbs adopt land use policies that encourage 
exclusivity and segregation, meanwhile others adopt land use policies that encourage 
inclusivity and integration.  Specifically, I analyze the social, economic, and political 
factors that motivate the adoption of certain land use policies.  This research extends 
Charles Tiebout’s public choice theory in conjunction with Michael Danielson’s theory 
on local government autonomy over land use regulation.  These theories combine to 
explore the understudied relationship of median voter pressure on local government to 
explain how political actors adopt policies motivated by pressure from from residents, or 
median voters.  Additionally, it argues that fair-share housing advocacy groups counter 
pressure politicians, resulting in more inclusive zoning practices.  In order to explore 
these motivations, I will conduct a comparative case study of two Cleveland suburbs and 
two Chicago suburbs.  The case studies will include an analysis of semi-structured 
interviews, zoning codes, city planning documents, public hearing records and other 
supplemental sources that help explain the differing zoning practices across the four 
cases.  In each state, I have chosen one example of an inclusive suburb and one example 
of an exclusive suburb to compare their land use policies and the motivations behind 
them.  For Cleveland, I will be looking at Shaker Heights, OH as my inclusive example 
and Westlake, OH as my exclusive example.  For Chicago, I will be looking at Oak Park, 
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 Residential segregation has historically divided the United States and still exists 
in many areas today.  This separation of demographic backgrounds, in both race and 
economics, is apparent when looking at our fragmented societal, economical, and 
political aspects of our nation.  Many scholars have explored the cause of this 
fragmentation and segregation by primarily focusing on how individuals choose where to 
live based on the free market perspective and the alignment of their preference patterns.  
Additionally, many scholars emphasize that local governments have the power to regulate 
land use, and thus have the power to separate different racial and economic groups.  
Through these findings, scholars have determined that individuals make decisions based 
on their preference patterns and that public officials create the policies that determine a 
municipality’s zoning patterns.  This paper offers insight on this relationship in land use 
decision making—the relationship between individuals, or median (average) voters, and 
political actors.   
I argue that although political actors have the power to regulate the land use 
policies, they are pressured by the median voters, or residents, to enact policies that meet 
the preferences of the median voters.  I will contextualize this hypothesis in the form of a 
comparative case study of metropolitan suburbs of Cleveland, OH and Chicago, IL.  In 
this case, the median voters are assumed to be homeowners; I argue that median voter 
preferences have a strong effect on public officials when they actively voice their 
preferences.  I also argue that fair-share housing advocacy groups affect the strength of 
the relationship between the median voter and public official, such that a stronger 
	 2 
presence of fair-share housing advocacy would weaken the influence of median voter 
preferences on politicians and increase the likelihood of more inclusive zoning.   
 In testing my hypothesis, I first conducted a review of the literature.  I identify 
three main sets of literature—land use literature, public choice theory literature, and 
empirical patterns of zoning—that I believe provide important context to understand how 
I developed my theory and my project as a whole.  Land use literature explains how 
zoning policies can be categorized as either exclusive or inclusive, focusing on zoning 
practices specifically regarding residential zoning.  Public choice theory literature 
explores how median voters choose where to live based on their preference patterns.  
When looking at the political implications of public choice theory, many scholars have 
used it to explain how residential segregation came to exist in the United States.  Scholars 
have also critiqued this idea, which led me to focus my theory on analyzing the 
relationship between the median voters and public officials, as not just one of these actors 
solely controls zoning outcomes.  Lastly, I explore literature on empirical studies of 
regional patterns, which help explain how exclusive policies – and later more inclusive 
policies - come to exist. 
 This literature review provided the basis for my theory.  To reiterate, I 
hypothesize that the type of land use policy that municipalities adopt (dependent variable) 
is a product of the actions by politicians (intervening variable), which are influenced by 
the median voter (independent variable) preferences and how they voice such 
preferences.  Additionally, I argue that fair-share housing advocacy groups (conditional 
variable) who advocate for inclusive, community-based zoning are likely to weaken the 
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impact of median voter pressure on politicians.  To test this model, I conducted a 
comparative case study of two suburbs of Cleveland and two suburbs of Chicago. For 
inclusive examples, I analyzed Shaker Heights, OH and Oak Park, IL, and for the 
exclusive examples, I analyzed Westlake, OH and Lake Forest, IL.  Finally, I draw 
conclusions based on comparing the four case studies, acknowledging the limitations of 
my study, and providing policy recommendations and general practices that will help 


























Chapter 1: Literature Review 
Introduction 
The literature suggests that more exclusive land use policy leads to more 
segregated suburbs, and more inclusive land use policy leads to more integrated suburbs.  
The existing literature that I have reviewed to prepare for my study looks at the different 
types of suburban zoning, as well as the politics of why communities zone differently.  
My study focuses primarily on clarifying the motivations of zoning and land use policies.  
Specifically, the literature seeks to provide insight to my research question: What factors 
contribute to why some suburbs adopt land use policies that encourage inclusivity and 
integration, while others adopt land use policies that encourage exclusivity and 
segregation?  In doing this, I outline three main sets of literature: land use literature, 
public choice theory literature, and empirical patterns of zoning.  There are three main 
assumptions I find relevant to the development of my theory. The first is the Public 
Choice Theory, originally coined by Charles Tiebout, which explains that when given the 
option, consumers make rational decisions based on their preference patterns (Tiebout 
1956; Dreier et al. 2001; Pendall 2017).  The second is the “Chain of Exclusion” theory 
outlined by Rolf Pendall, which explains how local zoning practices significantly affect 
the level of residential segregation (Pendall 2000).  These first two assumptions will help 
to explain why zoning patterns vary, and how the preferences of the residents affect the 
zoning decisions made by politicians.  The third assumption is that community-based 
activism is significant in the creation of progressive policy initiatives regarding zoning 
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(Goetz 1994, 104).  This literature implies that fair-share housing advocacy groups might 
promote more community-oriented zoning policies. 
 
Land Use Literature 
Cities, both larger metropolitan cities and smaller suburbs, regulate land use by 
enacting a series of laws that place restrictions on how one can utilize a plot of land.  This 
type of land use regulation is categorized as zoning.  Leslie Stein describes zoning as the 
spatial planning that address the uses in which certain land can be developed, often of 
which are categorized into groups (Stein 2017, 137).  Typically, the grouping of areas is 
reflective of their basic overall character: residential, commercial, or industrial (Stein 
2017, 137).  This allows boundaries, or zones, to be created on maps with different 
regulations, which makes it difficult for bordering zones to interact.  Stein addresses this 
issue of interaction between zones, “When a boundary is set between zones, there may be 
little understanding of trans-border interactions or how one zone integrates with another.  
This lack of precision occurs because the division into parts is based on disparity and 
separation, discouraging linking…” (Stein 2017, 128).  Thus, the grouping of land, and 
therefore the people who occupy such land, is done by grouping together land and people 
who have similar characteristics.  This then separates people based on those 
characteristics, creating segregation.  However, it is possible to avoid segregation with 
certain zoning practices.  This distinction is present in the literature, which separates 
zoning into two categories: exclusive zoning and inclusive zoning.   
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The creation of such land use policies, as described, is done through a political 
process given that politicians and land use bureaucrats are the political actors who 
regulate land use in local government.  As Danielson and Dreier et al. note, autonomy 
over land use is the primary political power available to local government (Danielson 
1976, 146; Dreier et al. 2001, 111).  Danielson points out that autonomy does not 
necessarily mean that local governments have control over their development.  He 
explains that most municipalities pursue more selective policies “which result from the 
concerns and values of local residents, fiscal realities, environmental constraints, and the 
pressures for growth and change which constantly test the effectiveness of local controls” 
(Danielson 1976, 145).  Given this study discusses the influence of the median voter, the 
political action references those who median voters pressure—elected politicians.  
Despite pressures to adopt exclusive zoning policies, Goetz’s research suggests how 
community-based advocacy groups might lead to more inclusive zoning; thus, these 
groups also contribute to the type of land use policy used (Goetz 1994, 92). 
 
Defining “Zoning”: Exclusionary and Inclusionary 
Rolf Pendall explains types of exclusive zoning in his 2000 piece, “Local Land 
use Regulation and the Chain of Exclusion.”  To test his hypothesis and examine his 
research question of “Do land use controls result in exclusionary housing conditions, and 
do these conditions lead in turn to racial exclusion?” (Pendall 2000, 130), Pendall defines 
five major land use controls and one land use condition that may contribute to racial 
exclusion.  These categories consist of low-density-only zoning, which he defines as the 
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limiting to fewer than eight dwelling units per acre; building permit caps, or the annual 
limit on new residential housing; building permit moratorium, the total stoppage of 
residential building permit issuance; adequate public facilities ordinance, the levels of 
service quality set in the public service systems; urban growth boundary, the permanent 
or temporary limits on expansion of the urban edge; and boxed-in status, the urban 
expansion precluded by political boundaries or water bodies (Pendall 2000, 128).   
Rachel Meltzer and Jenny Schuetz explore inclusionary zoning in their piece 
“What Drives the Diffusion of Inclusionary Zoning?” where they examine the factors that 
have led to the recent trends in California to practice inclusionary zoning.  They explain 
that inclusionary zoning programs “require developers to make a certain percentage of 
the units within their market-rate residential developments affordable to low- or 
moderate-income households” (Meltzer and Schuetz 2010, 578).  Given that there is 
limited empirical evidence on the effects of these programs, they have generated 
controversy.  While critics warn that it may constrain production and raise prices, 
advocates believe that the negative effects can be mitigated through cost offsets and are 
justified by the potential of providing affordable housing (Meltzer and Schuetz 2010, 
579).  Whittemore also asserts that inclusive zoning requires developers to provide 
affordable housing, and even goes on to note that this is promoted by city zoning 
programs that allow density bonuses for developers in exchange for providing these 
affordable units (Whittemore 2017, 23).  Additionally, Whittemore discusses how 
inclusionary zoning is also promoted through zoning in the context of public health.  In 
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doing so, municipalities promote land to be used for “health-promoting facilities” such as 
supermarkets and recreational spaces (Whittemore 2017, 24).  
 
Public Choice Literature 
The Pure Economics of Public Choice Theory 
Based on the land use zoning literature provided, it is made clear that cities zone 
to regulate what can be placed where, which can lead to exclusion.  This then poses the 
question: what leads to how cities make decisions on what to zone and where to zone?  A 
series of scholars, known as Public Choice scholars, explore the preferences of the 
median voter and how people choose where to live based on these preferences.  Charles 
Tiebout (1924-1968), a professor of Economics and Geography at the University of 
Washington, first theorized this in 1956 in terms of economics, such that he focuses on 
how median voter preferences affect local public goods and expenditures.  Since then, 
other scholars have expanded this theory to include other motivations of the median voter 
such as political ideology and race.  
In his piece “A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures,” Tiebout suggests a solution 
to how the public finance theory put forth by Musgrave and Samuelson does not 
adequately represent the local preferences. They argue it is difficult to tell public 
preferences, yet Tiebout asserts that it is less difficult to be exposed to public preferences 
when looking at the local government and local economy.  In his own model, the theory 
“yields a solution for the level of expenditures for local public goods which reflects the 
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preferences of the population more adequately than they can be reflected at the national 
level” (Tiebout 1956, 416).  
One of the drawbacks of the Musgrave-Samuelson theory, that Tiebout points out, 
is their definition of public goods.  Samuelson defined public goods as “Collective 
consumption goods…which all enjoy in common in the sense that each individual’s 
consumption of such a good leads to no subtraction from any other individual’s 
consumption of that good” (Tiebout 1956, 416).  Tiebout refutes this by pointing out that 
an individual consuming goods does, in fact, affect other individuals and provide 
opportunities.  He exemplifies this by stating: 
“While the residents of a new government housing project are made better off, 
benefits also accrue to other residents of the community in the form of external 
economies of slum clearance.  Thus many goods that appear to lack the attributes 
of public goods may properly be considered public if consumption is defined to 
include these external economies” (Tiebout 1956, 416).   
Given this point of external economies, he suggests that an alternative definition of a 
public good is “one which should be produced, but for which there is no feasible method 
of charging the consumers” (Tiebout 1956, 417).  This definition more properly includes 
the benefits of external economies, which is a cost or benefit that affects an individual 
who did not choose to incur that cost or benefit. 
 Tiebout explains that this decision-making process is easier at the local level 
because local governments more or less have their expenditure pattern set, as opposed to 
the federal government, who adjusts their expenditures based on what they assume the 
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constituents as a whole want.  Since local governments serve a more concentrated 
population, as opposed to the federal government, this allows for not only more detail to 
match preferences, but it also allows for more variance in options given that residents 
have their choice of pick on which community to move to (Tiebout 1956, 418).   
 Tiebout hypothesizes a series of assumptions that would have to occur in order for 
local government expenditures to more accurately align with the preferences of the 
consumer as compared to federal expenditures.  This is referred to as the “Tiebout 
Hypothesis.”  First, “Consumer-voters are fully mobile and will move to that community 
where their preference patterns, which are set, are best satisfied” (Tiebout 1956, 419).  
This carries the assumption that consumers all have equal access to mobility and choice.  
Second, “Consumer-voters are assumed to have full knowledge of differences among 
revenue and expenditure patterns and to react to these differently” (Tiebout 1956, 419).  
Third, “There are a large number of communities in which the consumer-voters may 
choose to live” (Tiebout 1956, 419).  This coincides with the point in the preceding 
paragraph that local expenditures mean allows for more variance, and thus, consumers 
can more accurately find a community that best fits them.  Fourthly, “Restrictions due to 
employment opportunities are not considered” (Tiebout 1956, 419).  Fifthly, “The public 
services supplied exhibit no external economies or diseconomies between communities” 
(Tiebout 1956, 419). Sixthly, “For every pattern of community services set by, say, a city 
manager who follows preferences of the older residents of the community, there is 
optimal community size” (Tiebout 1956, 419).  The optimum size of a community is 
determined by the number of residents for which the bundle of services can be produced 
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at the lowest average cost.  Therefore, some factor or resource is fixed in order to limit 
the community size in reference to the preference patterns.  Without this, there would be 
no reason to limit community size.  Lastly, “Communities below the optimum size seek 
to attract new residents to lower average costs” (Tiebout 1956, 419).  Additionally, 
communities above optimum size do the opposite, and try to deter new residents, while 
communities at an optimum try to keep their populations at a constant.  A community 
below optimum size attracts new residents and businesses with the help of their chamber 
of the commerce (Tiebout 1956, 419).  Communities above optimum size, while difficult 
to imagine, push people out through economic forces.  At optimal size, communities 
work to maintain a constant through proper zoning, and implicit agreements with realtors 
(Tiebout 1956, 420).  
In his hypothesis, Tiebout critiques the ideal model suggesting it falls short of the 
optimum.  He points out two reasons for this: “(1) changes in the costs of one of the 
public services will cause changes in the quantity produced; (2) the costs of moving from 
community to community should be recognized” (Tiebout 1956, 422).   The first 
coincides with much of my critiques of the fifth assumption, which was: “The public 
services supplied exhibit no external economies or diseconomies between communities.”  
My critique of this assumption is that since there is so much variance in local 
government, these governments are competing with one another.  Therefore, external 
economies and diseconomies must exist.  If an individual moves to one community, that 
in itself is a cost to the community they moved from.  Diseconomies and economies must 
be present given that each local system is dependent of one another through spillover 
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effects, or that their economies and diseconomies affect one another.  Their actions are 
directly intended for the benefit of their own set of constituents, which means that there is 
little concern for neighboring local systems.  This shows that Tiebout is not a supporter of 
regionalism because he believes it decreases the efficiency of consumers of a given 
community getting what they want.  
The second critique of his theory, “the costs of moving from community to 
community should be recognized” (Tiebout 1956, 422), is in regards to the first and 
second assumptions, and also aligns with my own critique.  The cost of moving should be 
considered because not all consumers have equal access to mobility.  Tiebout writes, 
“Consumer-voters do not have perfect knowledge and set preferences, nor are they 
perfectly mobile.  The question is how do people actually react in choosing a 
community” (Tiebout 1956, 423).  This question poses what I believe to be the major gap 
in the theory: what motivates people when choosing a community?  Tiebout seems to 
imply that people choose a community that best fits them, which means that the idea of 
regionalism that I previously mentioned would be considered worrisome to some 
consumers.  This is because, as Tiebout points out, generally consumers worry that 
integrating municipalities would result in lost patterns of local revenue-expenditure.  
Meaning, their preferences would not match as well as if it were not in regional 
cooperation.  Thus, a way to regulate and avoid failing to meet voter preferences is to 
protect the local autonomy. 
Finally, Tiebout considers the policy implications for the preceding analysis.  
These implications include municipal integration, provision for mobility, and set local 
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revenue and expenditure patterns (Tiebout 1956, 423).  According to Tiebout, municipal 
integration is justified only if “any service is forthcoming at the same total cost and 
without reduction of any other service” (Tiebout 1956, 423).  Meaning, combining 
aspects of different municipalities, say the police force, is not justified on economic 
grounds.  While the combined municipalities would argue they could reduce costs of the 
police force, it should not actually be reduced given the same number of consumer-voters 
are still being protected.  This could potentially result in one community not receiving as 
much protection as the other participating municipality, and thus would be a violation of 
consumer choice.  In regards to the provision for mobility, creating policies to promote 
mobility and increase consumer-voter knowledge will improve the allocation of 
government expenditures and private expenditures.  Lastly, Tiebout looks at whether or 
not local governments should have a fixed revenue-expenditure pattern.  Tiebout asserts 
that this may be impossible in a large, dynamic metropolis.  He says that this is more 
likely to be doable in a rural or suburban community. 
Tiebout concludes that the solution exists, but the problem is how to find that 
solution.  He goes on to explain this conclusion:  
“If consumer-voters are fully mobile, the appropriate local governments, whose 
revenue-expenditure patterns are set, are adopted by the consumer-voters.  While 
the solution may not be perfect because of institutional rigidities, this does not 
invalidate its importance.  The solution…is the best that can be obtained given 
preferences and resource endowments” (Tiebout 1956, 424).   
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Here, I think Tiebout acknowledges that the solution is not perfect.  This is because 
optimum size cannot be achieved considering it is not possible in regards to each 
individuals’ preferences.  
 
The Political Implications of Public Choice Theory  
 Tiebout’s construction of the pure public choice theory is predominantly in terms 
of economics.  Since his writings in 1956, other scholars began exploring the public 
choice theory in other contexts, one of which is politics.  By looking into the political 
schemes of public choice theory, many scholars have utilized the theory in the context of 
explaining how residential segregation came to exist in America.    
 In Chapter 4 of Place Matters: Metropolitics for the Twenty-First Century, 
Dreier, Mollenkopf, and Swanstrom discuss a historical review of federal policies, which 
they assert have enhanced economic segregation in U.S. metropolitan areas.  According 
to the views of theorist who accept that free markets naturally produce economic 
segregation, such as Charles Tiebout, local autonomy in land use decisions gives 
consumers the right to choose based on personal preferences, which they believe 
maximizes efficiency and sense of community (Dreier et al. 2001, 105).  Authors who 
support this claim argue that people should have the option to live wherever they want 
since these decisions are based on the use of their own money.  However, with this in 
mind, scholars such as Rockwell acknowledge that “markets mean choice, and with 
choice comes sorting” (Dreier et al. 2001, 105).  People tend to sort themselves across 
religious, political, cultural and social perspectives, creating like-minded communities.  
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This aspect is not present in Tiebout’s work; he focuses primarily in terms of public 
goods and services, not identity.  Authors extend this to imply that having a suburb 
consisting of like-minded individuals develops a strong sense of community (Dreier et al. 
2001, 105).  
To coincide with Dreier et al., Basolo and Hastings explore the motivations of 
public officials to please the median voter.  The public choice theory argues that public 
officials make rational decisions regarding planning based on the economic interest of 
their citizens.  Therefore, the public choice theory explains policy cooperation because it 
suggests the self-interested nature of individuals, which includes the elected public 
officials or land use bureaucrats who are making the land use decisions.  The authors 
further describe how the public choice theory is the idea that “officials will avoid policies 
such as affordable housing because these policies redistribute resources from the median 
resident to less well-off individuals in their communities” (Basolo and Hastings 2003, 
465).  The residents make it known that lower-income people are unwanted.   
Individual attitudes of median voter residents, specifically NIMBYism, aid in this 
obstacle of public choice.  NIMBYism is the idea that individuals hold the notion of “not 
in my backyard,” in that they do not favor mixed income housing because they fear it will 
bring unwanted attention to their neighborhood, such as crime and decreasing property 
values.  The authors categorize this as focusing on the micro-level meaning that 
individual attitudes and beliefs result in rejection of affordable or fair-housing strategies 
(Basolo and Hastings 2003, 465), and thus people advocate against such policies to 
politicians.  Therefore, the interests of the median voter resident, to keep unwanted 
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residents out, are mimicked by the local government actions.  The results of the study are 
consistent with previous studies in finding that the public choice hypothesis shows that 
localities will support developmental policies that are consistent with the preferences of 
the median voter, rather than more inclusive, redistributive policies (Basolo and Hastings 
2003, 465).  
 
Critiques of Public Choice 
Dreier et al. provide a rebuttal for the public choice perspective in their book, 
Place Matters: Metropolitics for the Twenty-First Century.  They specify that the public 
choice theory has two major flaws, the first being the assumption that markets are free 
from government influence (Dreier et al. 2001, 108).  The authors argue that although 
people do make real choices based on housing, business, and markets, government 
policies shape every aspect of how decisions are made and what consumers have to 
choose from.  This argument is based on how local government actions are reflective 
upon political participation by citizens, who should advocate for what is best for their city 
(Dreier et al. 2001, 108).  Tiebout aligns with this in that he explains how in his model, 
the city manager or elected official who is not capable of keeping their costs (taxes) low 
compared to similar communities will find themselves out of a job (public office) 
(Tiebout 1956, 422).  Therefore, this rebuttal aims to shine light on the relationship 
between citizens and local lawmakers.  Local lawmakers of government policies have the 
ability to make changes and are forced to make certain changes based upon the 
preferences of the citizens.   
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The second major flaw of the public choice theory is that free markets primarily 
exist to serve homeowners much better than it serves the inner-city poorer communities, 
i.e. renters.  Dreier et al. assert that “the public choice theory ignores all the features of 
society that constrain or empower people’s ability to choose” (Dreier et al. 2001, 108).  
Further, this rebuttal aims to expose the reality that people do not prefer a lower quality 
of public services, but rather that they are just constrained to worse options for different 
circumstances.  The public choice theory does not take into account the constraints 
consumers undergo when making decisions based off where to live, especially lower-
income families (Dreier et al. 2001, 109).  For example, lower-income people do not have 
the ability to choose where they would most likely prefer to live because they may not 
afford to live in a city or neighborhood that best meets their preferences.  These 
preferences, that are difficult to meet, can be both private consumption and public 
services.  This challenge proves the inefficiency of the free market, which is an argument 
that can be supported by looking at racial segregation.  Dreier et al. point out this 
connection by noting that “when affluent Black Americans are more likely to live near 
poor Black Americans that near affluent Whites, that too challenges the notion that “free” 
markets are efficient” (Dreier et al. 2001, 109).  Meaning, the free market is not solely 
based on individual preferences and choice.  The authors conclude that the free market is 
limited through irrational prejudices, such as banks telling middle-class Blacks and 
LatinX that they are not eligible for a conventional mortgage despite their good credit, 
which leads to racial segregation (Dreier et al. 2001, 109).   
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These flaws detail how markets cannot be isolated from government, public 
policy, and politics.  Local governments compete for residents and investors based on 
rules that are neither free nor fair.  Dreier et al. explains how each jurisdiction of local 
government has a strong incentive to adopt policies that exclude unwanted, below-
medium income residents.  This is because lower-income residents require more services 
than they can pay in taxes (Dreier et al. 2001, 111).  To keep these unwanted residents 
out, local governments exclude these residents through zoning; thus, their choice to 
mobilize is not necessarily a part of the free market.  While the Supreme Court 
theoretically ended racial zoning, the federal courts upheld zoning based on economic 
distinctions (Dreier et al. 2001, 114).  This was a result of zoning becoming a crucial tool 
for local governments to utilize in order to protect property values.  While some 
advocates of public choice theory believe that the inequalities will balance out as the 
market achieves equilibrium, Dreier et al. believes that the competition amongst 
fragmented local governments has led to a vicious cycle of rising spatial inequality 
(Dreier et al. 2001, 115).  This suggests that the competition to maintain property values 
and keep a majority of residents, and therefore voters, happy will lead to political 
fragmentation, and thus segregation given that only some residents have a choice. 
Michael Howell-Moroney, an assistant professor of public administration at the 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, studies intergovernmental dynamics of alleviating 
urban sprawl and the problems that arise from municipal fragmentation.  In this piece, he 
outlines his interpretation of Charles Tiebout’s theory, which has so greatly impacted 
public choice scholarship in succeeding years.  Mainly, he focuses on Tiebout’s argument 
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of polycentricity, having more than one center in a metropolitan area, and the effects on 
local democracy and self-governance.  He offers a critique of Tiebout’s argument by 
exploring the issues that arise with the creation of boundaries.  Additionally, he 
concludes, similarly to Basolo and Hastings, that regionalism is often only responsive to 
service related problems, rather that other important local issues that affect the 
attractiveness of a community.  
 Howell-Moroney begins by outlining the Tiebout Hypothesis that favors the 
decentralized structure of metropolitan governance.  Howell-Moroney states: “Tiebout’s 
insight was that because most metropolitan areas have a multiplicity of local 
governments, each providing a unique mix of public service, consumers can (and do) 
reveal their preferences for local public goods by their choice of municipality in which to 
reside” (Howell-Moroney 2008, 97).  In short, Tiebout’s main argument is that having 
multiple local governments give consumers choice, which is usually made through their 
preferences.  
 Howell-Moroney offers a critique of polycentricity by discussing the effects of 
decentralization.  He delivers the critique through two avenues, which he classifies as 
service-related problems and spillover problems.  Service-related governance problems 
involve making improvements to service delivery mechanisms while keeping local 
boundaries intact (Howell-Moroney 2008, 98).  This includes improvements to police and 
fire protection, provision of water and sewage treatments, and paramedics.  These issues 
are more concerns of efficiency and economy and involve questions about the best way to 
provide services to the citizens of the community (Howell-Moroney 2008, 99).  Some 
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scholars have found that polycentric governments are more responsive to local citizens’ 
demands and needs, and also foster better consolidation of service production when 
needed (Howell-Moroney 2008, 99).  This theory, the industrial organization theory, 
asserts that while some services are produced and provided at the local level, others are 
produced and provided in a more consolidated fashion (Howell-Moroney 2008, 99).  
Meaning, public services remain locally produced and provided until a particular service 
is deemed more efficient through interlocal cooperation (Howell-Moroney 2008, 99).  
However, the caveat to this assertion is that that interlocal cooperation is limited 
to what I have previously defined as service-related problems.  Other local issues, often 
which are weighted of more importance in deciding where to live, are lifestyle choices 
where it has been widely recognized that such decisions are made on the local scale.  
These include land use planning, provision of public education, affordable housing and 
community development (Howell-Moroney 2008, 100), which are all issues that would 
be relevant to the public preferences.  Therefore, inequity is exhibited in these decisions 
regarding lifestyle choices.  While communities can make decisions and cooperate 
interlocally, the decisions that facilitate integration and equality, such as affordable 
housing and community development, are not decided in the same way as other public 
service-related decisions.  This distinction is even more relevant when considering the 
problem of spillovers. 
The second aspect of Howell-Moroney’s critique of Tiebout’s public choice 
theory is spillover problems.  As Tiebout discussed in his theory, economies and 
diseconomies are based on external factors; meaning, a decision or event that occurs in 
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one community would likely affect, either positively or negatively, a neighboring 
community.  Howell-Moroney critiques this specifically in regard to race and class.  He 
points out the Tiebout most likely did not focus on racial and social equity, limits of 
growth, sustainable development, and the externalities resulting from sprawl because 
these issues were not of major concern at the time of his theory’s publication (Howell-
Moroney 2008, 100).  Howell-Moroney writes how this has changed throughout time: “In 
fact, the contemporary problems arising from fragmented governance constitute a 
significant challenge to one of Tiebout’s major assumptions: namely, that no spillovers 
occur between communities” (Howell-Moroney 2008, 100).   
Segregation by socioeconomic class is a main spillover effects that Howell-
Moroney identifies.  Due to having the option to freely choose where to live, people tend 
to choose the one in which they receive the best service bundle (Howell-Moroney 2008, 
100).  Often, this “free choice” is not as free to some consumers as it is to others, which is 
particularly due to varied mobility.  For instance, a wealthier person has the decision to 
live wherever they want because they can afford any neighborhood, whereas a lower-
income person has less choice on where to live, given that they cannot afford to live in 
wealthier neighborhoods, which creates socioeconomic segregation.  Additionally, local 
policies do not compete for members of marginalized groups (Howell-Moroney 2008, 
101), exacerbating the socioeconomic segregation issue.  Low income consumers often 
have greater demand for social services and assisted living, but policies do not support 
them in these needs.  The undersupply of services and non-provision of affordable 
housing is done by fiscal zoning or other means that allow local autonomous 
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governments to prevent the entry of certain groups (Howell-Moroney 2008, 101).  This 
assertion aligns with Dreier et al.’s critique that local government responds to the interest 
of the median voter, which in suburbs is the homeowner.  Howell-Moroney’s assertions 
demonstrate that freedom of choice does not necessarily mean that all consumers are able 
to achieve freedom of mobility, proving that economic segregation is present in these 
instances.  This assertion is backed up by other public choice scholars who have explored 
the connection of sociology and urban affairs, in which studies have confirmed that there 
is indeed a linkage between municipal fragmentation and residential segregation by class 
and race (Howell-Moroney 2008, 101).   
Some scholars have found that racial segregation is connected to economic 
segregation, which is another main spillover effect that Howell-Moroney identifies.  
Massey and Denton’s work in American Apartheid (1993) consists of a study of extreme 
residential segregation faced by Black Americans.  Their work shows that Black 
Americans are constrained to live in areas that have a higher concentration of poverty.  
They found this pattern to be consistent (Howell-Moroney 2008, 101).  
Also relating to economic segregation, spillover effects can be multigenerational, 
rather than in terms of cross-jurisdictionally.  Scholars have determined that much of 
consumers lives are determined by where and how their parents grew up (Howell-
Moroney 2008, 101), specifically, people often remain in similar neighborhoods to the 
ones their parents grew up in.  This affects the mobility of people, meaning that it is 
difficult for lower-income families to move out of low income neighborhoods if that is 
where their family has remained for generations.  This challenge is rooted in economic 
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mobility, being that generations often cannot afford to move out of the neighborhood they 
grew up in.  Scholars have defined this as the intergenerational transmission of poverty 
(Howell-Moroney 2008, 101).   
The last spillover that Howell-Moroney discusses is the costs of urban sprawl.  He 
defines sprawl in this article as “the ubiquitous low-density pattern of development 
across metropolitan America” (Howell-Moroney 2008, 102).  This refers to the effect of 
consumers moving outward from the city center, leaving the inner-city with less 
resources and tax revenue, and contributing to economic segregation.  This often effects 
the quality of infrastructure, schools, and new development (Howell-Moroney 2008, 
102).  Specifically, land use is a prominent factor.  Local governments have no incentive 
to avoid spillover effects because of our fragmented urban system that exists due to the 
ability of local government to exercise autonomy over land use decisions.  Thus, they can 
do as they please under the constraints of their financial abilities with no regard to other 
communities.  This enables municipalities to create rules that can exclude certain 
populations (Howell-Moroney 2008, 102). 
Howell-Moroney points out that Tiebout did acknowledge that differing incomes 
constrains consumers and affects where they are able to choose to live, which Dreier et 
al. also asserted (Dreier et al. 2001, 109).  Howell-Moroney extends this by describing 
the service-related problems and the race, generational, and urban sprawl factors of 
spillover effects and the costs of urban sprawl.  Given his arguments, he asserts that 
municipal boundaries reflect clusters of similarly situated people, and they also restrict 
access to opportunity structures (Howell-Moroney 2008, 101).  However, he also 
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concludes that interlocal cooperation is often present in service-related issues.  This, he 
says, is because the interlocal cooperation is still in the self-interest of the municipality.  
Thus, it is not a threat to local sovereignty (Howell-Moroney 2008, 102).  Given this, 
interlocal cooperation is not done on issues that actually address the segregated 
composition of a city, such as schools and taxes.  Therefore, these are the issues and 
decisions that result in externalities and diseconomies for neighboring communities, 
rather than resulting in policies that would address the issues of socioeconomic class and 
racial segregation.  
To summarize the public choice literature, median voter preferences are related to 
the type of zoning that is enacted in local governments.  Public choice theory, as 
explained by Tiebout, is in short, the theory that people make decisions based on their 
preference pattern.  In analyzing this concept within the politics of residential 
segregation, some literature suggests that people tend to sort themselves based on like-
ness.  However, other scholars assert that segregation is actually a result of federal, state, 
and local government actions and inactions that are done in response to the preferences of 
the median voter in order to please the median voter.  Lastly, the public choice theory has 
been critiqued by scholars because it is believed by some to fail to accommodate for 






Literature of Empirical Studies of Regional Patterns 
Gregory Squires discusses how zoning affects residential segregation.  In Chapter 
1 of “Urban Sprawl: Causes, Consequences, and Policy Responses,” Squires discusses 
the consequences of urban sprawl and its relationship to residential segregation.  Squires 
outlines the structural, spatial, and social development of metropolitan communities.  
Each of the aforementioned types of development are all associated with sprawl.  Squires 
defines sprawl as “a pattern of urban and metropolitan growth that reflects low-density, 
automobile-dependent, exclusionary new development on the fringe of settled areas often 
surrounding a deteriorating city” (Squires 2002, 2).  This outward extension of 
development is rooted in spatial economic restructuring.  While economic development 
sounds positive on the surface, it leaves lower-income residents in the city and inner-ring 
suburbs, and it takes away many of their resources.  This is because when the higher 
income population moves outward, the businesses also start to follow that same 
trajectory.  Thus, the presence of urban sprawl leads to fragmentation as described by 
Dreier et al. and Howell-Moroney in their critiques of Tiebout. 
Rolf Pendall explains the type of zoning that can lead to this fragmentation and 
segregation—exclusive zoning—in his 2000 piece, “Local Land Use Regulation and the 
Chain of Exclusion.”  To test his hypothesis, Pendall defines five major land use controls 
and one land use condition that may contribute to racial exclusion.  These categories 
consist of low-density-only zoning, building permit caps, building permit moratorium, 
adequate public facilities ordinance, urban growth boundary, and boxed-in status 
(Pendall 2000, 128).  The two most studied impacts of exclusionary zoning are the 
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impacts of socio-economic status segregation and racial segregation.  Rachel Meltzer and 
Jenny Schuetz explore inclusionary zoning in their piece “What Drives the Diffusion of 
Inclusionary Zoning?” where they examine the factors that have led to the recent trends 
in California to practice inclusionary zoning.  
 
Exclusionary Zoning Effects on Residential Segregation  
 Rolf Pendall largely addresses the connection between exclusionary zoning and 
residential segregation.  He specifically looks at how land use controls affect segregation 
in the public sector, while also studying the private discrimination that exists in the 
housing market.  In his article “Local Land Use Regulation and the Chain of Exclusion,” 
he explores the connection between local land use regulation and exclusionary patterns 
that target minority groups.  In doing this, he explores specific land use controls in 
relation to the population of Black and Hispanics within neighborhoods in an attempt to 
show the linkage between land use regulation and racial housing discrimination.  
 Pendall begins this paper by summarizing previous literature regarding 
discrimination and institutionalized racism within the private and public sectors (Pendall 
2000, 125).  In contextualizing the exclusionary practices within both the private and 
public sectors, he briefly discusses the findings of various authors, such as Denton, 
Farley, Keating, and others.  These exclusionary practices more include zoning; actions 
by real estate agents, banks and insurance companies, and landlords to prevent minorities 
from living in certain neighborhoods; and municipal governments who have fostered 
racial discrimination practices (Pendall 2000, 125-126).   
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Pendall also points out that state policies have been more successful at 
challenging exclusionary zoning practices, but that these cases have concentrated more 
on the exclusion of lower-income households, rather than focusing on the exclusion of 
racial minorities (Pendall 2000, 126).  For example, he points are that the American 
Institute of Certified Planners (AICP) Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct and the 
American Planning Association (APA) Ethical Principles in Planning both include the 
following language:  
“A planner must strive to expand choice and opportunity for all persons, 
recognizing a special responsibility to plan for the needs of disadvantaged groups 
and persons, and must urge the alteration of policies, institutions, and decisions 
which oppose such needs” (AICP, 1991 [1987]).   
He goes on to point out that this language suggests that planners have a responsibility to 
dismantle land use controls that exclude certain people from opportunity on the basis of 
class or income, and also those that have exclusionary effects on racial or ethnic 
minorities (Pendall 2000, 127).  However, Pendall’s research shows that municipalities 
have not been held accountable for these responsibilities, given the notable relationship 
between land use controls and racial residential segregation. 
 In attempt to explore this linkage, Pendall identifies four important housing 
market conditions that promote inclusion: new housing supply, multi-family housing 
supply, rental housing supply, and affordable rental housing.  He concludes these market 
conditions are inclusive on the basis of the following statistics.  First, he specifies that 
fewer than 45% of Blacks and Hispanics nationally own their dwellings, compared to 
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nearly 70% of White non-Hispanics.  Without the equity and good credit ratings, Blacks 
and Hispanics face higher financial burdens when they try to buy houses, so therefore 
places with less rental housing will consequently attract fewer Blacks and Hispanics.  
Second, minority households have lower-incomes than White non-Hispanic households.  
Pendall bases this off of the fact that in 1997, the U.S. Census Bureau showed that Black 
American or Hispanic median household incomes were under $30,000 compared to 
$40,577 for White non-Hispanic households.  Thirdly, Black home buyers prefer to 
locate in places with higher proportions of rentals, because it implies that more Blacks 
already live there.  A survey study done by Farley et al. in 1997 showed that most Black 
Americans prefer integrated neighborhoods but would choose mostly Black over mostly 
White neighborhoods.  Lastly, while Pendall does not offer support for this claim, he 
asserts that landlords of rental housing may select White tenants because of racial 
prejudices, whereas where rental housing is plentiful, landlords are less likely to profit 
from discriminatory behavior since other rental options may be available in the same 
neighborhood (Pendall 2000, 127).  These assertions by Pendall show that the lower 
incomes of Black Americans and Hispanics make them more dependent on affordable 
rental housing.  Therefore, Pendall hypothesizes that “one would expect to find higher 
concentrations of Blacks and Hispanics in places with higher proportions of multifamily, 
rental, and affordable rental units.” Thus, one would also expect that concentrations of 
both minority groups would increase over time as more inclusive housing conditions 
become more common, such as multi-family and rental housing (Pendall 2000, 127).   
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 To test this hypothesis and examine his research question of “Do land use controls 
result in exclusionary housing conditions, and do these conditions lead in turn to racial 
exclusion?” (Pendall 2000, 130), Pendall looks at the five major land use controls and 
one land use condition previously described: low-density-only zoning, building permit 
caps, building permit moratoriums, adequate public facilities ordinance, urban growth 
boundary, boxed-in status (Pendall 2000, 128).   
 After completing a respondent survey analysis of residents in 25 metropolitan 
areas using the mail-survey method (Pendall 2000, 130) and analyzing data from the 
1980 and 1990 Censuses of Population and Housing at the city (Pendall 2000, 131), 
township, county and metropolitan levels, Pendall began unpacking the linkage between 
land use controls and racial residential segregation.  The analysis showed that low-
density-only zoning contributed significantly to four exclusive housing market outcomes.  
Specifically, when looking at the 1980s, low-density-only zoning areas grew about 5% 
more slowly than other communities surveyed; the number of multi-family housing 
dropped by 0.6 percentage points; single family housing increased by 1.1 percentage 
points; and the rental share dropped by 0.7 percentage points (Pendall 2000, 133).  These 
findings show that communities with low-density-only zoning became more exclusive in 
the 1980s in three particular ways: The grew more slowly, they shifting further from 
multi-family to single family units, and they shifted further away from renter occupancy 
(Pendall 2000, 133).  These findings may suffice as support for Pendall’s hypothesis that 
the amount of affordable and multi-family housing unites leads to larger minority 
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residents.  Given this, do these outcomes prove to influence the racial composition of 
communities?   
Pendall examined this aspect of the relationship through an ordinary least squares 
regression that analyzed the independent association between each land use control and 
race-related outcomes, along with the effects of land use controls on racial groups 
(Pendall 2000, 131).  Pendall’s research confirms that: “Jurisdictions with low-density 
zoning housed about half as many Blacks, and two thirds as many Hispanics, as other 
jurisdictions within their regions.  Jurisdictions with low-density-only zoning also failed 
to gain as many Black and Hispanic residents between 1980 and 1990 as did similar 
communities permitted higher-density residential development” (Pendall 2000, 135). 
 In conclusion, Pendall asserts that land use controls exclude Blacks and Hispanics 
in non-overt ways, in that they do so over time by building residential environments that 
attract or accommodate large numbers of non-Hispanic White residents and fail to appeal 
and accommodate to Blacks and Hispanics (Pendall 2000, 138).  Going back to Pendall’s 
earlier assertions, they do this by not providing inclusionary housing options, such as 
multi-family homes and rentals housing.  He summarizes his findings to what he refers to 
as the “chain of exclusion.”  The first link of the chain is that low-density-only zoning 
reduces housing growth.  Low-density-only zoning is characterized by any jurisdiction 
that prohibits housing construction at a density greater than eight dwellings per acre 
(Pendall 2000, 138).  This brings us to the second link of the chain, which is that low-
density-only housing reduces the number of multi-family units when combined with 
slower growth.  Consequently, there is an increase in single family homes.  The third link 
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of the chain is that low-density-only zoning, along with slow growth and the reduction of 
multi-family housing, correlates with falling proportions of rental units.  This then creates 
the fourth link by all of these factors’ contributions to the reduction of affordable housing 
availability.  Finally, these factors, or links, combine to diminish the growth in minority 
populations in areas with these characteristics (Pendall 2000, 138).  Thus, the primary 
land use regulation that effects, or enhances, racial residential segregation is the 
movement towards low-density-only land use.  In addition to this linkage, Pendall 
concludes that housing conditions affect Blacks and Hispanics differently.  While rental 
housing promoted growth in the share of Black communities, rental housing affordability 
had no recognizable effect (Pendall 2000, 138).  In contrast, rental affordability had 
significant effect on Hispanics in that rental housing had a positive influence on the 
Hispanic share but not in the subset category of low-Hispanic communities (Pendall 
2000, 139).  However, Pendall asserts that the effects of exclusionary low-density-only 
zoning must still be considered exploratory, due to his data limitations and because of 
how patterns of community change can affect it, as well.  Thus, he notes that further 
research should be done to gain a greater analysis of the relationship between community 
change and land use controls, which is something my research aims to dive deeper into. 
These types of policies are often thought to be the result of homeowners’ 
preferences.  Fischel explores this element of homeownership and zoning policies, in 
which he concludes that exclusive zoning is most reflective of homeowner interest to 
protect the interest of covenanted land (Fischel 2003, 326).  Aligning with public choice, 
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homeowners advocate for exclusive policies based on their personal preferences and 
benefit to maintain their land value and keep taxes low.   
Homeowners advocate these preferences to politicians and land use bureaucrats 
who make the zoning decisions.  Elected officials, and land use bureaucrats, utilize their 
authority to zone exclusively.  Dreier et al. and Danielson discuss how land use is the 
primary power given to local governments by state constitutions (Dreier et al. 2001, 111; 
Danielson 1976, 146).  Dreier et al. asserts that “States have granted these local 
governments wide latitude and autonomy to regulate land use, provide public services 
(such as education and infrastructure), and raise local taxes to finance their services” 
(Dreier et al. 2001, 111).  Fischel also discusses the authority of municipalities and then 
goes on to explain how municipal authority is what creates political fragmentation 
amongst suburbs.  The political action by the independent local government, typically 
elected politicians themselves, is how zoning policies are created, given that zoning falls 
under the authority of the municipality (Fischel 2004, 326), rather than state or federal 
government.  Since all municipalities have a right to create their own land use policies, 
given the history of how fragmentation was created (Fischel 2004, 326), then it is the 
local government’s use of its political authority to zone that creates exclusion, which is 






Inclusionary Zoning Effects on Residential Segregation  
Inclusionary zoning is thought to be a potential tool for combating residential 
segregation.  Scholars argue that rather than zoning exclusively, municipalities can zone 
in ways that promote integration across racial and ethnic groups.  As previously 
mentioned, Whittemore suggested some zoning practices that would promote integrating 
suburbs and maintaining diversity in gentrifying suburbs (Whittemore 2017, 23).  This 
zoning includes mandating affordably priced units in new developments (Whittemore 
2017, 23); counter efforts to block voter initiatives, growth caps, and other city planning 
measures that would reduce the supply of affordable housing and cause displacement of 
disadvantaged groups; and by advocating for health-promoting facilities, such as 
healthier food options and public recreational spaces, and deterring “health-restricting 
facilities,” such as liquor stores and fast-food establishments (Whittemore 2017, 24).  
Rachel Meltzer and Jenny Schuetz explain that inclusionary zoning programs 
“require developers to make a certain percentage of the units within their market-rate 
residential developments affordable to low- or moderate-income households” (Meltzer 
and Schuetz 2010, 578).  Given there is limited empirical evidence on the effects of these 
programs, they have generated controversy.  While critics warn that it may constrain 
production and raise prices, advocates believe that the negative effects can be mitigated 
through cost offsets and are justified by the potential of providing affordable housing 
(Meltzer and Schuetz 2010, 579). 
In regard to Fischel’s assertions pertaining to the influence of homeowners on 
political action, Edward Goetz stresses the importance of the presence of political actors 
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that are oppositional to the dominant homeowner interest represented—fair-share housing 
advocacy groups.  In his study to explore the relationship of what he defines as 
community-based advocacy groups1, Goetz surveyed both economic development 
officials and housing officials to inquire about the types of development policies used in 
the given city, and also to inquire about local housing policies (Goetz 1994, 92).  These 
results aimed to reflect the city’s willingness to support low income housing (Goetz 1994, 
93).  The findings support Goetz’s third hypothesis: “Alternative development policy is 
associated with higher levels of community-based political mobilization” (Goetz 1994, 
92).  The findings showed that community-based activity is positively associated with 
alternative development policy, or what I define as inclusive policy, and is heavily 
associated with moralistic principles (Goetz 1994, 100).  In sum, he found that 
community-based activism is significant in the creation of progressive policy initiatives 
regarding zoning (Goetz 1994, 104).  Thus, these types of community-based, fair-share 
advocacy groups are important when advocating for inclusive zoning policies. 
 The empirical literature that addresses the zoning effects on residential 
segregation in the context of the public choice theory helps explain why some local 
governments enact exclusive land use policies, while others are successful in enacting 
inclusive land use policies.  Looking at the personal motivations of the residents and 
policymakers, exclusionary practices stem from median voter preferences to keep 
property values high.  Pendall’s “Chain of Exclusion” helps to explain how the decision 
																																																						
1 For the purposes of this study, I categorize community-based advocacy groups as fair-
share housing advocacy groups, given Capraro’s community development model 
(Capraro 2004). 
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to permit low-density-only zoning, in order to protect such property values, leads to the 
exclusion of multi-family homes and subsequently exclude minority populations.  While 
inclusive zoning policies are non-traditional, some communities have attempted it 
through fair-share housing advocacy for more inclusive housing policies through 
community-based organization.  While Goetz proved that there is some hope for 
inclusive policies, the literature shown implies that more inclusive policies are difficult to 
obtain given the preferences of median voters, and the response of public officials to 
those median voter preferences. 
 
Conclusion 
 In conclusion, the literature presented aims to provide insight to my research 
question: What factors contribute to why some suburbs adopt land use policies that 
encourage inclusivity and integration, meanwhile others adopt land use policies that 
encourage exclusivity and segregation?  The existing literature that I have reviewed looks 
at the different types of suburban zoning, as well as the politics of why communities zone 
differently.  In exploring this, I have identified three main sets of literature: land use 
literature, public choice theory literature, and empirical patterns of zoning.  Overall, the 
literature suggest that suburbs adopt more exclusive land use policy in response to 
median voter—or homeowner—preferences.  This tends to lead to more fragmented, 
segregated suburbs.  Additionally, the literature suggests that exclusionary zoning can be 
countered by fair-share housing advocacy groups that petition for more inclusive land use 
policy and more integrated suburbs.  
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework 
Based on the literature that I explored to help explain what motivations lead some 
metropolitan suburbs to adopt exclusive land use polices, and others to adopt inclusive 
land use policies, I expect that the predominant factor that contributes to the type of land 
use policies that suburbs adopt will be a product of the influence by the median voter on 
political action by politicians.  Charles Tiebout’s Public Choice Theory (1956) concludes 
that fragmentation and exclusion exists because of the free market society where 
consumer-voters choose where to live based on their preference pattern (Tiebout 1956, 
424).  However, existing literature also shows that control over land use policy is the 
primary power available to local governments (Danielson 1976, 146; Dreier et al. 2001, 
111).  My framework aims to shed light on why politicians create exclusionary zoning 
policies, which I believe relates to the preferences of the median voter, who in suburbs is 
typically a homeowner.  Thus, I theorize that the crucial and understudied component is 
the relationship between the median voter and politicians, and how politicians attempt to 
meet the preferences of the median voter.  My study aims to fill this gap by explaining 
this relationship, or rather the effect that the median voter has on the public officials 
(local elected officials and appointed land use bureaucrats).  I also argue that fair-share 
housing advocacy groups affect the strength of the relationship between the median voter 
and political action, such that a stronger presence of fair-share housing advocacy would 
weaken the influence of median voter preferences on politicians and increase the 
likelihood of more inclusive zoning.   
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Figure 1: Theory Model 
 
Type of Zoning  
The literature overwhelmingly suggests that zoning is a significant cause of racial 
and economic segregation.  In general, Stein describes zoning as the grouping of land use 
together and creating boundaries between municipalities (Stein 2017, 128).  The literature 
shows how zoning can be either exclusionary or inclusionary.  Exclusionary zoning, 
which produces segregation, is when there is a divide across municipalities that is based 
on income/wealth, which discourages linkage between municipalities (Stein 2017, 128).  
Exclusionary zoning makes it more difficult for potential residents who are below the 
median income/wealth of a community to reside in that community.  Inclusionary zoning 
is when the local government allows for small lots and multi-family housing, which are 
typically designed for lower-income residents.  Sometimes municipalities require 
developers to build a certain percentage of affordable housing mixed with any market-
rate housing they create (Meltzer and Schuetz 2010, 578).  For the purposes of my study, 
I consider inclusionary zoning to be the absence of exclusionary zoning. 
For my study, the dependent variable is the type of zoning that exists in a 
municipality; specifically, I look at the zoning decisions of various municipalities.  These 
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decisions are made by the local politicians and land use bureaucrats (who are employed 
by the elected politicians).    
 
Political Action 
Zoning decisions are made at the local government level, given that land use 
policy is a decision that falls under the autonomy of municipalities.  However, Danielson 
points out that autonomy does not necessarily mean that local governments have control 
over their development.  He explains that most municipalities pursue more selective 
policies “which result from the concerns and values of local residents, fiscal realities, 
environmental constraints, and the pressures for growth and change which constantly test 
the effectiveness of local controls” (Danielson 1976, 145).  Given this study discusses the 
influence of the median voter, the political action references those who median voters 
pressure—elected politicians.  Thus, I argue that while states technically give local 
governments authority over land use policy, local governments are not fully autonomous 
because of median-voter pressure.  In addition to elected officials’ political actions, the 
political action in my study also refers to action by local land use bureaucrats.  
Considering they act in the interest of elected officials, such that they do what they are 
asked to do by elected officials in order to maintain their position of employment, they 
too are pressured by median voter influence.   
Public officials, both elected and employed utilize their authority to zone 
exclusively.  Dreier et al. and Danielson discuss how land use is the primary power given 
to local governments by state constitutions (Dreier et al. 2001, 111; Danielson 1976, 
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146).  Dreier et al. asserts that “States have granted these local governments wide latitude 
and autonomy to regulate land use, provide public services (such as education and 
infrastructure), and raise local taxes to finance their services” (Dreier et al. 2001, 111).  
Fischel also discusses the authority of municipalities and then goes on to explain how 
municipal authority creates political fragmentation amongst suburbs.  The political action 
by the independent local government, typically elected politicians themselves, is how 
zoning policies are created given that zoning falls under the authority of the municipality 
(Fischel 2004, 326), rather than the state or federal government.  Since all municipalities 
have a right to create their own land use policies given the history of how fragmentation 
was created (Fischel 2004, 326), then it is the local government’s use of its political 
authority to zone that creates exclusion, which is typically a product of public officials’ 
decisions that is, as mentioned, influenced by the median voter. 
Local government political action, through both elected officials and land use 
bureaucrats, has incentives to zone in the way that they do.  I theorize that this incentive 
is based on two motivations: one solely political motivation, and one economic 
motivation that yet is still connected to politics.  The first motivation is to please the 
median voter residents by listening to their concerns and acting upon such concerns.  I 
theorize that this motivation is connected to the seeking of re-election, thus pleasing the 
median voter who is likely also the majority of constituents.  Given that I am looking at 
suburban municipalities, the median (or average) voter will be a homeowner due to the 
makeup of typical suburbs.  Therefore, if homeowners are the majority, then the local 
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government is listening and responding to their concerns—which are often in the interest 
of protecting property values.   
As for the second motivation, local governments are economically motivated in 
attempt to maintain their tax base.  By giving the local governments the right to control 
the local taxes that support their services, the power to regulate land becomes critical in 
supporting tax efforts and maintaining a strong economic base.  Thus, I theorize that 
maintaining higher income residents is necessary for maintaining a strong economic base.  
In doing this, local governments compete for favored residents and investment.  These 
are residents who are predominantly median or above-median income residents, since 
they can pay for their own services (Dreier et al. 2001, 111).  Therefore, the main interest 
is to keep higher income residents pleased, and below-median income residents excluded 
from the community since they require services that cost more than what they can pay.  
As a result, local governments use zoning laws to prevent unwanted, or lower income, 
residents through exclusionary land use policies (Dreier et al. 2001, 114).  Conversely, 
they act in the interest of homeowners given that they are higher income and politicians 
want them to stay in the community.   
In my study, I theorize that the authority of local government is an important 
intervening role that helps explain the relationship between median voters of a 
community and the type of zoning in a community.  Essentially, this is because although 
people have the right to choose where to live, which is an idea promoted by the free 
market perspective (Tiebout 1956, 424), local governments are the ones who actually 
make the zoning policy decisions (Danielson 1976, 146; Dreier et al. 2001, 111).  In 
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doing this, politicians base their decisions based on the preferences of the homeowners 
(median voters), so that they maintain the support of the median voters and also maintain 
a strong economic base for the city.  
 
Median Voter 
 As previously mentioned, the interests of the median voter are the primary 
interests shaping local government zoning policy enacted by public officials.  For clarity 
purposes, I am studying suburban municipalities, which primarily consist of single-family 
homes.  Thus, the median voter is the homeowner.  Based on Fischel’s analysis of 
homeowners as a political player in suburbs, I argue that the median voter influences 
zoning decisions that local politicians enact, making the median voters my independent 
variable.   
Zoning, created by the municipal government, is related to why people choose to 
live in a given community, because it largely affects property values.  Fischel explains 
how the property values of homeowners are the most important interests that the local 
government protects, and also provides background on how homeowners express this 
interest through a political role.  Homeowners have become the primary political group 
whose interests are being protected and represented (Fischel 2004, 326).  I theorize that 
this is due in part to the fact that homeowners are the median voters given that 
homeowners make up the majority of most suburban communities, and therefore are the 
largest collective group interest when it comes to housing development policy.  Their 
preferences change transportation, schools, and neighborhood safety.  However, the most 
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critical interest being protected is the value of their homes (Fischel 2004, 328).  Since 
people started to buy homes rather than rent, this financial investment makes 
homeowners into a powerful financial tool for the local economy, as well as giving them 
personal incentive to pay attention to the local government policies (Fischel 2004, 327).  
Their financial investments in their homes are desired by cities to maintain the economic 
tax-base (Dreier et al. 2001, 111), but in doing this, I theorize that the politicians must act 
on the preferences of the homeowners given their political power in the local economic 
system.  Homeowners have economic motivation to maintain property values, which 
translates to political power given the high concentration of homeowners in suburban 
populations.  Therefore, the economic interests of the homeowner translate into certain 
political actions by local politicians, given the pressure from median voter to protect their 
property values.   
 
Fair-Share Housing Advocacy Groups 
 In addition to the basic theory driven by the median voter just described, I also 
argue that fair-share housing advocacy groups are a conditional variable between the 
strength of the relationship between median voters’ preference of exclusion and political 
action.  Specifically, I expect fair-share housing advocacy groups to weaken the 
relationship between homeowners and politicians.  Goetz finds that more progressive 
land use policy, or as I refer to it, inclusive zoning, is associated with higher levels of 
community-based political mobilization (Goetz 1994, 92).  I refer to this community-
based political mobilization as fair-share housing advocacy groups.  He found that fair-
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share housing advocacy is positively associated with alternative, more progressive 
inclusive development policy (Goetz 1994, 100).  Based on this finding, I theorize that 
the greater presence of fair-share housing advocacy groups in a municipality will weaken 
the exclusionary influence of median voters, or homeowners, on politicians.  When the 
balance of homeowners and fair-share housing advocacy groups are more equally 
represented in a community, politicians are not as dominated by the preferences of 
homeowners because fair-share housing advocacy groups work to counter-pressure 
politicians.  I expect that a greater presence of fair-share housing advocacy groups leads 
to a more inclusive land use policy.  Conversely, I expect that an absence of fair-share 
advocacy groups and the dominance, or greater presence of, homeowner’s association 
groups will lead to more exclusive land use policy. 
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, I hypothesize that the type of land use policy that municipalities 
adopt (dependent variable) is a product of the actions by politicians (intervening variable) 
which are influenced by the median voter (independent variable) preferences.  This is 
because local politicians are granted authority in creating land use policy.  Since 
attracting homeowners is a primary goal for suburb municipalities, the politicians tend to 
follow homeowner preferences.  In exclusive suburbs, these homeowner preferences 
primarily include protecting property values.  Additionally, I argue that fair-share 
housing advocacy groups (conditional variable) who advocate for inclusive, community-
based zoning are likely to weaken the impact of median voter pressure on politicians.  
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This is because these advocacy groups counter-pressure politicians, thus the homeowner 
preferences are not quite as dominant as they would be if the presence of housing 





















Chapter 3: Methodology 
 To test my theory, I will conduct a comparative case study of two suburbs of 
Cleveland and two suburbs of Chicago.  I find a comparative case study to be the most 
useful way to explore my research question because it will allow me to spot similarities 
and differences across my cases in an attempt to examine the patterns of causation 
outlined in my theory.  However, it is important to note that case studies are limited in 
sample size.  Given I chose only four case studies, I must be wary of making broad 
claims in my conclusions since the results will be specific only to my case studies.  I 
chose metropolitan areas from two different states given that state policies have a large 
impact on land use regulation, which could explain any variation that I find between the 
two areas’ results.  In each area, I have chosen one example of an inclusive suburb and 
one example of an exclusive suburb to compare their land use policies and the 
motivations behind them.  For Cleveland, I will be looking at Shaker Heights, OH as my 
inclusive suburban example and Westlake, OH as my exclusive example.  For Chicago, I 
will be looking at Oak Park, IL as my inclusive suburban example and Lake Forest, IL as 
my exclusive example.  I chose these case studies because they share similar racial and 
economic composition as their counter-part case study in the opposing city—Shaker 
Heights and Oak Park are comparable, as are Westlake and Lake Forest.  The case studies 
will be presented based on their zoning style.  The inclusive case studies will be 
presented first (Shaker Heights and Oak Park), and then the exclusive case studies 
(Westlake and Lake Forest).   
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To start my case study, I will examine the demographics of each city using the 
U.S. Census.  I will analyze the demographics overtime—the 1970s and present—so that 
I can observe the shifts in the population’s demographics.  This will provide as useful 
background to my case studies because demographic changes are indicative of the impact 
of zoning, and they may help me contextualize why the cities have the land use policies 
that exist today.  
In trying to uncover why certain land use policies exist in the suburbs included in 
my case study, I will use a semi-structured interview method to acquire further 
information from elected officials, land use bureaucrats, and fair-share housing advocacy 
groups.  I will ask my subjects a series of open-ended questions, which are detailed 
below.  While my responses will not be as comparable across interviews as a structured 
interview would be, I chose this method because it is my hope that compared to a rigid 
series of questions, the open-ended questions leave room for further discussion of the 
issue at hand and allow the respondents the opportunity to better articulate their 
understanding of the land use process in their suburb.  These interviews will be 
transcribed using “Trint” and “oTranscribe” transcription software; note that the 
highlighted passages in the appendix will be the information most relevant to my study. 
 
Semi-Structured Interview Questions 
 
Elected Officials 
1. Can you provide some background on the history and evolution of [INSERT 
SUBURB]? 
2. What are the most important purposes of zoning?  What goals do you think zoning 
should achieve? 
3. To what extent do you consider the suburb inclusionary or exclusionary?  Why? 
4. How do you think these practices came to be created? 
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5. What role do you play in making these policies? 
6. How do you think the average voter’s preferences influence these zoning decisions?  
7. Do you personally feel pressured to act in the interests of the average voters? Why? 
8. What are the basic motivations for the average voter’s policy preferences? 
 
Land Use Bureaucrats 
1. Can you provide some background on the history and evolution of [INSERT 
SUBURB]? 
2. What are the most important purposes of zoning?  What goals do you think zoning 
should achieve? 
3. To what extent do you consider the suburb inclusionary or exclusionary?  Why? 
4. How do you think these practices came to be created? 
5. What role do you play in making these policies? 
6. What role do you believe elected officials play in making these policies? 
7. Do you think the average voter preferences influence these zoning decisions? If so, 
who do they influence?  
8. Do you personally think that elected officials feel pressured to act in the interests of 
the average voter? Why? 
9. What are the basic motivations for the average voter’s policy preferences? 
 
Fair-Share Housing Advocacy Groups 
1. Can you provide some background on the history and evolution your group in 
[INSERT SUBURB]? 
2. To what extent do you consider the suburb inclusionary or exclusionary?  Why? 
3. How do you think these practices came to be created? 
4. What role do you play in making these policies? 
5. How successful is your fair-share housing advocacy? 
6. What role do you believe elected officials play in making these policies? 
7. Do you think the average voter preferences influence these zoning decisions? If so, 
who do they influence?  
8. Do you personally think that elected officials feel pressured to act in the interests of 
the average voter? Why? 
9. What are the basic motivations for the average voter’s policy preferences? 
10. Do you feel like your group’s advocacy works to counter the influence of average 
voter preferences on zoning policies? 
 
To enhance this project, I will be completing qualitative analyses of newspapers, 
journal articles, city documents, city planning documents, and any other writings that 
may provide insight for each of my case studies.  These sources will allow me to acquire 
public information about local land use policy, land use policy making, and public 
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opinion.  This information will allow me to observe land use patterns within the suburbs, 
and to compare the patterns across each case study. 
These methods of acquiring information for my case study will help me to 
understand how each suburb came to have such different policies in regard to land use 
regulation, and to also find similarities, if any, between the inclusive suburbs and 
between their exclusive suburbs.  Visiting the suburbs to conduct in-person interviews 
will enhance my project given that these methods will help me to better understand the 
evolution of each suburbs’ land use regulation, and how their policies came to be.  In-
person interviews will give me more information and insight to the motivations of public 
officials and land use bureaucrats.  Additionally, speaking with public officials directly 
will allow me to access city documentation that I may not otherwise find online. 
 
Operationalizing the Variables 
Figure 1: Theory Model 
 
 In trying to explain why suburbs have exclusionary zoning, my theory argues that 
the median voter—typically homeowners—influence political actors to create the 
exclusionary polices.  I believe that politicians adhere to the preferences of the median 
voter because of political and economic motivations.  Thus, in communities where 
political action is skewed towards exclusionary zoning, I would expect to get results that 
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show that median voters pressure politicians and land use bureaucrats, and that the 
system then responds to those pressures.  Additionally, I argue that fair-share housing 
advocacy groups provide a counter-pressure on politicians for more inclusive policies, 
which weakens the relationship of the median voter and politicians.   
 
Dependent Variable: Type of Zoning 
In operationalizing the dependent variable, the type of zoning, I will determine the 
land use practices used as either exclusive or inclusive primarily by analyzing the 
interviews I conduct, and reviewing city planning documents, journal articles, and news 
accounts.  The criteria of exclusionary zoning will include the following: low-density 
only housing, the amount of single family residential districts compared to the amount of 
multi-family districts, building permit caps, For-Sale” sign regulations, and whether or 
not Section 8 vouchers are administered in the city.   
Pendall defines low-density-only zoning as the limiting to fewer than eight 
dwelling units per acre (Pendall 2000, 128).  For this measurement, I will calculate 
whether or not eight or more dwellings are permitted within in one acre based on the 
range of minimum lot sizes of single family residential districts.  The total area of single 
family districts as compared to the total area of multi-family districts will be done 
through a visual inspection of each suburb’s zoning map.  Pendall defines building permit 
caps, as the annual limit on new residential housing (Pendall 2000, 128).  Sign 
regulations will be analyzed as whether or not the zoning code of the city allows “For-
Sale” signs to be displayed.  The prohibition of “For-Sale” signs is thought to prevent 
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“White Flight,” the mass exodus of affluent Whites moving out of a city because they 
fear property values are decreasing (Shaker Heights Interview 4, 2019).  Lastly, the 
Affordable Housing Online database will be used to determine whether or not Section 8 
vouchers are administered and/or utilized within the suburb (“Affordable Housing 
Online” 2019). 
 For this project, I argue that the absence of the exclusionary zoning practices 
described as inclusionary zoning.  Therefore, my measurement will be based on the 
presence of the exclusionary zoning policies outlined above, and the severity will be 
determined by how much of this policy is present in the suburb.  I will also visually 
analyze zoning maps to draw conclusions regarding the amount of single family districts 
as compared to multi-family.  If the suburb’s policies include all five of the criteria 
defined, it will be categorized as “Fully Exclusive”.  If the suburb’s policies include four 
of the criteria defined, it will be categorized as “Moderately Exclusive.”  If the suburb’s 
policies include three of the criteria defined, it will be categorized as “Relatively 
Exclusive.”  If the suburb’s policies include two of the criteria defined, it will be 
categorized as “Relatively Inclusive.”  If the suburb’s policies include one of the criteria 
defined, it will be categorized as “Moderately Inclusive.”  If the suburb’s policies include 
none of the criteria defined, it will be categorized as “Fully Inclusive.”  However, this 
does not account for policies that are designed to attract a diverse set of residents, such as 
by creating inclusive incentives.  If the suburb provides incentives that help promote 
more inclusivity, such as encouraging multi-family development or pro-integrative 
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moves, then I would extend my measurements to categorize these suburbs as “Very 
Inclusive.”  
 
Intervening Variable: Political Action 
 In operationalizing political action, the intervening variable in my theory, I 
include actions by both elected politicians and land use bureaucrats.  I will analyze the 
kinds of behaviors that these political actors take that are related to responding to the 
preferences of the median voter.  This will be so that I can observe if and how politicians 
and land use bureaucrats try to understand and gauge the opinions and interests of the 
median voter.  I will primarily use my inquiries from the semi-structured interviews to 
determine if the respondents believe they and other public officials2 are influenced by 
median voters, and also if fair-share housing advocacy groups have any effect on their 
decisions.  I will supplement the information from my interviews by looking at town hall 
meeting agendas and minutes related to land use policy issues, public opinion surveys 
relating to land use policy and housing, and whether or not they hold open office hours 
regarding such issues.  I will also, when relevant, look at whether or not the political 
actors signal to the median voters that they will act in favor of their preferences.  For this, 
I will analyze campaign platforms, public statements, and government department 
webpages.  Based on the information collected, I will contextually determine if the public 
officials are “Fully Unresponsive,” “Moderately Unresponsive,” “Moderately 
Responsive,” or “Fully Responsive” to the median voter. 
																																																						
2 For this study, I refer to both public officials and government officials as synonymous.  
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Independent Variable: Median Voters 
 In operationalizing my independent variable, median voters, I will look at the 
actions and statements by constituents to examine which type of zoning practices they 
favor, and how intensely they voice those preferences to the political actors.  Here, I will 
again use the information from the semi-structured interviews that may indicate how 
involved median voters are in advocating for their interests as homeowners, and for what 
preferences they are primarily advocating.  Additionally, I will look at documents, city 
council meeting notes, newspapers, the presence and actions of homeowners’ 
associations, and any local campaigns or initiatives that aim to protect property values.  
The strength of this variable will be determined by the level of participation of median 
voters in discussions regarding land use policy and regulation.  This evaluation of 
participation will be done by relatively analyzing the case studies to one another.  This 
will be measured as either “High,” “Low,” or “Moderate.”  I will also specify whether the 
dominant preferences of the median voters are either exclusive, inclusive, or partially 
exclusive or inclusive (mixed).  This measurement in each case study is dependent on the 
information available to me and is measured as relative to the other case studies. 
 
Conditional Variable: Fair-Share Housing Advocacy Groups 
 In operationalizing my conditional variable, fair-share housing advocacy groups, I 
will analyze the existing fair-share housing advocacy groups in each suburb.  In order for 
them to weaken the relationship between median voters and political actors, I argue that 
these advocacy groups need to be present in the suburb, and that they also need to be 
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active.  I will acquire information from the semi-structured interviews that may indicate 
how involved or successful these groups are in achieving their interests, and whether or 
not the respondents believe the fair-share advocates influence the political actors 
involved in land use decisions.  Additionally, I will look at documents, city council 
meeting notes, newspapers, and the presence and actions of fair-share housing advocacy 
groups.  The strength of this variable will be determined by the level of participation of 
fair-share housing advocacy groups in discussions regarding land use policy and 
regulation.  This measurement, like the independent variable, is measured as relative to 















Chapter 4: Shaker Heights, OH 
Section 1:  Background and Historical Context  
 Shaker Heights is known for its racial diversity within their population.  One 
public official mentioned that this reputation stems from being one of the first cities in 
Ohio to be designated as having substantially equivalent ordinances as those presented in 
the federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  However, this 
reality was not always the case.   
 In 1968, the year that the federal Fair Housing Act was adopted, Shaker Height’s 
overall demographic looked quite different than it does today.  The 1970 census shows 
that Shaker Heights had a population of 36,306 people.  Of these residents, 85.05 percent 
were White, 14.46 percent were Black, and 0.005 percent identified as another race not 
listed (U.S. Census of Population 1970).  There were 12,558 occupied units at this time.  
61.75 percent were owner-occupied units and 38.25 percent were occupied by renters 
(U.S. Census of Housing 1970). 
 Today, Shaker Heights as a whole is considered to be one of the most diverse 
communities nationally.  As of 2018, Shaker has a population of roughly 27,500 people.  
Of these residents, 56.5 percent are White alone, 33.2 percent are Black alone, 5.2 
percent are Asian alone, and 2.6 percent Hispanic or LatinX.  The median household 
income is about $83,000, and the median value of owner-occupied housing units is 
$218,500.  Additionally, the owner-occupied unit rate is about 64 percent (“U.S. Census 
Bureau QuickFacts: United States, Shaker Heights City, Ohio” 2018).  This indicates that 
there is a decent amount of non-occupied units available for rent, yet a majority of 
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residents in Shaker Heights are still homeowners.  According to the Affordable Housing 
Online data, the percentage of housing units occupied by renters is 35.73 percent.  The 
data also shows that there is a total of 173 low income apartments available in Shaker, 
and there are a total of 3 affordable apartment properties (“Low Income Apartments in 
Shaker Heights, OH” 2019).  This higher presence of affordable housing indicates that 
Shaker Heights is more inclusive in terms of economic differences compared to other 
cities. 
 









Table 2: Racial Makeup of Shaker Heights, OH (U.S. Census 2018) 
 
Interestingly, Shaker Heights was one of the first planned communities in the 
United States, developed by brothers Otis and Mantis Van Sweringen in 1905.  It was 
their hope to create a “Garden City” suburb by focusing on combining the preservation of 
natural lands and lakes with amenities needed by the city, such as public schools, 
churches, and housing stock (“Encyclopedia of Cleveland History: Shaker Heights” 2018, 
1).  The purpose of developing Shaker was to provide the amenities of an urban society 
while fostering a more private, quieter lifestyle than one within the industrial city limits 
(Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Since the two brothers bought the land before any of 
it was developed, the designing of the city was entirely in their hands given they could 
include and exclude whatever they wanted.  One of the key functions of the 
neighborhood that they desired was to include a diverse housing stock, ranging from 
large homes to smaller homes and apartments (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  This 
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meant that there would be various neighborhoods.  In planning this so specifically, the 
Van Sweringens designed the city in zones, or neighborhoods, which generally centered 
around each elementary school.  The lot size and density of the housing stock varied 
depending on which zone, or neighborhood, it was (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019). 
 What was not incorporated into their plans was the creation of a racially or 
ethnically diverse population within the city.  In fact, they were quite exclusive to whom 
they would allow to live in Shaker using restrictive covenants.  The Van Sweringen 
Company had the right to approve or veto the purchase of any property in Shaker Heights 
(75 Years Cover 1987, 81).  These restrictive covenants led to racially segregated 
neighborhoods.   
In the early 1950s, Black families began to settle in the Ludlow neighborhood of 
Shaker.  Unfortunately, an act of violence in this neighborhood exacerbated the 
difficulties Black homebuyers and homeowners faced when trying to settle in Shaker 
Heights; in 1954, a bomb exploded on the site of a new home near Ludlow School, which 
was being built by a Black family, John and Dorothy Pegg (75 Years Cover 1987, 81).  
As a response to this racially charged violence, Shaker Heights passed various initiatives, 
becoming one of the first cities to voluntarily integrate. 
The efforts to foster integration started out as grassroots organizing by the more 
progressive, forward thinking residents (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Soon after, 
however, official organizing took place due to efforts from both neighborhoods and the 
city.  The Ludlow Community Association, which still exists today, was started in 1957 
to counteract the discriminatory practices by real estate agents (75 Years Cover 1987, 
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78).  This was one of the first neighborhood associations in the 1950s that was created to 
support integration efforts (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Their main motive was to 
foster a community towards integration where they encouraged White homebuyers to 
purchase homes in predominantly Black neighborhoods, and vice versa (75 Years Cover 
1987, 82).  This type of property promotion is called affirmative marketing.   
 With affirmative marketing and other practices, Shaker Heights began striving for 
integration.  This new attitude was brought upon by the realization that residents wanted 
to capitalize upon their own their own communal-interest (the self-interest of both Whites 
and Blacks) of bettering the community as a whole:  
“It’s worth underlying here that what we did was not based on sweetness and 
light. We did not mouth any high-sounding moral principles. We exercised our 
own self-interest: blacks and whites decided together that quality integration was 
possible if it included a racially balanced neighborhood” (75 Years Cover 1987, 
82).   
One of the key benefits, as portrayed by growing national media attention, was that 
neighborhoods experiencing integration are saw success in terms of economic, social, and 
educational values (75 Years Cover 1987, 82).  However, as with any ideal policy 
towards integration, it had its challenges.  Donald DeMarco, a former Community 
Services Director who was interviewed for the historiography 75 Years Cover, discussed 
how integrative policies can be when realism is present and self-interest is taken into 
account.  As he explained: 
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“We fervently want to have integration happen and be maintained naturally. 
Shaker leaders, however, have known better than to give in to wishful thinking. 
Shaker’s idealism has been based on realism. Before James Farmer said it, before 
Martin Luther King, Jr., said it, before Supreme Court Justice Blackmun said it, 
Shaker’s leadership knew it – that to get beyond racism, race must be taken into 
account. If integration is good, then it’s worth deliberating over and working for, 
even if much of that work is uncomfortable and only semi-satisfying because it 
requires affirmative effort and does not sustain itself without sacrifice. Most 
public policy decisions as well as private investment decisions, however race-
neutral on their face, have racial impacts. Unfortunately, most often those impacts 
foster segregation and resegregation” (75 Years Cover 1987, 82-3). 
This quote exemplifies two significant points, the first being that policy decisions were 
made based on the communal values of Shaker constituents, which at the time were to 
promote integration with the hope of developing a stronger economy, social cohesion 
amongst diverse groups, and a greater educational experience amongst all groups.  The 
second point is that a focus on integration requires unpopular sacrifices.  DeMarco’s 
argument is that while Shaker Heights wants to be integrated, there are other factors 
working against integration, such as the potential self-interest of constituents whose views 
do not align with the communal-interest of integration.  This is likely due to the sacrifices 
that more affluent people need to give in order for integration to occur.  
Unlike the other case studies, Shaker Heights public officials place a significant 
emphasis on education as a factor of their integration.  Shaker Heights was designed so 
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that each neighborhood, for the most part, centered around elementary schools to ensure 
that everyone had the accessibility to walk to school.  Here, the intention was to be an an 
all-inclusive community with a shared value of education (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 
2019).  Due to the fact that Shaker Height’s schools have been known for providing high 
quality public education, the desire for families to live and attend school in Shaker 
Heights has increased.  In fact, this is partially why the Black population has increased in 
Shaker Heights throughout the years; people wanted to get out of Cleveland city public 
schools to those offering a strong education while in a diverse setting (Shaker Heights 
Interview 2, 2019).   Since the quality of schools is often what initially attracts people to 
Shaker Heights while and also retaining them, maintaining the quality of schools—
regardless of the racial or economic backgrounds of those who attend the schools—is one 
of the primary issues that drives Shaker residents.  According to a public official, 
preserving the quality of schools is also crucial for retaining the desired property values 
(Shaker Height Interview 2, 2019).  This relationship between the quality of the schools 
and property values explains why Shaker Heights residents have been persistent in 
preserving the quality of education, despite there being added challenges to maintaining 
that quality as there was an increase of students coming from the inner city. 
 
Section 2:  Overview of Contemporary Zoning Practices 
 While talking to one public official, they explained how Shaker Heights was 
designed with the intention of diversity; however, that was dependent on how diverse is 
defined.  Shaker Height’s total diversity within the community is notable, the zoning 
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practices show that Shaker Heights is only diverse on a macro (city-wide) level, or when 
the community is looked at in totality.  This is because their neighborhoods within the 
city tend to be clustered around similar housing stock, suggesting that their racial and 
economic backgrounds might also be similar to their neighbors.  One possible 
explanation of why their diversity looks quite different could be due to their history of 
being an entirely planned city.  In one interview, a public official said that “One of the 
legacies that we lived with is that the Van Sweringens, and while they wanted diversity of 
homes and styles and price points, they in some ways intentionally segregated the city 
because all the homes of certain sizes are clustered together” (Shaker Heights Interview 
2, 2019).  This helps explain that while Shaker is diverse on a macro level when looking 
at the demographic of the city as a whole, the diversity within the city is quite segregated 
on a micro level—which seems to be due largely in part to original planning carried out 
by the Van Sweringens.  Hence, zoning within Shaker Heights has always been a 
significant challenge to class and racial integration within Shaker. 
 Although affirmative marketing has been practiced since the Ludlow Community 
Association in 1957, the separation of racial and economic differences is present in 
Shaker Heights today.  This is shown clearly by the Shaker Heights official zoning map 
below because you can assume that the smaller lot sizes are where the more affordable, 






Figure 2: Shaker Heights Zoning Map 
 
Despite their struggle to integrate within neighborhoods, the Shaker Heights 
government does try to fight against the tendency of similarly sized lots and prices to be 
clustered, proven by the policies and initiatives that exist to advocate against such 
clustering.  One planning official detailed how some of their policies are structured in a 
way that the city deems as inclusive.  They mentioned that their zoning never excluded 
multi-family apartments, and they do not have one-acre minimum requirements for single 
family homes.  Interestingly, the multi-family homes and duplexes in Shaker are built in 
ways that resemble the architecture of the larger single family homes (Shaker Heights 
Interview 4, 2019).  This architectural cohesion helps to retain the character and 
attractiveness of Shaker Heights.   
Shaker Heights does have some lot size requirements, but they include both large 
and small lot single family homes (Shaker Heights Interview 1, 2019).  It is important to 
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mention that multi-family apartments are not allowed in the single family zoning 
districts, these districts do allow smaller lots (Shaker Heights Interview 1, 2019).  In 
addition to residential zoning, the zoning code experienced a big overhaul in ’95 where 
commercial mixed-use zoning was added as an inclusionary measure.  This was because 
the city did not want large-land zoning, but rather density with a mixture of uses (Shaker 
Heights Interview 1, 2019).  This is considered an inclusionary practice because it 
promotes a greater density development, meaning that more people will be able to live 
there given that the lot size decreases.  
The city also accepts vouchers for Section 8 housing.  Section 8 housing is 
located throughout the city, but mostly in the two family districts where the homes are 
duplexes (Shaker Heights Interview 1, 2019).  One public official noted that there are 
about 250 Section 8 housing certificates that exist in Shaker Heights currently (Shaker 
Heights Interview 3, 2019). 
Shaker Heights was one of the first municipalities to create pro-integrative 
policies and initiatives for integration, even before the federal Fair Housing Act was 
created.  However, they do not specifically have an official inclusionary zoning law in 
place where they require developers to include a certain percentage of affordable housing 
in their developments, but rather the city tries to foster integration through specific 
programs and community organizations (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).    
The Housing Office was formed in the fall of 1965 due to grassroots efforts that 
had been taking place (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Again, this was a policy 
initiative that was present before the Fair Housing Act in 1968.  The Housing Office was 
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created under the Department of Community Services and its primary mission was to 
enhance integration in Shaker Heights.  DeMarco made clear that this was due to 
integration being beneficial for the entirety of Shaker, while also advocating that 
integration was not going to happen naturally due to self-interested opposition; efforts 
needed to be concentrated and clear (75 Years Cover 1987, 87).  The Housing Office no 
longer exists in this form.  Instead, housing services are now provided through other 
departments, such as the Neighborhood Revitalization Department (“Neighborhood 
Revitalization | Shaker Heights, OH” 2019). 
The Housing Office provided incentives for making pro-integrative moves into a 
census tract where the resident’s race was underrepresented.  One program to encourage 
these types of pro-integrative moves, or affirmative marketing, was to assist with down 
payments of a residents’ mortgage.  If a resident was moving into a census tract where 
they were the minority, they would essentially provide the resident with a second 
mortgage to cover their down payment (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  This 
program resembles the previously existing department in Shaker Heights called Pro-
Integrative Housing, which worked with a nonprofit called Fund for the Future that 
would make loans for pro-integrative moves.  These were both created in the 1990s but 
ended in recent years due to the ability to get lower loan rates from a bank (Shaker 
Heights Interview 1, 2019).   
 Another area within the government that pursues integrative interests is the 
Neighborhood Revitalization Department, which as stated has taken over many of the 
previous duties of the previously existing Housing Office.  This department, led by a 
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housing and neighborhood specialist, works to improve both the physical attractiveness 
and social attractiveness of a neighborhood.  Neighborhood Revitalization works with 
developers to create new housing options, increase the appeal of Shaker Heights, and 
preserve the quality and stability of the housing stock (“Neighborhood Revitalization | 
Shaker Heights, OH” 2019).  Additionally, it runs a series of programs to help strengthen 
relationships within communities.  This primarily serves to partner with the different 
neighborhood associations that exist to leverage Shaker Heights’ resources and assist in 
each associations needs after identifying what issues are most important to them (Shaker 
Heights Interview 2, 2019).  They also administer small grants which are available for 
projects led by residents of the southern Moreland neighborhood to promote active 
citizenship and connectedness (“Neighborhood Revitalization | Shaker Heights, OH” 
2019). 
 Shaker Heights zoning code enforcements also work to promote inclusion given 
that they are in place to prevent inequalities in terms of neighborhood maintenance.  They 
specifically aim to maintain the quality of a home in both the exterior and interior.  The 
city’s intentions of holding high property standards are primarily to maintain the value of 
the home, preserve the environment and the culture of the community, and hold landlords 
accountable in updating their properties (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  However, 
the public officials I spoke to made clear that these code inspections are often unpopular 
with property owners who cannot afford the upkeep that the code enforcements require.  
They often complain that these requirements imposed by the city require more money to 
be spent in maintaining the property, even if there is a more cost-efficient way of fixing 
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the property.  The public official then pointed out that it depends what side of the 
situation you are on.  While some residents complain that they are too strict and costly, 
another resident who may have an interest in maintaining the value of their home, would 
need the surrounding homes to also be kept up to code to ensure their own neighborhood 
stability (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  This can lead to a class conflict given that 
the acceptance of the code has a financial component—not everyone is able to afford to 
keep their home to the standard Shaker Heights requires.  The public official also noted 
that due process was followed and that all residents had the right to report any restrictive 
requirements that they deem unfair or discriminatory (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  
However, they emphasize that the code enforcements are very important because they 
believe in the connection between strong homes and strong neighborhoods (Shaker 
Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Thus, it is crucial to maintain the homes and neighborhoods 
so that more affluent residents continue to move in.  
As aforementioned, Shaker Heights was largely planned around the idea of equal 
access to education, given that each neighborhood was centered around an elementary 
school.  Given this, the schools seem to play an important role in promoting equity in 
Shaker Heights.  This can be substantiated by the fact that the Shaker Heights City 
School District has an equity task force made up of citizens and educators created bring 
these conversations regarding inclusion and equity to the broader community (Shaker 
Heights Interview 2, 2019).  The school equity task force encourages community 
discussions of inclusion and equity in terms of the unintended consequences that lead to 
achievement gaps between Black and non-Black students in schools (Shaker Heights 
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Interview 2, 2019).  Additionally, it serves to elevate equity as it relates to the 
underrepresentation of minorities in advanced-level courses, educator workforce 
diversity, the LGBTQ community, and more (“Shaker Heights Schools | Equity Task 
Force” 2019). 
 In addition to these local initiatives, the city also receives funding from the federal 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) department to investigate complaints of 
discrimination (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Shaker Heights is considered to be a 
FHAP, or Fair Housing Assistance Program.  With this status, HUD gives the city 
assistance, and in return, the city aids them in investigating cases as part of a work-share 
agreement (Shaker Heights Interview 3, 2019).  One public official goes on to say that 
this status with HUD also requires the city to provide anti-discrimination training for staff 
members and police officers.  They go on to note that the Shaker Heights staff, especially 
in the Planning and Building Departments, are very well attuned to fair housing issues 
(Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).   
HUD also supports FHIPs, or Fair Housing Initiative Programs, which are 
nonprofit agencies that can apply to receive funding from HUD.  These programs can 
apply for funding towards education, outreach programs, enforcement mechanisms, and 
mentoring within startup fair housing groups (Shaker Heights Interview 3, 2019).  There 
are some FHIP organizations that work with Shaker Heights.  The public officials I spoke 
with seemed to believe that they have a strong relationship with these groups.  I then 
talked with one of the FHIP organizations who works closely with the city, the Fair 
Housing Center for Rights & Research.  Although the organization serves all of 
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Cuyahoga County, a Senior Research Associate provided insight to the organization’s 
relationship with Shaker Heights.  The research associate maintained that the main 
support they provide for Shaker Heights is to conduct training.  Specifically, they have 
provided training for the Fair Housing Review board, a sector of the government that 
works to detect housing discrimination (“Fair Housing Review Board | Shaker Heights, 
OH” 2019).  The organization’s more recent goal has been to expand the rights of those 
with housing vouchers (Shaker Heights Interview 4, 2019).  While Shaker Heights does 
allow housing vouchers to be used, the mission of the Fair Housing Center for Rights & 
Research is “to protect and expand fair housing rights, eliminate housing discrimination, 
and promote integrated communities” (“Fair Housing Center for Rights & Research | 
About Us” 2019).  Thus, their mission statement shows that their work with Shaker 
Heights has been proven effective since the city makes housing vouchers accessible to 
use.  
The housing advocacy group also said that Shaker Heights was one of the better 
cities when it came to housing discrimination complaints.  According to the research 
associate, Shaker Heights is more equipped and well-attuned to the issues of fair housing 
discrimination that are filed within the city.  So while they do not technically have an 
inclusionary zoning ordinance, they do know how to handle such accusations and have 
their own enforcement mechanisms in place (Shaker Heights Interview 4, 2019).  This 
execution translates to when the city receives either filed complaints or if discrimination 
is found during testing.  When compared to other cities, the Senior Research Associate 
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made it clear that Shaker Heights was more responsive to housing issues than other cities 
within Cuyahoga County, including Westlake (Shaker Heights Interview 4, 2019). 
 
Section 3: How These Policies Came to Be 
 When compiling my sources, it became clear that citizens are involved in the 
policymaking process.  Multiple public officials seem to be under the impression that 
citizens are happy with the policies created and mandated by the city given that the 
citizens are involved in the process of making such decisions.  The residents are very 
vocal in regards to when they partake in updating the zoning code through a master 
plan—they make sure to go to the community to make sure that their preferences are 
reflective in the zoning code.  As one planning official stated, “…yes, almost everything 
we do is well supported by the public.  We have very few meetings where people come 
out and are against things that we’re doing because we include them from the beginning” 
(Shaker Heights Interview 1, 2019).  This official sees the acceptance of policies based 
upon residents being involved in the process of creating such policies, while others 
attribute the acceptance of policies based on the attitude of residents in regard to 
diversity.  According to two public officials, the community holds Shaker Height’s 
diversity as a strong value as if it is part of their identity (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 
2019).  
 The voices of residents are also heard by public officials in more informal ways.  
This includes community events put on by either the city or neighborhood associations, 
such as “neighborhood nights” and block parties.  Neighborhood nights are part of 
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Neighborhood Revitalization, which works towards community development by listening 
to the concerns and desires of those who live there.  These meetings occur once a month 
(Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Additionally, block parties are held in the summer.  
There are hundreds throughout the spring and summertime, and they are organized by 
each street.  This is not only a way for residents to come together and interact, but are 
also a good way to start conversations about community issues.  One public official 
mentioned that they try to attend as many block parties as they can throughout the 
summer.  They said that they get an “earful” every time they go to one—residents will 
confront them about community issues, such as code enforcements or school issues, and 
then they take their concerns and ideas into account (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019). 
 In regard to how the public officials respond to such input from their constituents, 
they claim to be responsive to their needs and desires, when they are able to do so.  The 
public officials admitted that while they do take the concerns of individual citizens into 
account, the concerns of individual citizens, they also make decisions based on what they 
think is best for the community as a whole—here, they implied that integration is often 
what they think of as being best for the community.  According to one public official, 
Shaker Height’s diversity means a lot to the individuals that reside in Shaker Heights, 
even though it did not start out that way with the planning done by the Van Sweringen 
brothers.  However, even while knowing they are one of the most diverse communities in 
the country, Shaker Heights residents also acknowledge that their diversity within 
neighborhoods could improve (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Clearly, this 
segregation at the micro level means that opposition to diversity does still exist.  Given 
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this, along with the idea of acting in the interest of the whole community, while 
individual residents oppose diversity at times it is necessary to consider what is best for 
the community overall; this is why Shaker Heights is still considered integrated on a 
broader, or macro, level. 
  
Section 4: Analysis 
Dependent Variable: Type of Zoning 
 The dependent variable in my case study is the type of zoning that Shaker Heights 
exhibits.  In regard to the first measure, low-density-only zoning, most of Shaker 
Heights’ residential zoning districts are inclusive.  Pendall measures low-density-only as 
only allowing less than eight dwelling units per acre.  In Chapter Twelve of Shaker 
Height’s codified ordinances, the minimum lot size for single family homes in Shaker 
Heights is described in Chapters 1220-1222 of the zoning ordinance.  The minimum lot 
sizes range from 5,600 square feet to 15,000 square feet.  Of the three single family 
residential zones within this range, zero allow for eight or more dwellings within one acre 
(43,560 square feet) (“Codified Ordinances of Shaker Heights: Part Twelve - Zoning 
Ordinance” 2018).  Thus, all single family residential zones in the Shaker Heights zoning 
code are low-density only, as defined by Pendall. 
I then looked at the ordinance details regarding the amount of single family 
residential districts in the total area of the city as compared to the districts that allow 
multi-family apartments. 	Based on Chapters 1220-1225 of their zoning ordinance, 
Shaker Heights has three residential districts, out of six, that allow either two-family, 
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multi-family, or apartment dwellings.  (“Codified Ordinances of Shaker Heights: Part 
Twelve - Zoning Ordinance” 2018).  However, this is not indicative of the portion of the 
community these districts account for.  A visual inspection of the zoning map (Fig. 2) 
shows that the two-family, multi-family, and apartment properties are not permitted in a 
significant portion of the city.  The map also shows that these dwellings tend to cluster 
around the same areas, many of which are situated along the same main road, Van Aken 
Boulevard (“Shaker Heights Department of Planning” 2018).  Therefore, these dwellings 
are not integrated throughout the zoning districts, which helps to explain why Shaker 
Heights is considered to be integrated on a macro level rather than a micro level.  This 
visual inspection shows that apartments, and high density zoning, are practiced in Shaker 
Heights but they are not well integrated throughout the city.  
When analyzing building permit caps, which constitutes as an annual limit on new 
residential housing, Shaker Heights does not have a cap number specified anywhere in 
Chapter Twelve of their code (“Codified Ordinances of Shaker Heights: Part Twelve - 
Zoning Ordinance” 2018).  Therefore, we can assume that they do not have a building 
permit cap. 
Another measure to determine inclusivity is sign regulations.  Some communities, 
including ones involved in this comparative case study, prohibit the use of “For-Sale” 
signs.  The prohibition of “For-Sale” signs is to encourage integration by protecting 
against the possibility of a community experiencing “White Flight,” the mass exodus of 
affluent Whites moving out of a city because they fear property values are decreasing 
(Shaker Heights Interview 4, 2019).  Shaker Heights does allow the use of “For-Sale” 
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signs as described in Chapter 1250 of their zoning ordinance; although there are some 
restrictions on how large they can be and for how long they can be displayed (“Codified 
Ordinances of Shaker Heights: Part Twelve - Zoning Ordinance” 2018).   
The final measure is whether or not Section 8 housing vouchers are allowed and 
administered in the specified municipality.  Based on the Affordable Housing Online 
data, Shaker Heights has 47 Project-Based Section 8 subsidized apartments.  
Additionally, there are two housing authorities that serve the community by assisting 
with Section 8 vouchers and/or public housing: the Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing 
Authority and the Emerald Development and Economic Network (“Low Income 
Apartments in Shaker Heights, OH” 2019).  According to one public official, however, 
the Section 8 housing is mostly in the two-family zoning districts (Shaker Heights 
Interview 1, 2019).  This could help explain why there is still segregation when looking 
at the city on a micro level.  Nonetheless, given that they do allow vouchers to be used in 
some location of the city, even if it is all in two-family districts, Shaker Heights does not 
exclude residents who are financially required to use Section 8 housing vouchers.  
Based on these measurements, Shaker Heights has two of the criteria that I define 
as exclusive, low-density zoning and allowing “For-Sale” signs.  Therefore, I would 
classify Shaker Heights as “Relatively Inclusive.”  However, while Shaker Heights does 
not have an official inclusionary zoning ordinance, they do actively promote integration 
by providing incentives for residents and potential residents to make pro-integrative 
moves through affirmative marketing and, in the past have provided loans to people who 
were looking to buy a home (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Based on these 
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additional factors, I am inclined to adjust their rating by one criteria measurement 
towards inclusivity, resulting in defining them “Moderately Inclusive.” 
 
Intervening Variable: Political Action 
The intervening variable in my case study is political action.  The purpose of this 
variable is to evaluate the actions made by elected politicians and land-use bureaucrats to 
determine if they favor actions that are preferable to the median voters.  Based on my 
interviews in Shaker Heights, two public officials claim they are very responsive to 
constituents.  However, they mention that their willingness to react to individual 
complaints and opinions is, at times, deterred by their need to do what is best for the 
community (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Another public official supported this by 
providing an example.  They noted that while nobody prefers to pay high taxes, taxes 
have to remain a certain level in order to maintain the property values and ensure the 
quality of the schools (Shaker Heights Interview 3, 2019). 
When looking at the speeches of Shaker Heights political actors, these comments 
from the conducted interviews are supported.  When Mayor Weiss was elected Mayor of 
Shaker Heights in 2018, he stated: 
“…you won’t be surprised to hear me say that I look forward to getting back to 
city hall and [to be] focused on the key issues that we have really talked about 
throughout the campaign: expanding our economic development, working to 
secure our financial security, pursuing opportunities to retain and attract residents 
and promoting transparency and inclusiveness” (Kaufman 2018).   
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Attracting residents and inclusivity were two topics that were present in interviews as 
being areas that residents were passionate about (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  
This rhetoric goes to show that the mayor is responsive to issues that are important to the 
community.  Additionally, I looked through the city’s minutes of various meetings and 
fair housing has seemed to be a repetitive topic, especially in more recent years.  They 
even made sure to specifically acknowledge the 50th anniversary of the federal Fair 
Housing Act in April of 2018 (“Meeting Minutes of the City of Shaker Heights: Fair 
Housing Review Board” 2018). 
 Lastly, the Fair Housing Assistance Program (FHAP), which is supported by the 
Fair Housing Review Board, is also a key political actor in regards to regulating fair 
housing.  FHAP investigates fair housing complaints and enforces the city’s fair housing 
ordinances.  This ordinance prohibits discrimination in housing based on ancestry, color, 
familial status, handicap, national origin, race, religion, sex, and sexual orientation and 
gender identity (“Fair Housing Assistance Program | Shaker Heights, OH” 2019).  Their 
ordinance has also been found to be substantially equivalent to the federal Fair Housing 
Act of 1968 (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  This is key to the political action 
variable because it shows that Shaker Heights not only has a fair housing ordinance 
(Chapter 515 of their Codified Ordinances), but that they also have systems in place that 
actively review discriminatory practices (“Fair Housing Assistance Program | Shaker 
Heights, OH” 2019).   
 Based on these findings, I would categorize the political action by public officials 
to be “Moderately Responsive” to constituents, but within the limits of being conscious 
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of what is best for the sustainability of the community overall.  They seem to dedicate 
themselves to being present and available to address and respond to concerns by holding 
public hearings and attending block parties.  However, they are cautious to always be 
responsive to constituents when given a situation where they feel they should make a 
decision based on what is best for the entire community, rather than just responding to 
one individual’s preferences.    
 
Independent Variable: Median Voter 
 In analyzing this variable, I examine the actions by constituents to note which 
zoning practices they prefer, and how much they voice those preferences to the political 
actors.  The public officials that I interviewed reported that the residents in their 
community are very vocal about their preferences.  When asked whether or not residents 
attend public hearings and City Council meetings, the public officials I spoke with 
specified that they are very active in participating in these events and sharing their 
opinions and concerns.  They also noted that citizens are members of various government 
committees and boards, which is another way that they formally participate in the policies 
that Shaker Heights creates (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  This involvement by 
citizens in the city’s decision-making process is important to gaining support for policies 
considering they are forming the policies together, and public officials can explain the 
reasoning behind certain practices during that deliberation.  One public official notes 
“They support what we’re doing because we’ve listened to them” (Shaker Heights 
Interview 3, 2019).  Another formal example of their participation is through educational 
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initiatives through the school equity task force (“Shaker Heights Schools | Equity Task 
Force” 2019).  The residents’ more informal involvement with neighborhood associations 
is abundant as well, and works to strengthen community relations through various 
community building events.  Even if not all neighborhood associations function in the 
same manner, they are still a crucial component to the participation of median voters 
(Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  Based on the information available to me, I would 
categorize Shaker Height’s residents, or median voters, as having “High Participation.” 
 As to what the residents favor and why they are vocal, the public officials I spoke 
with said that they receive a wide range of opinions—across voters and within median 
voters themselves—on issues so they must determine what is best for the community 
(Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019).  While Shaker Heights residents like the idea of 
living in a diverse community (Shaker Heights Interview 4, 2019), maintaining property 
values also seems to be of a main concern with the community members.  In fact, based 
on the topics discussed in my interviews, ensuring the quality of schools and sustaining 
property values seem to be the most important issues for the community (Shaker Heights 
Interview 3, 2019).  Based on the intervening variable, while no one aims to pay high 
taxes or have expensive home upkeep, that opinion might be ignored through political 
action given that preserving the quality of the schools and property values are what is 





Conditional Variable: Fair-Share Housing Advocacy Group 
 The conditional variable in my study analyzes the presence and activity of fair-
share housing advocacy groups.  Historically, the Ludlow Association helped set the 
precedent of fair-share housing advocacy in Shaker Heights.  Being one of the first 
neighborhood associations created in the 1950s, the value of their work toward 
integration has not gone unnoticed.  Today, they continue to work toward a better 
community through educating the general public and addressing issues regarding 
maintaining quality education, preserving property values, and ensuring safety all while 
promoting integration (“Ludlow Community Association” 2011).   
According to public officials, they have a lot of partnerships with housing 
advocacy groups.  These groups work with land banks, the restoration society, and more, 
but all aid in the efforts to maintain strong neighborhoods and strong housing (Shaker 
Heights Interview 2, 2019).  I spoke with one of these housing advocacy partners that 
does fair-share housing work in Shaker Heights, the Fair Housing Center for Rights & 
Research.  This group is active in Shaker Heights through testing to determine if 
discrimination is occurring.  They also provide trainings, such as landlord training 
seminars, to help advocate against and educate about discriminatory practices (Shaker 
Heights Interview 4, 2019).  As previously mentioned, there are two housing authorities 
that serve the community by assisting with Section 8 vouchers and/or public housing: the 
Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority and the Emerald Development and Economic 
Network (“Low Income Apartments in Shaker Heights, OH” 2019).  Based on this 
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information available to me, I categorize Shaker Height’s presence of fair-share housing 
advocacy as “High” when compared to the other case studies.   
 
Conclusion  
In conclusion, I categorize Shaker Height’s zoning as “Moderately Inclusive.”  I 
then determine Shaker Heights politicians and land-use bureaucrats are “Moderately 
Responsive” to median voters, or homeowners.  In regard to the median voters, I 
categorize Shaker Heights’ residents as having “High Participation” when it comes to 
voicing their mixed preferences.  Lastly, based on the historical and contemporary 
examples of fair-share housing advocacy available to me, I categorize Shaker Heights’ 
presence of these groups as “High” when compared to other case studies.  These 
measures help to explain how Shaker Heights has developed into a more inclusive 
community over time.  Their official zoning policies foster more inclusivity.  However, 
their residents have varying opinions that are being voiced.  Given that the political actors 
are generally responsive to what the constituents voice as their concerns, how do they end 
up on the more inclusive spectrum of zoning if they are receiving varying opinions?  I 
believe that the high presence of fair housing advocacy works to strengthen the argument 
for inclusive housing.  While Shaker Heights is considered one of the more diverse 
suburban communities in the country, they do acknowledge that they have excluded 
certain residents in the past and that it is not always as diverse and inclusive as they 
prefer (Shaker Heights Interview 2, 2019). 
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Chapter 5: Oak Park, IL 
Section 1:  Background and Historical Context  
Oak Park is situated at the border of the Chicago’s west side, making it one of the 
inner most suburbs of the metropolitan area.  Given its proximity to the city, Oak Park 
has been faced with housing segregation issues throughout the 20th century.  It originally 
started as a predominantly White, conservative community when people began moving 
out of the city in search of a quieter lifestyle within commuting distance to work (Pope 
2019; “Fair Housing at 50” 2018).   
At the time of the federal Fair Housing Act of 1968, Oak Park’s demographics 
were quite different than they are today.  The 1970 census shows that Oak Park had a 
population of 62,511 people.  Of these residents, 98.83 percent were White, 0.002 percent 
were Black, and 0.01 percent identified as another race not listed (U.S. Census of 
Population 1970).  There were 22,620 occupied units at this time.  46.69 percent were 
owner-occupied units and 53.31 percent were occupied by renters (U.S. Census of 
Housing 1970). 
Today, Oak Park is considered one of the most diverse and well-integrated 
communities in the United States.  As of 2018, Oak Park has a population of roughly 
52,000 people.  Of these residents, 68.6 percent are White alone, 19.8 percent are Black 
alone, 4.5 percent are Asian alone, and 7.7 percent percent are Hispanic or LatinX.  The 
median household income is about $87,000, and the median value of owner-occupied 
housing units is $370,400.  Additionally, the owner-occupied unit rate is about 58 percent 
(“U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: United States, Oak Park Village, Illinois” 2018).  
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Given this, there is a decent amount of units available for rent, but a small majority of 
residents are homeowners.  According to the Affordable Housing Online data, the 
percentage of housing units occupied by renters is 40.73 percent.  The data also shows 
that there is a total of 496 low income apartments available in Shaker, and there are a 
total of 4 affordable apartment properties (“Low Income Apartments in Oak Park, IL” 
2019).  This higher presence of affordable housing indicates that Oak Park is more 
inclusive in terms of economic differences. 
 








Table 4: Racial Makeup of Oak Park, IL (U.S. Census 2018) 
 
In the early 20th century, Black residents in Oak Park were subjected to 
discrimination in the real estate sector, fire-bombs, and inequalities in school activities.  
In one incident, a Black family’s home was fire bombed while they were sleeping.  This 
occurred when the Jeffersons were one of the only Black families in Oak Park.  While the 
incident was buried on page twelve of the local newspaper, Oak Leaves, it was on the 
front page of the leading Black newspaper, The Chicago Defender (“Fair Housing at 50” 
2018).  This goes to shows how conservative Oak Park was at the time, which 
consequently played into some of the resistance of Black families starting to move into 
Oak Park. 
At times, the hatred portrayed by White people in Oak Park was explicit.  The 
racism of Oak Park was represented through the active hate groups that were present.  For 
example, the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) was present in Chicago, and Oak Park itself.  They 
placed multiple advertisements in the Chicagoland newspapers, included a twice in the 
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local Oak Park paper (“Fair Housing at 50” 2018).  At other times, closer to the mid-20th 
century, the hatred portrayed by Whites was implicit.  The decision of the community to 
discriminate was often done in a subtler manner by excluding Black students from extra-
curricular activities.  For example, Lewis Pope was not allowed to compete in his high 
school championship football game due to his prohibition by the school hosting the game.  
Oak Park River Forest high school decided to send the rest of the team and leave Pope 
behind to listen to the game over the radio with other students from the school there to 
support him (“Fair Housing at 50” 2018).  In a similar instance, Carol Anderson was 
informed that she would not be welcomed to participate in the Oak Park Symphony; this 
discrimination led to the resignation of other symphony members in protest (“Fair 
Housing at 50” 2018).  These incidents sparked grassroots efforts among activists that 
encouraged a shift for Oak Park to become more open-minded. 
One of the first acts of Oak Park becoming a more open-minded Oak Park began 
with the creation of a Commission of Human Relations in 1963.  This commission hosted 
a series of meetings for two years, all of which were related to topics such as fair 
housing, social justice, and racial justice (“Fair Housing at 50” 2018).  This commission 
also included a housing committee begun by two neighbors called the Citizens 
Committee for Human Rights.  Their initiatives included surveying realtors about their 
willingness to sell to Black families, testing sales and rental properties, and inviting 
prospective Black home seekers to community social events.  Local activists even went 
into Black areas of Chicago to promote Oak Park (“Fair Housing at 50” 2018).   
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Prior to the Fair Housing Ordinance, realtors would often discriminate against 
Black buyers and/or renters, regardless of the efforts made by the Commission of Human 
Relations.  To combat this discrimination, White sympathizers—referred to as “Straw 
Buyers”—would purchase a home using the Black buyer’s money and then sign the home 
over to them.  This was a way of bypassing the real estate restrictions (“Fair Housing at 
50” 2018).  As another way of showing support, activists participated in marches around 
the Village in attempt to end discriminatory housing practices (“Fair Housing at 50” 
2018). 
In 1968, immediately following the passage of the national Fair Housing Act, Oak 
Park became one of the first in the country to enact its own Fair Housing ordinance (Oak 
Park Interview 2, 2019).  While this was a great triumph for Oak Park, which contributed 
to the beginning of the Village’s more progressive and inclusive culture, realtors still 
found ways to discriminate in indirect ways.  For example, a realtor saying a house was 
no longer on the market if a Black family came to the open house (“Fair Housing at 50” 
2018).  Therefore, more initiatives were needed to ensure that the intentions of the 
ordinance remain successful, one of which was to consciously keep White families in, 
while also welcoming in Black families. 
With a growing number of activists, the number of minority families moving into 
Oak Park also grew.  Given this, realtors warned their residents that a growing number of 
Black families was going to decrease their home values, which is something that 
homeowners care about deeply given that a family’s home is often the largest financial 
investment a family makes (Oak Park Interview 1, 2019)  To combat this, Oak Park 
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trustees initiated a ban on “For Sale” yard signs in 1972 so that residents would not fear 
their property values from minorities entering the neighborhood, which helped to 
diminish the amount of people who partook in the “White Flight” as shown by the census 
demographics over time in Table 3 above (“Fair Housing at 50” 2018).  This ban was 
then challenged by real estate agents in a similar community and was eventually brought 
to the U.S. Supreme Court.  While The Court held it was unconstitutional to ban “For 
Sale” signs on the account of free speech, the real estate agents in Oak Park agreed not to 
challenge the ban as they understood what the trustees were trying to do—to foster a 
more integrated community (Oak Park Interview 3, 2018; McKenzie and Ruby 2002). 
As another effort to instill pro-integrative housing moves within Oak Park, the 
Oak Park Regional Housing Center was created in 1972.  The primary objective of the 
Housing Center was to “facilitate the dispersal of black and white families throughout 
Oak Park, rather than encourage a concentration in certain areas of the Village” (“Fair 
Housing at 50” 2018).  Its initiatives included collecting data on real estate and lending 
practices, presenting community education programs, and providing a forum to discuss 
their goal of establishing a more open and inclusive community (“Fair Housing at 50” 
2018).   
The efforts of Oak Park started out as grassroots initiatives that were then 
translated into policy and regulation.  The efforts over history, through both grassroots 
organizing and policy initiatives, were instrumental in the development of the Oak Park 
integration on a block by block basis.  This effort has transformed Oak Park from being 
99 percent White to now a community that statistically reflects the diversity of the 
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metropolitan region (“U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: United States, Oak Park Village, 
Illinois” 2018; Breymaier 2017).  However, like the exhibit pointed out, along with many 
of the government officials and land-use bureaucrats I interviewed, the Village still has a 
long way to go—there is always more to be done.  Due to a dynamic housing market, the 
importance of concerted integrative efforts by the Housing Center, government officials, 
and community remains relevant.  
 
Section 2:  Overview of Contemporary Zoning Practices 
 The “Oak Park Strategy” has been seen as a guideline to combat housing 
inequalities.  While many cities succeed at maintaining diversity as a whole on a macro 
level, such as Shaker Heights, Oak Park stands out because it has acknowledged that 
diversity and integration are not synonymous.  This means that a community can be 
demographically diverse, but in order to be integrated the neighborhoods within Oak Park 
need to be diverse within themselves on a micro level.  This may explain the scattering of 
variously sized land lots that the zoning map below shows (“Oak Park Zoning Map” 
2017).  Oak Park has dedicated its legacy to working towards a continually improving, 
integrated community.  Many cities have attempted to adopt similar policies in hopes of 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DISCLAIMER: This drawing is neither a legally
recorded map nor a survey, and is not intended to be
used as such. This drawing is a compilation of records,
information and data located in various village, county,
and state offices, and other sources, affecting the land
area displayed and is to be used for reference
purposes only. The Village of Oak Park shall not be
responsible for any inaccuracies herein contained. If
discrepencies are found, please contact the Oak Park
Development Customer Services Department.
Frank Lloyd Wright
Gunderson

























100 Forest Place    1984-O-30
Euclid Place     1985-O-70
Elmwood Avenue Townhomes     2000-O-42
Madison Street Townhomes     2001-O-110, 2003-O-25
Euclid Terrace     2001-O-14, 2002-O-15, 2003-O-22
Maple Square Townhomes     2001-O-80
Ridgeland Station Parcel B     2002-O-06, 2003-O-41
Belmont Village     2003-O-42
The Ridgeland     2003-O-26
The Oak Park Opera Club     2004-O-56, 2007-O-13, 2007-O-14
WhiteCo Residential     2005-O-14, 2008-O-11 [Oak Park Place]
Clarence Square Townhomes     2005-O-43
Madison Street Townhomes     2005-O-46
Garden Grove Townhomes     2007-O-21
The Home Avenue Townhomes     2007-O-42, 2013-O-26
Walgreens Development     2009-O-51, 2013-O-07
Madison Highlands     2009-O-89
Lake and Forest Development     2010-O-14, 2010-O-91, 2012-O-44
Grove Avenue Apartments     2011-O-26, 2012-O-17
Residences of Maple Place     2014-O-32
Oak Park Oasis     2014-O-83
Oak Park Station     ORD 15-135
Lincoln Development     ORD 16-028/029
District House     ORD 16-087
Albion of Oak Park     ORD 17-270
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 In addition to following suit of national legislature and adopting their Fair 
Housing ordinance shortly after the 1968 federal Fair Housing Act, Oak Park created 
other policies local to their government.  One often celebrated policy is the Equity 
Assurance Program created in 1978, the first in the nation (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 
16).  This insures against the loss in property values, and also includes the ban on “For 
Sale” signs that was previously discussed (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 12).  Similarly, it 
also developed the Diversity Assurance Program that offers low-interest loans other 
financial benefits to building owners so that they can ensure that their buildings are up to 
code (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 14).  Policies they have enacted also include 
maintaining diversity within the racial makeup of the apartment housing stock.  Given 
that apartment buildings are susceptible to rapid racial transition as compared to single 
family homes, these policies work to avoid the re-segregation of apartments.  The efforts 
in doing this are done by multiple entities within the government, such as housing 
agencies and citizens’ advisory boards; by nongovernmental organizations, such as the 
Oak Park Residence Corp; and community leaders (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 13).  
Another specific, helpful policy was the Assistance Program which provides down 
payment assistance for first-time homebuyers.  This was put in place as a way of 
encouraging minority families to purchase homes given that the assistance enabled their 
financial needs (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 18).   
 As stated, the Oak Park Housing Center was a governmental agency, funded by 
the Village, created to integrate both the rental and ownership housing markets through 
marketing strategies and working with affordable housing organizations, such as the Oak 
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Park Residence Corporation.  Therefore, much of their efforts focused on maintaining 
diversity within the apartment building mentioned above.  In conjunction with the 
Diversity Assurance Program (DAP), the Housing Center agrees to partner with DAP 
participants by giving them tenants to fill their building for a five-year period so as long 
as it is up to code (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 14).  Additionally, the Housing Center is 
committed to affirmative marketing, meaning that they will refer Black clients to 
predominantly White areas, and vice versa (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 14).  
 The other agency within the government is the Oak Park Housing Authority 
(OPHA), which is predominantly focused on administering the Section 8 voucher 
program for Oak Park, which is funded by HUD (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 14 & 24).  
The OPHA has some overlap, in terms of staff and mission, with a nongovernmental non-
profit organization funded by HUD called the Oak Park Residence Corporation.  It also 
has a working relationship with the Housing Center.  The Residence Corporation 
primarily purchases, rehabilitates, owns and manages apartment building that are in 
danger of become re-segregated (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 14).  The Residence 
Corporation is one of the largest landlords in Oak Park with a total of 457 units and 
manages another 50 or so units (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 22; Oak Park Interview 2, 
2019).   
The Housing Center, OPHA, and Residence Corporation find success in working 
together toward their mutual goal of a well-integrated Oak Park.  By working together, 
the Residence Corporation maintains apartment buildings, and all units are listed with the 
Housing Center where they encourage the consideration of the Residence Corporation 
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units.  Additionally, the Housing Authority refers its Section 8 clients to Residence 
Corporation properties because it also strives for racially and economically integrated 
housing throughout the community (McKenzie and Ruby 2002, 14).    
 
Section 3: How These Policies Came to Be 
 As mentioned, Oak Park was one of the first municipalities to adopt its own Fair 
Housing ordinance.  Even before the federal Fair Housing Act was passed, conversations 
regarding fair housing were already in discussion in Oak Park (“Village of Oak Park 
Meeting Minutes” 1968, 2).  According to the meeting minutes, the trustees were well 
equipped to make a decision on the ordinance at the time of the voting.  Through study 
sessions, public hearings, and the advisory from the Commission, on May 6th the Board 
voted on the ordinance. 
There were certainly differences in opinions amongst citizens, as well as Trustee 
members.  Trustee Gearen stated:  
“In my opinion this ordinance faces up to the realities of our time and place.  It 
faces up to Oak Park’s geographical position in the path of racially changing 
neighborhoods.  It faces up to our historical progression from almost exclusively 
white Protestantism to a peaceful integration of people of all religious persuasion. 
It squares with the progressive heritage of Oak Park and its citizens in many areas 
of culture education in the professions.  Many people feel this ordinance goes too 
far – too soon.  We have listened to them and respect their opinion as to what is 
best for this community” (“Village of Oak Park Meeting Minutes” 1968, 6). 
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While some citizens favored the ordinance and more progressive action, others feared 
that the ordinance was requiring too much regulation.  It is important to note that no fears 
mentioned specifically involved the influence the ordinance would have on property 
values, which is a fear that still exists in Oak Park today.  However, the trustees felt 
compelled to represent their community in a way that was best for the city, and by doing 
what was right.  “In fact, it is my conviction that for us not to take action would be a 
dereliction of duty because the problem here is immediate and urgent and will not go 
away by ignoring it” stated Trustee Hanson (“Village of Oak Park Meeting Minutes” 
1968, 7).  The Board felt it had an obligation to community and to its citizens to take 
action and work towards open, non-discriminatory fair housing.  The Board then voted in 
a 5-2 vote favoring the Fair Housing ordinance (“Village of Oak Park Meeting Minutes” 
1968, 12). 
 The original ordinance resembled the federal Fair Housing Act.  In essence, the 
ordinance labeled various unlawful real estate practices, the first being the persuasion of 
owners to refuse to sell or discriminate in the exchange of real estate (“Fair Housing 
Ordinance” 1968, 2).  This subsection was the largest contention point of the Board’s 
discussion of the ordinance (“Village of Oak Park Meeting Minutes” 1968, 2-12).  It also 
protected against discrimination of refusing services based on religion, race, color or 
national origin; banned “for rent” and “for sale” signs; and it required realtors to pay a 
commission in the instance of any violation (“Fair Housing Ordinance” 1968, 3).  The 
ordinance has been amended since its original version; the most recent update was in 
2016 (“Oak Park, Illinois: Village Code” 2018). 
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 Now, in more recent years, the conversations of fair housing still exist, as does the 
concern of property values.  The conversations have shifted towards non-discriminatory 
housing to conversations regarding affirmative action, or inclusive zoning.  The concern 
of property values was present in many interviews with the Oak Park public officials that 
I conducted.  One public official pointed out that residents’ comments tend to be more 
negative when they fear their property values are at risk (Oak Park Interview 3, 2019).  
This is likely because they are worried that with an increase of affordable housing, their 
assumption is that their property values will decrease.  Given that homes are a big 
investment, the concern of that value lowering is often the case when it comes to 
residents favoring or opposing certain policies (Oak Park Interview 1, 2019).  An 
example of a policy that residents might feel will affect their property values is the 
inclusionary zoning ordinance that Oak Park is considering.   
The Village Board is currently studying whether or not they should enact their 
own inclusionary zoning ordinance (“Village of Oak Park Meeting Minutes” 2018, 7).  
While it was their understanding that there was no need for a specific inclusionary zoning 
ordinance in the past, now some Trustees and community members feel it is necessary to 
ensure there will always be affordable housing.  One reason this concern has been 
brought up by community members is because of the fear of increasing in development in 
Oak Park over the past few years.  Some people are concerned these developments will 
not account for the needs of lower income residents in Oak Park, making it less 
affordable (Oak Park Interview 3, 2019).  Similar to the decision in 1968, there seems to 
be much divide in terms of the opinions regarding this issue.  Other public officials and 
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community members feel that Oak Park’s affordable housing is where it should be.  
Based on their most recent calculations, the city maintains roughly 22 percent affordable 
housing (Oak Park Interview 1, 2019; Oak Park Interview 4, 2019).  However, this 
calculation is contested because it includes condos that are in distress, which pro-
inclusionary zoning advocates use as a way of invalidating the 22 percent affordability 
calculation (Oak Park Interview 3, 2019). Nonetheless, the inclusionary zoning ordinance 
it on the table. 
At Oak Park Village Board meeting on February 11th of 2019, the Village staff 
provided the Board with a list of recommendations to include in the ordinance.  First, 
they suggested that the ordinance should apply to both “by-right” construction3 and 
“planned developments”4 of 25 units or more.  Additionally, the ordinance would require 
each development to set between 5 and 10 percent of its housing units as affordable 
housing (Schering 2019).  Additionally, the Village staff also proposes that the ordinance 
should allow developers to pay a fee in lieu of their creation of on-site affordable housing 
units.  This money would then leverage as cash resources to support other low-income or 
affordable housing projects elsewhere in the city (Schering 2019).  Oak Park currently 
negotiates and maintains this type of fund to support affordable housing development 
projects in lieu of developers not specifying a certain percentage of their own units as 
affordable (Oak Park Interview 4, 2019).  However, giving money to this fund is 
currently not required by the Village, but the ordinance would change this to be a 
																																																						
3 Developments that are allowed within the zoning code (Oak Park Interview 4, 2019). 
4 Developments that are outside the context of the zoning code and require approval from 
the Village (Oak Park Interview 4, 2019).	
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mandatory contribution if the developer does not include affordable units in the 
development.  Essentially, the ordinance would require compliance by developers to be 
mandatory (Schering 2019).  This is because voluntary measures often fail given that the 
ordinance is no more than a suggestion to developers, thus it fails to actually produce 
affordable units (Lauber 2019).  
After interviewing a couple of current Trustees, they asserted that they strive to do 
what they believe is best for the community, even if their opinions on what is best for the 
community varies.  This translates into the debate on inclusionary zoning.  For instance, a 
Village Board of Trustee, stresses the importance of making the compliance by 
developers mandatory.  This compliance would require developers to either include 
affordable units or to pay money to a fund that supports affordable unit projects.  This is 
because, although the Village already negotiates these terms in the development planning 
process, the Trustee believes that putting the ordinance in writing will take away a 
variable in the negotiation process (Sikora 2019).  When another public official was 
asked their stance in an interview, though they do not have authority to vote, they 
explained that there is value in putting the inclusionary mandate in writing, rather than 
just relying on it happening naturally.  They explained that it sends a message to the staff 
to be conscious of the actions they take that could affect the inclusiveness of the 
community (Oak Park Interview 5, 2019).  Similarly, another official explained they are 
apt to be sympathetic to the intentionally integrative mission of the community that Oak 
Park prides itself in (Oak Park Interview 3, 2019).     
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  Other public officials have different opinions.  One interviewee was very data-
driven when it comes to decisions.  They were wary of the inclusionary ordinance 
because they believed in the validity of the new statistics which showed the affordable 
housing stock in Oak Park reached around 22 percent, even considering the argument 
presented above regarding the distressed condos (Oak Park Interview 1, 2019).  
Additionally, an employee of the Oak Park Housing Authority explained that some of the 
opposition stems from the philosophical debate regarding government intervention.  
While some believe that making the ordinance might be ethical, others believe it could be 
too much government involvement in private property decisions (Oak Park Interview 2, 
2019).  If a developer is building a property within the zoning code, there is little they can 
do to force affordable units upon their development.  However, the OPHA employee 
interviewed said that if a developer is seeking zoning relief, negotiating affordable units 
for that relief might be more reasonable. 
Even though there are two or more sides of the debate, both of the government 
officials interviewed seem to feel their opinions are what is best for the community 
overall.  While they take the community’s concerns into account, some public officials 
expressed that they use their best judgment to as what is the best for Oak Park as a whole 
(Oak Park Interview 3, 2019).  The employee of the Oak Park Housing Authority 
reiterates this sentiment by asserting that decisions ought to be well thought, and they 
ought to be good for the community.  One interviewee believes that elected officials 
should have the strength and character to make decisions based on what is in the best 
interest for the community (Oak Park Interview 2, 2019).  However, a government 
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official on the Village Board specified that they tend to make decisions solely based on 
what they deem as best for the community given that the community already elected them 
as a representative (Oak Park Interview 1, 2019).  Regardless of their reasoning, the 
public officials I spoke with seem to make decisions based on what they deem as best for 
the community, even if those opinions vary. 
 
Section 4: Analysis 
Dependent Variable: Type of Zoning 
 The dependent variable in my case study is the type of zoning that Oak Park 
exhibits.  In regard to the first measure, low-density-only zoning, most of Oak Park’s 
residential zoning districts are inclusive.  Pendall measures low-density-only as only 
allowing less than eight dwelling units per acre.  The minimum lot size of single family 
homes in Oak Park range from 3,500 square feet to 10,000 square feet.  Of the eight 
residential zones within this range, six allow for eight or more dwellings within one acre 
(“Oak Park Zoning Ordinance: Village of Oak Park, Illinois” 2019, 43-44).  Thus, while 
two residential zones can be considered exclusive, six are inclusive.  Given this large 
majority being inclusive, Oak Park’s zoning policies do not constitute as low-density-
only zoning as defined by Pendall. 
I then looked at the ordinance details regarding the amount of single family 
residential districts in the total area of the village as compared to the districts that allow 
multi-family apartments. 	Based on the fact that Oak Park has two residential districts that 
allow multi-family dwellings, out of a total of eight residential zoning districts, 
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apartments are allowed in the community (“Oak Park Zoning Ordinance: Village of Oak 
Park, Illinois” 2019, 44).  However, this is not indicative of the portion of the community 
these districts account for.  A visual inspection of the zoning map (Fig. 3) shows that the 
two-family and multi-family properties are a significant portion of the city (“Oak Park 
Zoning Map” 2017).  Unlike Shaker Heights, these two-family and multi-family 
dwellings are relatively well integrated into the zoning districts throughout the city.  The 
visual inspection of the zoning map shows that and high density zoning is practiced in a 
significant portion of Oak Park when compared to Shaker Heights.  
When analyzing building permit caps, which constitutes as an annual limit on new 
residential housing, Oak Park does not have a cap number specified in the “Permit 
Issuance” section of their code (“Oak Park Zoning Ordinance: Village of Oak Park, 
Illinois”, 11).  The only restriction with building permits is when it does not meet all the 
standards of the zoning ordinance.  Nonetheless, we can assume that they do not have a 
building permit cap. 
Another measure to determine inclusivity is sign regulations.  In 1972, Oak Park 
adopted a “For-Sale” sign ban.  This was to prevent panic peddling5, among white 
residents (“Fair Housing at 50” 2018).  Although a similar law in New Jersey was 
overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court as a limit of free speech, Oak Park realtors 
																																																						
5 “Panic Peddling” is described as profiting from the fear of residents in a neighborhood 
on the verge of change, real estate agents solicited sales of homes by convincing white 
residents that their neighbors were moving selling their homes to minorities.  This 
practice led to the phenomenon of “White Flight” (“Fair Housing at 50” 2018). 
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understood what the Village of Oak Park was trying to do and they voluntarily agreed to 
adhere to the ban (Oak Park Interview 3, 2019; “Fair Housing at 50” 2018). 
The final measure is whether or not Section 8 housing vouchers are allowed and 
administered in the specified municipality.  Based on the Affordable Housing Online 
data, Oak Park has 200 Project-Based Section 8 subsidized apartments.  Additionally, 
there is one housing authority that serves the community by assisting with Section 8 
vouchers and/or public housing, which is the Housing authority of the Village of Oak 
Park.  What is unique about this housing authority is that it solely exists to serve Oak 
Park (“Low Income Apartments in Oak Park, IL” 2019).   Thus, Oak Park does not 
exclude residents who are financially required to use Section 8 housing vouchers.  
Based on these measurements, Oak Park does not have any of the criteria that I 
define as exclusive.  Therefore, based on these criteria alone, I would classify Oak Park 
as “Fully Inclusive.”  However, while Oak Park does not have an official inclusionary 
zoning ordinance, they are working on drafting an ordinance.  Additionally, they have 
government programs and non-profits in place which promotes integrative moves, such 
as the non-profit agencies like the Oak Park Housing Authority and the Oak Park 
Residence Corporation.  Based on these additional factors, I am inclined to adjust their 






Intervening Variable: Political Action 
The intervening variable in my case study is political action.  The purpose of this 
variable is to evaluate the actions made by elected politicians and land-use bureaucrats to 
determine if they favor actions that are preferable to the median voters.  Based on my 
interviews in Oak Park, I observed conflicting answers when talking to public officials, 
but most of which admit that the public is vocal and/or does try to pressure their decisions 
(Oak Park Interview 1, 2019; Oak Park Interview 2, 2019).  One government official 
asserted that while there is a lot of pressure to do the right thing, the elected officials in 
Oak Park are not entirely concerned with the preferences of the residents being that they 
were elected by the constituency, and thus were entrusted by the residents to make the 
right decisions.  The elected officials interviewed explained that they are not elected to 
just do what residents order them to do, but rather to use their leadership abilities to make 
the best decision (Oak Park Interview 1, 2019).  A previously elected official admits that 
some politicians do listen to the concerns of the residents since they are very vocal and 
active in the community.  However, they explain that being a good politician means that 
one ought to take what the community members voice into account, but ultimately, the 
politician should have the strength to do what is best for the community (Oak Park 
Interview 2, 2019).  Another elected official I spoke with explained that they try to take 
the community’s concerns into account best they can, but when it comes to making 
decisions, they do what is best for the community.  However, the same elected official 
went on to explain that when they vote an unpopular way, they make sure to explain to 
	 100 
their constituents why they voted this way, which creates a greater transparency between 
residents and policy-makers (Oak Park Interview 3, 2019).  
For this variable, I also analyzed community news articles regarding the current 
inclusionary zoning debate.  It is clear that the residents of Oak Park are passionate about 
the inclusionary zoning ordinance, no matter which side of the debate they are on.  
Through my interviews, I discovered that many residents are committed to living in a 
racially integrated community.  On the other hand, there are also many residents who are 
more concerned that more affordable housing in their neighborhood would reduce the 
neighborhood’s desirability, which they fear they would lower their property values (Oak 
Park Interview 2, 2019).  Regardless of what side of the debate people sit, they are 
passionate about this issue.  As a response to this, the candidates who are running for the 
Village Trustee Board in May participated in a panel on equity, in which much of these 
housing and affordability issues were brought up (Inklebarger 2019).  Many of the 
candidates were in support of the inclusionary zoning ordinance, which sheds light on 
their responsiveness to the community, especially since many interviews discussed how 
equity and affordability is a primary issue of concern to the residents (Oak Park Interview 
2019). 
Based on contextually analyzing these findings, I would categorize the political 
action by public officials to be “Moderately Responsive” to constituents.  They seem to 
dedicate themselves to the idea of integration that the community voices as a primary 
concern.  They also seem to be responsive to their concerns regarding property values.  
While they want integration and greater affordability, which is why they are considering 
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an inclusionary zoning ordinance, they also take into account how it will affect property 
values and aim to make sure residents stay put in Oak Park by maintaining those values.  
Nonetheless, they are cautious to respond to the concern of property values because they 
try to do what is best for the mission of the intentionally integrated community.  This 
balance of listening to constituents but making decisions based on what is best for the 
community is similar to how Shaker Heights public officials make decisions.   
 
Independent Variable: Median Voter 
I examine the actions by constituents as they voice their preferences to political 
actors, and which zoning practices they prefer.  According to the public officials that I 
interviewed, residents in the community are very vocal about their preferences and active 
in the community.  Historically, this has been the case, even around the time the fair 
housing ordinance was created.  The grassroots efforts were crucial to influencing a 
change in the local policy (“Fair Housing at 50” 2018).  When asked whether or not 
residents attend public hearings and City Council meetings, the people I spoke with 
explained that the residents are very vocal in their opinions, though they are not always 
the majority opinion (Oak Park Interview 2, 2019).  Nonetheless, people share their 
opinions through public hearings and other formal ways (Oak Park Interview 1, 2019).  
Similar to Shaker Heights, citizens are members of various government committees and 
commissions, which is another way that they formally participate in the policies that are 
recommended to the Oak Park Village Board (Oak Park Interview 1, 2019).  Based on the 
information available to me, I would categorize Oak Park’s residents, or median voters, 
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as having “High Participation," which is categorized the same as Shaker Heights’ 
residents. 
 As to what the residents favor and why they are vocal, the government officials I 
spoke with said that they receive a wide range of opinions regarding development issues, 
even amongst board members, so they have to determine what is best for the Oak Park 
overall (Oak Park Interview 1, 2019).  Property values seem to be of a main concern with 
the community members.  Some residents are fearful that their property values will 
decrease if affordability units increase (Oak Park Interview 3, 2019); however, other 
residents are more focused on fostering an intentionally integrated community regardless 
(Oak Park Interview 2, 2019).  Like Shaker Heights, these mixed preferences seem to be 
present within median voters themselves.  With this information in mind, while people 
are often worried about their property values, they are also attuned to equity issues and 
want an integrated community.  Based on the intervening variable, political actors are 
likely to be responsive to residents in terms of both property values and integration, but 
are also likely to also do what is best for fostering an integrative, stable Oak Park. 
 
Conditional Variable: Fair-Share Housing Advocacy Group 
The conditional variable in my study analyzes the presence and activity of fair-
share housing advocacy groups.  According to my sources, Oak Park has a lot of 
partnerships with housing advocacy groups and housing authorities that work towards 
inclusivity through affirmative action techniques.  The Housing Center and the Oak Park 
Residence Corporation work together towards creating a more inclusive and integrated 
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Oak Park.  By working cohesively, the Residence Corporation maintains apartment 
buildings, all units of which are listed with the Housing Center where they encourage the 
consideration of the Residence Corporation units.  Additionally, the Housing Authority 
refers its Section 8 clients to Residence Corporation properties because they also strive 
for racially and economically integrated housing throughout the community (McKenzie 
and Ruby 2002, 14).  These organizations work with the Oak Park municipality to reach 
some of their common goals, which is also a huge reason there is success among these 
groups.   
As previously mentioned, Oak Park has its own housing authority, the Oak Park 
Housing Authority (“Low Income Apartments in Oak Park, IL” 2019).  While this is the 
only housing authority that serves Oak Park, it is able to solely focus its efforts on the 
community (Oak Park Interview 2, 2019).  The employee of the OPHA explains how 
fostering a relationship between the nonprofits, housing authority, and the government, 
helps enable conversations regarding affordable and fair housing (Oak Park Interview 2, 
2019).  It is crucial to note the historical importance of the creation of the previously 
mentioned Commission of Human Relations, now known as the Community Relations 
Commission (“Community Relations” 2013), as well as the Citizens Committee for 
Human Rights in 1963.  These two groups essentially acted as advocacy groups within 
the government through their initiatives—testing, holding meetings on social and racial 
justice, and surveying realtors (“Fair Housing at 50” 2018).  Based on this information, I 
categorize Oak Park’s presence of fair-share housing advocacy as “High” when 
compared to the other case studies.  
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Conclusion  
In conclusion, I categorize Oak Park’s zoning as “Very Inclusive.”  I also 
determine Oak Park’s politicians and land-use bureaucrats to be “Moderately 
Responsive” to median voters, or homeowners.  In regard to the median voters, I 
categorize Oak Park residents as having “High Participation” when it comes to voicing 
their mixed preferences for diversity and home value.  Lastly, I categorize the presence of 
fair-share housing advocacy as “High” when compared to the other case studies.  While 
they only have one housing authority, they have multiple other nonprofits that serve the 
community by advocating for fair housing.  These measures help to explain how Oak 
Park has developed into a more inclusive and affordable community over time.  Their 
official zoning policies foster more inclusivity, and they are working on incorporating 
more inclusivity through official means, e.g. the inclusionary zoning ordinance.  
However, their residents have varying opinions that are being voiced, some are concerned 
with property values, others want integration, but generally there it a strong sense for 
equity within the community.  Given that the political actors are moderately responsive to 
what the constituents voice as their concerns, how do they end up on the more inclusive 
spectrum of zoning if they are receiving varying opinions?  I believe that the high 
presence of fair housing advocacy works to strengthen the argument for inclusive and 
more affordable housing.  I also believe that their higher presence of fair housing 
advocacy could be what creates greater movement towards equitable solutions throughout 
the community, by both the constituents and politicians.  
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Chapter 6: Westlake, OH 
Section 1:  Background and Historical Context  
Westlake, Ohio was founded in 1811, and then incorporated as the City of 
Westlake in 1957.  The area started out as a farming community and it remained that way 
for many years.  Specifically, it was known for producing grapes, and subsequently wine.  
As time passed and people started to move outward from Cleveland’s city center, it grew 
more and more dense.  After its incorporation in 1957, the people of Westlake began 
plotting out the land and the city’s vision so that they could plan what the city would 
become.  This included breaking down the city into residential, business, commercial, 
and industrial components (Westlake Interview 2, 2019).   
Around the time of its incorporation, which was also within 11 years of the 
federal Fair Housing Act (1968), Westlake was not too different demographically than it 
is today.  The 1970 census shows that Westlake had a population of 15,689 people.  Of 
these residents, 99.54 percent were White, 0.0007 percent were Black, and 0.004 percent 
identified as “Other,” indicating they were of a race not listed (U.S. Census of Population 
1970).  There were 4,472 occupied units at this time.  85.78 percent were owner-occupied 
units and 13.62 percent were occupied by renters (U.S. Census of Housing 1970). 
Today, Westlake’s demographics show similar patterns.  As of 2018, Westlake 
has a population of roughly 32,000 people.  Of these residents, 89.3 percent are White 
alone, 2.5 percent are Black alone, 5.1 percent are Asian alone, and 2.7 percent are 
Hispanic or LatinX.  The median household income is about $82,000, and the median 
value of owner-occupied housing units is $241,900.  Additionally, the owner-occupied 
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unit rate is 73.6 percent (“U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: United States, Westlake City, 
Ohio” 2018).  Given this, a large majority of people in Westlake are homeowners.  
According to the Affordable Housing Online data, the percentage of housing units 
occupied by renters is 25.17 percent, which is vastly smaller than both Oak Park and 
Shaker Heights so there is an even larger majority of homeowners as median voters.  The 
data also shows that there are no low income apartments available in Westlake, as well as 
no affordable apartment properties (“Low Income Apartments in Westlake, OH” 2019). 
 









Table 6: Racial Makeup of Westlake, OH (U.S. Census 2018) 
 
Much of the area when it was first planned was single family homes.  However, I-
90, a large highway, expanded to reach Westlake and there arose a greater demand for 
multi-family apartments.  However, the zoning map (Figure 4) below shows us that the 
city still lacks in multi-family apartment buildings (“Zone Map – City of Westlake, OH” 
2018).  This demand for an increase in density was met with resistance from the farmers 
who originated from Westlake.  They were concerned that they would be burdened with 
the taxes that were necessary to support a denser community, so they advocated against 
multi-family development (Westlake Interview 2, 2019).  Another reasoning was because 
people felt that multi-family residents do not maintain their property since they do not 
own the land, and thus are not held responsible.  Eventually, the city grew relatively 
denser as compared to when it was mostly farm land, but this backlash of density due to 
the cost argument still seems present today in contemporary examples (Westlake 
Interview 1-3, 2019). 
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Section 2:  Overview of Contemporary Zoning Practices 
 The resistance to density could have contributed to Westlake’s current zoning 
patterns.  While there is not much multi-family housing to begin with, where it does exist, 
it is zoned in a way that clusters the multi-family housing close to one another (“Zone 
Map – City of Westlake, OH” 2018).  Additionally, a planning official went on to explain 
that multi-family housing tends to be near major highways, such as I-90, as a means of 
buffering the distance between single family homes and the noisiness of a major highway 
(Westlake Interview 3, 2019).   
 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ZONE MAP- CITY OF WESTLAKE,  OHIO
Date Saved: 5/8/2018 9:43:56 AM
Legend
Zone Reference
A- One Family 
B- Two Family
C- Multi Family 40
D- Multi Family 24
E- Multi Family 15
F- Office Building
G- Shopping Center 
H- General Business
I- Interchange Service 
J- Recreation Business
K- Office Laboratory
L- Exclusive Industrial 
M- Health Campus
N- Executive Office Park
P- Automobile Parking 
R- Exclusive Office Laboratory
T- Hotel/Motel
U- Planned Office 
W- One Family Cluster
Y- Planned Unit Development
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Generally, this map suggests that Westlake has low-density zoning; this might be 
due to the requirement in Westlake’s zoning code that specifies if there is a proposed 
project that would increase the density of the city, it needs to be voted on by the people 
(Westlake Interview 2, 2019).  For example, the development of Crocker Park, a newer 
downtown area that was developed in 2000, had to be voted on by the citizens in order 
for it to be approved given that it would increase density by mixing zoning uses (i.e. 
residential and commercial) in one specified area (Westlake Interview 2, 2019). 
 Westlake’s zoning practices are mostly focused on fostering harmony within 
mixed-use developments and tries to create harmony between different types of 
developments.  The sorting between a variety of residential uses, commercial use, 
industrial use, and office use are usually what the interviewees referenced as “mixed-
used” zoning (Westlake Interview 2, 2019; Westlake Interview 3, 2019).  A planning 
official explained how the concern for providing this variance in uses is because 
residential zones do not produce revenue, it is most based on income tax and payroll tax, 
which is why having different types of zones is important.  It helps to balance the 
economy because they are able to use the industrial and commercial zone revenue to 
offset the revenue that is not produced by the residential zones.  Extending from this, the 
planning official explained that multi-family zones need to be balanced for that same 
reason (Westlake Interview 3, 2019).  In essence, this balance is needed because residents 
are more costly than the revenue they provide.  This is especially true in the context of 
multi-family dwellings because these dwellings cost more for the given space being that 
there are more people within the dwelling who require services.  
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 To aid this, the zoning decisions and recommendations go through the Planning 
Commission.  According to the Westlake city website, the Planning Commission is 
“responsible for the planning and platting of the city for harmonious development and 
coordination of streets” (“Planning Commission | Westlake, OH - Official Website” 
2019).  The planning guide is used by the Commission to help guide their decision 
making, which then translates into much of the zoning code and rezoning that is done in 
Westlake (Westlake Interview 3, 2019).  In conjunction with the Westlake zoning code, 
the city must notify residents within 500 feet of a potential development that there will be 
a Planning Commission meeting regarding such a development (Westlake Interview 3, 
2019).  Therefore, this encourages residents to voice their concerns if the development is 
unfavorable. 
Instead of resisting their homogeneity, Westlake seems to have a laissez-faire 
attitude when it comes to addressing these issues.  In one interview, a government official 
explained how while they do not have inclusionary zoning laws, they do not have 
anything that is exclusionary and that they try to be mindful as developing a well-
balanced community.  However, when this interviewee referenced the imbalance in the 
community, they were generally referring to the fact that Westlake was growing to be an 
older community (Westlake Interview 1, 2019).  Although in another interview, the 
planning official explained the balance of Westlake in terms of mixed-use zoning and 
how they try to balance the residential, commercial, industrial and office zoning so that 
they do not have too much of one thing.  In regard to residential, the planning official 
noted that “…even with our different residential [zones] that we have here, although a lot 
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of that is White, we still have a pretty good mix of multi-family to single family” 
(Westlake Interview 3, 2019). 
In my other interviews, a planning official and two elected officials explained 
how most decisions on what Westlake develops is determined by the market (Westlake 
Interview 2, 2019; Westlake Interview 3, 2019), or what the residents want.  When asked 
if they have any sort of zoning laws that can require developers to include low-income or 
affordable housing in their projects, one elected official responded “We let the market 
dictate that… The housing market is controlled by the demand” (Westlake Interview 2, 
2019).  They went on to mention that while there is no inclusionary law similar to what I 
have described, they do not try and stop any such affordable development if that is what 
the demand is asking for.  While they may emphasize the control the market has over 
what is built in the city, the market can only build what is permitted by their zoning code.  
Therefore, they do have some control in what is being developed and where; and if they 
wanted, they could require developers to include affordable housing units in their 
development.  Based on their argument of responding to the market, it seems as though 
the city actually responds to the demands of the current residents, rather than the 
demands of potential residents. 
 
Section 3: How These Policies Came to Be 
 When compiling my sources, it is clear that residents, or median voters, control 
the zoning outcome of Westlake.  While the politicians make the zoning code, the 
developers then decide what to build within those zoning requirements.  However, as 
	 112 
stated previously, residents in Westlake have a lot of control of the zoning outcome, such 
as how residents vote on whether or not to approve developments that would increase 
density and are notified of any development taking place within 500 feet of a resident.  
Thus, the developers are controlled by not only the zoning code, but also by what the 
residents want.  Without the support of the residents, developers cannot get their 
proposed project approved if it is going to increase density.  Therefore, the developers 
have to take into account the views of the residents whether they want to or not (Westlake 
Interview 3, 2019).   
Many of the interviewees felt that the concerns of the constituents/residents are 
the most predominant factor when coming to a decision.  One planning official noted 
zoning mainly started as a way to keep homeowners from being bothered by industrial 
concerns (Westlake Interview 3, 2019).  This is why zoning strategically arranges a city 
in a systematic way so that it does not impact residents.  In detailing why residents often 
voice concerns about developments, the planning official states that residents are mainly 
concerned about their property values lowering as a result of the development.  Another 
large concern is that there will be too much traffic.  Residents believe it will cause 
congestion and will be unsafe.  Lastly, they are concerned about the noise (Westlake 
Interview 3, 2019).  
 The voices of the constituents are heard mostly through formal public hearings.  
These opinions tend to be expressed when they are upset about a certain development and 
how it will affect their own property.  According to one public official, residents show up 
and voice their complaints in regard to housing or development issues.  In one example, 
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an elected official mentioned that about 75 single family residents affected by the 
Hillsborough Townhome project showed up to the Planning Commission meeting to 
voice this concern, which they expressed was only the second or third time where 
residents showed up to a meeting in their time in office (Westlake Interview 1, 2019).  In 
order for the developer to build the townhome development in this area, the zoning had to 
be rezoned and voted on by the public.  While this was approved by the vote, residents 
are upset that they were led to believe that the rezoning request was for single family 
clusters, which is not what is being proposed.  Additionally, residents voiced other 
concerns at the public hearing regarding the issue: property values; noise; concerns with 
crime if the units are rental units; the target buyers are not compatible with the 
neighborhood; the architecture does not match the character of the neighborhood.  Many 
more concerns were made at the hearing (“Westlake Planning Commission Minutes of 
the Regular Meeting” 2019). 
In addition to attending that meeting, there was a petition created by a resident to 
stop the development of the Hillsborough Townhomes.  The specified concerns of the 
citizens in this petition were that the density and layout of the project would is not 
compatible with the single family home suburban community that it is connected to, it 
would increase traffic at Hillsborough point, the project will drastically decrease property 
values and the quality of life, and it is too small given the suburban setting it would be 
built in (“Sign Petition: Prestwick Resident Concerns with Hillsborough Development 
Plan” 2018).  However, the petition did not seem very active and there were no local 
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news articles regarding the backlash the project was supposedly receiving or regarding 
the petition. 
 The opinions of residents are also translated through homeowner’s associations.  
These exist in both single family neighborhoods and rental communities.  Generally, they 
have elected positions, pay dues, host meetings, and they are responsible for voicing the 
concerns of their association’s residents.  According to the planning official, they are 
very active (Westlake Interview 3, 2019). 
 In regard to how the public officials respond to the constituents, they seem very 
apt to listen to the demands of the residents.  One interviewee noted that elected officials, 
and public officials in general, have to respond to the what the residents want— “I mean 
they’re the ones who pay the taxes, [and] they are the ones who decide whether we get to 
stay around or not” (Westlake Interview 2, 2019).  The planning official explained how 
many decisions are guided by the comprehensive zoning plan, but nonetheless, the 
decision makers largely take the concerns of the residents into account (Westlake 
Interview 3, 2019).  Additionally, in another interview, the respondent discussed how 
when they were challenged with the decision on whether or not to approve the 
Hillsborough Point project, their opinions were swayed at the meeting where residents 
came to discuss their concerns and why they did not want the development, proving that 





Section 4: Analysis 
Dependent Variable: Type of Zoning 
 The dependent variable in my case study is the type of zoning that Westlake 
exhibits.  In regards to the first measure, low-density-only zoning, Westlake’s zoning 
ordinance has a minimum lot size that restricts their density.  Chapter 1211.09 of 
Westlake’s code shows that there is only one minimum lot size for single family cluster 
homes: 20,000 square feet per (“Codified Ordinances of Westlake: Part Twelve - Zoning 
Code” 2009).  Since an acre has 43,560 square feet, this would only allow two dwellings 
within one acre; thus, Westlake would constitute as having low-density-only zoning as 
defined by Pendall, which is less than eight dwellings per acre.  
The next clause of the variable is to look at the amount of single family residential 
districts in the total area of the city as compared to the districts that allow multi-family 
homes, such as apartments.  As previously mentioned, one interviewee was quoted as 
stating: “…even with our different residential [zones] that we have here, although a lot of 
that is White, we still have a pretty good mix of multi-family to single family.”  A visual 
inspection of the zoning map (Fig. 4) shows that this is not the case; the single family 
properties are a significant portion of the city (“Zone Map – City of Westlake, OH” 
2018).  When looking at the map, the white coloring represents the single family districts.  
The map clearly shows that these districts make up most of Westlake.  Where the two-
family and multi-family dwellings do exist, they are clustered around major highways 
and only in certain parts of the city, which is similar to Shaker Heights.  The planning 
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official explained that two-family and multi-family are often used as a buffer between 
single family homes and noisy areas, such as highways (Westlake Interview 3, 2019).  
When analyzing building permit caps, which constitutes as an annual limit on new 
residential housing, Westlake does not have a cap number specified anywhere in their 
zoning code (“Codified Ordinances of Westlake: Part Twelve - Zoning Code” 2009).  So 
although developers have to go through an intensive approval process, including 
notifying nearby residents of their project, Westlake does not have a building permit cap. 
Another measure to determine inclusivity is sign regulations.  Some communities, 
including ones involved in this comparative case study, prohibit the use of “For-Sale” 
signs.  The prohibition of “For-Sale” signs is to encourage integration by protecting 
against the possibility of a community experiencing “White Flight.”  After reviewing 
Chapter 1223 of their zoning code, “Sign Regulations,” I found that Westlake does allow 
the use of “For-Sale” signs (“Codified Ordinances of Westlake: Part Twelve - Zoning 
Code” 2009).   
The final measure for this variable is whether or not Section 8 housing vouchers 
are allowed and administered in the specified municipality.  According to a planning 
official, the city is unaware as to whether or not Section 8 housing vouchers are being 
used within Westlake (Westlake Interview 3, 2019).  Based on the Affordable Housing 
Online data, Westlake has no Project-Based Section 8 subsidized apartments.  
Additionally, there is only one housing authority that serves the community to assist with 
Section 8 vouchers and/or public housing: the Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority 
(“Low Income Apartments in Westlake, OH” 2019).  However, this is the housing 
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authority that serves all of Cuyahoga county, so perhaps they cannot concentrate on 
Westlake when they have the entire city of Cleveland to vouch for.  Alternatively, 
perhaps since there is not affordable housing within Westlake, Section 8 vouchers are 
unable to be used.  Based on these factors, I would classify Westlake as unresponsive to 
Section 8 vouchers.  
Based on these measurements, Westlake has four of the criteria that I define as 
exclusive.  Therefore, I would classify Westlake’s zoning as “Moderately Exclusive.”  
Additionally, since they do not have an official inclusionary zoning ordinance, unlike 
Shaker Heights and Oak Park, Westlake does not actively promote integration by 
providing incentives for residents and potential residents to make pro-integrative moves 
through affirmative marketing; thus, their rating remains the same. 
 
Intervening Variable: Political Action 
The intervening variable in my case study is political action.  The purpose of this 
variable is to evaluate the actions made by elected politicians and land-use bureaucrats to 
determine if they favor actions that are preferable by the median voters.  Based on my 
interviews in Westlake, I observed consistent answers when talking to government 
officials.  They seemed to agree that they ought to be responsive to the residents’ 
concerns at all times (Westlake Interview 2, 2019; Westlake Interview 3, 2019).  As 
previously stated, the government officials believed that the residents’ concerns are most 
important because they are the ones who are paying the property taxes and deciding if the 
government official will stay in their position, whether it be elected or appointed 
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(Westlake Interview 2, 2019).  Based on these findings relative to other cases, I would 
categorize the political action by Westlake government officials to be “Fully Responsive” 
to constituents.  They seem to all agree that the resident, or median voter, opinion is most 
important when making decisions for the City of Westlake.   
 
Independent Variable: Median Voter 
In analyzing this variable, I examine the actions by constituents to note which 
zoning practices they prefer, and how much they voice those preferences to the political 
actors.  Based on my interviews, it seems that residents generally to not want an increase 
in density.  This is shown by their concern that multi-family dwellings would lower their 
property values, increase traffic, and increase noise (Westlake Interview 3, 2019).  
Additionally, their distaste for higher density is also shown through the practice of the 
zoning code requiring the city to send notices to nearby residents if a development is 
going into the Westlake.  Even further, the fact that the residents must vote on any 
development that would increase the density of the area, it is clear that they not only 
prefer lower density, single family zones, but it makes clear that the residents hold high 
power when it comes to zoning (Westlake Interview 2, 2019; Westlake Interview 3, 
2019).  They voice these concerns through attending public hearings, voting on an 
increase of density, and by participating in homeowners’ associations as a way to 
collectively advocate for the shared preferences of their neighborhood (Westlake 
Interview 3, 2019).  However, one interviewee pointed out that residents are more likely 
to participate and voice their opinions when they are opposing a development (Westlake 
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Interview 1, 2019).  Lastly, there were no news articles detailing the public distaste for 
the Hillsborough Townhome project; so while many residents attended the public 
hearing, their concerns were not as well publicized as residents in Shaker Heights and 
Oak Park.  Based on the information available to me, I would categorize Westlake’s 
residents, or median voters, as having “Moderate Participation” relative to the other 
cases. 
 
Conditional Variable: Fair-Share Housing Advocacy Group 
The conditional variable in my study analyzes the presence and activity of fair-
share housing advocacy groups.  According to my sources, Westlake does not have any 
participating housing advocacy groups that advocate for fair housing (Westlake Interview 
1-3, 2019).  There is a housing authority that is labeled as representing the City of 
Westlake: The Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority (“Low Income Apartments in 
Westlake, OH” 2019).  Considering that the housing authority was not mentioned in any 
interviews, it must not be very active in Westlake.  Given this, I have no evidence on the 
effect of fair-share housing advocacy in Westlake.  Based on this information, I 
categorize Westlake’s presence of active, fair-share housing advocacy as “Low” when 
compared to the other case studies.   
 
Conclusion  
In conclusion, I categorize Westlake’s zoning as “Very Exclusive.”  I also 
determine Westlake’s politicians and land-use bureaucrats to be “Fully Responsive” to 
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median voters, or homeowners.  In regard to the median voters, I categorize Westlake 
residents as having “High Participation,” in which they general advocate against density 
increases.  Lastly, I categorize the presence of fair-share housing advocacy as “Low” 
when compared to the other case studies.  These measures help to explain how Westlake 
struggles to become more inclusive.  Their official zoning policies do not take extra steps 
to foster inclusivity, unlike Oak Park and Shaker Heights.  Additionally, their residents 
generally seem to be unfavorable to multi-family housing given their concern with 
property values, traffic, and noise.  Given that the political actors are fully responsive to 
what the constituents voice as their concerns, this explains why Westlake is more 
exclusive.  I also believe that the absence of fair-share housing advocacy contributes to 
this exclusivity since there is not a counter-pressure on the public officials to make 












Chapter 7: Lake Forest, IL 
Section 1:  Background and Historical Context  
After the establishment of the Treaty of Chicago in 1833 and the removal of the 
Potawatomi Indians, the U.S. government opened the land north of Chicago for 
settlement.  A group of Chicago Presbyterians eager to found an institution of higher 
learning were drawn to the area and established what is now known as Lake Forest 
College (“History of Lake Forest | LFLB History” 2019).  Then people began moving out 
of Chicago in the late 19th century due to population, pollution and the aftermath of the 
Chicago Fire (“History of Lake Forest | LFLB History” 2019; Lake Forest Interview 1, 
2019).  With an increase of population in Lake Forest, it was then chartered as a city in 
1861 (“The City of Lake Forest Zoning Map” 2012).  Wealthy families originally moved 
to Lake Forest to build summer homes, which were often large estates; many of the 
estates have since been divided into smaller lots as the city grew and became a more 
permanent area of residence.  Additionally, smaller lots that predated the dividing up of 
estates were likely housing occupied by the workers on the estate property, such as 
gardeners, housekeepers, and butlers (Lake Forest Interview, 2019). 
Lake Forest’s demographics around the time of the federal Fair Housing act do 
not differ drastically from current statistics.  The 1970 census expresses that Lake Forest 
had a population of 15,642 people.  Of these residents, 97.23 percent were White, 0.02 
percent were Black, and 0.006 percent identified as another race not listed (U.S. Census 
of Population 1970).  There were 4,216 occupied units at this time.  77.66 percent were 
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owner-occupied units and 22.34 percent were occupied by renters (U.S. Census of 
Housing 1970). 
Today, Lake Forest’s demographics show similar patterns and inequalities.  As of 
2018, Lake Forest has a population of roughly 20,000 people.  Of these residents, 89.6 
percent are White alone, 1.8 percent are Black alone, 6.8 percent are Asian alone, and 2.9 
percent are Hispanic or LatinX.  The median household income is about $169,000, and 
the median value of owner-occupied housing units is $855,500.  Additionally, the owner-
occupied unit rate is 86.7 percent (“U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: United States, Lake 
Forest City, Illinois” 2018).  Given the owner-occupied unit rate, a large majority of 
people in Lake Forest are homeowners.  According to the Affordable Housing Online 
data, the percentage of housing units occupied by renters is 13.34 percent, which is vastly 
smaller than both Oak Park and Shaker Heights, but more comparable to Westlake.  The 
data also shows that there are no low income apartments available in Lake Forest, as well 














Table 7: Cross-Comparison of Lake Forest’s Demographics Over Time (U.S. Census 1970, 2018) 
 
Table 8: Racial Makeup of Lake Forest, IL (U.S. Census 2018) 
 
The completion of a railroad line spanning from Chicago to Lake Forest served as 
a key factor of Lake Forest’s growth at the turn of the 20th Century (“History of Lake 
Forest | LFLB History” 2019).  This railway enabled expansion as it offered a more 
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feasible commute for residents traveling into the city.  The railroad is still used heavily by 
commuters today.  Then once people lived in Lake Forest, the necessary commercial 
amenities followed suit and began rising in the city.  With the growing amount of 
commercial and corporate zoning in Lake Forest, an influx of individuals also use the rail 
as a reverse commute, or traveling from closer to Chicago’s center out to Lake Forest for 
work (Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019).  
 
Section 2:  Overview of Contemporary Zoning Practices 
 Lake Forest traditionally functions as a carefully planned community (Lake Forest 
Interview 1, 2019).  Their zoning current map generally suggests evidence of low-density 
zoning.  Similar to Westlake, Lake Forest’s multi-family housing tends to cluster close to 
one another, though the zoning map shows that there is not much multi-family that exists 
in the city (“The City of Lake Forest Zoning Map” 2012).  However, a development 
official specified that residential districts do offer various types of dwellings from single 











Figure 5: Lake Forest Zoning Map 
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 The Plan Commission, made up of residents appointed by the Mayor, is the 
primary body that develops Lake Forest’s zoning and studies what zoning regulations and 
laws to enact (“Plan Commission - Boards and Commissions | City of Lake Forest” 
2019).  This commission oversees the approval of special uses that are not residential in 
nature but are located within residential areas (Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019).  
Additionally, they are responsible for holding public hearings on such requests for 
Special Use Permits, and reviews amendments of the Zoning Code (“Plan Commission - 
Boards and Commissions | City of Lake Forest” 2019).  The Plan Commission is an 
essential tool to any special use development due to their involvement in the negotiating 
process between the residents and the developer.  They listen to residents and work with 
the developer so that complaints may be minimized (Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019).  The 
Plan Commission must then make their recommendation to the City Council which, as 
specified by the interview source, is based on fact rather than emotion (Lake Forest 
Interview 1, 2019). 
 Despite the aforementioned zoning map displaying a lack of multi-family 
housing, Lake Forest actually has inclusionary housing regulations.  The City of Lake 
Forest has an inclusionary housing ordinance (Chapter 158 of their code) which 
prescribes that for each apartment complex or condominium that is developed, 15 percent 
of the units must be affordable relative to the city’s median income (Lake Forest 
Interview 1, 2019).  This ordinance is intended to help maintain the economic diversity 
from when Lake Forest began with both the wealthy and the estate employees; however, 
the census demographics above do not necessarily prove that this is the case.  Perhaps 
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this is because the inclusionary ordinance defines “low-income households” as 
households that earn between 60% and 80% of the area median income (“Lake Forest, IL 
Code of Ordinances” 2016); yet when looking at the median income of Lake Forest, it is 
in the top 95th percentile nationally (“Income Percentile Calculator for the United States 
in 2018” 2018).  As consistent with their inclusionary housing ordinance, Lake Forest 
also collects money from people who tear down smaller homes to build larger ones.  The 
city uses these funds to purchase properties and build new dwellings that are marketed as 
affordable housing.  So far, they have acquired six properties in this way (Lake Forest 
Interview 1, 2019).  
 
Section 3: How These Policies Came to Be 
 When compiling my sources, it is clear that the residents and the Plan 
Commission are most involved in the process of developing zoning regulations.  As 
previously stated, the Plan Commission’s role in the process of development is crucial 
because it employs much of the mediating between the residents and developers to ensure 
that both can agree on the new development being built.  Their role is to please both 
parties involved so that the process is tolerable.  Mainly, this requires them to hear 
resident opinions through public hearings, run studies to determine the effects of a 
development, and to then make fact-based recommendations to the City Council (Lake 
Forest Interview 1, 2019). 
The concerns of the constituents are also predominant factor when coming to a 
decision.  They seem to be active citizens.  Their activism and concerns usually rise out 
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of these dominant concerns: how a development would impact their property values, their 
quiet enjoyment, traffic, and the safety of the neighborhood (Lake Forest Interview 1, 
2019).  Property values, according to the development official, are always important to 
the residents of Lake Forest, which is pretty standard across all the cases I examined.  
Nonetheless, since the residents are very vocal regarding issues in which they feel 
strongly, it is even more important that the Plan Commission and City Council take into 
account the complaints and requests from residents (Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019).  This 
was exhibited through the development of a university hospital that was developed in 
Lake Forest.  The developers had to meet with the Plan Commission and host many 
public hearings to hear the resident concerns: the traffic, the increase of noise (i.e. 
ambulance), light intrusion, and more.  Eventually, after a series of meetings, they 
reached a development plan the City of Lake Forest, the residents, and developers could 
all agree (Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019). 
 
Section 4: Analysis 
Dependent Variable: Type of Zoning 
 The dependent variable in my case study is the type of zoning that Lake Forest 
exhibits.  In regard to the first measure, low-density-only zoning, Lake Forest’s zoning 
ordinance has a minimum lot size, which restricts their density.  The minimum lot sizes 
of the single family residential districts ranges from 9,375 square feet to 130,000 square 
feet.  None of these minimums would allow for eight or more dwellings within one acre.  
Of the nine residential zones, these single family zones account for five of the residential 
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zoning districts (“The City of Lake Forest Zoning Map” 2012).  Thus, a majority of Lake 
Forest’s zoned residential districts are exclusive in the sense that they are categorized as 
low-density zoning as defined by Pendall. 
The next clause of this variable is to look at the amount of single family 
residential districts in the total area of the city as compared to the districts that allow 
multi-family apartments.  A visual inspection of the zoning map (Fig. 5) indicates that 
single family properties account for a significant portion of the city (“The City of Lake 
Forest Zoning Map” 2012).  When looking at the map, the orange and light yellow 
coloring represents the single family districts.  The map shows that these districts make 
up most of Lake Forest, similarly to Westlake.  Additionally, the multi-family dwellings 
allowed in the general residence districts are essentially clustered around the central 
business district of the city (“The City of Lake Forest Zoning Map” 2012).  The 
development official explained that there has recently been an increase in density in this 
area due to condos and townhomes being built within walking distance to the train station 
(Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019), which could explain why the small cluster of multi-
family rests in this area.  
Building permit caps are annual limits on new residential housing.  Lake Forest 
does not have a cap number specified in their zoning code (“Lake Forest, IL Code of 
Ordinances” 2016).  This is consistent with the other case studies in that none of them 
had a building permit cap mentioned in their code. 
Another measure to determine inclusivity is sign regulations.  Some communities, 
including ones involved in this comparative case study, prohibit the use of “For-Sale” 
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signs.  The prohibition of “For-Sale” signs is to encourage integration by protecting 
against the possibility of a community experiencing “White Flight.”  However, Lake 
Forest does allow the use of “For-Sale” signs as described in Chapter 153 of their code 
(“Lake Forest, IL Code of Ordinances” 2016), which as we have seen across the case 
studies that this is relatively common.   
The final measure is whether or not Section 8 housing vouchers are allowed and 
administered in the specified municipality.  First off, “Section 8” is not mentioned 
anywhere in their code, including the inclusionary zoning section of their code (“Lake 
Forest, IL Code of Ordinances” 2016), so we can assume they do not have concern for 
Section 8 or government programs alike.  To support this assumption, the Affordable 
Housing Online data shows that Lake Forest has no Project-Based Section 8 subsidized 
apartment buildings.  No information has been found on whether or not individuals can 
exchange Section 8 vouchers for non-subsidized apartment buildings.  Additionally, there 
is only one housing authority that serves the community, the Lake County Housing 
Authority.  They are tasked by assisting with Section 8 vouchers, public housing, and 
family self-sufficiency (“Low Income Apartments in Lake Forest, IL” 2019).  However, 
this housing authority serves faces a great deal of pressure as it supports the entirety of 
Lake county, which is a similar situation to what we see in Westlake.  Similarly, this 
might suggest that the housing authority does not concentrate on Lake Forest because 
their efforts span as wide as all of Lake county.  Based on these factors, I would classify 
Lake Forest as unresponsive to Section 8 vouchers.  
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Based on these measurements, Lake Forest has four of the criteria that I define as 
exclusive.  Therefore, based on these criteria alone, I would classify Lake Forest as 
“Moderately Exclusive.”  However, Lake Forest has an inclusionary housing ordinance 
found in Chapter 158 of their code (“Lake Forest, IL Code of Ordinances” 2016).  This is 
the only case study that has an official ordinance that aims to provide for more affordable 
housing.  An elected official explains that the ordinance regulates that for each apartment 
complex or condominium that is developed, 15 percent of the units must be affordable 
relative to the city’s median income.  They also collect funds from developers who tear 
down smaller homes so that the city can purchase property and build affordable homes 
(Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019).  Given these efforts, I am inclined to adjust their rating 
by one criteria measurement toward inclusivity, resulting in “Relatively Exclusive.”  
However, their inclusionary housing ordinance is skewed by the fact that the city’s 
median income is in the 95th percentile of the nation so it remains difficult for most 
people to afford these units, especially if they do not already live in Lake Forest.  Thus, 
while the Lake Forest public officials have made effort toward making their community 
more affordable, their concept of “affordability” exceeds prices low-income people—on 
a national scale—are able to pay.   Additionally, the development official specified the 
long tradition of Lake Forest being carefully planned to separate incompatible uses (Lake 
Forest Interview 1, 2019).  These factors nullify the efforts of their inclusionary housing 




Intervening Variable: Political Action 
The purpose of the intervening variable is to evaluate the actions made by elected 
politicians and land use bureaucrats to determine if they favor actions that are preferable 
to the median voters.  Measuring this variable is limited to the fact that there is only one 
respondent from Lake Forest in terms of interviews.  This respondent is an appointed 
government official but they did provide perspective on how both elected politicians and 
appointed positions respond to constituents, or median voters.  The development official 
that I interviewed specified that both elected officials and the Plan Commission are 
responsive to fact-based concerns, rather than make decisions based on their emotions.  
Although, they did mention that the Plan Commission holds public hearings to hear 
residents’ concerns, and then works with the developers to mitigate the effects of these 
concerns discussed: “If no one’s gotten completely what they want, then the Plan 
Commission and City Council has done a pretty good job at balancing everyone’s 
interests and coming out with a good compromise” (Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019).  This 
is why the official stressed the importance of making a decision balanced on both 
perspectives.   
Nonetheless, constituents do have an effect on the decisions that the city makes.  
The development official described a situation where the input of the public did affect 
their stance on an issue—when considering the building of a carwash, many residents 
showed up to voice their concerns with how they, as residents, would be impacted, and 
advocated against the development of this facility.  The points that they voiced ended up 
changing the direction of how the issue would be resolved.  After the developer of the 
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potential carwash made their case to address the constituent concerns, the development 
was then denied (Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019).  Additionally, the city takes public 
opinion surveys to determine what the residents want.  The official I spoke with 
explained while residents might say they want more of some amenity (i.e. restaurants) 
when surveyed, there might still be complaints and concerns regarding the development 
of new restaurants.  They said that the Plan Commission and City Council try to balance 
these varying perspectives and do what is best for the community in the long-term (Lake 
Forest Interview 1, 2019).  However, it is important to note that much of the government 
official’s reference to making decisions based on the “long-term good of the 
community,” references not racial diversity, but rather the diversity of zoning type 
between residential, commercial, and office (Lake Forest Interview 1, 2019).  Thus, this 
does not really aid in efforts toward integration and inclusivity.  Based on contextually 
analyzing these findings and comparing them to other cases, I would categorize the 
political action by public officials to be “Moderately Responsive” to constituents, or 
median voters.  
 
Independent Variable: Median Voter 
In analyzing this variable, I examine the actions by constituents to note which 
zoning practices they prefer, and how much they voice those preferences to the political 
actors.  Based on my interview, it seems that residents, like Westlake residents, generally 
to not want an increase in density.  This is shown by their concern over property values, 
how it would impact their enjoyment of the quiet atmosphere of the city, how it would 
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impact traffic, and how it would affect the safety of the community.  The development 
official specified that the value of the residents’ properties is always a concern that is in 
the back of their minds when a development is proposed, and property values are always 
a big part of the discussion (Lake Forest 1, 2019).  Residents voice these concerns 
through public hearings and by participating as members of different commissions.  
However, the development official notes that residents are most likely to voice their 
opinions if they are against something (Lake Forest 1, 2019), therefore their participation 
is inconsistent, which is similar to Westlake.  Based on analyzing the information 
available and comparing it to the other cases, I would categorize Lake Forest’s residents, 
or median voters, as having “Moderate Participation.” 
   
Conditional Variable: Fair-Share Housing Advocacy Group 
The conditional variable in my study analyzes the presence and activity of fair-
share housing advocacy groups.  When analyzing the Lake Forest interview, there was no 
mention of advocacy for fair housing by active fair-share housing (Westlake Interview 1-
3, 2019).  Lake Forest does have a housing authority that is labeled as representing the 
City of Lake Forest: the Lake County Housing Authority.  However, it must not be very 
active considering, like Westlake, it was not mentioned in the interview (“Low Income 
Apartments in Lake Forest, IL” 2019).  Based on this information, I categorize Lake 
Forest’s presence of fair-share housing advocacy as “Low” when compared to the other 




In conclusion, I categorize Lake Forest’s zoning as “Moderately Exclusive.”  I 
also determine Lake Forest’s politicians and land use bureaucrats to be “Moderately 
Responsive” to median voters, or homeowners.  In regard to the median voters, I 
categorize Westlake residents as having “Moderate Participation,” in which they general 
prefer more exclusive, low density zoning.  Lastly, I categorize the presence of fair-share 
housing advocacy as “Low” when compared to the other case studies.  These measures 
help to explain how Lake Forest struggles to become more inclusive.   
While their official zoning policies include an inclusionary housing ordinance, 
their zoning in practice does not exhibit affordability.  Perhaps this ordinance is the start 
of Lake Forest becoming more affordable in the coming years.  This motivation may be 
in response to the Illinois Housing Development Authority’s update of their list of 
communities that must submit plans to address the shortage of affordable housing.  Lake 
Forest ranked as the 27th least affordable community in Illinois with only 5.3 percent of 
its housing fitting the definition of the Affordable Housing Planning and Appeal Act of 
2003 (Dorfman 2019).  This shows that the City of Lake Forest’s definition of 
“affordability” does not align with most other cities’ definition.  Additionally, their 
residents generally seemed to be unfavorable to multi-family housing given their concern 
with property values, noise, traffic and safety concerns.  Given that the political actors are 
moderately responsive to what the constituents voice as their concerns, this explains why 
Lake Forest is more exclusive.  The absence of fair housing advocacy contributes to this 
exclusivity since there are no groups present to ensure that Lake Forest’s inclusionary 
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zoning is effective in its goals.  While Lake Forest does take minor actions toward 
























 The goal of this research project was to understand the relationship between 
median voters in suburban metropolitan areas—homeowners—and political actors.  This 
relationship between the independent variable (median voters/homeowners) and the 
intervening variable (political action by public officials) is crucial to understanding how 
zoning practices are formulated by local governments.  An additional focus was included 
to determine whether fair-share housing advocacy groups work to promote more 
inclusive zoning practices.  A comparative case study analyzed four different suburbs, 
two in the Cleveland metropolitan area and two in the Chicago metropolitan area.  These 
cases, though the sample size was limited, generally supported the theory I have 
developed: median voters typically influence the political actors who make zoning 
decisions, and more inclusive, well-integrated suburban cities tend to have a greater 
presence of fair-share housing advocacy.   
 
Discussion of Results 
Table 9: Comparison of Racial Demographics (U.S. Census 2018) 
 Shaker Heights Oak Park Westlake Lake Forest 
White 56.5% 68.6% 89.3% 89.6% 







Table 10: Comparison of Results 
 Shaker Heights Oak Park Westlake Lake Forest 
Type of Zoning Moderately 
Inclusive 
Very Inclusive Very Exclusive Moderately 
Exclusive 


















Mixed Mixed Exclusive Exclusive 
Fair-Share 
Advocacy 
High Presence  High Presence Low Presence Low Presence 
 
 The results of my case studies exemplify findings consistent with my theory.  
When analyzing the type of zoning, my hypothesis, based on the demographics of the 
municipalities, that Westlake and Lake Forest would have more exclusive zoning policies 
was accurate, though their policies may look slightly different.  Similarly, my hypothesis 
that Shaker Heights and Oak Park would demonstrate a greater absence of exclusive land 
use, resulting in more inclusive zoning, was also accurate.   
 In terms of the independent variable, I found that median voter participation—
including the preferences they voice when they participate—are taken into account by the 
political actors who make the decisions, which aligns with my theory.  In the 
municipalities with “High Participation” and mixed preference patterns, the political 
actors are “Moderately Responsive.”  Having mixed preferences of the voters means that 
the public officials must balance a range of opinions.  While these mixed preferences 
include varying opinions across voters as a whole, it also references the mixed 
preferences within the typical median voter.  Individuals in the more inclusive cities 
favored diversity, yet were still concerned with property values.  This occurred in both 
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Shaker Heights and Oak Park.  The government officials in both of these cases explain 
that they balance the range of the opinions within the community, and within individual 
median voters, with what they believe is best for the long-term benefit of their city – one 
dimension of which is often demographic diversity and inclusion. 
In Westlake, the median voters also had “High Participation,” though their 
preferences centered on exclusive, low-density zoning.  Again, consistent with my 
theory, the political actors were fully responsive to these constituent preferences, which 
then explains why Westlake’s zoning is categorized as “Very Exclusive.”   
Given that Shaker Heights, Oak Park and Westlake all had “High Participation,” 
their different zoning patterns imply that there is some inconsistency in the public 
officials’ level of responsiveness across the cases.  This is inconsistent with my theory 
because it shows that public officials are not always fully responsive to median voters, 
even if they are responsive on some level.  The different levels of responsiveness in these 
three cases could be attributed to the differences in community composition, median-
voter preferences, or in public officials’ ideology.  If a city is homogeneous and 
collectively wants the same thing, then their preferences are more clear and it is easier to 
be responsive to their preferences.  When a community is less homogeneous, preferences 
vary and it is more difficult for public officials to be fully responsive because if there is a 
range of views, they need to decide which views they will act upon.  Lastly, public 
officials’ ideology is also a factor that might contribute to the differences in 
responsiveness.  If someone is elected (or appointed) to office in a more inclusive 
community, they are likely to favor more inclusive policies given that they were most 
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likely elected (or indirectly appointed) because their views align with those of the voters. 
This would help explain why Shaker Heights and Oak Park have more inclusive zoning 
practices even though they are less responsive—their ideology may be more open to 
diverse housing regardless of the mixed preferences they receive.  If someone is selected 
to office in a less inclusive community, we can assume they might favor more exclusive 
decisions because of being selected to represent more exclusive residents.  Given these 
explanations, political environments are clearly complicated, and many additional 
variables aside from this study could be taken into account. 
Lake Forest residents were categorized as having “Moderate Participation” for 
exclusive, low-density preferences.  This lower participation, as compared to Westlake, 
might explain why Lake Forest is only considered to be “Moderately Exclusive.”  
Although, it should be noted that while Lake Forest has some inclusionary affordability 
policy that makes it less formally exclusive, their conceptualization of “affordability” is 
based on their own city’s median income, which is in the 95th percentile of the nation.  
This extremely high baseline undoubtedly reduces the effectiveness of their inclusionary 
policies and results in a demographic composition in Lake Forest that is extremely 
similar to Westlake’s.  Nonetheless, it is not clear why this affordability policy was even 
instituted in a classically exclusive suburb.  However, some of the inconsistency and 
ambiguity in the Lake Forest case may be due to the lack of in-depth information on Lake 
Forest available during the case study data collection.  
Lastly, I found that a greater presence of active fair-share housing advocacy 
groups, the conditional variable, weakens the relationship between median voters and 
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public officials and leads to more inclusive zoning practices.  Generally, in the cases 
where the zoning policies were categorized as some form of significant inclusive zoning, 
communities had a presence of fair-share housing advocacy groups.  Conversely, in cases 
that were categorized as having some form of exclusive zoning, there was a low presence 
or absence of these groups.  This indicates that fair-share housing advocacy is likely to 
affect the relationship between the independent and intervening variables.  Thus, while 
my evidence is consistent with my theory, it would be interesting to know more about 
why some communities have fair-share housing advocacy groups and others do not. 
 
Considerations & Limitations  
 Despite the limitations of this study, there were compelling findings; thus, this 
research should be expanded.  Given the nature of the topic, causal analyses were not 
possible and we are unable to determine the direction of the relationships.  For example, 
it is possible that more integrated communities affect the attitudes of the median voter 
and make them more likely to be accepting of people and support inclusive practices, 
since they are exposed to more diversity.  While causal analyses may be challenging, 
perhaps a longitudinal or historical analysis could deepen our understanding of these 
relationships. 
Also, this study was limited to only two metropolitan areas due to time and 
budget constraints.  With a greater variety of case studies, spanning across multiple 
states, researchers could draw more comprehensive conclusions about the patterns of 
suburban residential segregation in the United States.  Additionally, the sample size of 
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the interviews within each case study was also limited due to response rates of the 
participants.  For instance, the Lake Forest case study is hindered by the fact that I was 
only able to interview one public official.  I would suggest that further research include a 
greater and more consistent number of interviews across all the case studies.   
Additionally, future research should consider enhancing the measures.  For 
instance, more quantitative measures could be applied in addition to the qualitative 
measures I provided.  A closer quantitative look might help explain segregation 
differences between the macro and micro level of the cases.  For example, Oak Park and 
Shaker Heights have similar zoning types.  However, Oak Park is more integrated 
throughout the city on a more micro level.  More quantitative measures, such as a block 
by block measure of diversity, might give a more detailed indication of these cities’ 
zoning type.  Also, the measurements of the dependent variable should be altered slightly.  
While I found most of my criteria for exclusivity to be relatively indicative of the city’s 
zoning practices, I did find that the criteria of building permit caps were unnecessary 
given that no city had such a cap.  Thus, I suggest that further research should choose an 
alternative criterion for this measure.  Lastly, the information collected in the case studies 
suggests that historic contingency might explain why some communities have fair-share 
housing advocacy groups and others do not, but further research should explore this more 






 This research provides as a starting point for uncovering the understudied 
component of the political factors that lead to suburban residential segregation in the 
United States—the influence of median voter preferences on political action in regard to 
land use policy.  For political scientists and urban policy analysts, this research should 
expose the need to consider the influence of median voters on political actors when it 
comes to making land use policy decisions.  Economists and sociologists should also be 
included in this conversation considering that the preferences of median voters range 
from economic concerns, such as property values, to social concerns, such as crime rates.   
 Policymakers of land use decisions should use this research as a basis to 
understanding their own position when it comes to land use policymaking.  Reviewing 
this research might help make policymakers aware of the influence of median voters have 
on their decisions, and might help mitigate median voters from having too much control 
over how these political actors respond, such as the outcome in Westlake and Lake 
Forest.  As a result, this research suggests that policymakers should formulate land use 
policies by balancing the preferences of the median voters and the overall long-term 
benefit of the community.  The two cities with more inclusive policies, Shaker Heights 
and Oak Park, exhibited affirmative practices, meaning they have enacted policies that 
specifically aim to provide more inclusive housing, which then contributed to them being 
categorized as having more inclusive zoning.   
Considering that zoning is used to control the market, policymakers interested in 
fostering a more inclusive community should intentionally utilize zoning as a tool to 
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foster inclusivity.  This would include providing more inclusively motivated programs 
and policies that mediate the preferences of the residents.  Additionally, policymakers 
interested in inclusivity should include residents in these land use discussions so that 
information is transparent and mixed preferences are mediated.  These discussions should 
involve informing residents why inclusive communities are more sustainable and 
reassuring against their concerns about property values.  This research helps us to 
acknowledge the racial and economic inequalities that still exist here in the United States, 
and provides as a suggestion for how political actors might utilize their position of power 




















Planning Official: [00:00:01] So what is interesting about Shaker and it's because we are 
developed by developers, the Van Sweringen brothers, and they bought land and 
developed the land, they developed the railroad which is the rapid transit, but they had 
deep restrictions on who could live here and who could buy land here. [00:00:22] Not 
who could rent here. [1.3] So our early segregation was because if you were Black if you 
were Jewish or if you were a Catholic you could not buy a house here. And that started 
changing in the late 1940s. And eventually those deed restrictions were found 
unconstitutional and removed. [00:00:43] So there was an early racial segregation due to 
deed restrictions not due to zoning because our zoning is actually very inclusionary 
because we have lots of apartment buildings and whatnot. [18.0] So I have this book 
called "The Van Sweringen Influence" that would give you like a history of Shaker. And 
then back it has some other references, and has all kind of drawings. [00:01:11] So one 
thing about Shaker is we have high design standards and that's how we were built, and 
that's what we still uphold. So it has nothing to do with inclusionary or exclusionary is 
only it just has to do with the physical form and how we look. [16.9] And we're also 
developed as a Garden City, which I don't know if you studied any of that from England 
the Garden City movement, and so we have a lot of green space and verdant lawns and 
things like that. However, I will bring this over, this is also for you to keep, this is a copy 
of our zoning map. And this is a current copy but this has pretty much been our zoning 
map since day one. We have three single family zoning districts. One is single family 
one, which are the largest lots you can see here. Single family two and single family three 
which are the smallest lots. We also have two family districts also small lots mostly in the 
southern part of the city. And then we have a lot of multi-family in apartment zones 
mostly along Main Street, so Van Aken, this area here is all apartment buildings. So 
multi-family, multi-family.  
 
Emily: [00:02:32] What is this?  
 
Planning Official: [00:02:32] This is all single family. And then there's more apartments 
on Warrensville. So there's two big apartment corridors, there's some down here that are 
apartments also. So scattered around the city we have a lot of areas of apartments. We do 
not have much commercial in Shaker. [00:02:55] So it's mostly a residential city. We're 
working very hard at commercial but our zoning has never excluded apartments multi-
family, it's never had large lot requirements. So you know a lot of suburbs have these one 
acre minimum requirements for single family homes. We've never had that. We do have 
some lot size requirements but not a one-acre type of thing. [32.6] And you also will see 
that allows suburbs don't want apartments anywhere either. So yeah.  
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Emily: [00:03:39] So you don't have any multi-family apartments within these zoning 
districts of the single family homes?  
 
Planning Official: [00:03:49] No. So there are some single family districts, our single 
family districts have large lot and small lot single family are all single family.  
 
Planning Official: [00:03:55] And then we do have kind of three groupings of multi-
family. One over here, apartment and multi-family in this whole area. Like I said all of 
Van Aken and part of part of Warrensville, some here and some here. So there's a couple 
areas.  
 
Emily: [00:04:14] So just for context where is the Shaker Heights Square?  
 
Planning Official: [00:04:20] So it's actually Shaker Square and it's not in Shaker 
Heights and it's right here. And the Van Sweringens who developed our city owned 
Shaker Square at the time, and Shaker Square has multi-family right around the square, 
but then it gets to be single family over here. This whole area is also multi-family.  
 
Emily: [00:04:45] Which is also right next to one of your single family zoning areas.  
 
Planning Official: [00:04:50] Yes. So this is Shaker Boulevard. So the multi-family 
around Shaker Boulevard. This is actually in Cleveland here and here. This is all multi-
family and that's actually in Cleveland.  
 
Emily: [00:05:07] So you guys border?  
 
Planning Official: [00:05:08] Oh yeah, we border Cleveland.  
 
Emily: [00:05:10] Mostly all on this side?  
 
Planning Official: [00:05:14] Yeah. This side, this side, this side. And part of this side is 
all Cleveland. And then this is Cleveland Heights to the top.  
 
Emily: [00:05:28] So what are the restrictions then within say if a developer were to 
come in and say can we build a rental apartment? Where do you say the areas they can 
build?  
 
Planning Official: [00:05:40] It has to be multi-family. We have had some zoning 
changes over time to allow more apartments but mostly people don't want to build 
anymore apartments or with a ton of apartments in all different price ranges all different 
sizes of units. [18.1] Some are very very affordable. They're not low income housing but 
they're affordable some are like naturally occurring retirement communities where just 
building becomes almost all seniors because they'd like to live together. [00:06:13] But 
we've had requests for townhomes like for-sale townhomes and we've had to do some 
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zoning changes for that. [8.0] We have what we call a Plan Unit Development overlay. 
It's called PUD and that runs over almost all our main streets. And that says if you have 
you know a one-acre parcel, you can do attached single family homes like townhomes, 
and you can do that anywhere on Shaker Boulevard and Warrensville, on Van Aken.  
 
Emily: [00:06:44] And you said they weren't all low income but they were affordable. 
How do you define the difference?  
 
Planning Official: [00:06:54] So low income usually is there is a building that says we 
are a low income building or a senior loan building and we do have a couple of those. So 
we have a low income senior housing building. And let me just see where I am, actually 
right over here. And we have another one that is a HUD building over around here. And 
those are actually designated, this is a low income, you have to have you know federal 
low income standards for both of these. But besides those we haven't had a lot of. And 
those are pretty like this one was built like 6 to 10 years ago. This is probably built 25 
years ago, but we haven't had a lot of people coming in to build apartments. Part of this 
we have no land. [00:07:51] So most of the development here is redevelopment. [3.0] 
There's not open land. We're like you know 98 percent developed so we don't get a lot of 
people coming in and building we as part of our Van Aken development, which is in this 
area have an apartment building that was just constructed right here. It's not low income 
it's just market rate. There'll be another one constructed here in about two years. So there 
are some new apartments but they're already in areas that are zoned for apartments. No 
one's buying single family homes and tearing them down and building apartments.  
 
Emily: [00:08:32] So do you guys allow any sort of voucher programs to be used here?  
 
Planning Official: [00:08:39] Oh sure. Like with Section 8 all over the city [Shaker 
Heights].  
 
Emily: [00:08:41] Where would like those be located?  
 
Planning Official: [00:08:47] Mostly I would say they're in the two family districts so, 
and two family homes. There are some in apartment buildings, but I'd say most of them 
are in these areas that say TF, those are mostly the two family sections you know where 
you're up and down or side by side. And those are where most of the vouchers are. And 
we keep statistics on it and work with you know Section 8 and whatnot.  
 
Emily: [00:09:18] Yeah exactly so you did mention that you do have inclusionary policy. 
So can you talk a little bit about what exactly those are?  
 
Planning Official: [00:09:37] So part of it is these policies have been our zoning policies 
since the 1920s, like since the first zoning code. And back then I think the Van 
Sweringens wanted to have worker housing. So you know they had pretty wealthy people 
in this area up here, and it was their desire to make sure there were places that people 
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who worked downtown people who you know were domestic workers in people's homes 
had places to live. And so they made sure there were a lot of apartment buildings that 
were built, so people who worked in the city could have a place to live. So this zoning 
you know we have historic zoning maps and it hasn't changed much over time at all. And 
part of most of it is that our city was built by the biggest building boom we have is 
between 1910 and 1930 for example. In Shaker, most of these things were all built by 
then. And some areas like this area here, maybe it was in the 40s but these zones have 
been here. [00:10:53] The Van Sweringens wanted to have neighborhood schools and 
green space in the middle of the neighborhoods, and so the schools are still the schools. 
We had in like nineteen ninety-five and the big zoning code overhaul, and at that time we 
made sure we were protecting our park space to make sure everybody had green space 
and that it wasn't developed at some point. [24.9] And we rezoned the Shaker Heights 
Country Club to park a lot of median strips became park land where before they were like 
zoned single family. So we protected [00:11:30] things. And the other things it is 
inclusionary also in '95, we added commercial mixed-use zoning in our commercial 
areas. [11.4] And that's down here kind of in the area we're in it Chagrin Town Center 
and in the Van Aken district and that allows a lot of density and [00:11:52] height. So 
that's an inclusionary practice by saying we are not going to have large land zoning, we 
want density, we want a mixture of uses, and multi-family is permitted use. [13.7] So 
that's an inclusionary practice.  
 
Emily: [00:12:09] Yeah. So my other case study in Chicago that was inclusionary it was 
Oak Park. So and yeah you compare it a lot. Well what I was finding in Oak Park was 
that people were wanting and intentionally diverse community. So I was wondering if 
like Shaker Heights is the same or if it just sort of like historically developed into be this?  
 
Planning Official: [00:12:36] So it historically developed but at the time it was 
developing, there were policies to promote a diverse community by Shaker Heights. 
[11.6] So in the 70s and 80s the city had a city department called [00:12:54] Pro-
Integrative Housing. [1.6] We had a nonprofit called [00:13:01] Fund for the Future [1.5] 
that made loans for pro-integrative move. So if you were white moving into a black area 
you can get money, or if you're black moving into a white area you could get money, low 
income loans to buy your house.  
 
Emily: [00:13:14] And where they located in Shaker Heights?  
 
Planning Official: [00:13:18] No this is just for Shaker Heights. So there were definitely 
policies to promote integration for many many years. [00:13:29] Fund for the Future I 
think ended about five years ago mostly because you get lower rates on a loan from a 
bank and you know and things were pretty stable and things are still very stable. [13.0] 
We have [00:13:44] community associations [2.1] in all of our neighborhoods that are 
supported by the city. We have in our Moreland area, which is our highest concentration 
of minority. We have something called [00:13:58] Moreland Rising which is a 
neighborhood engagement process to empower neighbors to kind of set their own agenda 
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and work on the things they want to work on and the city supports that financially and 
with staff. [15.2] So you can find more about Moreland Rising. I don't know if you've 
looked into the Ludlow neighborhood, but the [00:14:25] Ludlow neighborhood was the 
first neighborhood to integrate and there is a lot written. [6.7] If you just google it there's 
a lot of histories of Ludlow and that whole integration story. But yeah there were 
residents who were maybe the first black residents of Ludlow that became kind of pillars 
of the community and members of city council. One guy was very involved or something 
that used to be called the [00:14:55] Oak Park Exchange [1.5] which was kind of diverse 
communities from around the nation that met. And I just remember being like in an 
elevator at a conference like 20 years ago and so we see my name tag. Ohh do you know 
so-and-so? Because we're on the Oak Park Exchange.  
 
Emily: [00:15:11] Oh is that still around?  
 
Planning Official: [00:15:14] No I don't think so. So I'm not sure when that ended it. 
Probably in the 90s that ended. So that's something to look up. The other thing [00:15:24] 
Denis Keating who's a professor at Cleveland State wrote a history about integration in 
Shaker and the Ludlow association [8.0] like ten years ago, which might be something 
interesting for you to look up. I think it's a book. Yes, so a lot of it didn't have to do with 
zoning, it had to do with other policies. [00:15:55] But the zoning was not excluding 
anyone, the zoning always from day one was inclusionary. Like I said first was really for 
worker housing not for integration. [11.8] And then I think the rapid transit, just having a 
rapid transit promotes diversity because you have public transit for people. So in this 
area, this actually has a lot of elderly people and very low car ownership. Also in this 
census track so we look at census data a lot. But like it's kind of funny, this is an elderly 
area lower car ownership because they have the rapid and they don't have to.  
 
Emily: [00:16:40] OK. How many spots do you guys have?  
 
Planning Official: [00:16:43] Oh a ton.  
 
Emily: [00:16:46] Yeah I don't really know much about Cleveland's public transportation 
system.  
 
Planning Official: [00:16:54] Probably probably 30 train stops. Like 20 or 30.  
 
Emily: [00:17:01] Oh okay, because that's something to look at too. Because it just 
makes it more accessible.  
 
Planning Official: [00:17:05] Exactly. And buses and all that kind of stuff.  
 
Emily: [00:17:09] So you did say that you mentioned something about looking into 
building townhomes because the public is wanting it. Do you guys generally come up 
with policies of what the residents are wanting?  
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Planning Official: [00:17:27] Sure so like when we read in our zoning code and we also 
do master plans. [00:17:32] Usually what happens you do a master plan, you kind of 
come up with what the community wants and then your zoning follows that. [5.7] So we 
did this zoning update we did go to the community to make sure that we were reflecting 
their values in the zoning. But again that's where we decide to protect our parks you 
know parkland zoning versus keeping them single family. But again for us, we didn't 
have a whole lot to change. [00:17:57] This is a built up community. [1.1] But so you 
know people do want townhomes, so we did that PUD overlay so that townhome 
developers could develop townhomes. Those were probably the two biggest things we 
did, and the mixed use unit. The other thing about our zoning code, the commercial 
mixed use district includes design guidelines. So you'll see in that book I gave you some 
of the historic design guidelines from the Van Sweringens and the city has always done 
design guidelines be it for fences or signs or a development. We have it for a commercial 
the mixed use districts. So actually included in our code, says design principles about 
front door should face the front. It should be pedestrian and accessible, things like that. 
And that's right in our zoning code. So people you know other cities go "How you get 
that to look like that?" Well we put it right in the code, what we wanted.  
 
Emily: [00:18:55] So it makes it so everyone follows the same thing.  
 
Planning Official: [00:18:57] Yes, exactly right. So we're pretty strict about things like 
that.  
 
Emily: [00:19:05] So as far as like having the different residential districts of single 
family and multi-family, have you guys been critiqued at all for having all the multi-
family in one place, and like on the single family one place?  
 
Planning Official: [00:19:20] No, I mean cause we're residents community. Like I 
pointed out the multi-family is in various locations so we have all this is multi-family, 
this, this, this, this and then again all up here. Here. Here and here. So there's a lot of it in 
different locations. So it's not just in one location.  
 
Emily: [00:20:03] So another aspect of this is when you're creating certain policies, do 
you think that... So I don't really know because I haven't talked to any of the board 
members yet or city council members yet. Are residents active here in what they want? I 
kind of asked you how they... Do they need to listen to the residents to keep the residents 
happy?  
 
Planning Official: [00:20:30] Oh yeah. We have vocal residents. So we do a lot of 
planning with our residents. [5.2] They're apart of it. [00:20:36] They support what we're 
doing because we've listened to them. [2.3] But it doesn't... I mean most of the stuff 
they're involved in zoning has to do with things like in-home daycare, and you know 
should we allow type A day care homes which is more kids 6-12 kids versus type B 
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which is under 6? And so it's not like rezoning. It's more talking about the actual code 
itself. And and do we want to support in-home daycare, which we do. So we allow type B 
and type A. Many cities in Ohio don't allow type A because it is more kids every day at a 
house. But we do allow it for example. So we're kind of talking about that with our 
residents more than should we rezone this whole area of apartments or something. Yeah 
because it's already houses so somebody would have to have a billion dollars to tear 
down big houses and build an apartment building. Yeah so we're not really talking at that 
level very often.  
 
Emily: [00:21:38] And you guys as far as like the bigger homes that are older, single 
family homes, those have not been converted to like multi-family?  
 
Planning Official: [00:21:46] Not a one. Not a one. There's always talk about it, there's 
talk about these houses been on the market a long time and can somebody do this? Quite 
frankly, on Shaker Boulevard where we have a lot of the big houses we do have a PUD 
overlay. So someone could say, "I'm going to take these two houses and turn them into 
condos" and [00:22:08] we have a process for them do that, but no one's ever asked. 
Certainly people talk about it, but no one's ever actually made an application to do that. 
[11.7] We had one application to make a big house into a bed and breakfast, but the 
applicant just didn't have the wherewithal to do it, which is why they were turned down. 
They just had no experience or anything like that. We've had no serious requests to do 
anything like that. Yes, so in a lot of cities, especially older cities, you'll see an area like 
Cleveland Heights, which is just next to us. They have an area that all became 
institutional, like a street of big houses all became institutional. Like different offices for 
like I don't know the Diabetes Association or something like that, but that hasn't 
happened here. So who else are you going to talk to? Are you going to talk to other 
people in Shaker?  
 
Emily: [00:23:08] Yeah. I'm meeting with the [elected official] tomorrow. I'm meeting 
with a [elected official], and a nonprofit housing group tomorrow. She is with one of the 
housing authorities down on Euclid. And then I also have phone calls with people from 
Westlake. And a couple of meetings in Westlake, too.  
 
Planning Official: [00:23:37] It will be very different than this.  
 
Emily: [00:23:40] Yes. As was my Chicago suburbs.  
 
Planning Official: [00:23:45] So did you go to Chicago or just have phone interviews?  
 
Emily: [00:23:47] Yeah, I did. Yeah I went to Chicago. My school provides funding if 
we request it and fill out an application everything.  
 
Planning Official: [00:23:54] So where'd you go. You went to Oak Park?  
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Emily: [00:23:58] Oak Park and the other was Lake Forest. It's way up there on the lake. 
And it started us like vacation homes for people and then they sort of got converted into 
either... I mean some people have like kept the estates as they were but mostly they 
separated the estates into different parts of the different single family homes. It was very 
different than Oak Park.  
 
Planning Official: [00:24:23] Interesting. OK yeah. Trying to think who else... Yeah the 
[elected official] knows a lot. [Elected official] may know a little bit about some of this 
history.  
 
Emily: [00:24:39] And a lot of my study is how do elected officials respond. So I needed 
your background on the zoning so that I can go into those meetings with a bit of it. And 
then those are sort of like "well how do you respond to the constituents?" Which is more 
the political side of it.  
 
Planning Official: [00:25:03] Yeah, so like I said we do a lot of public meetings with 
our residents. A ton.  
 
Emily: [00:25:08] Are those online somewhere?  
 
Planning Official: [00:25:11] Yes. If you look under on our website shakeronline.com, if 
you look under the planning department we have different projects. Like the Van Aken 
district will be on there. I'm not sure if Shaker town center is, but we'll have like a 
timeline of all the meetings we've done and things like that. [00:25:30] And we do a ton 
of plans and always invite the public out. [3.9] We're just getting ready to do a whole 
another series of a Masters facility plan with the school's library in the city. So we'll be 
embarking on a whole other series to find out what the residents want. And they have 
great ideas. [00:25:50] So but yes almost everything we do is well supported by the 
public. We have very few meetings where people come out and are against things that 
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Housing Official: [00:00:02] So in Shaker, we have an agreement with HUD, with the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development. Housing and Urban Development has a 
responsibility for investigating complaints of housing discrimination and they have 
several of these work share agreements with a variety of governmental entities, either 
cities or states in some cases counties. And so we happen to fall into that particular 
category which is kind of sets us apart I'd say from other cities just because of having that 
program. [00:00:34] And I think we were actually one of the first ones in Ohio to get that 
designation of being substantially equivalent which means that our ordinances our local 
ordinances that we have were found to be substantially equivalent to the federal Fair 
Housing Act. [16.5]  
 
Elected Official: [00:00:52] We basically enforce our own. Which means we aren't 
relying on the federal government we can do it.  
 
Housing Official: [00:00:57] We do our own direct investigation a complaint resolution.  
 
Elected Official: [00:01:03] Yes I know. I know you reached out to me but [She] is our 
resident expert.  
 
Housing Official: [00:01:11] But [elected official] has so much more experience when it 
comes to zoning issues right. It's so unique.  
 
Emily: [00:01:17] What is your position?  
 
Housing Official: [00:01:20] So I'm an assistant law director, an assistant prosecutor, 
Housing Official and A.D.A. coordinator. We can't fit it all on a card.  
 
Elected Official: [00:01:36] But I thought when it came to housing issues and things that 
it made sense to have her here because she factually got it.  
 
Emily: [00:01:45] Perfect. I'll take all the information I can get. So I'm perfectly great 
with that. So I know this is a little bit about the creation of Shaker Heights, and I also got 
some from Joyce yesterday. But as an overview of what you would do regarding housing.  
 
Elected Official: [00:02:06] Can we back up and just tell me tell me a little bit of... 
because I heard you two were chatting when you came in. What exactly is your project 
on?  
 
Emily: [00:02:09] Yeah. I'm a senior at the College of Wooster and we have this big 
independent study thesis essentially that we have to finish before we graduate. So this my 
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senior thesis I've been working on this actually since my junior spring semester coming 
back from abroad. And it kind of started out as a larger federal focus on housing and I 
was looking more at HUD. And then I took a class last semester when I was really 
forming my theory and stuff senior year on contemporary urban issues and it started out 
with the suburbs and I just somehow became interested in that because looking at 
residential segregation it's hard to look at the city sometimes because neighborhoods that 
are often segregated obviously don't have their own municipalities. So I figured going a 
little bit out and then a little bit farther out to Westlake would be a helpful way to 
compare that by also using like a smaller concentrated area of the suburbs, and also 
probably easier to get meetings than I would try to contact the Mayor of Chicago. I'm not 
sure if he would have responded. So this was also convenient for that. So I'm looking at 
Cleveland and Chicago both comparable and then an inclusive suburb of each and an 
exclusive suburb each. So my two examples of that for inclusive are Shaker Heights and 
Oak Park. And then my exclusive examples are Westlake and Lake Forest, Illinois. So 
I'm meeting with some Westlake people next Tuesday to sort of get their perspective but 
mainly it's just like a little you know what I've been gathering is information about the 
history, which like this I'm sure will be good along with what Joyce gave me yesterday. 
And then I'm also focusing a lot on how you guys respond to constituents. So that's like 
more of the political side of it. I'm a political science major. So yeah that's a big aspect of 
it too like do you find that residents are wanting to have a diverse community? Do they 
want to be more integrated? Like how do they feel about block by block basis. I know 
you have different zones for single family, like a couple of different single family zoning 
districts, and then multi-family districts that are kind of separate. So I'm just sort of 
interested in all that. Yeah but a lot of it I'm interested in you know resident opinions and 
how you guys react to those.  
 
Elected Official: [00:05:40] So I don't know really where quite the start but maybe just a 
quick overview and you probably already know some about this about Shaker but maybe 
just we just all kind of on the same page. So Shaker, you know I always say one of the 
first but I don't know whether was the first or maybe it was one of the first communities, 
that was a completely planned community. [00:06:08] So the Van Sweringen brothers, 
two Van Sweringen brothers, basically had the concept of building a community that was 
outside of the grittiness of you know an industrial city like Cleveland. And it was a way a 
place for people to live you know sort of out in the country, and yet be able to access all 
the benefits of living in an urban society. [29.9] So they bought up little by little all or 
most of Shaker Heights. We we annexed a couple pieces along the way, but and you can 
actually sort of see maybe where the sections were that look a little different.  
 
Housing Official: [00:06:56] And before you leave, we should look at Council at the 
giant thing on the wall.  
 
Elected Official: [00:06:59] The map. Yeah.  
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Housing Official: [00:06:59] Because that gives you a really good idea of what David is 
talking about.  
 
Elected Official: [00:07:03] Yeah. So the one in city chamber Council Chambers is an 
aerial photograph, so you can see kind of the houses and the lot sizes.  
 
Emily: [00:07:16] That be good. Because I have like the zoning map that's similar to that 
map but without the colors of what Joyce gave me yesterday...  
 
Elected Official: [00:07:27] Yeah. So with some tweaking and some exceptions to the 
rules and things, but fundamentally the Van Sweringens designed the city as you 
correctly pointed out in zones, or neighborhoods as what we call them, where everything 
essentially was planned. So the idea in large part was first what was primarily residential 
community, it was not designed to be a commercial. Which is one of our challenges, has 
always been one of our challenges. And remains a challenge for us although it's 
something we are working and I am working hard. Part of it just physical challenges. 
[00:08:20] But essentially it was designed by neighborhoods for the most part around 
elementary schools so that people could walk to their local elementary school. [12.6] This 
is just to give you sort of a little bit of... We are what we refer to as a first ring suburb, so 
first ring within the boundaries on the edge of Cleveland. And so this actually is all 
Cleveland. So this is north, east, west. So all of this and then to the west and then to the 
north is all is all Cleveland. So as you go by area you'll see elementary schools so 
Boulevard. This is our Boulevard neighborhood. It's Boulevard Elementary. There is the 
Fernways, it's the Fernway neighborhood. Lomond, Sussex, Malvern, Mercer--all of 
these were designed around schools.  
 
Housing Official: [00:09:35] Just look at that like it's like a spoke like a wheel you know 
that's the center.  
 
Elected Official: [00:09:43] So it was designed around education in many in large part, 
and it was really this was intended to be sort of an all inclusive if you will a community. 
[11.9] But education was a big piece of it. So those were the public schools but the and 
we have multiple private schools as well. So that's what you see over here. Laurel school 
is an all girls school, University School all boys. And Hathaway Brown also an all girls.  
 
Emily: [00:10:16] I had some friends go to Hathaway Brown.  
 
Elected Official: [00:10:41] Some of the other things that make Shaker unique is that 
we're also adjoining two golf courses so Shaker Country Club runs really almost smack 
dab through the through the middle of the community. And there's a second golf course, 
Canterbury Golf Course, which technically is in Beachwood but a little piece of it is on 
Shaker and you access it through Shaker. So again amenities. And then you have the blue 
is all of Oak Park District. So there are a bunch of different lakes. Many of their homes 
are on the lakes. And the other thing that was sort of unique is kind of an educational 
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campus, although it didn't start out this way. It actually has three schools on this campus, 
a high school, an elementary school, an upper elementary school all on a campus with 
with fields and outdoor activities and tennis courts and baseball fields and football. But 
kind of a college campus feel almost to it.  
 
Housing Official: [00:11:47] And it's all right in the middle of a residential 
neighborhood you know. So it's quite picturesque.  
 
Elected Official: [00:11:52] Yeah where you think of most people you know if you were 
a football game it's somewhere in the bright lights and it's off a main intersection or a 
thoroughfare. I used to live actually right here and looked right out at the football field. 
So we've never had lights outside lights because it's just a residential neighborhood.  
 
Housing Official: [00:12:14] Zoning would not allow that.  
 
Elected Official: [00:12:16] So the thing about Shaker is that the Van Sweringen is 
designed this way before anything was built. So they came up with this concept and 
wanted it diverse from a housing perspective as well. [16.1] And so you know as you 
look at this map where the aerial, what you'll see is [00:12:39] clusters of property sizes 
that differ as you go through the through the community. [7.1] So you have areas like this 
that are much denser, or you have areas like this where you can obviously tell the lots are 
much much larger. We have areas of as you pointed out of multi-family and some areas 
that are more a single family or duplex. We have some up-down. We have some side by 
side, but that also was a part of the design of the community. And so we just have some 
things... [00:13:21] Oh I should I should mention the last thing too is the the train. The 
Rapid Transit, which has been part of Shaker for most of our existence. [12.3] There are 
two lines, a blue line and a green line, that run out basically to you know almost to the all 
the way to the end of the city. And so we have one at the northern border and one of the 
more along the southern end of the city. These go all the way downtown. And so it was 
the terminus at the Terminal Tower which is our landmark office tower right in the 
middle of the city.  
 
Housing Official: [00:14:03] So the public square kind of.  
 
Elected Official: [00:14:05] Yeah if you see any kind of skylines of Cleveland, it's 
actually not the tallest building but it's one of the tallest but it's got sort of an iconic shape 
to it sort of looks like New York City, the Empire State Park.  
 
Emily: [00:14:21] Oh okay yeah I know what you're talking about when I think about the 
skyline.  
 
Housing Official: [00:14:24] Yeah yeah. It's not much but we're very proud of it.  
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Elected Official: [00:14:28] So this was the building, this provided the ability for people 
to live in Shaker jump on the Rapid and take the train downtown and continue to work 
downtown. So you know at the time, that was something that had never really been done 
before. [00:14:45] And so the other piece of it is that they wanted the community to have 
a certain look and feel to it. [11.1] And so they [00:14:59] retained the series of architects 
who would design and build homes in Shaker that map and very stringent construction 
quality and design guidelines. [14.5] And so I'm actually lucky enough to live in one of 
those historic homes that was designed and built as one of the models of early homes for 
that particular architect. But they're there basically throughout the community. [00:15:31] 
So while we have a sprinkling of newer homes and parts of the city, for the most part it's 
an older housing stock. [8.4] Which has its pros and cons. They don't build it like this 
anymore. My house is like a fortress. When I bought it the engineer at it he said you 
know this will survive World War Three. Thick plaster walls and you know it's just the 
architecture and the design the quality materials you know is for the most part is just 
unparalleled. You could never build these homes today. They're just too expensive.  
 
Housing Official: [00:16:12] And the trees, the landscaping, the bushes. Those again, 
those were all kind of purposeful as well. Not all cities have a Tree Committee, but we 
have a Tree Committee. We have some really old beautiful trees.  
 
Elected Official: [00:16:26] Right outside our border is one of the first shopping centers 
in the country called Shaker Square. It's called Shaker Shaker square it's actually 
technically not in the City of Shaker. So yeah. So there's some, I should've printed... 
There's a couple of great photos that we have of [00:16:54] Shaker Square when it was 
first built and the whole idea behind essentially having a diverse community but it 
depended on how you defined diverse. [13.9] And so you [00:17:11] know one of the 
legacies that we lived with is that the Van Sweringens, and while they wanted diversity of 
homes and styles and price points, they in some ways intentionally segregated the city 
because all the homes of certain sizes are clustered together. [15.5] So a multi-million-
dollar mansion you find in one part of the city, and you know a young family starter 
home versus you know other areas they are all segregated by the economics of the homes.  
 
Housing Official: [00:17:43] And I think it's interesting also that [00:17:45] the houses 
that are densest the smallest houses, the smallest lots are all on that southwestern border 
that's right where Cleveland borders Shaker. And as you can imagine when you look at a 
demographic, demographic numbers... I mean this most of those census tracks down there 
are majority African-American [20.6] and I think [00:18:08] the big challenge for Shaker 
and other inner ring suburbs that have you know sort of similar arrangements I guess is 
you know sort of maintaining your neighborhood stability [11.2] which is a challenge 
with Oak Park obviously has the same kinds of challenges. And you if you drive through 
if you have a car.  
 
Elected Official: [00:18:29] You should just drive through and maybe give you a couple 
places you can kind of drive, but you should drive through because you'll get a sense. So 
	 158 
this was an area--this is called a Moreland neighborhood but this was an area that was 
annexed. And so the housing stock well again many quality homes. You can sort of see 
it's a little different than some of the other neighborhoods. [00:18:49] This is our Lomond 
area. But even though they're small much smaller homes and much smaller lots, many of 
the homes have the same quality. They're just smaller. Yeah [8.9] had its has the same 
architectural detail.  
 
Housing Official: [00:19:02] Lomond's a long street that that's worth checking out. You 
know and another street that's just really unique and shaker is a street called Winslow. 
[00:19:09] And Winslow is a street again purposefully designed. The houses specifically, 
they're almost all two families, but the way they are architecturally designed you can't tell 
it to families. [12.5] It's supposed to give the appearance of a single family home, but 
they’re like a duplex, the up and down. It's a beautiful street too, and actually that's a 
street that's been designated as historic. So for instance if somebody bought a house on 
Winslow and wanted to tear it down and build a brand new house, I'm not going to say 
that would be impossible but that would be a really really really difficult thing to do 
because there's restrictions on that. And you know property preservation is a I don't want 
a guiding principle but kind of in many of our decisions. We have a lot of buildings that 
are what we consider to be architecturally or historically significant and that drives a lot 
of policy I would say.  
 
Elected Official: [00:20:16] So I should also just mention though then I'll stop talking. 
[00:20:18] So although the Van Sweringen is wanted diversity in economics and home 
style, they were not particularly friendly to racial and religious diversity. [13.5] So that's 
where you'll see some deep restrictions against Jews, Catholics. [00:20:38] Many 
immigrants were not initially welcome in Shaker, and they did this through a variety of 
ways including for a long time if someone want to buy a home you had to get the 
approval of basically every home in the perimeter of the home that you wanted to buy. 
[20.8] Yeah. So you basically have [00:21:00] veto power essentially over someone 
buying the house if you didn't think they were the type of person we wanted in our 
community. Those restrictions of course have long been struck down. [14.9] They are no 
longer enforceable.  
 
Elected Official: [00:21:17] Is that no longer enforceable by the municipality or is it the 
federal government?  
 
Housing Official: [00:21:23] There was a supreme court case that struck that down. You 
might want to check out [00:21:27] Shelly vs. Kramer. [0.7] I don't remember very many 
cases from Law School but...  
 
Elected Official: [00:21:35] But interestingly enough, [00:21:36] Shaker then became 
one of the first communities to actually voluntarily integrate. [8.0] And so the Ludlow 
association, Ludlow was again one of our neighborhoods that straddles Shaker and 
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Cleveland and it had an elementary school, several of those by the way office has been 
closed really for economic reasons, some operational issues.  
 
Elected Official: [00:22:01] Where at the schools?  
 
Elected Official: [00:22:06] Yeah. Ludlow is no longer a school, Sussex is no longer 
operating.  
 
Emily: [00:22:10] What zones where they in? Multi-family or single family?  
 
Elected Official: [00:22:13] Well Ludlows got a little bit of both. It's got some single 
families and some doubles. So That's Ludlow over here closed. Moreland was an 
elementary school here. It closed and became our library. And Sussex closed over here 
and it became an early learning pre-school building. And then Malvern now has offices 
and...  
 
Housing Official: [00:22:42] Psychologists, child... Some like behavioral... Different 
kinds of programs there for kids.  
 
Elected Official: [00:22:58] So in any event, some of [00:22:59] them closed by the 
school board over the years, not having anything to do with the city or the community, 
more just for how do you operate all these schools.  
 
Elected Official: [00:23:12] So Ludlow was one of the first areas back in the 50s where 
neighborhood associations were created to actually encourage integration. [27.0]  
 
Housing Official: [00:23:33] I think there was a couple incidents of violence, and I 
believe there was a fire bombing. And I remember the year 50 something is being around 
'54, '55 sounds right. [00:23:42] Yes, but then there were a group of I guess at that time 
you know progressive, forward thinking residents that wanted to make diversity a reality. 
[12.6] And we had a lot of support at the grassroots level. You would have like 
[00:24:00] straw buyers [0.9] you know you would have whites who would go in 
pretending they wanted to buy the house.  
 
Emily: [00:24:05] Oh yeah. Oak Park had that too.  
 
Housing Official: [00:24:08] And at some point I think it kind of transition. I don't know 
if it was in the 70s or the 80s where [00:24:13] some of those grassroots efforts, the city 
took on that role and the city actually created a housing office that focused on 
encouraging. [13.5] Yeah. There's a [00:24:28] affirmative marketing [1.0] and you 
probably heard about that an Oak Park as well because I think those efforts were kind of 
happening simultaneously, two different parts of the country.  
 
Emily: [00:24:39] What is the organization called the city created?  
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Housing Official: [00:24:41] Well it was a city department. [00:24:46] And I think that 
was kind of an unusual step for city government to take. And you know that was 
something they examined long and hard about you know the legalities of really basically 
encouraging the underrepresented race to make a pro integrative move into a census tract 
where they were underrepresented. [19.8] And there was actually programs that were 
created to incentivize someone's decision. So you know imagine if you and your family 
wanted to buy your first house and Shaker and you're looking around and you know 
you're a young couple and that down payment can be really tough, especially in the 80s 
when mortgage rates were like sky high at that time. [00:25:29] So they came up with 
this program where they would basically give you a second mortgage to cover your down 
payment if you made a move into the census tract where you were the minority. [13.5] 
And that was why they got called a lot of different things over the years. [00:25:48] But I 
think certainly housing advocates and others in Shaker are quite proud of that history that 
you know diversity. [7.3] Yeah it was of a value that drew people to this area. And I 
remember you know in the early days of, well my early days of fair housing in the middle 
late 90s. [00:26:10] You know it's interesting when you would have real estate agents 
who were responsible segregation over the years. [9.3] And when you had those kinds of 
real estate companies that worked with corporate clients that were trying to relocate 
executives from elsewhere into the Cleveland area it was almost kind of a joke if they had 
somebody who is African-American. Show them Shaker, show them Cleveland Heights. 
Those were always like places that were considered safe. Or if they got other clients that 
we're look at that specifically said I want a diverse area. [00:26:45] But you know, I 
would say that's a strong value in the city is Shaker Height’s diversity means a lot to I 
think individuals that reside here. [10.2] And same with Oak Park, it's part of their 
identity. I didn't grow up in Shaker. I had a lot of family that lived in shaker.  
 
Elected Official: [00:27:34] And so yeah that diversity has always been... Although I 
didn't start out that way with the Van Sweringen brothers, it has since become kind of 
you know one of those core values of our community. So I will say this though that you 
know when you look at overall demographics for the community, [00:27:58] I think 
you'd say you know we are probably one of the more diverse communities in the country. 
And yet at the same time if you look neighborhood by neighborhood and you look at the 
schools it isn't always as diverse as we would like it to be and so you know these are 
things we all conclude and are things we continue to work on and and try to come up with 
new creative ways to encourage that that integration. [25.4] But it is not always easy and 
some of it is structural because of economics. And so and for lots of other reasons so it's a 
challenge for us but one that [00:28:36] we feel comfortable having the discussions about 
and talking about. [3.7]  
 
Housing Official: [00:28:41] So good neighborhood stability as you know comes in all 
sorts of shapes and sizes and forms and certainly... You probably heard of the Predatory 
Lending Crisis that hit in the early 2000s and lots of communities were taking a look at 
numbers and seeing how that crisis was affecting their community.  
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Housing Official: [00:29:07] And this was just before I started in Shaker and I started 
here in 2005. So I think it was like in '04 or whatever that the city actually commissioned 
some outside consultants to look at how [00:29:19] foreclosures were affecting the city of 
Shaker Heights and what neighborhoods were being targeted, it appeared, by predatory 
lenders. And as you can probably guess homeowners in the Moreland neighborhood, the 
ones to the west, and sort of the south were really being affected. [19.1] And I would say 
you know as a result of those studies I think you know when you see numbers like that a 
lot of city policies were kind of geared towards, well what can we do to strengthen those 
neighborhoods and ensure that they're strong into the future. We also have a department 
known as [00:29:57] neighborhood revitalization [1.5] which I always loved that name. I 
worked at City of Cleveland for a while and they call that similar department Community 
Development which is a blah you know. But when you call something neighborhood 
revitalization, I mean you kind of know what its mission is right. You know there's some 
a series of programs going on now, we have a [00:30:21] housing and neighborhood 
specialist. His name is Colin Compton whose job really is to work with neighbors in 
those various neighborhoods and really try to strengthen them. [16.2] And I would say 
structurally, [00:30:39] we have some programs and grants that are available to residents 
that are eligible to put money into the house for basic maintenance and repairs meters for 
reinvestment. [12.2] In addition to those kinds of you know bricks and mortar issues, 
there's also a series of [00:31:01] programs that have been developed to strengthen the 
relationships within the neighborhood itself to sort of develop leadership. [8.6] And I 
don't want to minimize what's already occurring in those neighborhoods. [00:31:15] Most 
of our neighborhoods have some sort of like community neighborhood associations but 
not all neighborhood associations function the same. [8.5] Some are stronger than others. 
But I guess it's a way for the city to partner with the different neighborhoods and ensure 
that we can leverage our resources to assist the neighborhood associations in their 
missions what they have identified is important to them. And you asked the question 
about what voters care about. And so I'd say we really have our ear to the ground by 
virtue of these kinds of programs where I mean there's [00:31:49] neighbor nights, [0.4] 
it's once a month. I haven't been to one of those meetings, but I've heard such amazing 
things. And in addition with the neighborhood revitalization department, they got some 
funding from I want to say NEA but there were other organizations as well to bring a 
variety of arts based programs, really focusing on these neighborhoods. Art installations. 
They did a play a year ago or so. And I just see those things as really innovative. And 
again it's really unique for Shaker that city is taking the lead on some of those issues. But 
in strong partnership with the neighborhood associations not like we're cramming this 
down their throat. I mean it's you know the bottle is bringing the residents to the table. 
What do you want? How can we help you? And what resources can we make to help 
bring your visions for your neighborhood come true right away?  
 
Emily: [00:32:47] It's almost like aiding the neighborhood associations. Okay great. I got 
some of the inclusionary policies from Joyce but I was just wondering if you guys had 
any to add or just any different perspectives on specific policies that are for inclusion that 
	 162 
you could think of off the top of your head. Anything at all, this is just more so for 
background of my research.  
 
Housing Official: [00:33:31] Did she talk about like the transit oriented developments, 
like transit village?  
 
Emily: [00:33:39] She may be mentioned, but I wasn't very clear on it. Or do you guys 
have an inclusionary zoning ordinance?  
 
Housing Official: [00:33:49] We do not.  
 
Emily: [00:33:51] But Oak Park doesn't either. Technically they're working on that now. 
They said it has just sort of happened naturally so they never needed it.  
 
Elected Official: [00:34:02] Yeah that's what I was going to say. I mean yeah we have 
that reputation; it would almost seem redundant.  
 
Housing Official: [00:34:11] I would say this also and the reasons why I brought this up 
right at the beginning about us [00:34:19] having that status with HUD where we get it I 
should say we get funds to investigate complaints of discrimination. You know there's 
some requirements there, or obligations that we do training and not just for the outside 
world but we also work with staff that has the ability to influence those kinds of 
decisions. [19.1] I think it's very unique that our that we have that designation as being 
substantially [00:34:46] equivalent. I would say our staff especially in the planning 
department, building department as well they're very attuned to these fair housing issues. 
[8.5] Unlike other cities that I've seen. Why? Because well there's me, Bill and myself, 
my boss. Who are constantly harping on these issues and making sure that they're 
recognized. You know I think about like when there was a residence over on I want to 
say Huntington or one of those streets over there, they wanted to install. This is a little 
odd. A hand railing that would run the length from basically from the front door along 
their service walk to the public sidewalk. I can tell you there's nothing like that Shaker. 
That would never be allowed. It's weird, It's odd, it's not normal right. You don't usually 
have a hand railing there. [00:35:34] Why do they ask for this? It Turns out they had a 
child with a disability who got the school bus in front of their house and this child wanted 
the ability and had difficulty ambulating, so he wanted independence and this was the 
way that he can get to the front now. I would guess that other cities that might have 
restrictions against that might flat out deny it without realizing that boy just because our 
policy says that is is prohibited. We might have to make a reasonable accommodation 
under the Fair Housing laws in order to enable this. [31.4] And as you know those kinds 
of issues you know the staff person recognizes immediately, brought it to Bill you 
know... And it's those kinds of things...  
 
Emily: [00:36:17] So it's always in the back of the head.  
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Housing Official: [00:36:18] Yes and I think if you have city staff that are not attuned to 
these issues, that's how lawsuits happen.  
 
Elected Official: [00:36:25] The other thing we do is there are always discussions or 
initiatives going on. So I'll give you one example. [00:36:31] The schools currently have 
an equity task force made up of citizens and educators and teachers know dealing with 
issues of equity within the schools that's now kind of expanding and also now bringing in 
sort of the broader community to have those discussions of inclusion and equity. [22.7] 
You know even in our diverse community we recognize that there are sometimes 
[00:37:01] unintended consequences or unintended barriers to equity that you know we 
just aren't being sensitive to what we've called the achievement gap you know between 
African-American and non African-American students in school. [20.4] You know we 
were always focused on those numbers and we're looking at ways to why there is that 
disparity. So you know those are kinds of initiatives that are constantly going on at any 
given point in time. So yeah. So while we don't legislate some of those things they're all 
going on.  
 
Emily: [00:37:44] Yeah good. So now moving into sort of the political side of it and 
responding to constituents. So what do residents typically want? And how do you guys 
respond to that? And why do they want it?  
 
Elected Official: [00:38:05] So we do both things. [00:38:08] Sometimes we do things 
that the citizens want us to do. Other times we do things that, frankly, sometimes citizens 
don't want us to do. But we do it anyway because it's done with the intention of 
maintaining the diversity, which is what makes Shaker special. [14.9] So I'll give you like 
an example. One of the things that Shaker has that [housing official] knows well that you 
either love or you hate are something we "call point of sale" inspections. So these are 
when property transfers from one owner to another, we have an ordinance that basically 
says the city can go in and we inspect the homes. You can't just walk in any old home 
when someone's living there but when they're transferring, we have this ordinance that 
says we will have a city inspector go in to make sure that the homes are being 
maintained. And we'll do an inspection and if there are broken windows doors that don't 
latch, health and safety concerns, flus that aren't properly attached for the for the furnace. 
[00:39:19] We provide a list of repairs that need to be done at that at the home before the 
property can transfer. [8.2] And what happens is either the seller will fix those things 
before they close on the transaction or the buyer will assume those repairs and will repair 
it and they have agreed to repair it post buying the house. And we actually obligate 
buyers, if they're going to assume them, we'll actually require that they actually put 
money in escrow to make sure that there is money to maintain the homes. So you know 
this is one of our ways of making sure that both the exterior and the interiors of the home 
are safe. [00:40:02] There are no health and safety issues and the people are making the 
investment in these homes so that they will remain attractive. [7.6] And we know by 
virtue of the number of homes that are 100 plus years old that if we don't force people to 
maintain their homes that these neighborhoods can deteriorate very very quickly. So 
	 164 
depending on which side of that transaction you're you're on. Some people will say, and 
some of our realtors don't like it because they say it makes it harder to sell a house in 
Shaker because other communities you sell it, such as [housing official] this agrees to sell 
her house. I agreed to buy not to do anything for our money I give her a check. She gives 
me a deed and we're done. In Shaker it's more complicated. [00:40:53] And we have 
other kinds of things we have periodic external inspections and rental inspections. [8.8] 
We'll make sure sidewalks are well maintained. Again all the things that a lot of 
communities don't have sidewalks. [00:41:10] And so you know it's it's trying to maintain 
the quality and the the environment and the culture of our our community that you know 
most communities don't have. [14.6] I don't know how many points sale communities 
there are in that like Northeast Ohio area but I count them on one hand.  
 
Housing Official: [00:41:32] There is I'd say there's more than there were you know 10 
years ago but I think they all decided to adopt those kinds of ordinances for the same 
reason--preservation of housing stock and I think that's critical. You know I used to live 
in Cleveland and I can tell you there is a huge difference between communities that have 
code enforcement programs and actually you know implement them in and really stand 
by them. [00:42:04] The other piece of what I do seems maybe almost ironic is I deal 
with a lot of code enforcement issues. [5.0] We have a full time prosecutor who deals 
with all of misdemeanor crimes all criminal stuff in courts. But I take on the bulk of the 
code enforcement prosecutions. So that includes housing violations, building, health, fire, 
that kind of stuff.  
 
Elected Official: [00:42:27] So we're we're also constantly sort of battling a little bit is in 
that Shaker, also one of our reputations is having high quality public education. 
[00:42:37] And so lots of people want to come to Shaker for their kids to get a great 
education in a diverse setting. [9.3] So when you start thinking about the logical kind of 
extensions of that there you realize that there are people who if they can buy a house in 
Shaker not really maintain it but there's a bigger market for some of those rental units 
than in other communities because of the schools. And so you know all they're looking 
for, they know there's a steady flow. In some cases, you know a diverse community that 
is desperately trying to get their children out of the Cleveland public schools or other 
communities that don't have as good a school district and will pay anything and live in 
any kinds of conditions basically to get their kids into the Shaker school. [00:43:26] And 
so you unfortunately have a lot of unscrupulous landlords who know that and they'll just 
be happy to take your money and not reinvest in the home. That's the kind of push pull on 
these things trying to maintain the schools. But also you know battle landlords who don't 
want to keep the properties up.  
 
Housing Official: [00:43:48] You know trying to hold the landlords accountable. You 
know especially like the landlords who don't reside here. [26.4] You might have a 
landlord who's an LLC, Limited Liability Companies, or some other corporate entity who 
doesn't have any personal investment and community. So we want to ensure that they're 
doing their part to maintain the housing stock because again we believe strong houses 
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means strong neighborhoods. [00:44:09] You know there's been studies about if the 
neighborhoods are deteriorating the crime rate goes up. [4.9] We also work very closely 
with our police department. This is really only tangentially related to what you're doing. 
But I found differences with other communities. [00:44:24] So our Chief Prosecutor 
conducts that training for all police officers once a year covering you know oversized 
drunk driving stuff domestic violence searches all that regular stuff you would expect. 
But I usually come in and do like a little tiny segment to talk about quality of life issues. 
So I talk about housing discrimination. [22.3] I mean how many police officers have any 
clue about housing discrimination. And believe it or not you know it's in other diversity 
issues. And again other I would just quickly characterize as quality of life issues which 
mean a lot to our residents. [00:45:01] So again I think it's just one way that Shaker 
works to ensure that our staff are including all the uniformed officers are aware of that 
value of diversity and home ownership. [14.9]  
 
Elected Official: [00:45:16] You know we're always trying to encourage homeownership 
so occupied-homeownership. And so again you know as neighborhoods start to change 
and as disinvestment starts to occur people don't want to own a home in that 
neighborhood so they move out they become rentals. And it's the cycle that can start. And 
so we're always trying to do is stop that kind of nipped in the bud and maintain the homes 
at a quality level that will encourage owner occupancy.  
 
Housing Official: [00:45:48] Along those lines. You heard the [elected official] say that 
we have also have a lot of two family houses. Well it's like well two family houses, that 
just screams rentals. [00:45:58] But over the years we've had a number of programs to try 
and encourage owner-occupants. When you have a renter that lives in half and rents out 
the other half. [8.7] And there's also we've seen a lot of situations where you'll have like 
multiple generations living within a house. So even though it's, I guess it's still a 
technically a two family, but you might have you know the elderly mom and dad live 
downstairs and you know one of their children who has their own family living upstairs. 
You know just different kinds of living arrangements.  
 
Emily: [00:46:29] That makes sense. So as you were saying that if people don't want to 
live in deteriorating neighborhoods. So what do people push for most? What is the 
argument? I mean obviously like moving out is for different reasons, such as property 
values and whatnot, and wanting to maintain that. So what do they want in order to 
maintain those property values?  
 
Elected Official: [00:46:58] I think there are a variety of things. [00:47:03] Schools, first 
and foremost, and you know many many many people moved to Shaker because of the 
schools. [5.7] Not everybody but a large segment of the community. So one is they want 
to maintain a quality of the schools. So you know right behind politics and sports I think 
people talk about education. I mean those are the things that drive a lot of people living in 
the community. Although it has changed, those neighborhood schools were something 
that made us unique compared to a lot of other other communities. And so that's 
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something. And when the school board closed a couple of schools that was a major 
upheaval for our community because people were so used to walking their children to 
school. When we closed the schools, that's you know, that was problematic. [00:48:02] 
[Housing official] mentioned safety is clearly one. [3.4] Our police forces are terrific. 
Kind of on the community policing side. We have a bicycle patrol. People get out in the 
community, they know the police. We have a very good relationship there. [00:48:23] 
The architecture and the maintenance of the homes, particularly the exterior of the home. 
[4.2] So we really have touched on this but our ordinances our zoning, building, and 
housing ordinances are very rigorous are very specific. And again depends on which side 
of the coin you're looking at. If you own the house and we say you can't put on aluminum 
siding you need or this kind of a window, and they say well it's more expensive we say 
[00:48:51] "Yes but ultimately you know that maintains the quality of the homes and 
maintains the neighbors." So for instance when someone puts an addition on a home we 
have a procedure where notice goes out to everyone in the neighborhood and you can 
actually come and listen to the applicant ask for basically approval or a variance to add 
on to their home. [25.6] And people can comment on everything from the architecture to 
setbacks. So we have rules about how close someone's house can come up to the to the 
property line. We have all kinds of rules about visibility, we don't want fences up along 
the street. And so there are all kinds of setback requirements so there are lots of rules and 
regulations that some people find difficult. [00:49:44] But but other people love because 
they know it's maintaining a friendly neighborhood it encourages interaction among 
neighbors, by not building fences and dividing.  
 
Housing Official: [00:49:56] But we should point out that even though we have all those 
you know restrictive requirements or whatnot, we strongly believe in due process and it's 
there. So in other words if somebody really wanted to challenge something, I mean they 
absolutely have the right to appeal if they thought they were treated unfairly [27.0] for 
some reason or affordability was... I know we had a situation on Winslow where 
somebody had to replace windows. You know there was severe deterioration that the 
house was not maintained. They wanted to put in replacement windows which is 
completely taboo on Winslow. But actually there's something in our code you know we 
say well you know you can make a hardship argument. And so that person went through 
that process. So it's not as if like your stuck. That's the rule. I mean there's you know 
there's always due process built in, and someone always has the right to challenge or 
appeal the decision.  
 
Emily: [00:50:43] So putting these like regulations on the house and everything that 
those ordinance, [00:50:48] is your goal primarily neighborhoods stability? And in that, is 
that by maintaining the property values or is it by maintaining the look of it? [12.3]  
 
Elected Official: [00:51:02] Well I think it's the kind of go hand in hand. We have an 
architect for instance, an architectural review board. So there is some of it is design and 
and aesthetics and appearance of the homes. That was kind of a carry forward from the 
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which doesn't always necessarily mean it needs to be the same. We've actually had some 
very modern homes built in Shaker but nevertheless high quality and high aesthetic value. 
So some of it is look but in large part I think it's maintenance. [00:51:40] It's maintaining 
those homes.  
 
Emily: [00:51:45] And maintaining those values?  
 
Elected Official: [00:51:45] Yes, and as a result the values are maintained. [8.4]  
 
Emily: [00:51:48] So going to the motivations and acting in the interests of the residents, 
do you feel, as an elected official... Is this your full time here?  
 
Elected Official: [00:52:00] Yes.  
 
Emily: [00:52:01] OK. That's what I thought. Do you feel pressured to act in their 
interests, or are you primarily motivated by some other factor?  
 
Elected Official: [00:52:10] Well Shaker has a history of being passionate about their 
community. So you know there's some other unique kinds of things about Shaker. So for 
instance one of the things, sort of unique features of Shaker I think is that we have block 
parties in the summertime, in spring and summer. And so I'll go to literally hundreds of 
them over the course the... So you're going and talking to residents literally street by 
street by street. And not every street has them, but the vast majority do. [00:52:48] And 
so yeah you get an earful every time you go to one of those block parties about you know 
what's working in our community and what's not. So clearly, we certainly take into 
account the ideas and thoughts and concerns of other residents. [16.4] You know I view 
my job and the city government's job is to try to find consensus and find the right balance 
because any particular issue you may have somebody who feels you know on this end of 
the spectrum and then you've got someone that's on the complete opposite side of the 
spectrum. And so my job is to try to find some compromise and common ground, and 
then come up with unique ways to address the issues that the residents raise when they're 
in the best interests of the community. [00:53:40] Unfortunately, sometimes people have 
issues that are very specific to them. And so sometimes you know what works for one 
person may not work neighborhood wide or community wide. But we try to be very 
responsive to our residents. [16.9]  
 
Emily: [00:54:11] Are they pretty active? Like do they come to public hearings and City 
Council meetings and whatnot?  
 
Elected Official: [00:54:16] Oh yeah.  
 
Housing Official: [00:54:16] Oh yes.  
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Emily: [00:54:17] And do you feel like the ones who are coming are the the majority 
opinion or do you feel like they're just the loudest voices? Because I feel like that's 
sometimes hard to differentiate.  
 
Elected Official: [00:54:29] It is hard to differentiate.  
 
Emily: [00:54:31] Because sometimes the minority opinion might be the ones coming to 
the meeting.  
 
Elected Official: [00:54:33] Right. And We get both. Yeah. So our job is to kind of 
make sure that is just not the squeaky wheel. But it's you know we're getting wide, wide 
range of opinions. I will say I mean we will always get some people who are angry over 
something. But for the most part our our residents are well educated, thoughtful, 
passionate, engaged, I could come up with a half dozen other adjectives. People will 
come out to those meetings and they get a notice saying my neighbor is doing this, or 
you're building a new building here, where you're reorienting the street. [00:55:18] 
People are not shy about making their opinions known, which you know again I use the 
phrase sometimes people can be overly passionate in their views but I would rather have 
that than people that don't care about their community. [12.3] And for the most part most 
part people are pretty respectful.  
 
Housing Official: [00:55:39] And I'd say the [elected official] does a great job too when 
it comes to finding citizen members of our various committees and boards that we have. 
[00:55:46] I think purposefully the committees are designed to have an opening or two so 
that you know in the next year we can bring in some new life to those committees with I 
think an eye towards ensuring you know a wide range of opinions and voices. [16.4] 
Yeah.  
 
Elected Official: [00:56:05] Yeah we have tons of city committees and residents 
participate in those. Sometimes they're partly elected officials, sometimes they're experts 
in the field, at times they're just residents who want to participate.  
 
Housing Official: [00:56:14] And it's so cool to see residents that are like "I want to be a 
part. Here's my resume."  
 
Elected Official: [00:56:21] You know the average education in Shaker is you know off 
the chart compared to a lot of other communities. So we have people from you know 
professors, to CEOs, to doctors, to lawyers, to musicians, to peer educators. I mean it's 
just a wide wide wide array of good people. So yeah, these aren't just people with 
opinions, these are people with well-informed opinions.  
 
Emily: [00:56:49] Yeah. So I just have one more quick question. As far as housing 
advocacy, do you guys work with a lot of groups in the community?  
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Housing Official: [00:56:59] Absolutely. Lots of partners, or partnerships.  
 
Emily: [00:57:01] And do you think that helps promote the integration or at least 
affordability?  
 
Housing Official: [00:57:06] I'd say it helps promote the values and principles that 
Shaker stands for. And again Shaker reputation is so firmly established. Exactly. 
[00:57:22] But we do really work to cultivate a variety of relationships with different 
kinds of housing groups. [5.6]  
 
Emily: [00:57:28] So you would say that those aid in those efforts?  
 
Elected Official: [00:57:32] Everything aids in the efforts. Everything from working 
with the land bank to the restoration society, we work with all kinds. [00:57:40] But all 
with that same focus of maintaining strong neighborhoods and maintaining strong 
housing. [6.3] And wherever we need the help, we get funds from different places to tear 
down homes that are no longer viable. So whether it's from construction to demolition 
and everything in between, you know we will work with almost anyone that can help us 
achieve that goal.  
 
Emily: [00:58:07] Okay great. Well thank you so much. Both of you.  
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Emily: [00:00:00] All right. So promise I won't take up too much of your time. But 
primarily from you, I'm mainly interested in... You know I got a little bit a lot of the 
zoning background, a lot of the ordinances that they have, but of course if your 
background has...  
 
Elected Official: [00:00:17] What's your major?  
 
Emily: [00:00:18] My major is Political Science. So I'm interested in urban housing 
issues, but also my thesis looks at the policy side of it and how policymakers make 
decisions in regards to those housing issues. So being a City Council member, I'm sort of 
looking for what you think constituents want? And how do you respond to that? And how 
do you make those decisions?  
 
Elected Official: [00:00:53] I looked over your questions that you were asking. You 
were talking about restrictive zoning, particularly those zoning approaches that appear to 
be exclusionary, or inclusionary. We have a history in this region of having lots of 
borders. And when I say region I'm talking about the fifty-nine communities that make up 
Cuyahoga County all in one way or another have rules about housing that flow from their 
zoning ordinances.  
 
Emily: [00:02:28] Right.  
 
Elected Official: [00:02:30] The belief is that if you require people to purchase a 
minimum lot that is large enough to perhaps graze cattle, then you don't have to worry 
about people moving in who either can't afford, it have too many people in a house, or 
those kinds of things. So in Shaker we have adopted a policy where we want to attract 
and retain people who believe in excellence, excellence in whatever they do and whoever 
they may [00:03:05] be. But those who appreciate education and that being said, where 
they live is completely open and our rules and regulations really are designed to preserve 
the housing we have with a point of sale inspection and also continue the policy of 
vigorous code enforcement. [27.8] We don't have the room to really zone out particular 
groups but we do have [00:03:42] Architectural Review Board and a Planning 
Department that determine the type of property that will be built. [7.7] But there aren't 
really any zoning ordinances that are restrictive or exclusionary. But when you have to 
actually go around one, you're going to have to actually have a variance. Are you familiar 
with that?  
 
Emily: [00:04:10] No.  
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Elected Official: [00:04:10] A variance is a legal, and I consider it a political term also, 
that requires the city council to vote to deviate from the existing zoning in a particular 
area. [15.1] And that variance is granted to accommodate the property owner to do one or 
more things that are still consistent with the plans of the city and the zoning and other 
ordinances of the city. But do in fact put the city in the position of not being the target of 
a lawsuit--somebody being discriminated against because they can't get this special 
privilege to do what they need to do with their property. [00:05:03] Most of the time 
those variances are granted for business purposes they're not granted for residential 
housing. [5.3] And I want to say this carefully. [00:05:14] If the residential housing 
deviates from a particular design that the city believes should be either preserved or 
changed in the public interest, the Architectural Review Board would require the owner 
of the property to upgrade the house or change this or that but they usually have to come 
to the Planning and Architectural Review Board to have that done. [28.6] So I guess 
you've read about restrictive zoning and that exists probably in rural or semi rural areas 
where you have people who want to do certain things to urbanize a particular area and the 
people who are there already don't want [00:06:07] that. So they'll have a planning 
meeting Architectural Review Board meeting and vote not to do it. So then the property 
owner has the opportunity to go to court and say that this violates my federal and state 
constitutional rights and they're doing this without giving me an opportunity to challenge 
it, which is a violation of the Fifth Amendment and to the Constitution--denial of due 
process. [31.1] And also the 14th Amendment which means that there is state action that's 
actually did block depriving them of their federal right. [00:06:47] So the 5th and the 
14th Amendment to the Constitution are the ones that are at play here. [4.6] I hope I 
didn't get too technical.  
 
Emily: [00:06:56] No. You're good.  
 
Elected Official: [00:06:59] So that's it. I can tell you that [00:07:04] the Fair Housing 
Review Board is probably the only one left in Cuyahoga County. Ours. And we're a 
FHAP. [6.6] Well there's a FHIP and a FHAP. I can't remember the actual acronym that 
that goes with it but I can tell you that if you go to the HUD website and you go to fair 
housing, [00:07:33] and you put in FHIP or FHAP, you'll see that those are community 
boards who vote to conduct hearings to investigate and remedy those fair housing 
violations. [19.0] So that's the actual residential fair housing piece that they deal with. We 
don't deal with any commercial property. We don't deal with any zoning. Nothing like 
that.  
 
Emily: [00:08:07] So your position as a city council member what do you think that the 
residents of Shaker Heights prefer?  
 
Elected Official: [00:08:18] Lower taxes. Lower property taxes but that's absolutely 
impossible given the wrongheaded legislative in Columbus attitude about public 
education. [00:08:38] They fund public education for over 600 school districts. I would 
say a third of which don't even generate their own property tax money, but they take 
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money from the richer communities and give it to these school districts that sometimes 
span three counties, especially the southern part of Ohio. [27.6] And they don't have that 
many students but the state gives about ten thousand dollars per student for their primary 
education and secondary education. And that education is paid for through property taxes 
according to the DeRolph Case, and there's four DeRolph cases that were decided in the 
state of Ohio by the Ohio Supreme Court, and DeRolph challenged the constitutional 
funding of the state of Ohio secondary education or public education. [00:09:42] And the 
Supreme Court each time refused to rule that it was unconstitutional. [5.2] But they sent 
it back to the legislature and the legislature has done nothing. So if you look the DeRolph 
case, the case D E R O L P H. Those cases will tell you a lot about when our property 
taxes are self-imposed because the Shaker Public Schools don't compete with the private 
schools. Excuse me, with the other public schools in Northeast Ohio. They compete with 
the private schools in their area. You don't leave Shaker Public Schools and go to East 
Tech or Cleveland Public Schools. You're going to Hathaway Brown or Laurel, you 
heard of those?  
 
Emily: [00:10:29] Yes. Right.  
 
Elected Official: [00:10:30] OK. Well you understand what I'm saying now they spent 
probably 25 to 30 thousand dollars per student and [00:10:39] they don't really have any 
social or social adjustment programs or anything like that for problem students. They just 
don't admit it. [12.0] OK so if they're spending 25 to 30 pounds per student, Shaker gets 
the ten thousand per student from the state but it is self taxed itself with property taxes up 
to about seventeen thousand dollars per student. And they put out a very good product 
because they have the International Baccalaureate program, everybody learns Mandarin 
Chinese from kindergarten up. It goes on and on. And they have the highest number of 
National Merit Scholars usually in the state every year.  
 
Emily: [00:11:28] So what about property values?  
 
Elected Official: [00:11:31] They are commensurate with the taxes and that's the funny 
part about it. [00:11:36] Nobody likes to pay the high taxes but if you don't have high 
taxes the property values will go down along with the schools. [8.0] So you're damned if 
you do and you damned if you don't. If you leave Shaker, at least you'll be able to get a 
higher than normal price for a house. But we don't have the kind of inflationary runaway 
growth that you have on the east and west coast. So these houses are still pretty good 
bargains, but they're not updated so you won't be able to sell them for a high price if you 
don't update them. So do you put the money in and hope to catch recapture it when you 
sell, or do you leave it like it is and take less money on the way out? It's really up to the 
owner.  
 
Emily: [00:12:22] And there's restrictions right?  
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Elected Official: [00:12:24] The point of sale inspections will require you to either fix all 
the violations or the the new buyer will have to assume them in the purchase agreement 
okay. But the inspections and remediation will go on.  
 
Emily: [00:12:40] So as far as you know what people want within these neighborhoods, I 
know that there's different zoning districts that have a single family homes. Then there's 
the ones in the south that have the multi-family and apartment buildings and more of that.  
 
Elected Official: [00:12:57] So we're trying to mingle that but we just don't have that 
much room. We only have three square miles.  
 
Emily: [00:13:02] Right. Right. But what if like an apartment building wanted to go into 
a different area. Like how do you think residents would react?  
 
Elected Official: [00:13:12] They would react well. [00:13:15] We don't want the kind 
of housing patterns that require undue policing, undue maintenance, undue social 
interaction that sort of thing. [17.2] And ---, could you step in for a second? She is the 
Assistant Law Director.  
 
Housing Attorney: [00:13:38] We actually met. She told me she was meeting with you 
and I'm like oh "You're in good hands."  
 
Elected Official: [00:13:43] Well I was telling her about... Could you explain a little bit 
about the zoning exclusionary, inclusionary zoning, and what Shaker has done about 
that?  
 
Housing Attorney: [00:13:53] So we talked, [00:13:54] we don't have any direct 
ordinances inclusionary zoning. [4.7] I know you said Oak Park was kind of looking at 
that to see they might do something similar in the way the mayor and I answered that was 
sort of by our policies we ensure there is nothing that's exclusionary. We work hard on 
that.  
 
Elected Official: [00:14:13] We have about two or three. Well we have about 250 
Section 8 housing certificates. [5.7]  
 
Housing Attorney: [00:14:21] That sounds about right. I don't know the specific 
number.  
 
Emily: [00:14:22] But you offer it even though it's in the specific area.  
 
Elected Official: [00:14:27] We have to, if we did not we would be sued for 
discriminatory practices. [2.8] Other communities have tried to masquerade, like they 
invited it in, but they don't.  
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Emily: [00:14:38] Right. There's other restrictions they can do to...  
 
Elected Official: [00:14:42] Size and lots, type of house. Yeah.  
 
Housing Attorney: [00:14:44] Right. So you know all rentals I would say are treated the 
same. You know I don't care if you're Section 8 or just regular market rate rentals, I mean 
they're inspected every three years inside and out and that's... I know [elected official] 
talked about point of sale but we didn't really talk about the rental inspection inspections. 
And those are similar because they're inside and outside. [00:15:05] For owner occupied 
houses, the goal is we try and do the exterior every five years. But the rentals inside now. 
Every three. [9.7]  
 
Elected Official: [00:15:16] Now would you tell her the difference between a FHIP and 
the FHAP.  
 
Housing Attorney: [00:15:20] So we're FHAP. Fair Housing Assistance Program are the 
ones we receive direct... We're the ones that I guess, they give us assistance. HUD and 
then we assist them in investigating cases because that work-share [00:15:36] agreement. 
So governmental entities are FHAPs. FHIPs stands for Fair Housing Initiative program 
and those are nonprofits that get funding from HUD. [10.1] They have to apply for it. 
And there's education and outreach categories. There's enforcement, and you know PEI 
which is Private Enforce Initiative. There's a third. I don't [00:16:00] know, for a while 
they were trying to incentivize existing nonprofit fair housing groups to help mentor 
startup fair housing groups. [13.1] You would see that more like rural areas further out 
west you know because there's places... Remember I was telling you one time we had like 
four or five housing groups in Cleveland.  
 
Elected Official: [00:16:22] Yeah I mean well we've only one left now.  
 
Housing Attorney: [00:16:26] Well they're not profits. We got some of those. Take a 
city like Montana, North Dakota you might have one group that serves the entire state. 
Yeah it's different. Yeah there's a huge difference between rural fair housing.  
 
Emily: [00:16:41] Right. That's why I could only focus on one.  
 
Housing Attorney: [00:16:43] Yeah. So hopefully that helps a little bit. So we're a 
FHAP, nonprofits they're a FHIP.  
 
Emily: [00:16:50] Great, thank you.  
 
Elected Official: [00:16:51] Now you don't have to look it up.  
 
Emily: [00:16:56] Yeah I'm meeting with one.  
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Elected Official: [00:16:59] A FHIP?  
 
Emily: [00:16:59] Yeah. So as far as like acting as City Elected Official, how do you 
then respond to what constituents want? As opposed to housing regulations and code and 
whatnot.  
 
Elected Official: [00:17:17] Well I also chair the Board of Appeals, so I hear just about 
all of the appeals from point of sale inspections and housing code violations and that sort 
of thing. And how do I respond? I Actually get the reports from the Law Department we 
conduct the hearing and we decide whether or not the appeal is granted or denied, or 
denied in part, or granted in part. We give them time to correct violations or we impose 
sanctions including. Demolition of the property.  
 
Emily: [00:17:56] And this is if they're not up to code?  
 
Elected Official: [00:17:59] Up to code, right. And we actually have prosecutions in our 
court for those who absolutely refuse to abide by the court order to maintain the property.  
 
Emily: [00:18:12] What about if someone's coming in saying that... I mean it's just that 
you're more affordable housing is all designated in this one area. So do people want to 
keep it like that or are they interested in having affordable housing scattered throughout? 
Or what are people's opinions on that?  
 
Elected Official: [00:18:32] I think it depends on what city money is used to build the 
property. [00:18:36] If it's private property private money there's not a whole lot we can 
do other than zoning and code enforcement. But there's not a whole lot we can do about 
the type of person they put in there or the type of person we wanted there. [15.9] If we 
wanted somebody in there and was a particular type, we wouldn't be able to to justify that 
unless it was consistent with the laws. For example, senior housing, a lot of the seniors 
who live in housing many of them can't continue to pay for the property. So we want to 
move them into an assisted living or something like that. If they can't afford to pay for 
updates and that sort of thing. So that's becoming more common. So we're devising ways 
to do that consistent with the property owner. But you know it depends on the situation. 
[00:19:38] We really don't have a one size fits all approach to this. [3.2]  
 
Emily: [00:19:41] Yeah no definitely. Do you feel pressure to act in the interest of...?  
 
Elected Official: [00:19:50] I never feel pressure.  
 
Emily: [00:19:52] Do you think that's a personal thing? Or do you think that's how 
everyone on city council is?  
 
Elected Official: [00:19:57] I have my own opinions about everything. But that doesn't 
mean I can foist them on more people.  
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Emily: [00:20:03] I mean to wait other people on city council feel pressured by voters?  
 
Elected Official: [00:20:10] I usually reserve my vote on council is the last one, and I 
have been to deciding one on several very contentious issues? Like the breed specific 
legislation to ban a certain dog. I voted against it. They didn't want pit bulls. We have 
people who have pit bulls. But they all have to have them on leashes. Every dog has to be 
leashed. Yeah there's a two hundred and fifty dollar fine if you don't have your dog on a 
leash. I think that makes them leash them in.  
 
Emily: [00:20:43] Yeah definitely. I wouldn't want to lose $250 over that.  
 
Elected Official: [00:20:47] Well so but to ban a specific breed, that's just over the 
[00:20:53] top. But they believe that those kinds of dogs bring bad people. [4.3] You'd be 
surprised how many professors at Shaker Heights have a pit bull.  
 
Emily: [00:21:04] And "bad people" like...?  
 
Elected Official: [00:21:07] Well some people breed them for fighting. But that doesn't 
happen in Shaker. We don't have dog fights and Shaker. So I know how they feel, but 
unless you actually aggravate the dog and feed them certain things like gunpowder to the 
point where they get so aggressive that they start fighting and biting, then you really don't 
have a whole lot to worry about.  
 
Emily: [00:21:28] Do you think, just as far as like residents advocating for something 
that they thought would bring bad people, do you think that people...  
 
Elected Official: [00:21:37] Well people do that all the time. [00:21:40] They just don't 
get in groups and vote for it. OK. Everybody lives and practices some sort of 
discrimination. Don't you think? [9.3]  
 
Emily: [00:21:49] Yeah.  
 
Elected Official: [00:21:49] I mean maybe there's something you don't like. And some of 
it is conscious and some of it's unconscious.  
 
Emily: [00:21:56] Yeah. That's a good perspective on that.  
 
Elected Official: [00:21:59] Well I actually let the problem come to me. I don't if it's a 
problem then I look at it and see is there State action necessary. In other words, is this 
something that is going to be affecting some sort of constitutional provision that we 
have? Or charter provision for the City of Shaker Heights. Generally speaking, we don't 
have to really resolve that because it happens at lower levels and it's resolved. [00:22:40] 
Very few problems actually come to us where we have to do a lot. Tax increases. There's 
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only been one, that's a once in a generational thing. [10.0] Yeah we just had one. And the 
reason we had to raise the income tax is because the State government, in its infinite 
wisdom, you can see I have a lot of love for the State legislature... They actually repealed 
the estate tax and they repealed it by slipping it into an amendment in the budget bill. 
They didn't even have a hearing on it, which I thought was unconstitutional because the 
under the Ohio constitution everything that can't stand alone as a measure has to be voted 
on separately right. They didn't do that. And the reason that they actually repeal the estate 
tax is that the farmers downstate saw their land appreciate to the point where their heirs 
were going to have to pay an estate tax but that does not affect that many people, but it 
uniquely affects Shaker Heights because that's our capital budget. Many wealthy people 
die here. We get about 6 percent of their net estate but most of the people wealthy have 
Trusts in the State playing and everything so they avoid it. Well you can imagine that 
when we lose 3 to 5 million dollars or a budget, that is about 40 million that we find a 
way to put that back. We have to do our sewers that sort of thing. So we raised the estate 
tax about a quarter of a percent. Actually the income tax a quarter of a percent. And that 
was it. And when we raised the tax, there were a lot of people who were absolutely 
against it. But they saw the reasonable people that we weren't going to have money for 
our capital budget. So we passed it 66 percent to 30 percent. This was our city income 
taxes. Our State taxes are controlled by the county, which has the money for sales that are 
conducted in Cuyahoga County. That's about seven and a half percent. That money is 
used every time somebody buys or sells something. And That money is used to fund the 
Regional Transit Authority. You see that we got regional transit here? And we're the only 
community in Ohio that subsidizes public transit. Now when I say that, public transit is a 
bad name in in Ohio. The automobile lobby has pretty much driven it out of the state. If 
you go to other communities, you don't see rail at all.  
 
Emily: [00:25:54] Oh no, I'm from Youngstown.  
 
Elected Official: [00:25:56] So you know what I'm saying.  
 
Emily: [00:25:56] Yeah. And public transportation in Cleveland is also not very 
abundant.  
 
Elected Official: [00:26:04] There's a reason for that. We’re in the shadows of Detroit. 
They killed public transport. They didn't want it. That would be less car sold.  
 
Emily: [00:26:13] Yeah I mean I love public transportation. That's because I'm a twenty-
two-year-old, it's convenient for me to not have a car.  
 
Elected Official: [00:26:20] Well you can see that there was no accident that this has 
been done. And it's going to always be that way [00:26:28] as long as the automobile is 
the preferred way of getting around. And they train minds to believe that it's the preferred 
way of getting around. [8.4]  
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Emily: [00:26:37] Yeah. It's interesting how that all works. Oh just like I like to think 
you actually maybe covered it but it's like the last point here... The main motivations 
behind your voter preferences. So if people come to you advocating certain opinions like 
what are usually their reasoning’s for either more inclusive policies towards housing or 
exclusive policies towards housing?  
 
Elected Official: [00:27:11] Well I don't think that I have ever heard somebody coming 
and advocating a particular type of property being built. [00:27:23] I think that they 
advocate against a particular type. [3.6] Most of the time the city will propose something 
and they will...  
 
Emily: [00:27:31] Against which type?  
 
Elected Official: [00:27:32] Well denser housing. But with no denser housing, you get 
less income tax and you get less property tax, which means your property taxes will go 
up in order to cover what needs to be spent...  
 
Emily: [00:27:47] For the dense housing? [16.3]  
 
Elected Official: [00:27:49] Yes.  
 
Emily: [00:27:50] So that's all for property taxes.  
 
Elected Official: [00:27:54] Right. And [00:27:56] the property taxes are increased every 
time there's a school levy. [4.8] And the schools have to have money to operate. And the 
state again only gives them the money to actually do what they need to do through the 
unconstitutional the DeRolph situation. That's the only way schools can raise money. A 
levy. Unless they have private foundations or something like that'll give them money.  
 
Emily: [00:28:28] Okay, how long have you been a city council member?  
 
Elected Official: [00:28:32] This is my 16th year. I don't know if I'll run again, but I'm 
having my arm twisted.  
 
Emily: [00:28:41] So I guess we'll see then. When's the re-election?  
 
Elected Official: [00:28:43] At the end of this year, but I don't know. This is the one 
decision that I'm pretty much torn about. Yeah. I want to do something else and I think I 
can do it but I don't know how much time it's going to take away from council. But you 
can always resign as they say and be branded a quitter the rest of your life.  
 
Emily: [00:29:08] Well I think I had all my questions answered from you so thank you so 
much for taking the time to meet with me I hope I didn't inconvenience your day too 
much. 
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Shaker Heights Interview 4 
Senior Research Associate at Fair Housing Center for Rights & Research 
1/24/19 
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:00:35] Yeah I don't really. I don't know anyone from 
Westlake. So I don't really like I don't I couldn't even recommend anybody. So we serve 
Cuyahoga and Lorain. We do contract work for specific jurisdictions. So like if I use the 
phrase "entitlement city" do you know what that means?  
 
Emily: [00:01:01] No.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:01:01] So they're not even cities necessarily but they are 
jurisdictions that directly get community development money from HUD and as a part of 
their contract are the requirements to receive that money they have to do some kind of 
fair housing work, and a lot of them will give us contracts to do specific things. So just in 
Cuyahoga County the entitlements are the City of Cleveland. We do not have a contract 
with. They tend to do a lot of stuff in-house. And then the bigger inner ring suburbs. So 
like Parma, Lakewood, Cleveland Heights, Euclid, and East Cleveland. East Cleveland's 
kind of an outlier. So when the program was created there was one of the Stokes brothers 
was in Congress and he created all these caveats. The city has to meet this this this except 
for these like eight requirements which could only apply to East Cleveland so that East 
Cleveland could also get money. But generally those are the cities we work with and then 
the county, and the county serves what they call the urban county which is almost all of 
the jurisdiction or entitlements, but we generally just work with county people instead of 
people at the municipalities, depending on what they're trying to do.  
 
Emily: [00:02:27] And what's your full name in position?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:02:30] My name is ----. My title is Senior Research 
Associate and generally my kind of scope here is that I direct the research department, I 
set our agenda. So usually we have our our research program. Kind of because of the way 
grants are structured, we have a planned out three years in advance so we try to have kind 
of cohesive kind of research that builds on itself. And then I do some other support work, 
so [00:03:13] we do we do testing here [1.4] which are you familiar with that?  
 
Emily: [00:03:16] Yeah.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:03:16] So I'm a test coordinator. There are a lot of 
agencies like us that handle testing in different ways. Sometimes you just have a position 
of Test Coordinator but here nearly everyone is a test coordinator. We carry a pretty high 
load for doing testing.  
 
Emily: [00:03:34] Do you test in Shaker Heights and do you do it in Westlake?  
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Senior Research Associate: [00:03:36] Oh yeah. We do it everywhere. I don't... I mean 
I'm sure that we've done specific tests in Westlake. So like I said, we get contracts from 
specific areas and some of that is location controlled for how we can use our testing. So 
like if we get a contract with Lakewood they want us to do all of our tests under that 
contract and if we get a contract from Cuyahoga County they have this contractual region 
that they call the urban county which excludes any city that gets money directly from 
HUD. So it's it's kind of a misnomer that a lot of the rural parts of Cuyahoga County are 
considered urban Cuyahoga County. So like any county money that we have has to be 
done in the urban county, like Shaker is part of the urban county, like Rocky River is part 
of the urban county, Solon is part of the urban county. But Lakewood would not be 
because they get money directly from HUD. And then we have our big federal grant 
which we call the FIP. That's just our line item is called the [00:04:51] Fair Housing 
Initiatives program. [0.6]  
 
Emily: [00:04:53] And you said you get money from HUD?  
 
[00:04:59] Yeah. Our biggest grant comes directly from HUD. [1.9] And then we have 
lots of smaller grants that are really just passed through dollars. [00:05:07] They come 
from HUD to a different jurisdiction and then to us. [3.0] And then we have even fewer 
grants and much smaller generally from private foundations and other sources. And then 
we have donations and stuff.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:05:23] But 90, 95 percent of our funding is coming 
from HUD.  
 
Emily: [00:05:36] So tell me about a little bit of your work specifically with Shaker? 
And Then if you have any with Westlake that would be helpful too.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:05:47] So as an agency Shaker has a designation called 
Money is a lot acronym Shaker Shaker has a designation called FAP, which is Fair 
Housing Assistance Program and that means that their jurisdiction that HUD... [00:06:05] 
They applied for this determination that their fair housing ordinance is substantially 
equivalent to the Federal Fair Housing Act. And that means that they can do fair housing 
work on behalf of HUD and they can get reimbursed for enforcing their [15.9] ordinance. 
And Shaker has always kind of leaned favorably towards fair housing and integrative 
types of work. I mean it's a far from perfect city. But it's probably done a lot better than 
most places historically in Cuyahoga County. But they have this designation FAP and 
they sometimes they use that contract. Usually what we'll do is we'll put on trainings, like 
landlord trainings, like we've done like some seminars with them. And usually our 
education people in our education department. Will work on those contracts. Usually they 
don't include testing which is fine because we can do a lot of testing in Shaker under 
different contracts. But yeah most of it has been more oriented towards education, 
whether consumers or landlords or whoever. [00:07:28] But they're very in tune with 
their housing issues, [7.4] and the city as a whole has... [00:07:37] So the Shaker has 
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these historic community organizations and they operated as like like proto fair housing 
groups in the 60s and they were doing a lot of integration work before like fair housing 
was really a thing before the Fair Housing Act was what became law. [18.9] They're 
doing some interesting work.  
 
Emily: [00:08:04] Do you guys have any one specific project her advocacy work that 
you've done other than just training in Shaker?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:08:14] In Shaker, it's probably mostly banned trainings. 
Yeah trainings and education. I've done some stuff over time that was there... For Fair 
Housing Review board this year. I think it was this year, [00:08:26] so we've been a big 
push of ours in the past couple years has been around housing vouchers so we're trying to 
expand rights for people with housing vouchers. [15.5]  
 
Emily: [00:08:41] In Shaker?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:08:44] Really our goal is Cuyahoga County. But a 
couple of municipalities have the type. So it's called source of income. If you've ever 
heard of that phrase we're trying to get jurisdictions to pass source of income protections 
[00:08:59] and. I just presented some research at Shaker to the Fair Housing Board 
which... One of their council people is on the board. I don't remember the gentleman's 
name and then most of their law department and part of the committee development 
department were there and they've been aware. [21.3] They're usually really into into like 
housing stuff so usually they regularly attend. [00:09:28] We have this fair housing 
collaborative where we get housing groups together and talk about issues. [4.9] So they'd 
been in tune with kind of our push in that direction.  
 
Emily: [00:09:45] So if you had to compare their attentiveness to what you guys do to 
Westlake, what would you say?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:09:51] I would say that compared to anyone they're 
probably one of the better cities out there. [8.3] So I guess another way that we interact 
with Shaker is that one of the functions of this agency is where it would be incorrect to 
call us an enforcement agency. [00:10:13] But so we do testing as an investigative tool to 
uncover housing discrimination. If we find it either through having a bona fide client who 
believes that they're experiencing housing discrimination or if we uncover it through our 
testing, [17.7] we can file on behalf of the agency or on behalf of a client in different 
jurisdictions. So we can file for housing complaints in Shaker Heights and they are one of 
the better cities for doing that. So a lot of a lot of the cities and I don't, if we're comparing 
it to Westlake. [00:10:56] I don't even know if Westlake has a fair housing ordinance. 
[1.9] They might. I don't remember. So Shaker Heights, they do their own enforcement.  
 
Emily: [00:11:08] So you're saying that if you come to them with an issue that you see 
from testing or from a client, then they're responsive to that?  
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Senior Research Associate: [00:11:15] There is a formal process and it's a legal process. 
So this isn't an area that I'm really... I don't have a lot of understanding here. I don't do a 
lot of the enforcement or direct client work but in fairest housing laws whether at local, 
state or federal level, you can file a complaint and you can file a complaint at an 
administrative level or in court. And generally the difference at an administrative level is 
that you deal you deal with this quasi legal system within the administration. [00:11:57] 
So like HUD has an administrative civil rights court. I don't know if it's called a court. In 
Ohio we call it the Ohio Civil Rights Commission and then generally if a city has it an 
ordinance they have a civil rights board. And they can be structured in different ways. 
And that's what Shaker has. [22.6] So you'd file your complaint. That's a written 
complaint or whatever kind of evidence you offer the board reviews it and they make a 
[00:12:30] determination. And one of the benefits of an administrative filing is that the 
outcome is usually a settlement, rather than some kind of mandate from a judge. [19.5] 
Usually doing work and an administrative level rather than in a court is that the process is 
faster and cheaper for everybody, the outcomes are usually more amicable, and that's 
kind of our... As an agency it's more of our expertise to bring cases administratively 
rather than suing people in court. Lawyers are rarely involved. We don't have we don't 
have lawyers on staff. Is an easier process. But we can do that at Shaker. And I want to 
say like 30 cities in Cuyahoga County have fair housing laws so you could hypothetically 
file in these cities. [00:13:37] Some of them have no idea how to treat a fair housing 
complaint and Shaker Heights is not one of the cities, they do a very good job. [6.7] So 
that's probably another another way that we interact with the city of Shaker Heights. I 
don't remember Westlake has a fair housing ordinance up right now. [00:13:58] But let's 
just pretend that they do and that they don't know how to enforce it. So if we are filing a 
race complaint it might be something that we would file at the state level rather than at 
the city level. Westlake does have a fair housing ordinance. But I have no idea if we've 
ever filed a complaint there. [23.4] And if we did how it went.  
 
Emily: [00:14:32] So Shaker Heights, correct me if I'm wrong, has a fair housing 
ordinance but not an inclusive zoning ordinance.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:14:39] I don't think they have...  
 
Emily: [00:14:41] My understanding is that they don't. Which could be one of the 
reasons that the way it's zoned in such a just in such a way that yeah all of the apartment 
and multi-family homes are in the south.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:15:05] Yeah. So maybe it depends on what you think is 
inclusive. There are a lot of ifs. What you think is inclusive and what you think is 
inclusive zoning. I don't know. So I would say that it's really complicated. Here's here's 
my general opinion of zoning in Shaker Heights. Maybe I'll give some background on 
what we're working on this year where we're doing a county wide review of of zoning 
codes. I don't know what it's going to say or what we're going to argue. This is probably 
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going to be this is the first time we've ever looked at zoning as a region. What I think I 
see is from preliminary stuff and what I think the argument is going to be is that as you 
move away from the core and that's probably true of every American city, as you move 
away from the core [of the city] single family zoning and land size and other restrictive 
things become more prevalent and they get larger just like lock coverage. Things like 
parking minimums. I think that as you move away from the city, they get bigger. I don't 
know for sure yet. And I think the argument that we're going to make is that they become 
less inclusive from the standpoint that you can't even live in a city like not necessarily 
saying that like a city like Shaker has a north south like pattern of segregation, but that 
like a city like like Orange you couldn't even live in if you were looking for multi-family 
or if you were of a certain income. I think that's where I think that's going to be our point 
of view. [00:17:30] So like Shaker Heights, are they inclusive? So there's definitely the 
North-South divide. I think it's my personal opinion is that Shaker does a pretty good job 
at being inclusive and I don't know how much was intentional and how much was 
accidental. [23.0] So kind of the way Shaker developed, and if I'm saying anything that 
you already know you can stop me. [00:18:05] So like Shaker developed from the north 
downward and it was one of the first planned cities in America. I don't know if you could 
have any proof of this but people often refer to it as one of the most rigorously planned 
cities, I have no idea if that's a thing. [18.3]  
 
Emily: [00:18:24] Yeah, they talked a little bit about the brothers who had planned it. 
They had an interest in having a diverse housing stock but not necessarily diverse... 
People from different backgrounds and whatnot.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:18:35] Oh yeah. So Shaker, I don't know when 
[00:18:41] they first adopted zoning but they plotted and planned the entire city almost at 
the same time in the late teens into the 20s. And that's kind of when zoning was 
becoming prevalent in the United States. [18.4] But there are lots of there are lots of 
mechanisms that mimics zoning especially, when a planner is the first kind of person or 
body to control an area of land. So one thing they did in Shaker was that they they really 
used, and we see this a lot in Cuyahoga County and older cities like all over America, but 
they use this thing called [00:19:24] restrictive covenants. [1.2] And they were from my 
understanding I haven't seen any, and I didn't notice when I bought my house if there was 
a restricted. So I own a house in Shaker. Sometimes people will see the [00:19:40] legacy 
restrictive covenant and it'll be like no Jews, no Catholics, no Negroes, it'll stay like that 
kind of thing. Shaker definitely had that throughout the city. And at one point in time 
that's how they controlled land and Shaker. [15.3] So like almost the entire western half 
of Shaker Heights was owned by the [00:20:06] Van Sweringen company, [2.1] whatever 
they were called. And they were selling plots or lots to specific developers. Like very few 
people... [00:20:22] They controlled everything. They controlled what style house you 
could build; what kind of materials you could use. Some of it's really interesting. [10.1] 
They plotted the land using the topographical maps like that's how our streets were 
drawn. Yeah. So. Planned from the start and the first kind of marketing of Shaker Heights 
were to the people to the elite of Cleveland who mostly lived here on Euclid Avenue. So 
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those people were moving in in the teens and 20s to Shaker Heights and to Bratenahl, and 
to Cleveland Heights, and East Cleveland somewhat. [00:21:09] So Shaker kind of built 
down with these like big mega houses that are on like the parks, avenues, and on Shaker 
Boulevard and on South Woodland. And as they kind of depleted that they started 
building intentional multi-family and smaller houses and really densely built single 
family housing. [25.3] So like my street like I live behind City Hall. Lots are really small 
houses, and are really close together and its mostly single family but I also I appreciate a 
lot of the building and Shaker because multi-family is worked is worked into the grid in a 
way that if you didn't know, you wouldn't know. [00:21:58] So like in my neighborhood 
all of the houses that cap each block are these really big, really big structures and they 
look like they could be on Van Aken Boulevard or on like Woodland. They're huge. And 
when I moved there I thought they were all mansions but they were they're all tri-plexus, 
[22.2] which I had I had no idea. And if you were just driving down the street and you 
weren't from there you would have no idea that these were all multi-family from a start. 
So I think they did they did a lot of things like that, and they did a really good job for the 
most part of incorporating multi-family into kind of the framework of the environment I 
guess. And it's built in such a way that I think is you know I don't know what their 
motivations were. I think they were trying to really just go for architectural cohesion. But 
like I love like driving down Windslow road, they're these big beautiful houses and you 
would have no if you didn't know that every single one of them is a duplex. And like a lot 
of the Ludlow area is like that. [00:23:15] So they were always intended to be rental 
housing but it just it just looks like it. But it looks like it belongs. [10.8] Now there are 
lots of big apartment blocks and they are all like in the south and like they tend to center 
on Van Aken and like closer to Shaker Square, and I think that's fine. And I think that...  
 
Emily: [00:23:45] Do you guys tend to advocate and create some apartment buildings 
that are not just in those areas?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:23:54] It's hard to do it in a place like Shaker Heights. 
It's hard to do it because Shaker is effectively built out so it's it's really hard to say, like 
where would you build the multi-family? [00:24:17] I think that would like we're always 
supportive of low income housing and where it's placed. I don't think that we've ever 
tended to look at the kind of like the micro area of a neighborhood where. Especially in 
the suburbs, we think of a suburb, we think of it as the whole. [21.1]  
 
Emily: [00:24:38] So as a whole, you ask does it have affordable and low income 
housing?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:24:47] So like if you need a rent that's like seven 
hundred dollars a month, can you live in Shaker Heights? That would be the question we 
would ask. It probably wouldn't be like if you can afford seven dollars a month could you 
get into... Well actually you could. So I guess the other thing. Have you ever looked at a 
school district map in Shaker Heights?  
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Emily: [00:25:18] Yeah.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:25:18] Yeah, I think they're far from perfect but I really 
I appreciate it. Like so if you live on South Park, which is where there's some of the 
biggest houses in Shaker. If you live on South Park you're going to send your kid to 
Boulevard. I don't know if this people send their kid the Shaker Heights, some of them 
must. If you live in a million-dollar home in South Park, you're going to send your kid to 
the Boulevard school. But the boulevard district also includes the big apartment buildings 
that go into like the Larchmere neighborhood. So like I'm in the Onaway, my kids will go 
to Onaway, which is near the high school. And Ottaway includes... It goes all the way up 
to South Park so you have multi-million dollar mansions and then it kind of works its 
way back. [00:26:22] You have hundred-thousand-dollar single family houses and then 
you have multi-family on Van Aken. So I think that there is a lot of income diversity in 
the elementary schools too. [11.1] And like I said it's not perfect. So like I live really 
close to a big apartment building that somehow when they drew the elementary school 
maps, they put that building. I want to say they put it in whatever the ultimate Lamond is 
closed, what's the one in, or Ludlow is closed. They put it in Lamond which is south of 
Chagrin and I believe which that one baffles me, because it's like two blocks from my 
house. It's walking distance from Onaway.  
 
Emily: [00:27:14] Is it still open?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:27:15] The apartment building? Yeah. They closed a 
couple of the schools. I'm not sure which one. So like if you know like the library was 
one of the schools. There's a school, I believe it's called I think Ludlow is open... There's 
Ludlow and Lamond. I think Lamond might even be in the City of Cleveland. Part of 
Cleveland is in Shaker Heights School District. That one is closed. And then there's 
another one called Southerland, which is also south of Chagrin. And they closed that 
[00:27:56] one. And I'm not sure what the politics of school closures are because the 
population of Shaker has not really changed since the 30s. [10.3] It's been really stable. 
So I'm not I'm not sure what's going on there.  
 
Emily: [00:28:11] I think earlier they just attributed it to funding factors.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:28:15] I think so and I think maybe different styles of 
education. I don't know if maybe they had really tiny class sizes at one point or what. I'm 
not sure.  
 
Emily: [00:28:26] Yeah. So as far as your success as your advocacy, do you think that 
your efforts have been successful? Given that it is one of the more inclusive places.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:28:53] In Shaker? I don't think that this agency 
historically has had any effect on inclusively and shaker. I think that most of that work 
was... [00:29:04] So like we were founded in the 80s and a lot of that work was done in 
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the 60s by the community groups. And I think that Shaker integrated really fast and the 
city was really proactive in maintaining integration and outlawing real estate practices 
that they have been shown to cause white flight and resegregation. [33.0] I think that the 
Fair Share movement in Cleveland kind of died before our agency existed. [00:29:52] I 
think that we're kind of doing something similar to a fair share thing right now, and I 
think we're pretty new. And I feel like in a general sense that there are hearts and minds 
are changing, but policy hasn't changed enough yet.  
 
Emily: [00:30:18] I mean living in Shaker, do you feel like people like living in a diverse 
community? [32.1]  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:30:24] In Shaker Heights? [00:30:24] Yeah, so I was 
talking to somebody who described Shaker Heights as kind of a unicorn. I don't know if a 
thing like Shaker if a place like Shaker exists many places. [9.6] I think that you know 
Shaker Heights is a really weird, really unique place to live. The adults who live there 
have a really high rate of... It's a really well educated city. [00:30:50] We have a really 
high rate of adults having advanced degrees. I think that people in Shaker really value 
diversity and I think that people in Shaker do a better job of kind of walking the walk 
rather than talking the talk. [22.2] So I feel like a lot of places in Cuyahoga County, 
"Yeah our schools look like this" and you know you see every kind of person and make 
all of the stereotypical statements, but when you look at the way you look at the 
demographic data doesn't really play out. [00:31:29] And I think that in Shaker, I don't 
know what it is that makes it a place where there's still a lot of demand for housing and 
still a high level of diversity both racially and income diversity. I think some of that was 
was kind of a happy accident, and some of that was intentional. [29.1]  
 
Emily: [00:32:02] So do you feel like the people, or the residents including yourself, then 
advocate that they want the diversity? So a lot of my research is looking at the politics 
from it, which policies are made by city council members, Mayor, whatever the vote on. 
So do you think that they're advocating to them their preferences?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:32:24] No. So I think that there's probably more work to 
be done. I think that there's probably like a general attitude that what we have is pretty 
good. So things that worry me are a lot of the new development that's happening, like 
they're finishing up the Van Aken district, which has like one hundred rentals, I don't 
know if they're rentals or condos, but it's all like luxury. [00:33:16] There are lots of 
condos going in on Chagrin and Van Aken, and it's all on luxury. I worry that there's 
going to be a big push for to increase demand and cost of housing in Shaker. And I don't 
think that anyone is really thinking about being proactive about it. [30.0] I also worry, 
and I don't know if this is true or not. [00:34:00] I worry that as housing prices go up that 
diversity is going to decrease. [8.9] I'm kind of a north-south. I worry that might be a 
thing that's happening.  
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Emily: [00:34:15] So I mean for the two things that you just said were that you think 
generally people are interested in living in intentionally diverse communities, but also the 
other aspect of it is that they are worried about home values?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:34:32] Yeah, I think it's a contradiction but I think it's a 
thing that people feel. Yeah I've heard the mayor speak, I don't know the Mayor well. 
[00:34:47] I mean he had some promotional material for his campaign where it seemed 
like he might be very in tune with kind of helping the people who are maybe like the 
most vulnerable, and I don't know if he had any specific policies in mind. [30.3] But you 
know helping people who live in this in the southern parts of Shaker, helping that housing 
stock. [00:35:31] But at the same time I really view the city administration and city 
council as like really pro development and I think development almost always means like 
like high end luxury. [12.7] Like all this stuff is going into Van Aken is rich people stuff. 
Like there's high end housing and fancy restaurants. And I just worry that it's going to be 
like our whole focus. So I don't know. Just kind of going off a feeling rather than 
knowing on some of this stuff.  
 
Emily: [00:36:20] I mean you live there so why these opinions matter too. Well you 
already said the elected officials are pretty pro development. But do you think that they 
feel pressured to act in the interest of what people want in regards to their property 
values?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:36:50] Oh for sure.  
 
Emily: [00:36:51] Or in regards to wanting diversity?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:36:54] I think property values is always first. [2.2] So 
have you read anything by William Fischel?  
 
Emily: [00:37:03] Yeah.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:37:03] So he talks about [00:37:06] the home-voter 
hypothesis. [0.5]  
 
Emily: [00:37:12] That actually my thesis theory.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:37:12] Yeah. So I think there's some I think there's 
some things he's dead on about some things that he's maybe not. So I really like the idea 
of the home-voter hypothesis. [00:37:24] So like he's really big on like zoning as a 
collective property right. And I think that I think that's useful for analysis and probably 
not based in any reality of how things happen politically. [15.2] But so the home-voter 
hypothesis would be like the foundation of how I'm going to look at zoning code. 
[00:37:50] So like single family zoning gives monopoly power to the owners of single 
family homes. And I think that all local politics in the suburbs is going to be a response to 
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property values. [17.3] Like when we do stuff like low income housing, that's always the 
first thing is like "How is this going to affect property values? How is this going to affect 
our tax rules?" Yeah I think even before people have any kind of value for like what they 
want their neighborhood to look like, they're absolutely very first looking at what it's 
going to do? What is this going to do to the value of my home?  
 
Emily: [00:38:44] So that's first priority?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:38:46] Yeah.  
 
Emily: [00:38:46] So do you think that organizations like this and other fair housing 
advocacy groups work to counter that? [11.2] I mean [the Housing Official] said Shaker 
at one point they had five housing advocacy groups. Which she said it most likely 
attributed to some of the fact that there was a more diverse community. But I was 
wondering your thoughts on that now being in this organization?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:39:20] Can you say the question one more time?  
 
Emily: [00:39:21] So essentially because of the homeowner [or home-voter] hypothesis, 
[00:39:27] do you think that organizations like this and other one’s similar work to 
counteract that?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:39:37] I would say in a general sense, no. Like agencies 
like this one, we're always kind of flabbergasted when people bring up the home value 
argument, and I think that understanding the motivation of that argument and kind of 
being able to reframe that would make us more savvy. [37.6] And that's kind of what I'm 
hoping to maybe do with this. [00:40:11] So in another part of the home-voter hypothesis 
is that single family zoning artificially inflates land and housing prices. [9.5] So there is 
an argument to be made that people fight for their zoning or their land use restrictions or 
neighborhood characteristics or whatever, as a way of... Rent seeking is what economists 
call it. They take more from the market than they're duly deserved because the the 
regulations that they've kind of used as their shield, it causes a defect in the market 
almost. [00:41:06] So I don't know. I don't know how we counteract that. [3.0]  
 
Emily: [00:41:09] I mean even just the efforts that you do in Shaker Heights. Do you 
think that the trainings you provide [help]?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:41:16] Oh I think so. I think we probably don't reach a 
huge audience. [00:41:21] So generally like in Shaker, if we're talking to anybody we're 
talking to landlords who don't care as much about appreciation on their property as they 
do what their rents are going to be that year. [16.2] And that can be dispelled pretty 
easily. [00:41:43] But I think of like the "white flight" thing, I think about this a lot. Like 
the value of property is what we think it is, and if we believe something to lower, it it 
kind of does no matter what it is. [24.9] So if you if you say that somebody with black or 
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brown skin moving onto my block makes my house worth less, and if society believes 
that in general then it's it's true even though it's not. Like why would you know what I 
mean? I don't know. I haven't thought that one out. [00:42:34] So it's kind of dispelling 
myths I think because otherwise you kind of get trapped in this cycle of people fleeing 
things that they don't like because they don't understand it. [18.5] And more because 
there's some kind of real negative effect.  
 
Emily: [00:42:57] I mean I know a big thing in Oak Park was that, the housing center 
that I had talk to, their big thing was "We want to keep people here."  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:43:05] Yeah.  
 
Emily: [00:43:05] And a lot of their elected officials saying all right. So do you see some 
of that? Is that sort of like the work that you do with the landlords’ attempts to... [keep 
people in Shaker]?  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:43:16] No not yet, but I think there is an argument to be 
made in Shaker. So even though the population isn't going down, we're seeing school 
enrollment go down. Not a lot but a little bit. And it's enough to make people worried. 
And that has a little bit to do with how schools are funded. [00:43:39] So I think there is 
an argument to be made that increasing population and increasing population of families 
with children is beneficial to everybody. [9.5] There's also, I read "Zoning Rules" last 
year. And this is just going off on a tangent but he argues that, I think it's somewhat of a 
joke, but that families with children... [00:44:11] So he argues that school districts are the 
number one factor in determining a value determining value of a house. [10.9] But that 
somewhat paradoxically, [00:44:24] people who already own jurisdiction should attempt 
to exclude families with children because adding more children to your school district 
increases the tax burden. [12.8] I think he was just doing it as a joke. [00:44:39] But yeah 
I think that Shaker should be interested in increasing the enrollment in their school. [8.3]  
 
Emily: [00:44:47] Yeah they said they had a lot of competition with private schools.  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:44:51] Yeah and I think some of that has historically 
always been true. So there are a lot of private schools and Shaker. They're super 
expensive. [00:45:06] And my concern with all of this development is that you're going 
to cater to the people who are able to send to send their kids to those schools. But if 
you're trying to increase enrollment in the public school, develop for people who can't 
afford Hathaway Brown and University School. [16.9] Like that seems like a no brainer 
right. But yeah I don't know.  
 
Emily: [00:45:29] Because then they're also like moving in and paying these property 
taxes that aren't even known to the private school that they're sending their kids.  
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Senior Research Associate: [00:45:35] Yeah. [00:45:35] You know and then people 
make the property tax argument like "I'm a homeowner. I pay my property tax." Well like 
renters pay property tax too. [7.1] Yeah. It's just they don't pay it on their tax bill it just 
their landlords pay it. But you know whatever. I think this just some of the stupid things 
that people say when we're trying to fight for someone's right to live in a city. They make 
the tax rule argument as if working class people don't work, don't pay taxes, like 
whatever. I don't know.  
 
Emily: [00:46:09] Yeah no, I agree with you on that. Great. I think that was it. I think the 
only thing is for clarification is my question about how your work counteracts that 
[home-voter hypothesis]. You said, "No, not really" [00:46:29] but you actually are doing 
these things in Shaker that are helping them to be more aware of these issues and how 
you said "in tune [to the issues]." [7.8]  
 
Senior Research Associate: [00:46:38] Yeah. Yeah I hope so. I don't know. We just 
kind of try to cast a wide net and get anybody who we can get to listen.  
 
Emily: [00:46:51] Right. That's all you can do. Yeah, well great.  
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Emily: So going back to that history since you saw, can you tell me a little bit more 
about how you know, why were they looking to maintain their diversity? And how did 
they then, from your perspective even from growing up here, how did they maintain it? 
And what were those efforts?  
 
Elected Official: Well yeah, in the 60s, we had some race riots in Chicago not far from here. 
And in the aftermath, there was a thing that people around here call white flight. And, you 
know the entire west side of the city was predominantly white in the 30s, 40s, 50s, and it 
started to change.  And Oak Park was almost a victim of that because people were leaving 
here going to the farther suburbs because they didn't want to deal with the tensions and they 
didn't want to deal with some of the potential problems. But there were a very forward 
thinking group of people in the 60s who uh identified that you know if Oak Park you know 
just completely gentrifies or re-gentrifies that it would have detrimental effects on our 
community. So you know, they worked very hard to maintain a level of balance in Oak Park. 
Not just so that were would have racial diversity, but so that we would have 
integration. 01:39 You know, we would be diverse on paper saying "Oh okay, we have great 
percentages of all these people, but they only live over here." Right so, if you were to look at 
Oak Park on a diversity map, we're a very integrated town. And a lot of that is by design and 
a lot of that is by luck, too, because you know, the apartment buildings came before the 
problems of making sure that we have a diverse and an inclusive place. So we have the real 
estate stock to be able to be purposeful in how we promote neighborhoods in Oak Park.  
 
Emily: So were you guys trying to prevent more homogeneous when people were moving 
out of the city when you mentioned the white flight? Or were you talking about when they 
came back?  
 
Elected Official: Both. You know so part of the effort was to get people not to leave, right? 
You know, you don't want an exodus from your town. I mean that's not good for anybody. 
But then at the same time people are moving in, because you know we have a higher transient 
population because we have a lot of apartments. And so people come in, they move and they 
go to school at the local universities. 02:52 You know so we have a population that you know 
that shifts. I think about a third of our apartments turn about every year or two. So that's a lot, 
you know. And so as people are coming in, it's important that people are looking in every 
part of town, not just in certain parts of town. 03:10 And you know we saw the value in 
making sure that all of the schools are the same, that all the village services are the same. 
And if you go throughout Oak Park, you don't really have different... You don't have 
neighborhoods that look too different than other neighborhoods. You know, almost any part 
of Oak Park is very racially diverse, and that's something that takes work to do. And I think 
once you get to a certain point, uh you know, when you get to a good point, obviously the 
work you need to do maintain that is probably a lot less than the work that you needed to do 
than create that. You know maintaining always tends to be just a little bit easier than creating. 
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And uh, so yeah but but we were fortunate to have the geography already in place. You 
know, we have buildings all along Austin Boulevard that are apartment buildings. But we 
also have apartment buildings all throughout downtown Oak Park and central Oak Park--and 
they're similarly priced. 04:14 You know I'd say that there are probably some better deals to 
be had on Austin Boulevard, you know just because not everybody wants to live on a main 
street and not everybody wants to live that close to Chicago. You know, there's definitely a 
higher amount of violence in Chicago across from Austin, than there is... We have have a 
map here, have you looked at a map yet?  
 
Emily: Yeah, on my way here I was trying to get here. 
 
Elected Official: Okay, I'll pull it up.  
 
Emily: So I traveled from the Austin station to get here. 
 
Elected Official: Oh okay, let me pull up a map so that when I'm saying these things, you 
can kind of get a good sense of... 
 
Emily: And then later I'm going to the downtown area to meet with [elected official].  
 
Elected Official: Oh, you're meeting with [elected official]? Oh okay cool. Alright. Alright 
so Oak Park is rectangle. And so, let me pull it up here... So it's North Avenue, Roosevelt 
Rd., Harlem Avenue, and Austin Boulevard.05:18 So it's a perfect rectangle. It's 4.5 square 
miles. Austin Blvd. is what separates Oak Park from Chicago. Now, if you were to take a 
walk, you know, you wouldn't know that you were in Oak Park or Chicago on Austin Blvd. 
But if you were to go one block in either direction, there are striking differences. So you took 
the train to get here? What time are you meeting [elected official]?  
 
Emily: 3pm.  
 
Elected Official: Okay, cool. So there's wide differences between the Austin neighborhood 
in Chicago and Oak Park. You know, the wealth differences are massive. I don't have the 
numbers on me but uh a quick look in either direction. If you stood on Austin Blvd. on 
almost any street and looked into Oak Park and you looked into Chicago, it's like looking into 
two different worlds. 06:20 So luckily you know a lot of the apartment buildings are 70, 80, 
90 years old in town. You know, we have a very old community. And so when you want to 
be purposeful on where you're putting people to live and and in creating it, we're lucky that 
not all of the apartment buildings are on the side of town that's nearest to Austin. Right? 
Because that's how you could really create, you know, segregated areas. If all the cheap 
apartments were on one side and all the expensive ones were on another, you know I could 
see how that would, you know begin to affect what the neighborhoods look like. And you 
know there is some differential between Austin Blvd. apartments and you know and other 
apartments. But it's not massive. 07:10 You know, a couple of hundred dollars uh difference 
here and there. And uh, and I think that's important to maintain good stock throughout the 
entire village. That's apart of what we do. We have very high property standards in Oak Park 
that the building owners have to keep their property in very good condition. We've got little 
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cars that drive around and write tickets all day. You know broken windows or trash, you 
know we we take a lot of pride in the property and with the concept that no matter where you 
are in Oak Park, the property standards should be the same. You know, it's a little harder to 
enforce on the borders. 07:55 So we've got a border on the north side of Oak Park, which is 
here, route 64 which is North Ave. It's Chicago on that side and it's Chicago east of Austin. 
So it's kind of an "L." And North Ave. looks more like the city. It's a main ... the businesses 
are serving different needs. So there's more restaurants on North Ave. like drive-thru. There's 
a couple of pawn shops on North Ave because they service a lot of people that come from the 
inner city. So, just naturally it's going to look a little more like the city. 08:36 And that's 
something that me, personally, I live right here by this Taylor Park. You know, I live near 
North Ave and I've always maintained that North Ave should look the same as Lake St. or 
like Madison. It should look like Oak Park, even if you're driving down the street and one 
side of the street looks nicer than the other. I think it's important that Oak Park maintain the 
standard. But over the course of 20 years, there's been the idea that "No, it shouldn't look 
better than the Chicago side." And I find that to be kind of ridiculous. Like our standards are 
our standards and I think those standards should...  
 
Emily: And like what's the argument for what it should look like?  
 
Elected Official: Just that people have used different arguments like "It's not equitable," and 
I don't understand what that means. You know, equity is you know having our village look 
like our village and having the city look like the city is perfectly okay in my book. We have 
standards and we are a more affluent village. We an affluent village that also has that 
diversity, and uh it's it's having a higher standard for how things look is not something that's 
an equity issue. 09:51  
 
Emily: To you, it's more important to maintain the diversity, whereas... 
 
Elected Official: I think it's crucial. It's why people move here. They move here because of 
our schools, our proximity to the city. It's probably the most urban suburb I've ever 
seen. 10:17 But it's still tranquil. You drive around at 10 o'clock at night and most of the 
streets are pretty empty, it's a pretty sleepy town. So, yeah it’s... I don't think that there's 
anything wrong with taking pride in how our village looks. We have very proud people that 
are here, our standards should reflect that. And if the city isn't willing to invest on their side 
of the street, it shouldn't impact on our willingness to invest on our side of the 
street. 10:49 And there's always interesting battles about that. As anything, you know you 
look at any major city, the borders typically you know uh it's the hardest thing to enforce 
because it's the farthest from the center of the village. So you know, it's just normal. It's just 
physics or geometry. So I've been a big proponent of bringing public art to North Ave. You 
know for years all of our, I mean we've spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on art over the 
years and most of it ends up in central Oak Park, which is great for the people in central Oak 
Park. When I became a trustee almost two years ago, I made a big push to the arts council, 
saying look our public art should be distributed throughout town in a very equitable 
way. 11:40 And that means that people who live on North Avenue or in the northeast Oak 
Park area have just as much right to have public art near their homes as people who live in 
downtown Oak Park. Or, here in the civil corridor. It's something I pushed very hard, and 
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they responded to that. It wasn't a battle, I just had to make the case... They put a beautiful 
mosaic on North Avenue on a children's museum that's up there. And it's improved the 
quality of life there. It's like a 70-foot piece or something. Just absolutely gorgeous.  
If you feel comfortable, I can take a quick drive to show you these areas so you can city the 
difference between Austin and Oak Park. It'll blow your mind.  
 
Emily: Yeah, sure. Thanks.  
 
Elected Official: So yeah, so that was on North Ave and downtown Oak Park is kind of a 
diagonal to there. We’re not even in downtown Oak Park.  
 
Emily: Okay. That's where I think I'm meeting later at L!ve Cafe.  
 
Elected Official: Oh okay, yeah, L!ve Cafe. Great spot. Newer cafe in town. So it's 
interesting trying to keep up those standards. Even as we drive on Austin later when we 
leave, you'll see like yeah, Oak Park has a slight edge on the city. I think it reflects the wealth 
of our community and the higher property taxes that we pay. You know, it's part of 
maintaining Oak Park a great place to live. I try not to say "What makes Oak Park Great 
Again” because like... you know everybody with the MAGA 13:31  
 
Emily: Oh yeah, probably good to avoid that.  
 
Elected Official: Yeah probably not going to fly.  
 
Emily: So going back into the more zoning, which I know I'll get a lot from the village 
planner. As you have been in office, so what are the inclusive things that you have been 
involved in? 14:04  
 
Elected Official: So we don't have an inclusionary zoning law, but we are working on one. 
And the reason that we don't have one is because we haven't need one.  
 
Emily: Because it already kind of naturally happened?  
 
Elected Official: Yeah, I mean our affordable housing rate when I took office was about 
18.4 percent of our housing stock. Which is pretty high. You know the government mandates 
you have a 10 percent. Some of our neighboring towns have a little bit higher percentage, but 
they you know they're towns that have fewer services. So they're affordability is a little bit 
more prevalent. And they also don't have the same level of taxes we have. The number one 
thing inhibiting affordable housing for Oak Park is property tax. 15:03 We're like one of the 
highest property tax suburbs in the country. We pay a lot. You know I live in a modest home 
and our property taxes are 13.5 thousand dollars. That's a lot. So imagine over a thousand 
months. So now, I think my property taxes have superseded the amount of my mortgage. So 
when you're paying more a month in property tax than you would be for interest and on 
principle on a loan.  
 
Emily: So you're saying then that limits the inclusionary capabilities?  
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Elected Official: So think about apartment buildings. There's a building that I know on 
Harlem Ave. It's a three flat and their property taxes are 35 thousand dollars a year. So 
typically if you own a building and you have a fixed mortgage on that building--the only time 
you raise the rent is if the property tax goes up. And that's just most building owners would 
not raise rent on a fixed mortgage. The only time that it happens is when property taxes go 
up. So if you imagine that your property taxes go up 15 percent in two years, which is very 
common here, landlords have no choice but to raise rent. 16:27 So as rents go higher, 
affordability goes lower and the number of people who have access to living in Oak Park 
goes down. 16:36 And uh, and a lot of these buildings, a big portion of the rent goes right 
towards property taxes. So if the building owner knows I'm a fixed mortgage, you know they 
want to reinvest a certain percentage of their rent into the building to maintain it and keep it 
clean, mow the lawn, and make sure the utilities are working fine. You know, that requires 
money, the mortgage requires money, and then the property tax. So the only one that's really 
a variable is the property tax. It's a big deal.  
 
Emily: So what then for kind of linking that with property values in general, is that 
something that's important to people here? Do you think that it sways decisions? 
 
Elected Official: Believe it or not, it is and it isn't. It's important to some people and not 
important at all to other. 17:35 So we have a wide range of opinions in town about property 
values. You know there's some people who believe that it's in the government's best interest 
and are chartered to maintain property values. And I believe that, I think that when a person 
invests in a home, you know it's typically a family's biggest investment ever is where they 
purchase a home and where they educate their children. So I do think we have a fiduciary 
duty to make decisions that can let property values naturally increase. 18:19 The more the 
property taxes are, the less a property is worth. In the end, if property taxes are so 
excruciatingly higher, people are going to be willing to pay less for a house. 18:33 And if 
property taxes are so high that rents and apartment buildings go up so high, they're going to 
start looking at neighboring villages. So it's maintain that balance that's really hard to 
do. 18:46 So but we are looking at...we've had sort of a development boost in the last five 
years. There's a couple of high rises that went up in downtown Oak Park, and we'll see those. 
And they're luxury apartments that are bringing top dollar. And there's some people in town 
who are concerned that it's going to create less affordable housing. The opposite has actually 
happened. We had some evidence last year that there was a lot of demand for housing for 
upper income people, people working in the West Loop in Chicago that don't want to live 
there so you know, they get on the train and come 20 minutes west and they're in Oak park. 
So there was some evidence of housing being taken up by people who could afford a lot more 
for housing, but there just wasn't a place to put them. 19:49 And so adding a couple of luxury 
buildings in downtown Oak Park has alleviated some of the demand for buildings that are 80, 
90, 100 years old. Still very beautiful apartments, but not the new, modern luxury that many 
millennials and computer programmers working at Google are looking for. They're not 
looking for the old, creaky, very beautiful victorian type thing. 20:14 I love that.  
 
Emily: Yeah, I like that too. 
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Elected Official: Especially the Google programmers, they want ultra modern, brand new, 
and same experience for everybody. I love having an old house that's solely unique to you 
know me. There's no other house like it in Oak Park. So by building those buildings, a lot of 
the demand for apartments that, I should preface it by saying...what was happening was that 
demand for housing in Oak Park was pushing up prices. 20:53 And the demand was coming 
from people who were making pretty healthy salaries. So by building these luxury buildings, 
it alleviated a lot of the demand that was artificial on some of the more affordable 
buildings. 21:06 Again, still very high property standards, but now we've noticed that as a 
result of building those buildings, our affordable housing rate went to mid 18 percent to now 
over 22 percent. 21:23 So affordable housing is actually going up and prices are coming 
down. 21:29 And some of the demand has been met with supply. And you know, I mean, I'm 
sure you've heard of that economic principle a thousand times in school. And so now what 
we want to do though is that we want to make sure we maintain what we do have because it's 
possible that these things ebenflow and we want to make sure that we maintain that 18-22 
percent affordable housing. 21:58 And so we are looking at passing an inclusionary zoning 
law that would demand either set asides or contributions to our affordable housing 
fund. 22:10  
 
Emily: So increasing it [affordable housing]?  
 
Elected Official: Not necessarily increasing it, but doing enough of inclusionary zoning to 
maintain that if all these new buildings come online and there's this demand for luxury, well 
then it could create a socio-economic division. 22:27  
 
Emily: So you're trying to prevent that?  
 
Elected Official: We're trying to prevent that with an inclusionary zoning law. And there's a 
wide variety of opinions about whether or not that would work or not. 22:38 There's a big 
philosophical debate about whether it's ethical to do that, or whether it's too much 
government toiling in private property. But if the law is restricted to buildings that are 
seeking zoning relief, you know that's something I can endorse. If it's a private property deal 
and a building is being built within zoning, I don't know that the government has a right to go 
and demand affordable housing as apart of that. But the minute they say "Well, we want it to 
be taller," now you're asking something of the public, right? The public is giving you 
something, and I'm okay with a good pro-quo when you're asking the government for relief. 
That's a fair... "I want to go up five more stories." Well, okay then we want something 
now. 23:25 That seems like a fair thing. But imagine if the government tells you "Okay you 
bought this property. You have a right to build whatever you want to build within the 
zoning." And then on top of that we say they now have to pay into our fund, or you have to 
put affordable units in your building.  
 
Emily: Yeah, a lot of inclusionary zoning laws I've been seeing are some sort of fund. I was 
reading about your guys' steps towards that. But then there's also putting 15 percent 
affordable housing a developer makes market rate. So is that something people would 
consider here? Or what do you think of that to maintain the 18-22 percent? Well first, one of 
my biggest complaints is that...and it's interesting you're asking me because I caught a lot of 
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hell for some of my comments over this because I said "Hey look, the last time we measured 
the 18.4 percent was eight years ago. And so I wanted to slow our process down by six 
months so we could wait to get the latest data." Which we literally just got. 24:30  
 
Emily: Which is the 22 percent?  
 
Elected Official: Right. And uh many people in town who were inclusionary zoning 
advocates as an ideology were saying I'm racist and which you know, is ridiculously not true, 
but I am a data driven person. I don't believe in making a law and having percentages and 
amounts that are just guessed. We should look at what is the measure and what do we want to 
achieve? And what stats do we watch to make sure we're hitting those goals. 25:03 So, it was 
a really interesting thing being called such things when all I was asking for was time to assess 
what our situation is. But there's many people who go around town and say we have an 
affordable housing crisis. And they specifically say crisis. And it's absolutely false. We don't 
have a crisis. We have an important thing to do to make sure we maintain our affordable 
housing, nobody wants to see the affordable housing get reduced, but we don't have a crisis. 
You can get an apartment in Oak Park now for less than $1000 a month for the first time in 
modern history. 25:39  
 
Emily: So do you or do the other trustee members, or how does that work with that opinion? 
Does anyone on the trustee board use the affordable housing crisis as some sort of tactic?  
 
Elected Official: Yes, there's definitely a wide range of opinions on the board. You know, 
I'm not a political person. When people ask me if I'm a democrat or a republican, I tend to be 
like "I hope they both lose." I just don't subscribe to a political ideology. On some things, I 
consider myself as far left as I can get. And on some things, I consider myself right of center. 
It just depends on the issue. 26:32 When I ran for trustee, I didn't really run on an ideology 
that was one thing or the other. I'm a very analytical person and if the board... For example, if 
the board decided that we wanted to have 25 percent of affordable housing. Even if I 
disagreed with that, if the will of the board was that, then I would actively participate to get 
that number. I'm a consensus player so once the board decided that it's what we want to 
maintain, I might go contrary to my own belief. So, I'm happy with a 20 percent affordable 
housing rate. And I think that's double than what the federal government asks for. To have an 
affluent, high demand town that has anywhere north of 18 percent of affordable housing, I 
think is the right balance. 27:38 Because you know, you get to a point where there's a 
diminishing return. We couldn't physically have 50 percent affordable housing because there 
wouldn't be people to pay the property taxes. It's just not physically possible. We levy, with 
all the taxes combined, we levy 200 million dollars from 4.5 square miles. That's a lot of 
money. So imagine, and I've tried to have this conversation with people... If we have 75 
percent affordable housing, our village would fall apart because there wouldn't be the wealth 
here to support the services and the taxes that we have to pay. And at some point, that could 
actually cause a mass exodus. 28:25 If property taxes kept going up, sooner or later 
everybody leaves. 28:34 Or only the ultra wealthy live here. And we want neither of that to 
happen, we want the middle to happen. We want to have a wide range of socioeconomic 
citizen or residents in our village. So what's that balance? Hard to say. But I think 20 percent 
is good. 28:48 And I think if with our inclusionary zoning, I don't know what the percentage 
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will be of set asides. But so far what we've done is even though we haven't had an 
inclusionary zoning law, we have gone to the developers and negotiated payments into our 
affordable housing fund. 29:07 And uh, we've raised I think about a million and a half dollars 
in that fund. So they [developers] have made contributions to the affordable fund, and as a 
result now we're able to subsidize or help fund some of their projects. We have one project 
that we're putting online at 801 South Oak Park. Did you you get off at Austin at the Blue 
Line?  
 
Emily: I was on the Green Line. 
 
Elected Official: Oh, you were on the Green Line. So the other train line that comes through 
town, which is the blue line, we're doing an affordable housing development with 37 
units. 29:52 And that's going to be like workforce housing. It's geared toward people making 
between $16-18 per hour. Uh it's run by a world class organization, and we're helping them 
with half a million-dollar grant. Obviously it's a multi-million-dollar project.  
 
Emily: What did people say in regards to it being all in one location? 
 
Elected Official: Again there were wide ranges of opinion. There were lots of people in that 
immediate neighborhood who were against it and there were a lot in that neighborhood who 
were for it. You know, it's that basic NIMBYism that you know, every town has. Everybody 
is great with a program as long as it's not in their backyard. 30:31 But by and large, the 
people who were against it were the people who were against it for good reason. I said at the 
board meeting, I understand their concern. 30:43 Concentrating 37 units of people making 
$16 per hour changes the nature of the neighborhood. I don't think it changes the 
neighborhood for the worse, I think it changes it for the better. But people there thought 
that... you know.  
 
Emily: What was their main argument [against]? 
 
Elected Official: They thought crime was going to go up. 31:03 Yeah, they thought that 
there were going to be people walking the streets late at night. People really like that Oak 
Park is sleepy.  
 
Emily: I was going to ask, were they worried that living so close to an affordable unit that 
large would affect their own property values?  
 
Yeah, they think that their property rates will go down. They think that you know, I mean in 
Oak Park most people are in their house by ten o'clock. So now imagine that you now got a 
37-unit housing development that is geared toward workforce. These are people working in 
the restaurants, work in the bars, their hours are much different. These people might be 
coming home at one, two, three, four o'clock in the morning. 31:47 And I think people are 
worried about traffic and noise and pedestrians at all hours of the night making noise. Again, 
I understand why people would be concerned about that, I just don't share their...I don't think 
that would actually happen. If somebody moves into her neighborhood that's quiet, they tend 
to be quiet. 32:16 Right? Like the people just naturally don't want to be the jerk that's having 
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a party at two o'clock in the morning when everybody around you is being quiet. I just don't 
think these things will happen. And, too, the organization that's going to be running the 
development has a lot of experience building buildings like this. So I think partnering with 
the right people on affordable housing developments is important because their credibility 
and their expertise means that we won't have the growing pains of changing the landscape of 
a certain neighborhood. 32:59 You know, they already know how to train not just their staff, 
but how to engage with their residents to say "Okay, hey this is a really quiet part of town, 
make sure we're being good neighbors."  
 
Emily: What do you think... So you talked a lot about the opinions of people and your own 
opinions, but how do you think that the voter opinions have influenced your role in your 
decisions, and even just the whole boards decisions in general? 33:35  
 
Elected Official: As far as influence, it's hard to say. I would say I'm mostly influenced 
by not ideology. I'm mostly influenced by fact and evidence. So uh, we have one of the most 
educated populations in the country in Oak Park. The public has done a really good job at 
helping me to become informed. You know, you have to be really careful with where you're 
getting your information. You also have to be careful getting information from our own 
government. 34:21 So we have staff...everybody has some sort of bias. I look at a number; I 
might draw different conclusions from the same number you do. 34:30 Some people might 
look at our affordable housing rate and say "Oh, we're doing great" and somebody else might 
be like, "Oh, this is a disaster." So it's important to listen to lots of different opinions, whether 
they're correct or not. It doesn't really matter, but hearing those in an objective way, and in a 
purposeful way to try and minimize your own bias I think is really important. 34:56 And 
constituents who engage me with evidence and their take-away from that evidence tend to be 
very influential in my thinking. 35:11 I don't make any decisions out of emotion in my life.  I 
try and minimize how I feel about something and I try to maximize using probability to make 
decisions. 35:30  
 
Emily: So do you think that the people are active in the community? And do they bring you 
those facts?  
 
Elected Official: Oh yes, absolutely.35:41  
 
Emily: Are there things they lobby for in their interest say usually what the board executes 
depending on what it is?  
 
Elected Official: I would say it depends on what it is because there are some... Oak Park is 
very liberal, and even within Oak Park it's very progressive. 36:01 Well there's certain ideals 
that are pushed that... Only ideal that I hear of all the time is that I hear of institutional 
racism. 36:12 I've heard that a hundred times since I've been a trustee, but nobody can give 
me a single example of it though. I'm sure in the past that there was, and so having a 
discussion and saying "Okay, I hear you. But I'm a white man. I have blind spots. I 
acknowledge that. Can you help me to refine what it is what we're talking about so that if 
there is institutional racism, I can fix it." 36:40 I haven't found it in zoning, nor the public 
code. So there's a lot of ideals that are thrown around, but when the rubber meets the road 
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there's not always something to do about it. Sometimes we've eradicated that. One person did 
come up with one example--the roads. "Well, maybe roads in a certain part of town get more 
attention than other parts of town." That is a legitimate thing to look into, let's look into that. 
And then I find out that our roads are completely replaced on a need basis. So we have crews 
that go around town and they have a way to rate the quality of the road and when it's going to 
need redone. It's all based on the amount of investment--if you wait too long to re-do a road, 
it's going to cost a lot more to re-do it. 37:31 So I'm like, okay I don't see any institutional 
racism there. But then the only example I could come up with on my own of institutional 
racism would be booting cars after business hours because when I look into it, you know, 
different racial groups use banks differently. So I would say, walking down the street, there's 
a high likelihood that almost every one of our white residents would have a credit card or a 
debit card. But I also owned a restaurant and I have a foundation, I help people who are ex-
offenders coming out of prison, and many won't have a bank account or a debit card. So if 
their car gets booted at night, they have no way to pay to get the boot removed. And 
sometimes they have no way to pay...they might not have $500 in their checking account. So, 
the way I look at that is that it is something that is very regressive, and something that we 
have to mitigate, and something that is a good example. Now, I may not have thought of that 
without thinking about institutional racism as a whole, but it was interesting that nobody 
really cited that as an example but other examples of were there no racist structures in 
place. So yes, it's a very long way to say yes. We have a very active resident base, and a 
political class of people that are very involved in what we do. 39:06 I mean, most of our 
board meetings, we have lots of people that show up to the board meeting. I probably get ten 
emails a day of people advocating for different things. 39:18 And uh, I meet with constituents 
regularly. Each trustee has their own methodology. Like I use social media a lot because I 
just believe in the transparency of it. 39:26 You know, I have discussions and debates online 
so my entire trusteeship is very well documented. If you go back on my timeline, you could 
see every issue, how I formed my opinion, the data that I used to come to my opinion. People 
would then challenge me on that and make me think differently, and in many cases I have 
changed what I believed about something based on open and honest discussion. 39:59 And 
then there's other times where people will be arguing something from a place of emotion and 
not from a place of data. And you can see very quickly that they will either exit the 
conversation very quickly, or will just say "Oh, you're a racist, you don't 
understand." 40:21 Like, okay. Unfortunately, that's where politics have gone in this country, 
it finds its way into our municipality, too. And uh, it's unfortunate.  
 
Emily: So are you full-time?  
 
Elected Official: No, I'm basically a volunteer. I get $15,000 per year as a stipend. So I do 
get paid a very small of money. I mean it is a lot of time. The first year, I spent 20 hours a 
week being a trustee 41:04 because you, I mean uh, on a good week I might only have a 
couple of hundred pages to read. But on a busy meeting with 15 or 20 line items, I might 
have to either completely read or skim through hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of 
pages, so... You know, when other people are reading for fun, or fictions, or nonfiction, I'm 
usually reading contracts, and balance sheets, and uh so... It's not so fun all the time and takes 
a lot of time. But I think that in order to be a good trustee, you have to be very well 
informed 41:40 and not only do you have to read all the materials given from the village 
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staff, we also have to do a bit of our own homework, too, to make sure that we're getting the 
whole picture. And that's not to say that somebody's not giving us the picture, it's just 
going...going back to that bias, I think that even people that work in government have a bias, 
and that it's a different bias than people who don't work in government. 42:05 You know, 
there's different mentalities. And I think it's important to acknowledge that and say "Okay, 
I'm getting this information from the Village Manager. The Village Manager is a very high 
paid person. You know, there might be a bias toward certain data. I don't know. Maybe there 
is or there isn't, but the point is that when I present that data to the population or to my 
constituents, then I can get presented counter information, or augmented information, and it 
helps me to really understand what I'm doing.  
 
Emily: So do you feel pressured at all to act in the interest of what the voters want? Or are 
you still just fact versus emotion? 
 
Elected Official: No, I feel the public tries to put pressure, but I never act out of that 
pressure. The reason is because you could put 50 people in village chambers who all believe 
one thing, and they can be aggressive about it and emotional about it, and it's really important 
to them. But there's also 38,000 adults in Oak Park. So they don't own the issue. It’s their 
ideal. And of course, whenever anyone is pushing their ideal, they're always saying "Well 
these are our community values." Okay, well no singular person owns what the community's 
values are, right? It's a conglomeration of all the people who live here. We have different 
groups. We have groups that are far left, some that are center left, some that are center. And 
you know, like here center is considered right wing, it's kind of funny. And we even have 
some who are right of center in Oak Park. You know, Oak Park you used to be a very 
republican village in the early part of the 20th century. Up until about the 1950s, it was very 
very republican and it wasn't until the 60s that it switched. But we've got people that have 
lived here since then.44:16 You know, so there are people here who are you know, way right 
of center, and they're part of the village too. They're apart of our collective ideals.  You 
know, so where those ideals fall is why we have a board. Each of us got elected by a 
constituency. And we have a wide range of opinions on the board. We have a really dynamic 
board right now. 44:42 We constantly have really really lively debates at the board table.  
 
Emily: Which makes sense given the fact that you guys have a lot of participation from the 
people.  
 
Elected Official: Which is good. It's good. There's a lot of pressure to do the right thing, and 
in the end, you just have to remember--you got elected. Not to just do what people order for 
you to do. You got elected for your brains, and your abilities, and each of us brings a 
leadership mentality. We all have different goals, which is why every other year when there's 
a new board, one of the first meetings is a goal-setting meeting where the board establishes 
goals. And that's where all the personal things can get washed up. Because if some people are 
a one issue candidate, and many candidates are one issue candidates, if they get into office on 
one issue and you get into the goal setting and no one else cares about your issue, it's done. 
Your next two years, you can't even work on what you want because we have very 
established goals. That's a good thing. I think when you have that goal-setting, you're able to 
work together to achieve those goals. Even if you don't agree with it, you're still on the board, 
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you're still part of the team. 46:16 These are our collective goals, and I would say that's what 
our ideals are as a village. So yeah, other trustees are probably more influenced by the public. 
And other trustees probably don't care what the public has to say. 46:34  
 
Emily: So I guess I'll see how [elected official] is later.  
 
Elected Official: {Elected official] is very civic-minded. They would probably say that 
they’re not influenced, but they’re an activist, right? So they might not say that they’re not 
influenced, but she's influenced by their constituency, and not at all by other constituencies. I 
like to think that I don't go into an issue having a preconceived notion about it. I might say 
"This is what I believe right now," but I'm willing to learn. 47:12 A lot of times, I'm not an 
expert on everything. I'm a business owner, I have a business degree, I'm a business person or 
entrepreneur. I happen to also work in social services because that's where my heart takes me, 
but even the way I do that is so completely out of the social service box. I do things 
completely differently. I teach ex-offenders how to take back their lives, and what I teach 
them is so contrary to what everybody else teaches them. One example is when they go for an 
interview, a lot of other organizations give them a shirt and a tie when they go to an 
interview. Well the shirt doesn't fit and the tie knot is bad, and so they end up going to the 
interview looking even more wrong than if they were just wearing whatever clothes they feel 
comfortable in. 48:10 So I always tell them, "Look, you're going to an interview for a 
restaurant job. They want reliability..." You know, so basically they don't need to worry 
about a shirt and tie or speaking the Queen's English. Don't worry about presenting yourself 
as somebody that you're not. Let them know that you're going to be reliable, that you're going 
to work your butt off, that you'll be the first one in and the last one out. It's all they care 
about. And but when I go and lecture on that, a lot of social service agencies will say "Ohh 
well that's not what we do," and I'm like well none of you really owned a business. So you 
don't know what's important in a restaurant owner when it comes to hiring somebody. It's just 
different perspectives. Again, I think everybody should be open to, and you know open. We 
have some trustees that are hardcore, "I identify with this ideology," and whatever that 
ideology says is the way they'll go with. And then we have other that I couldn't predict. I 
couldn't predict how half of them would vote on any given issue. 49:21 It's interesting. So 
[elected official] is the third one from the left, you probably saw their picture online. Next to 
them is [elected official], they’re a good friend of mine. I have no idea, like if I had to pick 
50 random issues, I have no idea where he'd land on any of them. [Elected Official] is 
somewhat predictable, maybe 30 percent of the time and the other 70 percent of the time who 
knows. [Elected official] I think leans a little bit left. Very reasonable and very smart. 
They’re a lawyer so they’re always open and honest. [Elected Official], they’re mister 
politician because you never know how they’re going to go.  
 
Emily: And is their position full time?  
 
Elected Official: No, they’re part-time too. We have a Village Manager form of government, 
which is completely different. So Oak Park, in an effort to combat politics and patronage and 
corruption, established the Village Manager form of government. He's actually not even 
technically the Mayor, he's the Village President. But he wanted to be called Mayor, so 
before I was on the board, they passed an ordinance that basically said that Mayor and 
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Village President are synonymous. 51:06 But what we really have is a Board of Directors 
who's lead by the President of the Board, and we have one employee--the Village Manager. 
The Village Manager acts as the Mayor. In a traditional set-up, the Village Manager is the 
person who makes the day-to day decisions. 51:31 And they run the village based on the 
protocols and the laws that the trustees have established. So for example, I couldn't go 
anywhere in Village Hall and give someone a directive. I have zero authority over any of our 
staff, which is a good thing.  
 
Emily: But they’re acting on the protocols and laws that you guys make? 
 
Elected Official: Exactly. So she's the boss. If I want to go and speak to somebody in public 
works, I would go through the Village Manager. And same with the Mayor, Anan cannot go 
to any employee and give a directive. 52:13 And so it's really good because that way, you 
don't get the problems that some villages have where… I often tell people, “Would you want 
our IT director to be an elected position or a hired position?” And they say "Oh, hired for 
sure. We'd want an expert." And well same with running a village with a 160-million-dollar 
budget, I wouldn't want to put that responsibility in an elected person's hands because you 
don't know who you're going to get. 52:42 Right? If they run a good campaign but they're 
terrible at leadership or management, they can do a lot of damage.  
 
Emily: That makes sense. So do you guys vote the Village Manager?  
 
Elected Official: Yes. Each year there's an annual review and a contract review, and the 
Village Board solely hires the Village Manager. And that's the only hiring decision we make. 
And the Village Manager makes all other hiring decisions. 
 
Emily: In your opinion, do you think that she responds mostly to the constituents of the 
people? Or is it just laws, ordinances? And whatever it says? 
 
Elected Official: They do a very good job at hearing people and bringing issues to the board 
that need to be resolved. So it depends what the complaint is, how many people are 
complaining about it. 53:34 We have certain constituents that are very regularly giving us 
complaints about this thing or that thing, and they are the only person in the village who 
thinks that way. So you're weeding out what's really an issue, what's not an issue, and that 
takes a lot of work sometimes. And I think she does a good job at identifying what the real 
issues are and being open and honest about what they are and what we need to do to rectify 
them.54:05 And we also have citizen commissions. I think we have 11 or 13 citizen 
commissions. We have a Board of Health, and they advise the Health Department, they 
advise the Board on health related issues. We have the Community Design Commission, who 
are the people advise us on signage for buildings. We have a sign ordinance that basically 
says you can't cover up all the windows with signs. And so that commission is the one who 
gives us advice on what to do. 54:46 And so a lot of the issues in the village come through 
the citizen commissions traditionally. 54:52  
  
Emily: Great. I think I asked you everything. I think I got it all.  
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Elected Official: Alright, great! You want to go take a quick ride and I'll show you the ins 
and outs of the area? I think it'll help you to see some of these differences.  
 








































Oak Park Interview 2 
Employee of OPHA 
1/9/19 
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:00:19] So how did you pick Oak Park?  
 
Emily: [00:00:24] So I was going focus on the city city of Chicago generally. It started 
out just being. I wanted to do my independent study on. Residential segregation both 
racially and socioeconomically. And then I was. Coincidentally in Intro to urban issues 
class this semester and it started talking about the suburbs and you know white flight out 
to the suburbs and whatnot. Urban sprawl and that's kind of how I formed my topic 
because as for me my topic at the beginning of the year you just became interested in the 
suburbs. Given the fact that white flight meant that it is hard to maintain diversity and 
then the further you go out it is less and less. So one of the things was that I had to pick 
one inclusive, more inclusive suburb and one more exclusive suburb based on diversity 
and socioeconomic status. And so naturally one was more inner ring and one was outer 
ring. So I had interviews in Lake Forest the past two days. And now I'm in Oak Park 
these two days hoping that I can get different perspectives.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:01:36] Who're you speaking with up there?  
 
Emily: [00:01:38] The the Director of Community Development. And she was like the 
main person, everyone who directed me to her. And then I tried to look for like Fair 
Share Housing Authority type things, but I really couldn't come across any. And so I was 
like I miss them but also. They could just not exist which might explain some things too.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:02:07] One of the issues is that northeastern Illinois, and you 
you're from Ohio?  
 
Emily: [00:02:21] I'm from Youngstown Ohio.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:02:23] I saw something about your background in terms of 
where you went to high school or something. So in Youngstown, there was a guy there 
who was mayor.  
 
Emily: [00:02:53] What is his name?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:02:53] If I'm thinking of that person. Okay I'm thinking 
someplace else. Does a guy who's a Mayor from an Ohio city that's been impacted by the 
steel mills and other challenges and things like that. He was a fantastic guy. So, 
Northeastern Illinois is a six county area that comes under the Geographic parameters of 
the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning CMAP, which is the MPO the 
Metropolitan Planning Organization for northeastern Illinois. So that's. The Chicago 
metro area that is if you think of it as the six county area there are 284 municipalities in 
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that region. And so a lot of those have a housing authority that is covering many 
municipalities so it could be at the county level or it could be at a regional level. So. 
You're talking to people in my county. There's the Housing Authority Lake County. So 
it's not actually. Lake Forest as a municipality. That has its own housing authority but it's 
instead at a county level. So if you think of it this way. That six county area has about. 
Between eight and a half million people. There's 12 million people in the state of. Illinois. 
So two thirds of the population in the state is in this six county area that comprises about 
like 5-8 percent of the land area of the state maybe even less than that. So it's small it's 
heavily concentrated with population, and that population is two and a half million of it is 
the city of Chicago. The city of Chicago sits within Cook County. So two and a half 
million city Chicago Cook County has a population of about 5 million. So the county 
itself actually in terms of its area of authorization and responsibility. Does a lot of stuff 
that is for the suburbs outside of the city? So you've got two and a half million from the 
city, another two and a half million for the area that's in Cook county but outside the city 
of Chicago which is one 100 municipalities or something like that. And then the area 
around that is another 3 million people. So. That's an easy way to sort of break this down 
and think about it. But if you figure there are two hundred eighty-four municipalities 
there's only about 20 housing authorities. So like a park has its own housing authority, 
which I'm the executive director responsible for which is geographically coincident with 
the boundaries of the municipality. So we handle all housing authority related activities 
within the municipality of Oak Park. But our neighbors immediately to the west. River 
Forest, Forest Park. And south of us are all in Cook County. But they're covered by the 
Housing Authority of Cook County. [00:07:32] So the Housing Authority of Cook 
County handles all of the areas within Cook County that do not have their own housing 
authority. [6.9] So the city of Chicago has its own housing authority. Oak Park has its 
own housing authority; Maywood has its own housing authority. There are a number of 
others but then the housing authority of cook county covers everybody else.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:07:55] So Lake County covers that areas that are in the lake 
that are in Lake County that do not have their own housing authority. So Waukegan is a 
city that's up there in Lake County, but Waukegan has its own housing authority. So in 
Lake County Housing Authority would not cover Waukegan, but they would cover 
everybody else including Lake Forest.  
 
Emily: [00:08:28] So what exactly do you do?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:08:39] So I am the President of a not for profit organization 
called the Oak Park Residents Corporation. The Residents Corporation was founded 52 
years ago. With the intent of... You can think of this as forwards quality, high quality 
housing. Diversity designed to be able to help ensure and maintain diversity throughout 
Oak Park. Affordability, to make sure that there are affordable options that are available 
to people spread throughout the entire community. And efficiency doing all that as 
efficiently as we can with the resources we have. So that not for profit entity is the second 
largest owner of housing units in Oak Park.  
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Emily: [00:09:48] Oh. After what?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:09:48] There is a private landlord, Green Plan Management 
that owns about fifteen hundred units. The Residents Corporation owns four hundred and 
fifty-seven units and manages an additional 50 or so to take us up just over five hundred 
units in terms of what we manage. The Residence Corporation also used to be fully 
integrated with the Oak Park Housing Authority, and there was a single board. That 
arrangement changed decades ago and there were two boards that were established that 
are completely separate. The Oak Park Housing Authority has gone out for bid to be able 
to hire an organization to run its operations. And the Oak Park Housing Authority has 
contracted with the Oak Park Residents Corporation to run the operations in the housing 
authority. So in addition to being the President of the Oak Park Residents Corporation. I 
am also the Executive Director of the Oak Park Housing Authority. And in that capacity I 
am answerable to the board of the Oak Park Housing Authority.  
 
Emily: [00:11:32] Great. That's kind of how you shifted, but so you were Mayor or Vice 
President. So how then were you doing this at the same time you were doing that?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:11:48] Yes. So my professional background coming out of 
business school I was a management consultant and I was a principal in the corporate 
strategy practice at Price Waterhouse and Price Waterhouse Coopers. So I would help 
companies and large scale organizations with their operations and figuring out 
strategically where they should be going and how they could get there. I at some point it 
determined that the next step at P.W.C. was to become partner and I didn't see a lot of 
people in partner ranks there leading the sort of life I wanted to leave because they were 
on planes all the time and weren't able to get as rooted in time to their community and I 
was more interested in being connected here. I stepped out of P.W.C. And was consulting 
for my own clients in the Chicago area and was able to be here on the ground floor. At 
the same time, I decided to get more actively involved in Oak Park. So I volunteered and 
became a member of the Plan Commission. And Served on the planning commission and 
saw some things there that I thought maybe could be operating somewhat better, and so I 
ran for trustee which is our equivalent of our City Council. And I served on our council 
for a couple of years and in that role I also saw some things that I thought could be 
operating somewhat better. So that was I was elected in 2003 served until 2005 and then 
in 2005 I ran for Mayor. And I was elected in 2005 and was re-elected in 2009. And then 
in 2013, my wife and I decided that ten years of elective office was probably a good 
chapter of life and it was time to turn it over to somebody else and I'd say I would have 
been pretty likely reelected, had I decided to continue to serve. But we also thought it 
made sense to me and for me to transition back into the working world at that time. So. I 
went back to consulting. And was consulting for clients but then a year and a half ago... 
A year and nine or 10 months ago I got a phone call from some folks connected to this 
organization who asked if I would... They were going to be making a change in the 
person who was going to be President here and they were asking me if I was would be 
	 208 
interested in being considered as candidate. And so I spent some time thought about it 
talked to my wife about it and decided that it was a good combination of both the 
management area that I was interested in and the service area that I was interested in and 
it sort of brought those two together. So I decided to let them know that I would be 
willing to be considered as candidate. They had a significant search, and I was one of the 
candidates who they brought in for interviews and ultimately emerged as a candidate they 
extended to I have been here that since July 1st of 2017. So I've been here a year now. So 
yeah it's been good.  
 
Emily: [00:15:19] So what's your like day to day? What do you do as in your role and in 
your position? Do you advocate for Fair Share Housing or do you ensure that there are 
like? I mean well I guess I was just talking to one of the Trustees and he said that they 
don't actually have an inclusive policy in place but they're working on it because they 
don't really need it before because it was at 18 percent and now it's at 22 percent.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:16:50] So it might be helpful if I take about 10 minutes and 
give you just some background. Yeah and then you can sort of go ahead and then you can 
go sort of wherever you wherever you want. So an actually maybe I can start with a 
question: How are you defining Fair Share Housing?  
 
Emily: [00:17:16] Basically as advocating for affordable housing. So fair-share as 
affordable I guess is what I would say. But if you have a different definition please tell 
me because I am also still exploring different definitions.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:17:40] So I'll give you maybe a bunch background which is 
more sort of historical in context. We gave a presentation at one point to the 
Congressional Black Caucus about a bunch of these issues and there are some slides that 
maybe could be helpful.  
 
Emily: [00:18:50] The study, so it's probably important to mention is that and also kind 
of looking to see how like fair-share housing advocacy, like the presence of it so close--
like you know the fact that Oak Park has its own--effects the policy making and the 
decisions that they make.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:20:11] So there's the text. There's a book and I don't know that 
you're gonna be able to get a copy of but I may be able to make a copy of it and send it to 
you. But it's a thesis this was written in the 1970s. It's called the "Oak Park Strategy."  
 
Emily: [00:20:27] Oh I have it.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:20:28] You do have it. OK. Excellent. All right. Have you 
gotten a chance to look through it?  
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Emily: [00:20:33] A bit. But I'm that's more so what I'm getting now with my case, I'm 
including it in that.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:20:38] All right. So one of the core things about Oak Park. 
Oak Park emerged in the late eighteen hundreds, early nineteen hundreds, it was 
incorporated in 1903. And grew up on some rail lines and was you know a day's travel 
outside Chicago or something but it emerged as sort of its own entity. Then you had 
developers who, because you could actually take the train into the city and stuff, began to 
build housing. And so the core business of Oak Park is really housing. I mean it's not like 
there's a big industry or other natural resources or anything like that that are being tapped. 
It's really about creating the type of environment where people want to live. And then 
they earn a living either through commerce in the community or more typically they're 
going outside of the community earning money and bringing it back to the community. 
And so when that housing was being developed it happened that a huge portion of Oak 
Park was built out from 1900 to 1930, which overlapped with the emergence of new 
architectural styles and obviously Frank Lloyd Wright as the preeminent architect of his 
day and the creator of the Prairie School of Architecture led a design boom here that 
continues to this day to be sort of an area of focus for architectural innovation globally.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:22:36] Forty years later you had people who were innovative 
in a very different way, innovative with respect to the social construction of a community 
rather than physical construction in the community. And that developed based on a 
historical context of what was happening around this region and around the country with 
the northern migration of African-Americans from Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama in 
particular, and settlement in the city of Chicago as an industrial engine with job 
opportunities. So you saw the significant racial change on the south side and on the West 
Side of Chicago. And that racial change occurred and expanded on a block by block 
basis. So there are some. Charts that are in. The park strategy. That show that expansion 
through the Austin neighborhood of Chicago which is immediately to our east. And so.  
 
Emily: [00:24:16] Austin is the first neighborhood back into the city from Oak Park, 
right?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:24:22] Right. So this is Oak Park. This is Austin officially. 
And this is actually Galewood but it's officially a part of Austin. Did you come out on the 
highway?  
 
Emily: [00:24:50] I came in on the green line. Actually I came up right there.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:24:54] So there's a street here that runs through Northern Ave 
into Chicago Ave. There's a chart in there that shows that concentration by a block by 
block basis of African American population. See that these are all... And there are other 
ones that are... So this is more than 75 percent African American and this is 20 percent 
African American. Or say 25 percent or whatever. But what happens is you end up with 
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all of these blocks here. And there's nothing north of Chicago Avenue. [00:25:43] There's 
once single dot, one person moved into north of Chicago Avenue. And that is the effect 
of restrictive covenants and racism that led real estate agents to refuse to sell anything 
north of Chicago Avenue to an African American family. [15.6] But you can see how 
with the concentration and the movement of folks that there was an expansion on a block 
by block by block basis and the connection was eventually going to stretch into Oak Park 
and you're going to end up with areas of Oak Park that were exclusively African 
American. You go up to the north side and you go to Evanston, what you'll see if you 
look at the traffic charts you'll see that the overall composition of Oak Park and the 
overall composition of Evanston are substantially similar but Oak Park is statistically the 
most successfully diverse city in the United States. Because of intentional efforts to be 
able to foster integration actively. And so if you look at the communities as a whole they 
look similar to each other in terms of racial composition. When you actually start to look 
at them on a block by block basis what you determine is that in Evanston there are areas 
that are very explicitly racially identifiable as group X or group Y or group Z. And when 
you look at Oak Park, using four different criteria.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:27:20] Basically when I say it's the most successful diversity in 
the United States I'm using four criteria. One is the area as a whole. The region, the state, 
whatever racially diverse. Two, does the racial diversity of the community generally 
match the racial diversity of the region? Three, is the racial diversity of the community 
integrated utilizing block by block dissimilarity index analysis. And four, is the diversity 
enduring over time? [53.4] Because you end up with any number of examples of 
communities around the country that have gone through racial change from group X to 
group Y. Which, you know at one point was most typically from predominately or 
exclusively Caucasian to predominantly or exclusively African-American based on white 
flight. But more recently, you've seen examples where it's been predominately or 
exclusively African-American to predominantly or exclusively Caucasian based on new 
investment in certain areas of cities that are based on gentrification have led to changes 
where you've seen displacement of African-American populations in areas of cities that 
have become increasingly more desirable. [00:29:27] So that fourth component is really 
about, is it stable over time and can you continue to maintain integration in a way that is 
preserved from census to census to census every every 10 years or so? [18.1] So The 
focus here in Oak Park has been largely around the issue of fostering and encouraging 
active integration. And the reason for that is that Oak Park is both at a grass roots level 
and at a leadership level 50 years ago. 50-45 years ago, it felt like a park was a special 
place. It was a great place to be able to live and wanted to be able to encourage everyone 
to be able to live in Oak Park. But felt like people should not feel limited in their 
selection criteria in terms of where they would locate within a park. Based simply on the 
fact that there were other people who looked like them.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:30:53] So a number of initiatives were started including the 
creation of the Housing Center which is the Oak Park Regional Housing Center which is 
the organization that Rob Braymier used to run, which was designed to be able to expand 
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housing choice for people to encourage them to consider all areas of the community. 
[00:31:34] There was also the creation of the Oak Park Residents Corporation, which is 
the entity that I'm the head of, with the idea of helping to preserve high quality multi-
family housing stock throughout the community [13.9] so that you would not have a 
situation where landlords became slumlords and didn't maintain their properties and 
therefore people who had the economic means to be able to live anywhere could choose 
to not live in certain areas because the buildings were not being maintained. [00:32:13] 
And so the Residents Corporation was created to be able to prevent that by making sure 
that buildings that might be in areas that could potentially be vulnerable to that would 
instead continue to reinvest in those buildings to preserve them as high quality rental 
options in every area of the community. [19.5] And then the municipality adopted a 
number of... So the municipality has always been a supporter of the work of the Oak Park 
Regional Housing Center. It's also in the past been a supporter of the Oak Park Residents 
Corporation. It's not now. We are economically independent and self-sufficient and 
function based on the dollars that we earn as a result of our own rental activities. And 
then the municipality also adopted something called the Diversity Assurance Program 
and adopted something called Equity Assurance. And I'll take those in sort of reverse 
order [00:33:36] Equity Assurance was in essence insuring housing values. [8.0] So if an 
individual in 1975 was concerned about the possibility of a decline in their housing 
values due to an influx of African-Americans moving onto their block they could get they 
could get a couple of appraisals, bring those into the municipality in the Village and get 
registered on the Village's Equity Assurance if their housing values fell to less than 80 
percent of what that appraisal set their house was worth that the municipality would make 
up the difference. [00:34:38] So it in essence sort of said look, you don't have to be 
worried about the value of your house. [5.9]  
 
Emily: [00:34:44] Yeah because that's like the main in everything that I'm finding is the 
main thing that constituents are most worried about.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:34:50] Correct. So that's one important thing that was done. 
And like fifteen hundred people or something actually registered on the Equity Assurance 
registry, and there was never a claim made. Over the forty-five years of its existence. 
[00:35:25] The other program that I mentioned was a Diversity Assurance Program. And 
the Diversity Assurance Program had multiple components to it one of which was that it 
provided matching funding support to landlords to reinvest in their properties. [23.3] One 
third from the municipality two thirds from the landlord to be able to make significant 
infrastructure capital investments into their properties to help keep their properties up and 
a high quality level. And another condition of that was that you needed to register your 
property and any vacancies that you had with the Oak Park Regional Housing Center. 
This was to be able to help make sure that the Oak Park Regional Housing Center had an 
opportunity to be able to show its clients vacancies that would exist in those buildings. 
[00:36:38] And the whole goal of the Oak Park Regional Housing Center is to encourage 
pro-diverse moves. [8.8] So moves of people from background X into areas of the 
community that have fewer people of background X. And people of background Y into 
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areas of the community that have fewer people or background Y. So those were all 
initiatives that were put together by the community. [00:37:18] All of those are focused 
around the issue of preserving racial diversity [4.3] in a way that then... You know, when 
I was mayor I would talk with people externally and would describe this... At one point 
when I was in office they did sort of a 10 year look back on pricing in northeastern 
Illinois of the across the 284 municipalities and looked at rates of cost housing 
specifically for sale. And Oak Park had the highest rate of home appreciation from the 
late 90s through the late tens or the odds of of all 284 municipalities. [00:38:17] And my 
argument around that is that and what I would say to people is that's evidence and it's due 
to the fact that there are more people who want to live in a place that looks like the world 
than there are places that look like me. [17.8]  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:39:09] So in the 1970s, Oak Park puts these practices in place. 
[00:39:34] And what that does is it helps to provide a base of support for individuals who 
live in the community at that point to feel like they don't have to be fearful of the idea of 
the racial composition of the community changing and it having some sort of a negative 
effect financially on the values of their homes. [32.2] As a result, you certainly had some 
people in the community at the time who were not terribly interested in living in a 
racially integrated community. And those people certainly left, but they didn't leave all at 
once. [00:40:29] And you had other people who were more interested in living in a 
community that was committed to racial diversity. And they moved, and that's of all 
backgrounds, and they moved in. [13.1] But they didn't move in all at once either. And so 
what's happened is that over time, you've seen a change in the orientation of the 
population where. There were enough people in the community who were committed to 
the idea of having a racially integrated community, and providing opportunities for 
everyone to be able to live here that those policies were adopted.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:41:09] Oak Park was one of the first communities in the 
country to adopt a fair housing ordinance. It's the [00:41:17] fiftieth anniversary of the 
adoption of the Oak Park Fair Housing Ordinance [3.1] earlier last spring. And It was 
done within a couple of weeks of when the Federal Fair the Federal Fair Housing laws 
were passed. And so there certainly there was a level a strong enough level of support 
among the population to take those steps. But I think over time what's developed is 
you've got an increasing percentage of the population who are dedicated to the idea of 
[00:41:58] intentional diversity. [1.3] Right now that that emphasis on intentional 
diversity, has historically been focused predominantly on the issue of race. There is some 
increasing awareness of the relevance and importance of thinking about it in the context 
of economics, as well. At the same time, there is a fair amount of economic diversity 
within Oak Park today. And a lot of that goes back to decisions that were made back in 
the 1920s with the adoption of the original zoning maps. So if you look at the zoning map 
of Oak Park you know Park is only a mile and a half wide, five-three miles north and 
south. It's only four and a half square miles. What do you got are areas throughout the 
community that are dedicated to different land-use types? But you've got some main 
corridors of multi-family, rental housing that run along Austin. So some at Chicago 
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[Avenue]. Some Lake [Street]. Across South Boulevard and a few more across 
Washington, across Garfield. Some on Oak Park Avenue, and then you got a little bit sort 
of up here. They cross the lines with the school district boundaries. So you've got eight 
elementary schools, two middle schools, and a high school. [00:44:25] And because in 
many areas of park you'll have a single family home on the same block as a two to four-
flat. Maybe around the corner from a 40-unit courtyard apartment building. So you've got 
people you've got households or housing types that will be accessed by people at very 
different price points. [35.0] But they're all in immediate proximity. And as a result the 
children for example of those households will go to the same schools. [00:45:17] The 
heads of households the parents and those households the guardians of those households 
will shop at the same stores. They will take the same train get to go to work. They will 
see one another at block parties. They will interact on a much more frequent and regular 
basis and there thereby come into contact with one another and establish more human 
connection in a way that is very positive. [36.0] But it's interesting that the zoning map 
again originally laid out in the 1920s, provided for such a concentration of multi-family 
rental housing or multi-family housing most of which was created as rental housing.  
 
[00:46:19] This was the original zoning map and all of the updates that have occurred 
sort of since then. Where you've got approximately twenty-three thousand housing units 
in Oak Park you've got fifty-two thousand people who live in four and a half square miles 
so we're eleven thousand five hundred people per square mile. And we are, you know 
which is a density that is higher than...it's less than Chicago but it's higher than most other 
municipalities in the state of Illinois. [00:46:51] And that concentration, those twenty-
four thousand housing units are split with about 13,000 the owner occupied and about 
10,000 of them being rental units. [16.1] And it's actually it's increased slightly on the 
rental side just in the last several years where people are buying. It decreased for a little 
bit with condo conversions in the late 90s and early 2000s, where people were taking 
multi-family rental buildings and turning them into condominiums. What you've seen 
more recently is those condominiums are more typically now being rented out and so 
you've got more rental population in the community now.  
 
Emily: [00:47:39] Have you guys had a lot of single family homes that were converted 
into multi-family? Or just like separated like duplexes and things like that.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:47:50] There's not a lot of that in part because in the teens and 
20s there were a fair number of buildings that were actually constructed as two flats, as 
three flats, as four flats. And so you've got that as a part of your residential mix anyway. 
And then you've got people who over time have purchased those and actually converted 
those in single family homes. And so there's not as much of an effort to take larger 
victorians and cut them up into four or five apartment units. That just doesn't...that Is not 
a typical sort of thing that that happens. But you've got a lot of multi-family that was 
actually built as multi-family most of which is rental in the community. So because of 
that, you've got a lot of different price points that people can sort of access the 
community at. So you can get a you know a 550 or 600 square foot apartment. I was in 
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the unit earlier today. That's probably 500 square feet and that is a rental unit that is 
available to folks to be able to access. And as a result they can rent that at a rental rate 
that is affordable to many folks, who are you know, they might be single. They might be 
a dual income household but they're at the lower end of the income spectrum. And your 
conversation with [government official]. What he was talking about was the amount of 
affordable housing that exists in the community. And as we have that discussion, we need 
to make sure that we're using a well-defined explanation of what constitutes affordable. 
What are we talking about? [00:50:27] So the Oak Park Residents Corporation has 457 
units across twenty-four buildings that we own. We have a commitment that a minimum 
of 20 percent of our buildings are going to be affordable to individuals at 50 percent of 
area median income. [20.5] The true metric for our portfolio as a whole is about 29 
percent. But our commitment is also to have those affordable units in buildings that have 
a majority of those units being rented by individuals just in the private marketplace. And 
so that's partly due to a focus on ensuring that we can maintain economically diverse 
populations within our buildings. [00:51:35] The life outcomes for individuals, 
particularly individuals who are in subsidized housing, have been shown to be markedly 
better. From residing in an economically integrated area like both the neighborhood level 
and building level. [24.6]  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:52:12] One of the things that is helpful to understand in Oak 
Park is that the majority of Housing Choice Voucher households for example because the 
cost as the, Executive Director the Oak Park Housing Authority we have a responsibility 
for the entire population of Housing Choice Vouchers that exist in the community. 
[00:52:38] Which collectively, we have just over 420 vouchers at any given time that are 
that are being utilized from our voucher stock here in Oak Park. [19.2] And then there are 
also voucher holders from other communities who have what's called ported in to a park. 
So they have the ability to be able to use a voucher from somewhere else and can come in 
and use it in Oak Park. And so we have probably on the order of 500 or so vouchers at 
any given time in Oak Park.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:53:37] So this looks at economic segregation of affordable 
units in a park. And it highlights the fact that [00:53:42] 70 percent of the housing choice 
voucher units are in the southern half of Oak Park. And 60 percent of the Housing Choice 
Voucher units are in the eastern third of Oak Park. [15.6] So more of the affordable 
housing that exists tends to be in the south and the east of the community, which is in part 
just a reflection of where those units are located.  
 
Emily: [00:54:16] Just for context, where is the downtown on this map?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:54:22] Downtown Oak Park is right here. And Frank Lloyd 
Wright is right here. So. This was put together to be able to help highlight the value of 
trying to think about efforts to more intentionally integrate to the downtown area. And 
both north and west. And this is actually drawn from a proposal that we are looking at 
related to a potential opportunity in the downtown area. Which is not something that I'd 
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like you to be talking about with other people. But that gives you a sense of this, and then 
these are the breakouts by the different elementary school districts. So each of these is the 
name of an elementary school in the community, and then these are the populations of the 
number of Housing Choice Voucher households, the number of Housing Choice Voucher 
residents, and then the number of school aged Housing Choice Voucher children that are 
in each of these areas. So for example you've got, this area has 48 children, 45, 30, 22, 
whereas here has 8. So that gives you a little bit better sense of that. This has an 
implication then in Oak Park on the nature of the needs that may exist in Oak Park. And 
you know add just even simply an educational level. You know another thing to also be 
aware of is that our Housing Choice Voucher population is overwhelmingly 
predominantly African-American. [00:56:39] Approximately 90 percent of our housing 
choice voucher households are headed by an African-American. [6.8] And so when you 
look at these disparate numbers in terms of the number of children who would be in each 
of the schools that's having the impact from an economic standpoint in terms of economic 
diversity it's also having an impact in terms of racial diversity within the community. 
[00:57:19] And this is in the context of the community that's the most successfully 
diversity in the United States. Even here we've we've got it. [7.7]  
 
Emily: [00:57:28] That makes sense.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:57:30] OK great. So that's a lot of background. Yes. Which 
maybe is not as helpful to you.  
 
Emily: [00:57:35] No, I think you actually answered a lot of the questions just and by 
giving me that. So that was a lot about the Fair Housing which is great and how you help. 
You talked a little bit about your role with the Trustees. So I'm looking a lot at, you know 
the influence of Fair-Share Housing on the decisions they make. So how do you see that 
connection and also going off of that? Do you feel that it works to counter you know 
maybe other perceptions or preferences? I mean like you said generally it's everyone 
around here wants to be an intentionally diverse community. But how do you think that 
interacts with maybe other preferences that don't follow that?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [00:58:48] So there's a building that was redeveloped when I was 
in office when I was Mayor. It's called The Grove Avenue apartments and it is at the 
northeast corner of Grove and Madison Street. It's a building that had been... Sorry, I'm 
just trying to find some things that I think can be helpful to you.  
 
Emily: [00:59:36] Oh I'll take whatever.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:01:31] I'll show you this is a presentation I'm putting together 
for an organization like the Center for Independent Futures which focuses on accessing 
housing for persons with disabilities. I'll walk you through this. Like so. Let's see. The 
idea being that small places can have a massive impact, and that's what I think Oak Park 
is like. So. This is from an EPA chart. Uh developing Airways has about. If you look at 
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it, it's basically a crescent or Chicago is and then each of these are like spokes radiating 
out of the crescent. And they are. These are long, historic, Native American paths that 
were the ways that people came through to this region. And along this path, they 
eventually built train lines. So this is what it looked like in 1900. This is what it looked 
like in 1950. So it's expanded fairly significantly, but you can still see the crescent and 
the spokes. Right here. This is along the Fox River, and it's still there. So from 1900 to 
1950. From 1950 to 2005, that's what happened. So the question becomes OK, why did 
that happen? [01:03:48] And if you think about it, we built the highway system. And by 
building the highway system, that made it much easier for people to get from what used 
to be cornfields into urban centers. [12.0] And so what we've essentially done, is we've 
facilitated dramatic out-migration from the urban center. And we've allowed for the 
suburbanization of basically all of northeastern Illinois.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:04:40] This is also incredibly economically inefficient because 
when you get out to these areas, if you build a sidewalk in a neighborhood that's built 
here, you know out in the sort of hinterland, has maybe one person walk across it every 
three days. And a sidewalk that's downtown at State and Madison has maybe a hundred 
thousand people walk across it every day. But the cost of building a sidewalk, you know 
the life of a sidewalk is not dependent on the number of people walking on it. The life on 
a sidewalk, especially in Chicago or in Ohio, is dependent on rain, sleet, or snow. And 
salt. Salt is the big one because salt breaks up the bonds that hold concrete together. And 
so if you're gonna salt your sidewalks, which everybody does because of liability 
concerns and everything else, the block of the square of sidewalk out here is gonna last 
just about as long as the one down here on State and Madison. But the level of utilization 
there is gonna get out here is dramatically lower so your costs are dramatically higher out 
here of building and maintaining infrastructure and stuff. [01:06:03] So this is all just to 
say we've got to think about what the unintended consequences of some of our actions 
are. So this is directly out of the Oak Park Strategy. [10.8] This is what I was looking 
before. OK so this is areas of 25 percent over Negro population 1964, so it was on the 
west side of Chicago but not even in the Austin neighborhood. The Austin neighborhood 
at that point was entirely white ethnic. Now when you look at percentage African-
American in 1970, and this is for the Austin community, it was zero in 1960 and still zero 
in 1970. These are by census tracts. Okay but when you look at this at these census tracks 
it was zero in 1960, and it's now majority in most of these by 1970. And what that looks 
like on a map is this. This is the map that I was trying to draw for you up there. So here's 
75 to 100 percent African-American, 50 to 75 percent African-American, you see how 
those are all adjacent? Twenty-Five to forty-nine percent, and then these are locations 
then in 1970 were 1 to 24 percent on those blocks, and then by 1973 they'd become 25 
percent African-American. This is Chicago Avenue. This is the point I was making with 
the one dot up here where nobody is essentially allowed to move into this area. So when I 
presented this to the Congressional Black Caucus I described this and said, this is the 
starkest sort of example of what racism looks like that I've ever seen. And Oak Park is 
right here right. OK. So. And the school population is same thing. So it mirrors the 
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residential population. OK. So this is Oak park. 1960, 1970, 1970 is still very low. Okay 
okay but by 1973, this is what it looks like.  
 
Emily: [01:08:11] And I see it is pretty scattered.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:08:13] It is pretty scattered. And that's in part because of 
specific efforts that were made. Yeah. And so this is an area where there was some 
concern around concentration because there were five or more households on these 
blocks and an area that was more than 25 percent African-American on these particular 
two blocks. This is Madison Street. [01:08:35] And so these were things that entered into 
the calculus to try to encourage the intentional distribution of folks throughout the 
community so that every area the community would have the benefit of having racial 
diversity as a component. [15.6]  
 
Emily: [01:08:51] So in your opinion... I mean the efforts have dated back like for so 
long and so close to like the creation of Oak Park, and like when people started to enter 
into it. Do you think that's part of the reason that it is so diverse-- that you started from 
the beginning with those efforts?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:09:11] Yes.  
 
Emily: [01:09:11] So is it possible to do it in other communities?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:09:15] Yeah I think the answer is yes. But I think that it is 
helpful to draw upon some lessons that we've learned, independent of when these things 
happen. So the zoning map is almost a hundred years old. [01:09:28] But the zoning map 
and the intentional mixing of housing types clearly helps to increase the diversity at the 
school level, at the neighborhood level, in ways that helped to foster economic 
integration in ways that I personally think are good and that I think most of the people 
here in Oak Park think are good. [18.8] You know at the same time I've been to many 
areas, suburban or exurban communities around Chicago but also I was just in Florida 
over the holidays. And you know a bunch of areas outside of Miami are essentially gated 
communities with just upmarket house. And you know and you have that in a lot of 
suburban areas outside of Chicago. They're not necessarily gated communities but they 
might as well be. You know in large part because the only type of housing stock that is 
being developed there, or that has been built there, is housing stock. That is for upmarket 
households and therefore there is no reason why anyone else would come into those 
communities. [01:10:48] And so so the mixing of household types is I think one of the 
issues an intentional inclusion of of affordable housing is another component that I think 
helps to make housing options available to people where the market won't do that. [20.6] 
And that's something that we can spend some time talking about as well.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:11:14] So this presentation--this is a developed area that we 
did in downtown where we did the Marion Street Project and we put in a brick street and 
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granite in downtown Oak Park, credit pavers and bluestone sidewalks, and forge lighting, 
and it is very pedestrian friendly and the whole goal here. This had been turned into a 
mall in the 1970s to try to compete against the regional malls that had led to the 
outmigration from our community and a lot of others of commercial and retail offerings 
because people wanted to go and shop in these big regional malls that you had to drive to. 
We were trying to focus on competing with them, so we took out the streets and made 
them pedestrian malls and created some parking garages. But it didn't really and that 
similar strategy was tried in over 100 communities really United States, it was not 
successful in almost any of them. The overwhelming majority of them have taken them 
out. There are a handful that haven't, Church Street Mall in Burlington Vermont, the mall 
in Boulder Colorado. I forget the name of it.  
 
Emily: [01:12:32] Oh Pearl Street mall.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:12:33] Oh yeah, Peal Street, and then the Third Street 
Promenade in Santa Monica. Maybe one or two others, but most of them fail because 
there wasn't enough to sort of attract and draw people there and keep people there. Now 
we have the benefit of the strong transit support. So the green line, this picture was taken 
from the over pass on the Green Line tracks and this is the terminus of the Green Line. 
The Oak Park stop is the end of the line. And so this is a core transit rich area that caters 
to pedestrian traffic and we also have seen now the investment in significant additional 
multi-family units, over thousand units, that have ever been constructed or are under 
construction right now in this area. All upmarket housing. All focused on being able to 
bring more density more spending power into the downtown and to revitalize the 
downtown core which it's been very successful in doing that as a result of a plan that we 
put in place back in 2005 that I was sort of the key driver behind in helping to make sure 
that that happened. And we've been building that out since then. [01:13:56] But what we 
haven't seen, because this is increasingly a highly desirable place to be, is the 
construction of affordable units because you can't make the same margin on affordable 
units that you can make on market rate units when you can charge people between two 
and three thousand dollars a month to be able to live in a market rate unit in the core of 
downtown. [21.1] So this gets back to the question of affordability and what we can do 
around that. And so what we are looking at is trying to create a building that would 
actually sit right here and extend for the entire block on what is currently a parking lot. 
And we what we would like to be able to do that in partnership with the Village of Oak 
Park if possible. But there is resistance even from some of my board members around 
concerns around losing things like surface level parking which as you'll know from from 
your urban planning work. And there's book that you may or may not have read called 
"The High Cost of Free Parking" which talks about the fact that there is no such thing as 
free parking. And that when you make parking available, or even metered parking, that it 
tends to be an underutilization of that land. You know for purposes of creating parking 
and you're incenting people to get in their cars rather than to encourage them to go into a 
parking garage or something and then to go and walk around. And so you know people 
become accustomed to the idea that they can just pull right up in front of you know a 
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shop or something and that's not sort of a realistic way for all of us to expect to live our 
lives. So going down here this is some background on the Residents Corporation and the 
Housing Authority and you'll have that he says Mills Park Tower which is a 19 story, 
198-unit public housing building that is right in the heart of downtown. If I turned around 
from the place where this picture was taken, then look the other way...  
 
Emily: [01:16:18] Is that under construction?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:16:22] No. So that that's Lincoln development and that's a 
private market rate rental building. But this one is a block further south in Marion Street. 
There's a place called Mills Park. And then just down on the south side of Mills Park is 
most Park Tower. And that's a senior building, so it has 200 residents in it, and it gives an 
idea of what's involved there. T.  
 
Emily: [01:16:51] And there's affordable in it?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:16:54] This building is public housing only. So everyone in 
here is a low income senior and pays 30 percent of their income toward their rent and 
HUD makes up the difference for all of the cost of operations in this building. The Oaks 
is a building that is right across the parking lot behind this building that we're in right 
now. This is 76 units of affordable housing. It is owned by the Residents Corporation and 
it's a HUD 202, that's the code under which it was constructed. And so it functions 
essentially similar to the other one but it happens to be privately owned by the nonprofit 
that I run rather than publicly owned. And then this is the Farley Muriello apartments and 
this is 21 units for persons with disabilities, and that's about three blocks down here on 
Humphrey. And So those are a few examples of affordable housing. Showalter House is a 
program, or a building that we are currently renovating that was used by Hartland 
Housing for a period of time for persons with HIV and AIDS. And with the changes in 
treatment protocols for persons with HIV and AIDS they decided to shift earlier in 2018 
to a scattered site model rather than a congregate housing model. And so in terms of the 
use of this property, because it's owned by the Oak Park Housing Authority, [01:18:41] 
the Oak Park Housing Authority is partnering with an organization that is called Housing 
Forward, and it's on that housing forward is focused on housing for persons who are 
homeless or at risk of becoming homeless. And this would serve as interim housing to be 
able to give people a place to be able to be for 60, 90, or 120 days and then to be able to 
transition from there into permanent supportive housing. [28.6] So that's something that 
we have underway right now with them and we've been able to pull in a couple hundred 
thousand dollars in funding to allow us to be able to renovate this. There's five units in 
the front building and there's a coach house in the back. The five units in the front are 
studios or one bedrooms and in the back it's a three bedroom. So the back building is 
gonna be able to accommodate probably a family of a parent and a couple of children. 
And the front will be more likely you'll have single adults or couples, or maybe a single 
adult child. So this is just this is a way that I sort of think about the where I didn't print all 
this out for you but I put this together originally as a Mayor's view of the world. But I 
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came to understand that it's actually just the way the world is. And so if you think of it as 
a community or societal perspective we think of the two columns: one is people, one is 
places, the other one is micro, the last one is macro that you can think of everything 
essentially as fitting into one of these boxes. And in the people-micro box, any thoughts 
what goes in there if you're a mayor?  
 
Emily: [01:20:41] Individuals in general. Responding to them.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:20:44] Yeah. So social services, health services, economic 
support, educational support. These are things that people are thinking about basically at 
the individual level or at the family level. Constituent services, one on one engagement, 
that's essentially if they stop me in the store, that's what they're asking me about if they're 
if they're focused on that area. And if they're thinking about people at the macro level 
thought...  
 
Emily: [01:21:06] Like taxes?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:21:09] Yeah. Economy, public health, public safety, diversity, 
cultures and traditions, public engagement, education, creativity and beauty in terms of 
music theater and the arts. Places--these are the things that end up blowing up and 
becoming like massive issues. So economic development, quarter planning place making, 
zoning overlays. These are all sort of micro because they can be down to a single site or 
to you know just a little small part of a neighborhood, special taxing districts. Now the 
macro. So infrastructure priority is transportation, land-use and zoning, housing, public 
art program, parks and open spaces, natural resources and environmental sustainability. 
This thing I'm looking at a mirror. And the reason I use that, I've used this chart in 
presentations to a bunch of different groups and have essentially said look, if you are 
focused on any one of these areas, you know if you're focused just on housing here, and 
you're sort of focused on it like a rifle shot. You're losing. And what I mean by that is a 
mayor and policy makers are thinking about all these things and they have to think about 
all these things. So the best way to be able to make advancements in housing is to think 
about how housing as an effort can integrate with, and tied to a lot of these other things. 
So the connection of housing with diversity, or the connection of housing with 
sustainability, or the connection of housing with public art, or the connection of housing 
with... I Mean all of these things. So like in Oak Park, you can't throw a rock around this 
place without hitting an architect. I mean with the number of people who are tied in and 
deeply committed to his or the ethos of high quality design. You know leading from 
Frank Lloyd Wright's orientation, and what people themselves sort of think of in terms of 
the investment that they want to make in their community and why people live [01:23:34] 
here. I mean there are always four reasons that are always the top of the list or why 
people live here and have been for 40 years. High quality education, transportation 
system, diversity, and the quality and character of the neighborhoods. [14.5] And that's 
not in any particular order it's always those four things and that's why people live here. 
That's why people stay here. So quality and character of the neighborhoods includes 
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things like architectural values. So what I try to encourage is if your focus is on 
environmental sustainability, how does environmental sustainability help to advance 
some of these other effects? If your focus is on transportation how does your 
transportation approach allow you to advance some of these other benefits? So and then 
the other thing is I said this is sort of the view of the world. It's not, and it's not just a 
square it's actually a cube. And that the important part of this--any thoughts on what that 
last dimension is?  
 
Emily: [01:24:33] No.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:24:36] Time. Take all of this and you sort of flip it, you've got 
to think about it in the context of changes over time. [01:24:43] And too often we end up 
getting limited by things like in the economic world, the quarterly report of the annual 
report, and in the political world, the two-year election cycles our four-year election 
cycle. [10.7] And what we need to be able to get to is approaches that punch through 
those and that are good, long term decision making structures that help us to make better 
decisions that are not simply limited by artificial timeframes that don't really matter.  
 
Emily: [01:25:12] So connecting you back even more to specifically the election part. Do 
you feel like you work like well with the community board in making decisions? like. I 
know you were part of it, that's a big detail too. But just in general in regard to any fair-
share housing advocacy, do they want it? Are they responsive? Are the constituents like 
supportive of it, or continue to be? Just cause given the talk over inclusionary zoning, or 
actual policy, what are you seeing? Are people supporting it and they just seem to be 
supporting it?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:25:52] So the reason I pulled this up is because the building 
that was referencing, the [01:25:56] Grove Avenue apartments, [1.2] was is on this site 
that had become a Comcast building but had been left vacant for five years. Formerly 
used as a regional Comcast office, deteriorating drive it facade, originally designed by 
Louis Kahn who is a significant industrial architect, half a block from a high traffic high 
visibility intersection, and located on a major commercial thoroughfare near parking and 
public transportation. And this was Oak Park neighbors vent over Comcast building this 
is just idea an article and I just pulled it. And this you can read through this, but it gives 
you an indication of what's on the opposition. And that's what it what was originally.  
 
Emily: [01:26:51] So you were proposing this?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:26:52] No. There was an entity, Interfaith Housing 
Development Corporation and Perry is the head of Interfaith. They were proposing it in 
conjunction with the person who was sitting in my seat at the time was a guy named Ed 
Saul. So the Oak Park Residents Corporation was in support of this effort, as was the Oak 
Park Housing Authority. I was in office at the time. [01:27:27] And so I was the Mayor 
when this came up and so we were Just listening to this proposal. And also experiencing 
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a significant reaction from the community about it. [18.2] And so this was the proposal, 
this is essentially what it looked like. There was limestone and then brick underneath it. 
And they wanted then add on two stories that would be architecturally sympathetic to 
what had been there previously. And this is what it looks like today. So if you go by it it 
looks like a fabulous building. And a million times better than what had been there 
before. 51 units have fully occupied accessible housing.  
 
Emily: [01:28:21] Are they affordable?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:28:23] Yes. It's all affordable.  
 
Emily: [01:28:25] And how do you define accessible?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:28:26] So accessible means it's an elevator building and that 
units are actually accessible to persons with disabilities. [10.2] And I think five of them 
are specifically occupied and designated for persons that are are for that are ADA 
accessible.  
 
Emily: [01:28:47] OK. And just since you asked me in the beginning of how I am 
defining affordable housing, how do you define it?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:28:54] So this would be HUD's definition based on a 9 percent 
tax credit deal. And so a 9 percent tax credit deal I think would have all of the folks who 
would be in here would be able to gain initial access to the building would be either a 30 
percent or 50 percent of AMI. I'm not sure which. So they would have to be below that 
below whatever those levels are. If you go on online, you can get HUD's AMI chats. But 
the outreach and emphasis was on existing Oak Park residents and employees, restoration 
and rehabilitation, and sympathetic additions to the original Louis Kahn Building. 
[01:29:55] A committed owner and property manager maintaining the building at a high 
quality level. It's an award winning project, environmentally sensitive, rehabilitation, 
activated ground floor commercial space with an independent boutique grocery store 
down here, increased and density activity in spending and property tax paying entity. 
[22.9] So if you think about that presentation chart that I had from before, and you think 
about the fact that this is checking a lot of those boxes, it becomes much easier to see 
how people can support something like this. I printed this out, let me grab it. This is 
everything, I didn't give you that that other chart that I have in there. Unless you want 
that one page of it.  
 
Emily: [01:31:21] That's good. Yeah. So you talked about how they wanted people a 
people who live here want intentional and diverse community. And also like a lot of 
things that I was finding in my study, a part of it is asking why do like the politicians do 
what they do? So do you think that the politicians are supportive of inclusive policies 
because the residents are? Or are there other reasons, such as how it was historically?  
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Employee of OPHA: [01:32:05] Sometimes they are supportive of it because there're 
just attitudinal support. Sometimes they're supportive of it because they believe that the 
majority of the community is supportive of it. Sometimes they're supportive of it because, 
and this is the worst reason, because they're getting pressure from a vocal, activated 
minority of the community and they just want essentially to make them go away. [39.6] 
But I'm a progressive democrat, but I'm not a fan of power politics that's focused on more 
of an organizing orientation. That is, if we can get 50 people to fill up a room and you 
know yell and scream, we're gonna get our way. I think that the decisions ought to be 
well thought out, and they ought to be good for the community, and that elected officials 
ought to have the strength of character to be able to make decisions that are in the best 
interests of the community. You know regardless of what the 50 most vocal people in any 
community think.  
 
Emily: [01:33:44] In your position as Mayor when you were sitting at these meetings 
then hearing the outcome of everything. Do you think that they [elected officials] were 
doing what was best for the community rather than who was pressuring the immediate 
agenda?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:33:58] Yeah, well I think there were both things going on. And 
so this one for example, when you can talk about affordability, but you're not only talking 
about affordability you're also talking about accessibility, and you're talking about 
meeting the needs of current residents and employees, which is typically also talked 
about as like [01:34:21] workforce housing. So you're talking about being able to employ 
people who are are currently in your community. [6.8] When you're talking about 
architectural rehabilitation, when you're talking about a strong management group that's 
going to make sure that it fits well from an operational standpoint in your community, 
when you're talking about it being you know an award winning project that's actually 
being recognized. It's reflecting positively on your communities so there's sort of a 
benefit there. An environmentally sensitive building that's helping to serve as an example 
activated ground for commercial space. So you're taking something that's been vacant for 
five years and you're turning it into retail space that's going to be used by everybody not 
just the residents of the building. And an increase in density, activity, and spending you're 
bringing more money into the community. And you're also increasing property taxes. So 
it's so you're hitting a lot of different things that that all of a sudden, oh this isn't just an 
affordable housing project. This is something that you can do a project here and what you 
know isn't stated is that you know you go up the street over here and there's another 
significant development site. You go across the street and there's another area that you 
know was recently redeveloped as a Walgreen's, but preserve the existing historic facade. 
It's now a national model for them where they fly people in from around the country to be 
able to see what they did on this site. So it's a national model infill historic preservation 
redevelopment site for further Walgreens. So you can take opportunities to be able to 
create affordable housing and you can turn them into things that are bigger than just 
affordable housing, and you can help mayors and elected officials to be able to advance 
other goals that they have. I think if we start to think about it more in that way we're 
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gonna be in a much better place right. There are other things though. You know there are 
other things though where the politics create problems. If you're building affordable 
housing and you're using a 9 percent tax credit that's coming through the state, you are 
going to be required to have that project be a Davis Bacon Prevailing Wage project. Do 
you know what that means?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:37:44] So the federal government, back in the depression, 
adopted a law that requires the payment of what are referred to as Prevailing Wages. 
There were a lot of motivations behind this, some of them are sort of politically loaded. 
But you remember seeing any of the images of the Dust Bowl? And people driving in 
these rickety cars from Oklahoma to California to try to work. [01:38:52] One of the 
things that a lot of places were concerned about was the idea that you were going to get 
an influx of people from someplace else who were desperate to work and would work for 
any wage, and that would take jobs away from your resident worker population who was 
already in that community. [24.9] And so part of this was. A way to be able to try to help 
prevent dramatic migration flows based on work from undermining the wage rates that 
were in place in different areas around the country. So if you end up with a whole bunch 
of people coming going from Oklahoma to California you depress wages in California. 
[01:39:52] And so the adoption of prevailing wage was in part motivated by the idea that 
regardless of whether your workers are coming from Oklahoma or from California, if 
you're a California employer you're gonna have to pay a certain amount of money to your 
employees to do work on projects that have as any component of the project some form 
of federal funding. [27.1] So as a way for the federal government to mandate the payment 
of a certain level of wage. Which you know most of the time we would think about in the 
context of sort of a minimum wage. But this is at a level that is dramatically higher than 
that. So for example here in the Chicago metro area, the prevailing wage for a painter to 
come and paint the walls in a building that you're building. If it's a prevailing wage job, 
it's about three times what it would be at a market rate job. So a market rate job might be 
twenty-five dollars an hour. Prevailing wage job fully loaded cost is like seventy-five 
dollars an hour. [01:41:22] And so when you have projects that are being built with 
funding support through the federal government and that because they have federal 
government supporting them require the payment of prevailing wages. It dramatically 
increases the cost of construction. [30.0] So for the Illinois Housing Development 
Authority, the average cost per unit for units in multi-family buildings that got 
constructed over the last year or two using support from the federal government that 
came through Ida, and this is for an apartment unit in a multiunit building was 350,000 
dollars per unit. [01:42:32] So for 350,000 dollars, I could go into some of the 
communities that surround a park and I could buy like three multi-family houses. Or 
three single family standalone houses. So we're paying an astronomical amount of money 
to be able to build multi-family housing through the Illinois Housing Development 
Authority. [30.3] Because, and now you'll get a combination of sort of fact and a political 
perspective. Because [01:43:17] people who are in elective office right now are utilizing 
that as a way to be able to funnel dollars to certain constituencies, and what that means is 
that it's at the expense of our ability to be able to use that to build more housing. [19.9] 
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So if you're spending three hundred fifty-one thousand out three other fifty thousand 
dollars. To build one affordable housing unit. And if you didn't have to pay those wage 
rates you could instead build two affordable housing units.  
 
Emily: [01:43:54] But you do have to pay them?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:43:56] While you do because of the prevailing wage 
requirements. [01:44:01] But in the regular marketplace, if you work using prevailing 
wage, you could potentially build two units for that same amount of money. [12.0] OK. 
[01:44:14] So if your focus was on helping poor people and providing housing for people 
who need it, you would take the three hundred fifty thousand dollars and you would build 
two affordable housing units. But if your focus for political reasons is on putting money 
in the pockets of certain people in the construction industry who have historically been 
supportive of you, then you continue to force the payment of excessive amounts for the 
construction of one affordable housing. [38.6] And this is in my opinion, again like I'm a 
progressive Democrat, but the truth be told this is not the Republican Party doing this, 
this is the Democratic Party doing this, unfortunately. [01:45:11] It's an orientation 
toward utilizing dollars in ways that help to support historically Democratic 
constituencies at the expense of using the dollars to be able to maximize the impact in the 
creation of affordable units. [21.9] Because poor people don't tend to have an organized 
lobby. They don't have people working on their behalf to be able to say hey wait a 
second--let's not spend as much on painting this room. Let's spend half as much on 
painting this room, and let's get twice as many rooms painted.  
 
Emily: [01:45:52] So do you see that happening here?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:45:56] It happens everywhere in the country. Because any 
dollar that's coming through HUD that's going into affordable housing. Is coming through 
a state agency that has responsibility to allocate those dollars to different projects. And all 
of those projects that have HUD dollars in them have to have to comply with prevailing 
wage requirements.  
 
Emily: [01:46:23] So then do you guys advocate for the opposite?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:46:29] Changing that? Yes.  
 
Emily: [01:46:30] And like how you're saying you should build two for the same price?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:46:34] Yes. So essentially, that's what the Oak Park Residents 
Corporation does. [01:46:41] Because the Oak Park Residents Corporation is a not for 
profit, but we are not reliant upon HUD for our funding. And so we have the ability to be 
able to make market rate decisions where the costs are lower for the provision of an 
additional unit. [19.8] So I mean 350,000 dollars, multiunit buildings Oak Park are 
selling on average for somewhere between 70 and 120 thousand dollars per unit. So if 
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you could be at 87,500 dollars per unit, you could have four units for that same 350,000 
dollars for that one unit. Go out and acquire a building that already exists. You don't have 
to build new, you can go and buy a building and use it to be able to create affordable 
housing.  
 
Emily: [01:47:48] So do you think that your presence here in both the nonprofit and here 
works to affect them in that way? Have you seen a difference?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:47:57] Yeah, absolutely. [01:47:59] Because over the time that 
the Residents Corporation has existed, it has acquired buildings in the private 
marketplace and then put 20 percent of those units in as affordable units. [14.4]  
 
Emily: [01:48:13] And so have you seen that your efforts have affected the elected 
officials, or whoever's making the decision to do the prevailing wage option?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:48:27] That's not as much of their concern because that money 
is coming from outside the community. So. You know the Mayor and City Council here 
are a lot less concerned about the economic efficiency of the project. [01:48:43] They're 
more concerned about just can the project get done and then does the project help to 
advance some of the interests that we may have for the community, both with respect to 
the provision of affordable housing but also with respect to other factors that they're 
trying to advance.  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:49:10] And I have a good working relationship with my 
successor who is in office and with all of the members of the current council. So we have 
an ability to be able to have conversations about things that are going on and the 
provision of affordable housing the community, whether it ties into an inclusionary 
zoning ordinance or not. [50.3] I still have the ability to be able to sort of talk with him 
about what we can do to provide more affordable options for people here. And so this is 
something else that just arrived in my mailbox today. I'll give you a copy of it. So that's 
yours. But that is the Homelessness Coalition that is focused on trying to help provide for 
affordable housing opportunities here. And so this one is flexible rental assistance. So we 
were able to help get some funding for that new interim housing program. That's the one 
that I was referring to in terms of the Showalter House so you can refer to that. [01:50:34] 
But then the Community Builders a large national not for profit entity that is an 
affordable housing developer. [9.1] And they are constructing a project that's gonna be 
here in Oak Park. [01:50:50] This is one that is an example of the type that I was just 
describing where they have funding that's come through the Illinois Housing 
Development Authority and they're going to create 37 new units, but it's gonna be at a 
pretty substantial cost because of the funding or the prevailing wage requirements that 
they're going to have to live with it. [21.9]  
 
Emily: [01:51:13] Oh so they got money from HUD.  
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Employee of OPHA: [01:51:14] Correct. But to get this approved, they had to get 
support from the Board of Trustees so the Mayor and the City Council had to be on board 
with doing this.  
 
Emily: [01:51:35] Was that relatively easy for them to get on board to support?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:51:41] There were some [01:51:42] people in the community 
who were pretty opposed to it who were concerned about the idea that it was going to 
reduce their desirability in their neighborhood. [12.9]  
 
Emily: [01:51:55] Desirability, including their property values?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:51:58] Probably both. But they're located here. The site is 
located right here. And so the people here are realistically sort of asking and saying, hey 
wait a second, why do we continue to do this in areas that already have the significant 
majority of the Affordable Housing in our community? Why aren't we trying to locate 
this up here. where there's not.  
 
Emily: [01:52:42] And what do you say?  
 
Employee of OPHA: [01:52:44] I think that's a perfectly reasonable question to be 
asking. And I mean I know the answer. The answer is that this is a highly desirable area 
to be. Right around downtown. The cost of land there is very high. [01:53:12] The market 
for market rate housing can afford to pay for land in this area because market rate 
housing is driven primarily by the revenue potential that you can generate from increased 
rents. [22.1] So your revenue upside here is enough to be able to support high land values 
with the market for market rate housing. [01:53:48] The market for affordable housing is 
driven by the cost side of the equation not the revenue side because your revenue is 
essentially going to be set by the federal government. So what you need to do is you need 
to keep your costs as low as possible to be able to develop new developments and new 
units in a way that is going to be economically viable. [34.6] So the market for [01:54:27] 
market rate housing is driven to the west side of the Village because that's where you can 
get a higher revenue return. The market for affordable housing is driven to the eastern 
side of the Village and the southern part of the Village because that's where you can keep 
your costs as low as possible. And an important component of that is your land cost. 
[29.5] So one of the concerns that I have is if you leave the market for market rate 
housing and the market for affordable housing entirely to themselves, you're going to end 
up with more and more and more market rate housing on the west side the Village and 
the north part of the Village. And you're going to end up with more and more and more. 
Affordable housing on the east side of the Village in the south part of the Village. And 
you're going to end up actually increasing economic segregation, and heightening the 
disparities that exist between the two. And that's an issue that's not just an Oak Park 
issue. That's a national issue that the way that things are geared, affordable housing tends 
to go to areas that have lower land costs, but they also therefore are areas that tend to be 
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less desirable. And they have less opportunity. And so the people who live in those 
buildings thereby have less economic opportunity than if you can put them in higher 
opportunity areas. The federal government is trying to encourage movement in that 
direction, but they still haven't taken some of the important steps that could be available 







































Oak Park Interview 3 
Elected Official 2 
1/9/19 
 
Elected Official: I guess my first question is for you. Are you talking about housing? Or 
are you talking about zoning and development? What is your main area of research? 
 
Emily: Both. Primarily housing, but in that obviously zoning is included naturally. I'm 
sort of looking at how politicians make decisions on zoning, or the recommendations they 
make. And then I'm trying to figure out why you guys [Oak Park] tend to be more 
inclusive and Lake Forest is not. Then there's also a connection with the voters and 
responding to what constituents want, which I'm hoping you can speak to that. [Elected 
official] said that he is very fact-based when it comes to making decisions. So I'm not 
sure if that's how you are, or if you're more so responsive to what people want? Also, 
how do you know who's the majority because sometimes the one speaking up are not the 
majority opinion? 
 
Elected Official: So I'm probably going to echo a lot of what [OPHA employee] said 
because I have a lot affinity with his thinking. We have a history in our community of 
fighting 'white flight' that happened in the 70s in Chicago. 01:22 So it's a big part of our 
culture and history that we chose not to become like other communities where the white 
people left because they feared black people moving in. And we chose to work very 
affirmatively on maintaining a racial mix and living together. And so those efforts are...  
 
Emily: So these efforts were from the beginning? 
 
Elected Official: Yes, from the beginning. So it isn't really about responding to the 
constituents now, it's like don't bother living here if this isn't what you want because this 
is who we are as a community. And so it's a big part of our identity to be inclusive and 
diverse and integrated. 02:10 So the data part [in reference to Oak Park's newest measure 
of affordable housing] is more focused on the current conversation about whether or not 
we need to maintain our efforts to be integrated. And those terms are all different. So you 
can have a diverse community, which if you look at the demographics and you X percent 
of this, this, and that and everybody is all here, meaning that we have diversity. But 
integration is a different issue because integration means you mix on the same blocks, in 
the same buildings, and you don't have segregated neighborhoods. 02:42 And for me, you 
look at a larger urban model, that's a gigantically important thing to do because you can 
see in Chicago, certainly that you have these heavy crime areas that are African 
American. And you see the lack of opportunity in all the incidents of negative outcomes 
that come from having an isolated African American community without resources to 
improve themselves. So having people live together is our goal and what we do here in 
Oak Park. 03:14 The [elected official] data' part is real, in that are we stably integrated? 
And what to do about that is what's on the table right now. How are we going to keep this 
value in our community? 
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Emily: And you were talking about how for years, it has been that you were at 18 percent 
affordable housing. But now the data just came back that now you're at 22 percent? 
 
Elected Official: Okay, so the data that came back from my understanding has not been 
officially presented to the village. But the data rumor is impacted by the fact that there's 
condos that are in distress. 04:00 So our community is unique is certainly unique 
compared to a place like Lake Forest because we already have a lot of units. We have a 
lot of apartment buildings in Oak Park. Again, it is our quasi-urban nature. You go above 
here [the cafe the interview took place] and you'll see apartments. And I live around the 
corner in a nice, beautiful house, so we're mixed in that way.  But one of the things that 
caused an uptick in the number of affordable units is condo-ownership. However, condo-
ownership that's affordable because it's 74,000 dollar units is actually because the unit is 
in distress.  And because you're seeing that after the foreclosure crisis in 2008 when the 
whole economy tanked, people were unable to sell their units, they were stuck in units, 
and sometimes people lost them in foreclosure.  Then they became held by investors 
sometimes--I don't know if [OPHA employee] touched on this because I know he has 
some thoughts on it. So let's say you buy a six unit building and you and your five 
neighbors are all responsible for...and fixing the plumbing, and putting on the new roof. 
And when this guy foreclosed, and that building is empty, and this person is in distressed 
and doesn't have any money, the way condos operate is that they collect homeowner 
association fees they call it. Which are supposed to cover the maintenance of the 
building, not your unit where you want to paint and decorate. And when those people 
can't keep that up, those last standing homeowners are in distress. They have to put on a 
roof with $24,000 of their own money, instead of sharing it with their neighbors. So these 
aren't good situations. 05:48 And it's not what we call affordable housing in the sense that 
you're providing quality housing that is affordable to people. It's actually underpriced 
because there's a big problem with it. So I take those out of the equation [of the measure 
of Oak Park's affordable housing] because it's not sustainable housing for people that 
need housing. 06:10  
 
Emily: So you don't consider...or you think the 22 percent might be a little off? 
 
Elected Official: I think that might be reflective...or I have heard that it might be 
reflected of distressed condos and I don't want to count that.  
 
Emily: So as far as zoning goes, what do you think the most important purposes of 
zoning are? What goals do you think it [zoning] should achieve? 
 
Elected Official: Well it's kind of like everything that we do. It's a big question and has a 
big answer. Generally, it's how you plan your community. So it's how you not have a salt 
query next to somebody's mansion or whatever. So it's how you layout and plan the uses 
for your community. And it's like everything that you do, right? 07:19 Who's gonna live 
here, what kind of town, what kind of open space is there, how tall are the buildings 
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going to be? But when you're talking more specifically about concepts of zoning that 
impact housing, it's different. 07:34 Zoning goes by zones, I'm sure you've heard, 
obviously. When you're like in this type of residential area... So you see the Lake Forest 
where they have the acre-minimum or whatever, down to more density. And the density, 
it's how... The right level of density is the bullseye. How do you get at that right level of 
density? 08:04 You have to think there are going to be people who live in nice houses 
with big lawns, and then there's people who live in smaller units. So you have to assess 
what the demand is, and how much are you really going to change? 08:19 In Oak Park, 
being a very historic community, the quality of our architecture is a major factor in our 
town. You're not going to take those homes and suddenly tear them down. People buy 
them for their woodwork and the fire, you know...and all that stuff. So you have to look 
at where you can have density, and add density in a way that respects the character of the 
town. 08:48  
 
Emily: Just curious, what's your background?  
 
Elected Official: So my background is that I grew up in [northern Chicago suburb], 
which is one town south of [northern Chicago suburb]. Or actually two towns actually. So 
I grew up there, in a wealthy community. Then I went to college at [university] in 
Milwaukee. I majored in AA like everybody else, that's what I always tell people because 
it was such a beer drinking town. But yeah, I was a business major. I got out of college 
and went straight to law school at [university, which is here in Chicago. I started 
practicing law and then I started practicing municipal law ever since, which is a really 
long time. 
 
Emily: So you lived Oak Park since then?  
 
Elected Official: I lived in Oak Park pretty much since I started practicing [interviewee’s 
profession]. I was probably two years out of law school.  I think I was two, two and a half 
years out of law school when I moved here. I can't remember. I rented, so I don't have 
ownership records or anything. So that was like 1991 or 1992, and I've been here 
practicing law ever since.  
 
Emily: How long have you been a [interviewee’s position]? 
 
Elected Official: Same as [Elected Official], just since April of 2017.  
 
Emily: Do you guys usually have a large turnover every year? 
 
Elected Official: So we have staggered terms, meaning we have a board of seven with a 
Village President and six Trustees. It's the Village President and three and then three.  
 
Emily: Okay, so that makes sense why you're a [interviewee’s position] based on your 
background and because you've been living here awhile.  
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Elected Official: Yeah.  
 
Emily: So going to how those practices are created... So when Oak Park was forming, it's 
my understanding that the diversity was a bit scattered throughout already, which perhaps 
ultimately made it easier to grow into how diverse it is today?  
 
Elected Official: I didn't know that part. Because I think when it started, there was 
redlining so there was this whole thing where you couldn't get a loan to buy a home east 
of Ridgeland [Avenue]. 14:38 So I met this woman, she was white and Jewish and lived 
in a house on Ridgeland. So our streets in Oak Park, the border of Chicago is Austin, it's 
laid out like a municipal urban grid, and then Ridgeland, and then Oak Park Avenue, and 
then Harlem is our western border.  So east of Ridgeland was redlined, meaning you 
literally could not get a loan from the bank by there.  
 
Emily: So apparently that was the same case for north of Chicago Avenue. So [OPHA 
employee] talked about how there was only one black family north of Chicago Avenue in 
Austin.  
 
Elected Official: Oh, okay. I do trust him. 
 
Emily: He said that when people were settling into Oak Park and people were moving 
out of the city, as people were moving into Oak Park, African American families were 
scattered were they happened to be living. He said it was sort of just by chance, but from 
that there were initiatives that were done to make sure that it was maintained, which now 
grew to be what it was.  
 
Elected Official: Yeah, everything that he said, yeah... There's all kinds of things that we 
did.  
 
Emily: Exactly. So the initiatives that he was talking about, which I guess you've only 
been on city council for two years... 
 
Elected Official: But I was the village attorney for 15 years so I know a lot of other 
history, too.  
 
Emily: So can you speak to those initiatives at all? 
 
Elected Official: Yes, so we adopted a "For-Sale" sign ban. 16:30 This was to prevent 
blocks that had everybody houses for sale, which would create panic, or peddling as they 
call it. Then what happened was, either in the 70s or 80s I can't remember, there was a 
lawsuit from a similar community where a realtor or somebody challenged the "For-Sale" 
sign ban and it went all the way to the United States Supreme Court. 16:53 The Supreme 
Court held that it was an unconstitutional ban on free speech. So commercial speech is a 
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category of free speech, so they said that you can't prevent "For-Sale" signs as a matter of 
free speech.17:10 In Oak Park, because our realtors all knew what we were trying to do, 
they voluntarily agreed not to use "For-Sale" signs anyway. 17:23 So there were lots of 
times when people would complain about them, especially when I was in house, not 
understanding this whole background. We can't really enforce it because we have no right 
to tell people they can't put up a "For-Sale" sign so it's a voluntary 
compliance. 17:40 They voluntarily comply. 
 
Emily: Okay so any other examples of things that you guys did? 
 
Elected Official: So then we did the Housing Center.  
 
Emily: Was that the nonprofit one? 
 
Elected Official: The one that does integration. 18:31 They're all not for profits.  
 
Emily: Is that the one [OPHA employee] is the President of?  
 
Elected Official: No, [OPHA employee] is the Present of the Residence Corporation and 
the Housing Authority. I was just explaining this to a candidate for office, too, because 
there's so many things.  
 
Emily: Oh right, apparently there's a candidate forum tonight? 
 
Elected Official: Yeah and I'm going. It's hard, there's a lot of good people. I almost 
have a hard time picking because there's so many good people running. So I don't have 
anybody I don't want, which is a good place to be. So we also created those two agencies 
that [OPHA employee] is now the [OPHA employee’s position] of… So one is called the 
Residence Corporation, which basically was a not for profit that purchased buildings that 
were at-risk and rehabbed them to nice, like dignified units. And they are supposed to be 
priced affordably. And the Housing Authority is different, I'm sure [OPHA employee] 
already told you all this. They're just like the Chicago Housing Authority or any other 
Housing Authority where they maintain the Housing Choice Voucher program, which is 
Section 8. 19:42 And then we also had a robust Community Relations Department. So we 
have a Community Relations Commission and a Community Relations Department, both 
of which used to be more robust. They would really work with people and hand out like 
welcoming packets to people, landlord tenant information, do mediation to resolve any 
kind of neighbor issues. Which they still do this, but I don't really hear anything about it.  
 
Emily: Oh, that's cool. 
 
Elected Official: Yeah, we did a lot. And also the people in the community--they're 
really behind it. There's a giant effort in Oak Park right now to work on equity. 20:53  
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Emily: And like [OPHA employee] had said, if someone didn't want to live in an 
intentionally inclusive community they would just leave. At this point it kind of seems 
like you either get on board or you leave? 
  
Elected Official: I think so. And it should be like that everywhere, but you know again, 
zoning has an impact on it. 21:20 If you have five acre lots with horse farms, you're not 
going to integrate. 
 
Emily: It also reflects how you guys respond as elected officials because some elected 
officials in other places might just be like "No, we want this so we're just going to do 
that." Which that could also just be because their constituents want that.  
 
Elected Official: It's true, but I'll tell you--so we do a thing called community policing. 
Okay so community policing, I believe, really starts with the Resident-Beat officer 
program, which is a program where the village is divided up into beats like any police 
thing would be, but they're supposed to live there. They get a stipend to live in their 
district and their job is like to work out of their house almost. They're job is to get to 
know the moms, the kids, the neighbors, the troublemakers, the businesses, they're 
supposed to get involved and know the elements of their zone. 22:14 They're cops, 
they're regular working cops, and they… Here's a great example, somebody told me that 
the guy that is the south Oak Park beat, somebody called from the laundry mat and said 
that somebody stole her blanket out of the dryer or whatever. There were no witnesses or 
anything, but the officer knew who would've been--one of two guys. So in policing, you 
can't go with one of two guys or arrest on an either/or basis, right? So he went to their 
apartment and he just banged on the door and he said "Just give me the comforter back or 
I'm going to arrest you." And he said "Just hand it through the door," and they handed it 
out to him. And it worked out because he could've never have arrested him because he 
didn't know which one, but they didn't know that. He just knew right where to go because 
he knew the neighborhood. So there's a lot more to it than that. There's a lot of 
controversy, as you know, following all kinds of police shootings and about people 
getting stopped by the police for no reason. In Oak Park, our police stop people and they 
offer help. So if you say "There's a homeless guy outside of my building," they don't kick 
him and tell him to move on. They offer him services, they make sure they're okay, you 
know they'll take them to the shelter or do whatever they have to do. They're also trained 
in mental health awareness. So it's not a law and order, throw the book at them 
community. And it helps keep peace by helping people live together. Have you ever 
heard of this saying--"getting arrested by WWB"? "Walking While Black." It's like if 
you're walking down the street and you're black and someone calls the cops because 
you're just walking on the street black. We're not that community. We try not to be that 
community.  And if someone did call the police and they saw the guy, they would have a 
much more low-key interaction than any other. Or they would probably just drive by and 
watch, not do anything. 24:37  
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Emily: That was good, those were different initiatives than [OPHA employee] talked 
about. His were more focused on specifically housing, which were of course very 
relevant. So what do you think your role is in creating these policies and responding to 
constituents?  
 
Elected Official: I believe it's my role to make sure that we continue with these policies. 
I believe as a final decision maker and voting member of the board, it's my job to 
represent the values of the community. And my own values that people elected me for 
because they know that I have the values of the community, and to uphold that through 
everything. 25:36 I mean not everything we do is going to have an impact on this, I mean 
we vote to pave streets and stuff, which have nothing to do with it all. But when these 
issues come up, I believe that they need to be maintained.  
 
Emily: Do you think that voter’s preferences affect how you feel about the decisions that 
you make to uphold those [values]? And if you do think that, how do you think they do? 
 
Elected Official: I think you're kind of talking about the basics of democracy, where the 
voter elects me knowing where I stand. 26:15 And they elected [elected official] because 
of where he stands. And that it's our job to do something that's really... There's attention 
in everything that we do where we have to be more informed than the voters that elected 
us.26:31 Make decisions based on a higher level, or deeper dive into information, but 
also balance our judgement with what the community wants. So most members of the 
community can't know all of the stuff that we do because you spend your whole life 
reading and doing all this, you know? But you have to take those values and... Okay so, 
there's certain things like this type of thing where this is the value and this is how I'm 
going to vote.27:00 There's other things where you know the community is upset with 
something that you think you understand it from a different angle, and you have to vote 
what you think is right. 27:11 So you always have to take the community's concerns to 
heart and use your best judgement.27:21 It's a tough thing. I'll tell you an example 
because it's hard to explain this without an example. Do you know what a TIF district is? 
It's called Tax Increment Financing. You basically draw a map around a certain area and 
you say "In this area, we're going to take taxes off the top and put them into a fund, and 
then use that fund to incentivize development." But there's an ethical problem--Our 
[elected official], who's restaurant is in the TIF district, so he technically should not have 
been voting on anything related to the TIF. So the community does not like this guy at 
all, so they were all up in arms about it. They were like "Don't fix this, he should be in 
trouble..." Blah, blah, blah. And I had to study the issue very carefully, and even though 
the community was very mad, I voted to allow him to carve his property out of the TIF so 
that he could vote. And it took me maybe almost two weeks of almost writing out my 
thoughts and figuring it out. 28:25 And balancing the democracy--by democracy, he 
should be voting. If this is a solution, it was an unpopular [solution]. I wound up writing 
this big, long Facebook post so that people understood why and what rationale I 
used. 28:41 And I'm very comfortable with my decision. So it's stuff like that--sometimes 
it's the reactionary sentiment of the community where you have to be a lot calmer and 
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more studious about it. 29:01 But generally, the other side of your question is--if the 
community did not support integration, and they wanted me to not support integration, I 
would not get re-elected. 29:13 And I wouldn't want to run... Well maybe I would want to 
run and try and hold onto it, but I don't think I would want to be a [elected official] in a 
community that didn't have my values. You know? It'd be awfully uncomfortable. 29:31  
 
Emily: Yeah I mean that goes with any decision making. I'm on executive boards on a lot 
of my groups at school, and there's things that I have to deal with along with other exec 
members, that maybe not everyone in the whole group has to know about. Even just 
taking in their opinions and then making the decision that's best for the group--it's 
challenging. And sometimes people aren't happy. 30:10 So my next question is do you 
feel personally feel pressured to act in the interest of the median voters? 
 
Elected Official: I don't... No. No, I think have confidence that I represent the 
community because I get a lot of positive feedback from the community. 30:37 So if I 
didn't, and they were yelling at me, I don't... that's a different... that's not my 
scenario. 30:43 You'll find other people, like maybe [elected official], who might have an 
answer to that.  
 
Emily: Yeah, he didn't respond so...  
 
Elected Official: Yeah, he didn't--and he's not going to. You know, what it's like to be 
unpopular...so the people are pressuring you to do something that you don't want to do. I 
don't have that issue for myself. 31:07  
 
Emily: This is actually my last question--what is the main motivation that the people in 
the community have to advocate for their preferences?  
 
Elected Official: Well they live here, everybody cares about their town. 
 
Emily: Right, so there's the aspect of community, there's the aspect of property values… 
 
Elected Official: Oh I see what you're saying.  
 
Emily: I mean for example, a lot of stories the woman from Lake Forest told me was 
they didn't want a certain restaurant or a certain chain to come in near their home because 
it was going to decrease their own property value. 31:57 Or sometimes just cause noise 
and have added light. But people here are closer to the actual city so they're used to a 
busier...whereas out there it's quieter. 
 
Elected Official: Yeah, yeah. I'll tell you a story. Because I am a municipal law attorney, 
I did a zoning...or actually was a young lawyer, I went with a partner to a zoning hearing 
about a gas station in Lake Forest. It was my first exposure to a zoning hearing, and the 
public was out there because... This was back in the day when there were phone booths, 
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so there was going to be a phone booth. And everyone was going on and on about the 
phone booth. And I was like "Really?" I didn't get it. Then I asked and someone told me 
they were afraid of drug dealers. And it was in Lake Forest... Like do you have drug 
dealers in Lake Forest? So here, I think you do see negative comments coming from other 
people when they're afraid about their property values. 33:17 And you really see a mix--
you hear people advocating for the community values that they believe in, and you also 
hear people... Right now, our biggest issue is whether or not we should, we already 
started but... to become more of a high-rise community or to maintain our suburban 
character. 33:40 Some of the biggest interviews are high-rises. They've been popping up 
left and right and the community does not like them, and I don't either. Too big. 
Improperly aesthetically scaled from an urban design perspective.  
 
Emily: So you grew up in Highland Park. Do you feel like people here are more 
community-oriented and interested in integration? Or do you think people in Highland 
Park wanted that but didn't quite get it? 
 
Elected Official: No, I don't think Highland Park has any interest in 
integration.34:54 Highland Park is demographically more Jewish than more areas, and I 
think that's more their demographic focus. And that's fine--I think if you're Jewish, you 
probably want a community. But they've never been interested in urbanizing or density... 
And another thing, please remember that I was a kid growing up there and wasn't 
interested in urban issues yet.  
 
Emily: Yeah, that makes sense. I just thought that was interesting that you had grown up 
there and chose to live here.  
 
Elected Official: Oh yeah, you can't really be a young single person in a community like 
that. It's a lakefront community, it's wealthy--we were not, but there... It's just not 
somewhere you live unless you're a homeowner. So when I got out of law school, I ended 
up moving back in with my mom and dad, which I really liked because I had been living 
in cities for like nine years or something. So I went back home and it was really fun and 
relaxing. Then I moved here because again, I was a municipal attorney, and we're in a 
central area where I could go and represent, or go to court in any area. And I didn't want 
to move back to the city because I've always been a little bit too green and wanted to 
have a garden, always. Which is why I loved living at home with my parents--I redid my 
garden and I had a cat. But I also moved to Oak Park because I had a friend that lived 
here and she told me about their progressive values. So then I thought, "Okay, I'm 

















































Oak Park Interview 4 
Zoning Official and Planning Official 
1/10/19 
 
Emily: [00:00:16] So can you guys give me a little history about the creation of Oak Park 
from your perspective of how it was planned and whatnot? So I know a little bit about it, 
so if you guys have a different outlook...  
 
Planning Official: [00:00:46] Oak Park was incorporated in 1901. It used to be part of 
Cicero township before that but then they incorporated in 1901. A lot of the migration 
into Oak Park came after the Chicago Fire. That's when we had our boom. A Lot of the 
development in town was really built in the teens 20s 30s 40s and then into the 50s. So a 
lot of our housing stock is really turn of the century.  
 
Emily: [00:01:27] And so was it always as diverse as it is now? Like as people were kind 
of filtering in or...  
 
Planning Official: [00:01:36] I don't think the diversity really came until probably. 
When did Robinettes come to town? I mean that was kind of the beginning of creating a 
really diverse community of just the 60s maybe late 50s, early 60s. I would think it was 
because the Austin neighborhood which is just east of us in the city of Chicago was 
predominantly white in the early nineteen hundreds. And then that community segregated 
into more of an African-American community, and Oak Park was at some one point felt 
threatened that they were going to be taken over by the African-American community. 
[00:02:25] And it called white flight. And so there was these scare tactics about African-
Americans coming into the neighborhoods so we better leave. But the people who live in 
Oak Park decided that's not what they wanted. They wanted to stay here and be an 
integrated community, so they created some laws that there are some policies a policy 
statement of integration that is still in existence today. And so they have stood their 
ground and said we’re not leaving we're going to welcome anyone who comes here. 
[40.4]  
 
Emily: [00:03:06] Can you elaborate a little bit on the policy of integration and what sort 
of policy things that you guys have done?  
 
Planning Official: [00:03:11] Well there's a vision statement that the village has and I 
think it's on the Web site that they keep re-stating each year that talks about... [00:03:25] 
There was a whole housing ordinance developed. [1.7] I mean if you go on the website 
you probably can search up.  
 
Emily: [00:03:39] Was this when you guys were like the first ones to adopt the Fair 
Share Housing?  
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Planning Official: [00:03:43] We were one of the first communities in the United States 
to do that. I think there may have been one other, maybe New York somewhere. There 
were a few others that were happening at the same time. I think all that information you 
could probably find on our website if you haven't. Also you know if you really want to 
know the history of Oak Park you should talk to our historical society there at Lake and 
Lombard.  
 
Emily: [00:04:08] Yeah I'm going there later. The exhibit is up and running I believe of 
the fiftieth anniversary of the Fair Share Housing. So that was convenient. So what do 
you think the most important purposes of zoning are and what do you think that zoning 
should achieve?  
 
Zoning Official: [00:04:33] Well. Here's a nice list of our purpose statement. You know 
on a broad scale [00:04:44] to promote and protect the public health safety and welfare, 
specifically to secure adequate labor privacy happiness of access to property. [9.0] 
There's some more important stuff done here [00:04:57] to promote orderly development 
based upon the comprehensive plan. [3.4] So I'll just give this to you and you can kind of 
look over it. Let me see if I see. [00:05:06] But basically purpose of zoning is to kind of 
create districts: residential, business, commercial, and to try to protect each unique 
district. And don't let other uses that are incompatible, with for instance the residential 
districts, infiltrate. [19.3]  
 
Planning Official: [00:05:28] If you ever have ever followed the Houston zoning issues. 
That's something most communities don't want to do right. Because it just lets them 
develop it willy nilly. You have a manufacturing plant next to a residential neighborhood. 
It's not a good thing. So in some respects some segregation is good and zoning is 
important.  
 
Emily: [00:05:50] So how have you guys combated both racial and socio economic 
segregation? Because zoning is often a practice that this [segregation] is a result of based 
on a lot of the studies I found. So like how have you guys as Oak Park combated that?  
 
Zoning Official: [00:06:08] Well I think, for instance, some exclusionary practices in 
zoning orders had been based on land size. [00:06:17] You must have a certain size of a 
lot to live in this neighborhood. Oak Park really has to my knowledge never done that. 
[12.1] We have various districts that require certain lot sizes [00:06:35] and they're from 
twenty-five feet wide two hundred feet wide. So I guess that would be considered 
inclusionary aspect of our zoning ordinance. [12.7] So I guess to put the point more 
forward we don't have exclusionary zoning practices in our zoning code, especially our 
current zoning code.  
 
Planning Official: [00:07:07] I mean this is the zoning map and you can kind of see the 
lot sizes in different areas in town. A lot of the subdivisions were established when the 
community was being developed. And the city of Chicago has a lot of 25-foot-wide we 
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called city lots. And so Oak Park started to use that same model but found that twenty-
five-foot-wide lots were too narrow and they didn't want the congestion that the city of 
Chicago had, [00:07:39] so they started making a little bit wider lots and a lot of the 
parcels are planted about 50 feet wide. So at some point people would either try to 
subdivide those into smaller lots or they would consolidate them into larger lots. [15.5] 
So I would say the basis for all the lots in town are really kind of one size, but then 
they've just been changed throughout the years depending on how much developers want 
to make, what they want to do and you can see a lot of these lots are a little narrower 
down south than they are up here. This is this is kind of what we call estate section, 
which is where there are larger lots.  
 
Emily: [00:08:24] Is that where the Frank Lloyd Wright houses are?  
 
Planning Official: [00:08:26] Yeah, that's where many of them are.  
 
Emily: [00:08:31] So I noticed that a lot of public housing and rental housing were sort 
of on this east side and then on the south side.  
 
Planning Official: [00:08:45] Right. So all the brown the multi-family areas. So the 
higher congestion and most of the bulk of it is right here through the center of town. But 
on the periphery yes there's a lot of multi-family there.  
 
Emily: [00:08:59] Right. So as far as going into that northwest sector like a do you guys 
have any plans to make more multi-family homes in there?  
 
Planning Official: [00:09:12] Well it's all economic driven. So the yellow is single 
family. [00:09:22] So there's no zoning that allows for multi-family in the northwest 
section of town, doesn't mean that someone can't come in and redevelop. [9.2] But people 
don't tear down homes here much. [00:09:38] So what we've been trying to do we're 
actually in the process right now looking at creating an inclusionary housing ordinance. 
[7.4] Which really would focus more on affordable apartments and townhomes. 
[00:09:58] Right now the state has put forth a percentage of affordable housing units that 
each community must attain, the threshold is 10 percent. [12.1] This year we were just 
assessed or actually [00:10:17] 2018 was reassessed and we are at 22.6 percent. [3.0] So 
we're well over that threshold. So we're gonna [00:10:24] seek advice or direction from 
the Village Board whether or not we're going to even do an inclusionary housing 
ordinance because we do have a lot. [5.7] But a lot of those are condos. So our threshold 
for affordable condos is well over the mark as well. So we'll see what they want to do.  
 
Emily: [00:10:52] So these are old condos that were converted?  
 
Planning Official: [00:10:54] It's a combination, it's a lot of one bedroom condos. So a 
lot of condos that are the mortgage is underwater, upside down. Whatever you want to 
call it. That makes a little bit more affordable because they are selling at a lower price 
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point now but we think it's important and [00:11:20] whenever we do a plan development 
and it's a village own property we try to negotiate with developers to try to get affordable 
housing units. Or money to an affordable housing fund. [10.3]  
 
Emily: [00:11:31] Right. I heard about the fund.  
 
Planning Official: [00:11:33] Yeah. So we just use money from that fund to do an 
affordable housing project just south of here. So the funds are going to good use. But the 
idea is doing we need an inclusionary ordinance to make every certain site development...  
 
Emily: [00:12:01] What are your guys’ opinions.  
 
Planning Official: [00:12:05] I honestly think we have a lot of affordable housing units. 
What we don't have is affordable single family homes. [10.2] That's the tough nut to 
crack here because we're not building new houses. We're only building new apartments 
or condos because it's a built out community and like I [00:12:29] said properties aren't 
being torn down and rebuilt. [2.9] And even if they are they're building them back at 
seven hundred, eight hundred thousand dollar homes. So unless the village really wants 
to go after new development homes and tried to subsidize it somehow or put it in some 
sort of land trust or something that's gone away we're gonna get affordable single family 
homes. Or we used to have a first time home buyers program where we provided 
assistance for lower income folks to get into homes. [00:13:11] But I think from an 
affordable housing standpoint, we are we do have a lot whether we need an ordinance or 
not, I think we've done pretty well up until this time without one. [13.8] So I'm not 100 
percent sure that we need to do one.  
 
Emily: [00:13:33] What about your opinion?  
 
Zoning Official: [00:13:38] I agree.  
 
Emily: [00:13:39] Well so you already mentioned that you believe that you're zoning 
practices are inclusionary. Are there any other specific practices that you can even just 
list off that are examples of inclusionary?  
 
Planning Official: [00:13:59] Outside of residential or just with residential?  
 
Emily: [00:14:02] Mostly with residential but if you have any other ones I'll take it.  
 
Zoning Official: [00:14:10] I think our zoning code tries to be, well not tries to be, 
[00:14:16] I think our only code is neutral. I don't think there's a huge amount of 




Planning Official: [00:14:37] Yeah I think you're right. You know we have all kinds of 
housing options available. And when we did the update to the zoning ordinance just 
recently we added a couple more options. One is that we added the ability for certain size 
properties [00:14:58] to add coach houses to their properties. [3.4] We also put in the 
zoning code [00:15:09] live-work units. So in commercial districts, someone can live on 
the ground floor as long as they have a commercial piece upfront whether it's an office or 
resident retail, some sort of business that they can or an artist studio, something. [19.5] 
So that provides another option. So we're always thinking of different ways to allow 
residential at all different types of levels within the community.  
 
Emily: [00:15:56] How did these policies come to be sort of neutral then? Do you think it 
was purposeful or...? I mean I know you guys had efforts put in place in the past.  
 
Zoning Official: [00:16:07] It's purposeful to diversify based on economics, based on. 
You know they're a positive feature.  
 
Planning Official: [00:16:19] Yeah. [00:16:20] I's neutral in the respect that we're not 
we're not being swayed one way or the other trying to keep out residential or trying to 
look at ways to bring different types of residential but yet we don't want to go too far by 
allowing residential everywhere. [25.7] I mean residential on the first floor of a 
commercial district is not necessarily appropriate. Although we do have apartment 
buildings and commercial districts that have residential on the first floor. But I guess you 
know the zoning ordinance now doesn't allow that as by right. You can do it as a special 
use, you have to go through a public process. But I guess that's maybe a piece of this or a 
variance that's kind of where maybe the exclusionary piece comes in is trying to keep 
residential minimized in commercial districts, at least on the first floor.  
 
Zoning Official: [00:17:27] That's what zoning is all about is segregated districts and 
uses so they're not incompatible. You don't want incompatible uses together, and a 
residential residence on a commercial street isn't compatible. [11.8]  
 
Planning Official: [00:17:42] We want residential and commercial districts. Don't get us 
wrong. But not on the first floor. Yeah it's important to have residential and commercial, 
you've got eyes on the street and people walking around and patronizing.  
 
Emily: [00:18:04] So as far as these policies, like I know that's something that the board 
generally votes on based on information that I'm assuming that you guys get them. 
[00:18:15] So how do you think or what role do you believe that elected officials play in 
this policy. Is it just voting on them? Or do you think they are really responsive to what 
you guys, are saying or what the constituents are saying? [15.8]  
 
Emily: [00:18:32] I think it's all of the above. I mean they the Village Board sets policy. 
But they do look at staff to provide recommendations and do the research and have a 
discussion with them and then they decide whether it's...  
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Zoning Official: [00:18:53] They definitely take input from their core constituencies. 
[3.1]  
 
Planning Official: [00:18:56] That's true. Yeah.  
 
Planning Official: [00:18:59] They'll you know have a town hall meeting or they'll have 
to invite people to a Village Board meeting and take in the input from all of those 
constituents.  
 
Emily: [00:19:09] Do you think that they're responsive to the constituencies? Or do you 
think it's more just "we're here to hear you out."  
 
Zoning Official: [00:19:22] No, they play better be responsive to their constituency. 
[3.6]  
 
Planning Official: [00:19:27] Yeah that's a tough question.  
 
Zoning Official: [00:19:31] I think you have to be.  
 
Planning Official: [00:19:33] I mean they are, they listen and make their decision.  
 
Zoning Official: [00:19:36] They know where to draw the line. They understand where 
NIMBY kicks in. They know that projects are good for their community.  
 
Planning Official: [00:19:49] And we do a conference plan for the village. So we kind of 
have some direction already set for where the village wants to go. So that helps the 
Village Board kind of understand that as well and how that ties in.  
 
Emily: [00:20:08] So the people coming to the meetings and voicing their opinions--
What do they generally seem to want? Are they for integration or are they worried about 
their property values? [10.7]  
 
Planning Official: [00:20:21] Well all the [00:20:22] above. You know we've had 
several housing groups in the village. Some of the village trustees are part of those 
housing groups and it's an airport it's an important subject for them. We have a 
commission set up just for housing issues, [19.0] and to talk about housing. [00:20:46] 
And so they want to make sure that we're not falling behind and that you're bringing 
everything we can to provide housing for all individuals. [16.9] But we do see every once 
while an urgency of residents coming to a Village Board talking about housing. 
[00:21:16] Especially now since we're trying to work on housing inclusionary housing 
ordinance, more and more groups are coming out providing their opinion on what what 
they should do what they shouldn't do.  
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Emily: [00:21:32] Are those people that are coming out [to the meetings] generally 
saying "yes we want this ordinance."  
 
Planning Official: [00:21:41] Yeah [24.6] and you know we went to the Village Board 
and talked about it. Other groups came and talked about it as well. [00:21:48] The Village 
Board wants to understand where we are in our affordable housing numbers and what's 
available out there before they make a decision. [13.8] So there we are right now and 
information gathering portion of this.  
 
Emily: [00:22:16] What's your opinion on whether it's you know would it be "Maybe 
we're good with where we're at affordable housing wise." [00:22:26] But what if it were 
just for symbolic reasoning of making the ordinance, even if it's like for things that you 
already you do.  
 
Planning Official: [00:22:39] I hope it's not just symbolic. [13.9] I me if we're going to 
we should do it because we should be doing it. You know from our standpoint there the 
village really only has, I would say in the best control over properties that we own and we 
negotiate with the developer to get what we want to get out of the property. And that's 
where we've gotten a lot of our affordable housing units and funds and the village is 
pretty much running out of property that they own. So it's really going to be negotiating 
with a private developer. And if there's no teeth to that, the village really can't demand 
that they provide affordable housing or donate funds unless we have some more codified. 
[00:23:33] Right now in our zoning code, we have an option for developers to provide 
funds or units of affordable [8.2] housing. And these are planned developments. So 
they're asking for permission from the village to build something outside of the context of 
the zoning. So we have the ability to require what we consider compensating benefits to 
the village. And one of those options is affordable housing. [00:23:59] If we make it 
mandatory, then we can ensure that we get that. But it also can come at a cost to the 
developer. And will that deter development, will it downgrade development? [19.5] Weill 
they ask for additional relief from the zoning in order to compensate in their minds that 
loss. So it's all things to kind of think about how that impacts.  
 
Emily: [00:24:34] So generally private developers, do they ever include affordable 
housing without being specifically told to?  
 
Planning Official: [00:24:42] Never. Not here, no. But you know I guess you probably 
know some communities have requirements, so they know that going into it. Here they 
don't know because we don't really have it on the books, so there's no expectation that the 
developers that is a requirement.  
 
Emily: [00:25:06] So since there's no expectation, what's the biggest reasoning of why 
you do have so much affordable housing?  
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Planning Official: [00:25:12] Well like I said [00:25:12] with the properties of the 
village owns it's a negotiation with our redevelopment agreements. We say if you want to 
buy our property, you have to do X Y and Z. [8.6] And they generally support that 
because [00:25:29] we'll either give them some sort of TIF monies or we'll do a land 
write down, or something. We'll give them something to help offset the cost for them. 
[11.9] But we can't do that if it's not our property. And I'm sure the [00:25:46] private 
property owner who's trying to sell their property is not going to back down on the price 
because the village wants affordable housing. [8.0]  
 
Emily: [00:26:02] Yeah I think those are actually all my questions for yes. Yeah. Do you 
have any other last minute comments? You guys have different experiences than the 
elected officials that I'm talking to because a lot of those questions are you know. "Do 
you do you respond to constituents?" type of things. But you guys are employed so that 
that's a different perspective.  
 
Planning Official: [00:26:27] Yeah. I mean we we both are staff to different 
commissions that seek some of these developments. [00:26:33] So we, too, have to 
understand what the residents are saying and what their issues are. So we can be prepared 
when we present to these boards and commissions on what their issues are. So you know 
we listen to them as well. We don't always agree with them. Sometimes we do. [19.7] But 
we the [00:26:57] Planning Commission is or the Zoning Board of Appeals who review 
these applications are the ones that are required to listen to them through a public hearing 
and they take their thoughts and considerations to mind when they make their 
recommendations to the board. So that's with developments, that's where the board hears 
from the public on a larger scale. [24.7] They don't all show up at the board meetings. 
[00:27:26] They let the boards and commissions filter all that stuff. [3.4]  
 
Emily: [00:27:36] And generally, a lot of people have been saying that people who live 
here want inclusionary housing and whatnot, and want affordable housing and diversity 
and maintaining that. Do you guys think they see that with the constituents are telling the 
Planning Commission, and the Planning Commission suggesting things to the board?  
 
Planning Official: [00:27:59] Well the Plan Commission has to review what they are 
given. [00:28:09] So they're giving an application that doesn't have affordable housing, 
they may question the applicant of why it's not there but they they can't make them do it. 
But they can always send a message to the board that they think affordable housing 
should be part of the development, and the board's got to decide whether or not to make 
them add that or not as a condition of approvals.  
 
Zoning Official: [00:28:37] Yeah, I think in general different people live in Oak Park 
because they want to be around diversity. [36.7] I mean there's other communities west of 
here that are affluent just like Oak Park but they're less diverse. [00:28:53] So in general, 
if people live here, they want to be in a diverse community, so they want inclusionary. 
[6.3]  
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Emily: [00:00:23] So I mean you took a look at the questions and, like you said, you'll be 
more useful where you know you're useful so if you have any particular ones that you 
want to answer? And then I can sort of feed off of that or I can go straight into it. I've 
learned a lot about the history but if you have another perspective you can feel free.  
 
Elected Official: [00:00:47] Well I don't know you know Oak Park likes to talk a lot 
about their history so I don't want to go and repeat a lot of what everybody has already 
said. So without knowing what you heard from any from the others is there an area that 
intrigued you about our history?  
 
Emily: [00:01:37] I think mostly is that I've heard different things based on how the 
diversity came to be. One person told me it was natural how people settled into the area 
from the white flight and people moving outwards. Another person said that it was 
intentional based on the practices that were created. And then I had a different 
perspective that was more geared towards it was kind of a natural thing that started 
happening but then putting in the practices in place then allowed it to become even more 
integrated and inclusive. So I'm not really sure which one is the right one because there 
really is no one.  
 
Elected Official: [00:02:21] But so there's one thing [00:02:25] I can leave you with to 
read is just the minutes from the day that we passed the Fair Housing markets because 
what you've got is a lot of public comment from the people who were obviously living it 
at the time that they were living it. So then it's not spun and it's real. [26.9] Now I've lived 
in Oak Park just over 31 years, I've raised two children here that are adults that went 
through all of Oak Park schools. My daughter did little bits of parochial maybe. I think 
only once for a short span. And so a lot of what I would share with you is going to be 
what I was told by people older than me. So what I do understand from people older than 
me that we're here is that it wasn't easy. [00:03:54] There was still a lot of fear involved. 
So as white flight started to happen I think that there was, and some of the policies that 
made us Oak Park that we like to say today interpret it as a welcoming community that 
wanted to be diverse, that was making a choice to be welcoming. I don't know that that's 
completely true. [40.8] I think is it for some people, it was about protecting their 
neighborhood and making sure that it didn't completely flip. You understand the 
difference? And so it was a little bit like digging in their heels and "You're not going to 
make me sell my house." This is my neighborhood. And less of a "Yes, we'd like new 
neighbors." I think there has to be some pride though, in that the voices that we're more 
welcoming had the strength to stand up and say something. I mean quite frankly we need 
that more today. Right. [00:05:39] So in that regard I think that Oak Park deserves those 
accolades. I just think that we would benefit in continuing to make progress if we were 
very honest about that fact. [23.2]  
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Emily: [00:06:09] Where do you think the motivation was?  
 
Elected Official: [00:06:16] That it was more protective than it was about welcoming.  
 
Emily: [00:06:18] By the majority or the minority?  
 
Elected Official: [00:06:28] Well I'm a data person so that's hard I have a tendency to 
wish that there was data on that instead of interpretation. But what I've learned in being 
involved with policymaking today is if sometimes it's a smaller percentage of people who 
are just louder.  
 
Emily: [00:06:57] Okay. So you think that the people who were welcoming that stood up 
were able to be louder?  
 
Elected Official: [00:07:11] But that took tremendous courage because I think since the 
majority we're against it, they took two stances. Some either just said nothing or some 
were threatening.  
 
Emily: [00:07:39] So personally what, and as far as zoning, what do you think the most 
important goals are/ I mean they give me the lists of what the Oak Park website says. But 
do you have any points on that? You might not. If not, that's okay.  
 
Elected Official: [00:08:00] You know because my most of my answers are going to 
come from public perception or public representation. [00:08:11] To me are the real 
importance of our zoning being thoughtful is to have a plan. [11.1] Have a plan that 
maintains the mission and the vision of what we perceive our village to be. And I think 
the word "village" is important because we're only 4.5 square miles, so we're extremely 
dense with a population of verging on 53,000. But one of the main reasons people move 
here is for architecture, they move here for education, they move here because they were 
perceived as a progressive community. And they move here for the arts. And then you've 
got an acceptance piece on gay, lesbian, transgender, biracial marriages etcetera. So but 
the village aspect is part of it too, neighborhoods that are walkable. Zoning protects that 
we have neighborhoods. And we understand that we need business in order to sustain 
ourselves financially. And we want businesses that we can walk to. So we need the 
zoning to be thoughtful in a way that protects both. [00:09:53] You know it. It 
encourages business to be able thrive but leaves your neighborhoods feeling the way that 
they felt when you moved in. [14.8] Now that's not to say that we want to not ever 
change and move forward. And change is always hard. Change is always hard. [00:10:20] 
So it's a balance that we do have. I think the City Planner and Zoning Administrator laid 
down what you learn as best practices and then it's up to villagers and policymakers to 
decide when they're willing to adapt and have zoning. [30.3]  
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Emily: [00:10:57] Do you view the current policies as either exclusive or inclusive. Well 
I guess this is like a better question considering I have a lot on that but. So you guys are 
looking at adopting an inclusionary housing ordinance but you were one of the first 
people to the first suburbs to adopt the Fair Share Housing Ordinance. Do you think that 
like you need the inclusion I want or do you think that the Fair Share Housing Ordinance 
suffices as inclusionary housing?  
 
Elected Official: [00:11:33] I imagine you get very different answers from our elected 
officials here. I think that we're putting something in writing makes it conscious. [10.9] In 
general you know when speaking I think it reminds your staff of what your intentions are. 
Because people are all a lot and officials are vulnerable because they only get to vote on 
what's put in front of them. And after you know a resolution like a fair housing ordinance 
or is put into place. [00:12:18] So you need to be sending your staff a message and what 
you as the policy makers that were elected and hopefully during that election process 
there was enough debate and the voters were educated enough to be asking the questions 
so that they could had representation on the board that is reflective of their own views or 
desires you know whatever. But so I think there's value in putting it in writing. [35.9] I 
think it sends a message to the staff of what you're looking for to come forward. And I 
think it makes you as a policymaker more conscious to remember. Because there is a 
tendency to ride too much in a gray area. I don't know. So I guess that's just the one quote 
I guess I would stick with.  
 
Emily: [00:13:32] Even if it were perhaps symbolic. What would you think of that? I 
mean given that you already do you know X amount of things. But if you put it in writing 
as more of a commitment what do you think of that?  
 
Elected Official: [00:13:52] We have a lot of efforts and non for profits that we 
financially support. And I think that one of the benefits that we might not see in putting 
something in writing is actually it would allow us to consolidate some of those efforts. 
Because overlap that you've got the Housing Authority, you've got the Residents 
Corporation, you've got the Oak Park Regional Housing Center. And they all do have 
different roles but it can be confusing and there can be overlap. And then we have a 
commission that is the Housing Programs commission. And then we've got another one 
that's grant oriented.  
 
Emily: [00:15:37] What is the main role of the Housing Commission?  
 
Elected Official: [00:15:44] Well what's changed is [00:15:49] Housing Programs 
Advisory Committee. Duties shall advise the president or trustees on programs and 
methods to accomplish the following goals: enhance the quality of residential properties, 
attract an economic and racially diverse population, develop and maintain affordability. 
[23.7] So there you go. So that "attract in it an economically and racially diverse 
population" overlaps with the mission of the Housing Center. Develop and maintain 
affordable housing options. I can make a copy of this.  
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Emily: [00:17:33] And so D) is "Increase the value of residential property." So do you 
ever find that it conflicts with some of the other things that it tries to do?  
 
Elected Official: [00:17:47] So what happens is staff ends up taking on more of that role. 
And the commissions lose sight of that being...  
 
Emily: [00:17:56] And lose sight of this "increase the value of residents"?  
 
Elected Official: [00:18:00] Yes. I think that that would be one that they have possibly 
lost sight of. But I don't see that as a positive that there would be that kind of confusion. 
So I guess I would suggest with developing of an ordinance to focus the conversation and 
opened the door for reorganizing in a way that is not...you understand where your 
priorities are, you understand where the role of government is. OK. And then that can 
guide your budget and then your budget guides. How many organizations are out there? 
And it's strategic. And it's not about cutting services. It's about having those services be 
more efficient. So because there is pushback anytime you want to cut a budget of one of 
those organizations because their priorities but there's... We can no longer afford to waste 
money. My my responses may maybe more global than what you get from other people. I 
have a desire for them to be, to see our staff and policymakers make them less global.  
 
Emily: [00:20:06] What's your role in these policies in your position?  
 
Elected Official: [00:20:16] I'm going to go with the word support. And there are 
opportunities for that to include the word education. [19.4] There was a time when a 
village like when they won the original fair housing ordinance was developed, our 
[interviewee's position] at the time would have been part of actually enforcement. But the 
role of the [interviewee's position] is changed in 50 years. And but I think that even if her 
job hadn't included keeping some of our housing data and other stuff she's still probably 
because of the times [00:21:08] would have been about enforcement because of the 
community relations aspect of enforcement back then, you know the conversations that 
needed to happen with people in order for them to be willing to accept change. [15.7] 
And that level of change. OK. So the [interviewee’s] office is often... The word 
ombudsman gets thrown around a lot with the bill with in with in our village and the 
history of the [interviewee's position]. There is always discussion about should our 
[interviewee's position] be elected, should it be appointed, should it be full time, should it 
be part time, should it have 13 people working under it or not. You know because why do 
you have this elected official that has staff duties right. And what [00:22:18] our 
community has done with that is they feel like when they need help going through being 
walked through a bureaucratic process or even to know what what they need to do to do 
anything [16.9] from what kind of permit do I need to have a moving van in front of my 
house. To "we were thinking about having this event by our church that we want to be 
able to close the street. How do we do that?" They don't even know what department to 
go to to answer that question if it's their first time or ever time trying to do something. 
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[00:23:03] So because they see me as being somebody that works for them directly they'll 
call me and I'll point them to the right direction. [8.1] So I'm not trying to do the job of 
staff but I am helping them not get frustrated. [00:23:24] And that's a little bit we're that 
embeds mean comes from the other place that the word that the ombudsman comes from 
is advocacy. So I don't have a vote at the board table which means that I can be neutral on 
a topic. [15.2] But when you feel very very strongly about something because a great 
example is recently we had a fair housing project that received some real pushback from 
neighbors at 81 South Oak Park Avenue. [00:23:57] There's a property at 81 South Oak 
Park Avenue it's currently a vacant lot. It's going to be a building for lower income folks 
with the first floor of artist spaces. And the neighbors were very fearful worried that it's 
going to lower their property values. [24.2] And this was in 2018. This is only a couple 
months old. [00:24:25] So it's showing that we still have these problems right. [3.0] And I 
probably have their proposal it's a TCB proposal.  
 
Emily: [00:24:35] You said that was 8 0 1...  
 
Elected Official: [00:24:36] 8 0 1 South Oak Park Avenue. [00:24:40] But but my 
approach to helping those residents with that process was coming from the place of 
feeling that if people understand why a decisions being made, and they feel like they can 
have a voice in the conversation, then they're more likely to accept it even if they still 
disagree with it at the end of the day. [26.3] When you put people when and when it's I 
feel and one of the reasons I ran for clerk versus trust trustee is that having the 
information and being able to be the office to provides the information if it is... It just 
breaks down the defenses. It makes him less defensive makes them less defensive. I mean 
how many times do you find yourself arguing a point out of principle to the point where 
you almost forget why you're arguing. And really all it is you wanted to be heard. So 
during when that Plan Commission was reviewing this 801 South Park Avenue. The 
people who were opposed to it were able to come to me and say "OK Vicky, when's it 
going to be on the next agenda? Can I see a copy of the proposal? How do I get? How do 
I get on public comment? How much time do I have? What's coming next? Who do I get 
to answer this question for me?" All of those things. If you're a community member 
who's never had to fight for something like that before you don't know how, you don't 
know who to go to. And and so even though the information is there on the web website 
or someone else can answer for you having a neutral person who doesn't have stake in it 
or a vote you know opposing your view gives you and. [00:27:16] And those those 
residents had trouble getting responses from the developer, so I was able to act as their 
advocate and go to the department head and make sure that they got their questions 
answered. [19.0] So that's the Ombudsman thing too. I do think that that's an important 
piece of development. You know because those properties are going to be there for a very 
long time.  
 
Emily: [00:27:57] So utilizing your role, you think that you just aid in advocacy of both 
sides or of one side in particular?  
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Elected Official: [00:28:05] A neutral one. But when it's access to information, again 
neutrally--meaning both sides of the... Because that's another problem that exists. When 
you have mistrust in government, which has unfortunately been a cloud that a lot of 
levels of government including at the municipal level have experienced since our last 
national election. [00:28:42] When you have a mistrust of government, if you're getting 
your information from a place that you think has an agenda then you just assume you're 
not getting it all. But if you're getting your information from a department that you see as 
neutral, then you do seem to trust that you're getting that information. [26.3] Does that 
make sense?  
 
Emily: [00:29:10] Yes.  
 
Elected Official: [00:29:20] That does lead us to the why being elected, and that does 
lead us to having and to having it be a 9 to 5 job otherwise you wouldn't be in the 
position to be able to respond to these. And but then it's also why you don't vote. Yeah 
because I would no longer be neutral if I had a vote right. [22.8]  
 
Emily: [00:29:43] Exactly. OK that makes sense.  
 
Elected Official: [00:29:48] There is a little bit of checks and balances that's in the 
design of government. Because the clerk's office is... So this is a seal. Well this is actually 
from the original village. But this right here is our village seal. That gets stamped on each 
development once it's done. But I'm the only one who has it. And then the village 
[interviewee's position] also has to sign. You're really just attesting the Village Manager 
or the Mayor's signature. [00:30:35] But I had to sign every ordinance and every 
resolution after they do. So it's a bit of a checks and balances that the policies that the 
Village Board are making are what's actually happening because they're not here to know 
that. [16.4] And that's a stat state mandated. You have to have a [interviewee's position] 
that is the keeper of the record who is doing that.  
 
Emily: [00:31:05] Okay, that makes sense.  
 
Elected Official: [00:31:07] Because whenever you have a community that has had some 
major scandal, where money was being stolen or whatever else. It's often been the 
[interviewee's position] that's uncovered it. So sometimes the process can seem like 
you're just rubber stamping. But there is meaning behind it. It's actually quite ingenious 
when you think about it.  
 
Emily: [00:32:01] Yeah it is. [00:32:02] So how do you think voters influence zoning 




Elected Official: [00:32:18] So ideally you want to at some point, you obviously can't do 
this every year, every five years or so. You want to walk the community through a 
strategic process that includes open forums. Did anyone give you our last envision plan?  
 
Emily: [00:32:49] No.  
 
Elected Official: [00:32:49] OK so we did that. We've done it many times. I got them in 
here. I'll answer your question and then I'll let you peek at whatever you want to peek at. 
Great. [00:33:13] You do want to occasionally have open forums where you invite the 
public to give you some input. And we there are a series of meetings that then lead to 
creating a document that is hopefully your comprehensive plan. And that should be 
reflected in your zoning code, and that should be used the way a non for profit or a 
business would use a strategic plan. [36.3] OK so the answer is yes. Or I mean or that the 
public should have input but end... [00:34:07] In just like everything in government, 
they're going to be some people who pay attention and others who never know what ever 
happened. [5.6] So what was the second half of that question again?  
 
Emily: [00:34:17] Do you think that they influence it, which basically you're saying yes 
because they go to the public hearings for it, or the public forums for it?  
 
Elected Official: [00:34:25] Yeah yeah. And then usually you have like an outside 
person who's a facilitator leading, you know you'll hire somebody to be a facilitator with 
their big whiteboards and be taking notes. And they would help you summarize that.  
 
Emily: [00:34:43] Who would hire them?  
 
Elected Official: [00:34:44] The village, and the Village Manager would probably see 
contracts and the Village Board would approve the contract. You would advertise it like 
you do the census as widely as you can. [00:35:02] And this is again, you're not doing 
this particularly often but you're doing it every five to 10 years. [6.9]  
 
Emily: [00:35:11] What are what are these? You said public hearings or forums?  
 
Elected Official: [00:35:14] Forums. Public forums. Like a politician will have a public 
forum before an election, you'll have these town halls.  
 
Emily: [00:35:23] And so you're saying that they have them every 5 to 10 years. But do 
you mean in general or specifically with housing?  
 
Elected Official: [00:35:31] Specifically with the... Well housing would be an area. But 
it will also discuss... Like what came out of the last strategic plan was whether or not our 
community wanted of a recreational center, that you know separate from our park district. 
[00:35:51] So it's identifying the community's priorities. And housing is a big part of that. 
[11.7] And then your Village Manager should be using that strategic strategic plan to 
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inform what they bring forward to the Village Board to vote on including their 
development projects but also items that the commissions would discuss, or you know a 
great deal is decided in your budget. Your budget acts as, your budget should be 
reflective of the strategic plan and then that budget actually becomes your plan for the 
year.  
 
Emily: [00:37:08] OK. [00:37:08] So the strategic plan happens every 5 to 10 years. And 
there are other forums other than that, that happened throughout. [7.1] Because you have 
more than just one town hall meeting every five to ten years.  
 
Elected Official: [00:37:26] And even the process of creating that strategic plans many 
town hall meetings. [3.2]  
 
Emily: [00:37:29] Ok that makes sense then. I'm understanding of that now. So do you 
think that you feel pressured? Well you're neutral, so my next question is do you feel 
personally pressured to act in the interests of the voters, but [00:37:44] do you think that 
the Village Board is pressured to act in the interests of the voters? [4.9] I mean I know 
that their stakes aren't much. I mean your job is full time but you're neutral. But their job 
is part time but they're not neutral.  
 
Elected Official: [00:37:59] I've witnessed the policy makers take different stances on 
that. What I observe careful to make it an "I" statement, is I observe some of them feeling 
as if they were open about their stances on what the community would say are major 
talking points like equity, taxes, and housing affordability. Major campaign issues. 
[00:38:38] That if they were open when they campaigned, and so they got elected and so 
then once they got elected, the public should trust that they are doing what they were 
elected to do. So then there there seems to be some feeling that you don't you don't need 
to go and poll the community on every question, on everything you vote on. [28.0] And 
translates just to a little bit to not feeling the pressure as much because we felt that their 
pressure was getting elected in the first place. [00:39:22] Others do. [3.4] Others do. 
[00:39:28] And that's a complicated one that could be it a whole other paper. So I'll let 
you ask whether you need more detail than that. [9.8] It contributes to the difference 
between why some people run for office or what types of people run for office.  
 
Emily: [00:39:46] Yeah I'm looking for stuff like that. So if you could go into it, that'd be 
great.  
 
Elected Official: [00:39:51] What you tend to see with the [interviewee's] office is 
you've got is a history of somebody with a community service level. I was a school 
teacher, ran a non for profit, did township, work here I am the [interviewee position]. The 
previous three [interviewee's position] very, very similar histories. [00:40:16] But then 
we also come to the office feeling like we understand our other governmental partners 
because we've worked with them in the past. And that's a benefit. People who tend to run 
for trustee either think they've got all the answers or something upset them. [17.1] 
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Something made them think that something was wrong and they needed to fix it. 
[00:40:45] To the point where they decided the only way they were gonna be able to do 
that is if they ran for office. [4.8] And so then there is a third [00:40:56] because 
somebody asked them to run. [2.2] That one's out there too. Somehow when somebody 
says "Oh well maybe you should run for office." At first, you're like a "Why would I do 
that?" And then you witness people let it sink in and they think "Oh yeah, I can do that." 
But what's missing sometimes is the community service background that actually gave 
them the education of understanding all of the other partners. That's not true for 
everybody. And you know but I do see it a lot. So I could go through the Village Board 
right now and whether this is politically correct for me to do or not, it doesn't you know 
that's one of the benefits of being elected. You at times can say things that a staff person 
can't. [00:41:56] [Government official], [0.0] upset that when he went to build his 
restaurant. He thought that some of the permit process was a mess. [00:42:10] 
[Government official], [0.0] same thing. He had a restaurant and got really pissed off 
when they made him open up a wall to find some pipes and he thought that was just 
ridiculous when his engineer could tell him the answer. Ran for office because he decided 
he knows everything. [00:42:30] [Government official] [0.0] was on a commission. They 
were asked to be on a commission and then was actually first appointed to office when 
somebody resigned. But she was asked. So then somehow that made her feel like she was 
should do it. So call to action. Make it a positive thing. And then so [00:43:17] 
[government official]. [0.0] Same thing. Call to action. However, he does fall into the 
community serious background a little bit like I did because he had at least served on 
other boards first. So he did have some knowledge about other governmental partners. 
[00:43:41] [Government official] [0.0] very upset about taxes and development. They felt 
that we weren't seeking development that was worthy of Oak Park's architectural history 
and that we were giving away too much with our taxes, resulting in high taxes. So 
[00:44:12] [government official] [0.2] asked to run was on a commission, asked to run, 
call to action. Still to this day probably doesn't have much knowledge of all of the other 
governmental partners other than what he sees at the board table. And then [government 
official] used to work here. She ran because she saw something wrong. So service 
oriented or feeling like you have it is something that motivates you to wanting to make 
policy change.  
 
Emily: [00:44:59] Okay, yeah.  
 
Elected Official: [00:44:59] How did we get into that? How did that connect to what we 
were talking about before?  
 
Emily: [00:45:03] I am actually very interested to why they ran slash how they respond 
to constituents? Especially given their motivations?  
 
Elected Official: [00:45:12] So how they respond to constituents? [00:45:14] So the ones 
that ran because they were upset tend to care less about responding to constituents 
because they feel like they did that when they got elected. [10.7] [Government official] 
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response to the public today is "You elected my leadership not my compliance." That's an 
actual quote. So they are they all feel like they spoke the truth when they ran. "You 
elected me to do this. Now I'm doing it." [Government official] was "open for business." 
[Government official]'s was "Oak Park roots" so when I reflect back to that he didn't 
think that the architecture.  
Elected Official: [00:00:06] But that is consistent. [00:00:07] Those who ran because 
they were upset. Or again, it's not as if they didn't tell the public what they were about 
when they ran, but once they got elected then boom they're in charge. Those who ran 
because they were asked to run, they tend to follow staff's direction. [26.5] And then they 
feel more entitled and do care about what the public say, will explain to the public when 
they're going to vote a different way, but don't feel that they should have to respond to the 
public blanketly.  
 
Emily: [00:01:32] What about the ones who ran on specific issues. I mean not the ones 
that were upset but like like who was...Well I guess [government official] was the one 
that saw a problem.  
 
Elected Official: [00:01:54] Yes, but she's a little bit different because what she saw as a 
problem was related to the thinking that there wasn't enough feeling as if there was 
enough transparency in government and that public opinions weren't being respected 
enough. [27.1] So she just decided she was going to be the one to fix that. It's just it's 
very interesting. It would be a really fun thesis to write to study how you can find these 
from board to board to board and the consistency that will you know...  
 
Emily: [00:02:54] Yeah, I mean a large part of my reason I was here is for the 
background but a large part of my actual study is do policymakers respond to what 
constituents want?  
 
[00:03:18] I think at the end of the day most do. Not all though. The ones who really 
think that they already know the answers are going to be less likely to cave. And 
unfortunately that's the way they would see it as they would see it as caving. [24.3] Man, 
you can take that right back to national campaigns too. And that's unfortunate because 
you know [00:03:51] we really do need to get back to a time where running for office is 
about community service. But we do need our elected officials to be willing to be critical 
thinkers that will look to understand unintended consequences. [19.5] Look to understand 
as many perspectives as they can absorb before they vote for something that's going to be 
permanent.  
 
Emily: [00:04:21] That makes sense. So if they generally respond to what constituents 
want, what do you think constituents of Oak Park want?  
 
Elected Official: [00:04:37] So Oak Park prides itself on being a national leader, and fair 
housing was definitely what put them on the map. I think right now equity issues and 
affordability are primary. [23.9]  
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Emily: [00:05:02] Like they want affordability and they want equity?  
 
Elected Official: [00:05:05] Yes. They want their policy makers to be thinking about 
equity [5.8] when they... They don't want to be another Wilmette, which we could easily 
become. [00:05:36] They do actually want their elected officials to be responsive to them, 
more than what they've seen in recent history. So I think what's going to happen in this 
next campaign is you're going to see candidates not willing to state what they're about 
and not having a clear platform. [23.8] They're not going to be willing to elect the person 
who's in the middle of the road who's not willing to say what they're for or against, that 
person's not going to succeed.  
 
Emily: [00:06:19] So I was actually going to ask you about that campaign coming up. So 
they want someone who really has clear stances.  
 
Elected Official: [00:06:32] Yeah. Quite frankly they would respect that again even if 
they don't agree. You know and that's a change, that's a change because it used to be that 
the voters took the stance that they really can't predict all that's going to happen within a 
person's term. And so what they wanted was somebody who had good integrity, 
somebody with that was honest, somebody that shared their basic values. And that would 
be enough. [00:07:03] Now they want you to say what you're for and what you're against. 
[6.4] You know nationally speaking, I'm for or against abortion. Nationally speaking, I'm 
for or against open borders. They they don't want to give you...I'm speaking so generally 
but it's it's it's interesting. [00:07:40] They're tired of riding in the middle of the road, 
which only in their mind gives you excuses for flipping. [7.9] What's going to be very 
challenging though for whoever wins is they're going to realize once they get here is that 
[00:08:03] it's harder than they thought. [1.0] And that there's always another side to 
something that they didn't see before. That you have information at the board table that 
you didn't have when you ran. [00:08:23] It maybe irresponsible to actually say that you 
were definitely for or against something. [7.9]  
 
Emily: [00:08:34] So I know that yesterday there was a forum on equity for the people 
running in the next election, which I was going to attend that then I realized that the 
tickets were sold out.  
 
Elected Official: [00:08:47] I think they put it on Facebook.  
 
Emily: [00:08:49] Oh they did? Okay.  
 
Elected Official: [00:08:52] On the Suburban Unity. I had a meeting last night so I 
couldn't be there either. But somebody did send me the video of the question about the 
[interviewee's position] office. That was interesting was because you will read it in the 
paper now. The controversy is right out there on the counter, if you have it. It's about the 
Village Manager wanting to take the FOIA... The [interviewee's position] office is often 
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about what they call the sunshine laws which is that Freedom Information peace, which is 
our Open Meetings Act and the Freedom of Information Act. [00:09:29] The Freedom 
Information Act is how you get information. [5.0] Or it's basically a document search. 
FOIA is what they call it. It's a document search, something that your average citizen 
never has to use.  
 
Emily: [00:09:56] So what's the controversy?  
 
Elected Official: [00:09:58] The controversy is that the Village Manager before I was 
elected, this was a desire to have our software flow send the request from our constituents 
to the law department instead of to me, or this office. Not necessarily directly to me but 
to this office. It's always been the [interviewee's position] who is that neutral piece of 
information that I was talking about. If you, as a community member, want a traffic study 
or a permit application for property that's going up on the corner of your block, or an 
audit report from 2015, anything that you want to see. A government is supposed to be 
open to be able to see those documents. So you you fill out a Freedom of Information Act 
and it would go to the [interviewee's position] office. I would send it to that department 
head, whichever one was relevant. They would give me the information and I would send 
it to the constituent. There are times when that information is sensitive, may include a 
minor or an incident police report or whatever. Then those would normally get directed 
straight to the law department to deal with. Those Were more through the police 
department. Sometimes if the press were involved, you would have the law department 
handle it instead. It comes from our risk management frame of mind. But a good majority 
of your FOIAs are non-controversial and the benefit in having them in the [interviewee's 
position] office is that you're... Especially when those non professionals are submitting 
them, and your average citizen who wants to see something, but they don't even know 
exactly how to ask for what it is that they want to see, or what the report is called. I 
sometimes act as an interpreter and will work with the different department heads to help 
translate and get the response to the person. It's that advocacy piece. Sometimes, too, I do 
think that sometimes, so FOIA allows you five business days to respond to a question. So 
in government there has been a little bit of a tendency to push towards making everything 
a FOIA. If you come in and you want a permit for or the plot of survey for your own 
home. In my opinion, you should be able to get it right then and there. But it's not 
uncommon to be told, go fill out a Freedom of Information Act. OK that then gives the 
person five days to respond. To some extent fairly that's about time management. That's 
if every time somebody came in and wanted something, they'd have to stop what they 
were doing and go and find it for them and give it to them. Then you know you would 
never finish your project that you were hired to do. Other times it's a stall tactic because 
there's a desire and this actually does overlap of planning and zoning, especially with 
development. There is a desire for... [00:13:50] So if somebody comes in and receives a 
wants to see a traffic study that's related to discussion on a development that might 
increase traffic. Then staff may not want that out there until the Village Board is ready to 
vote on it. [25.0]  
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Emily: [00:14:17] OK. Interesting.  
 
Elected Official: [00:14:18] So the FOIA law gives you five days and then it allows you 
for almost an automatic extension. You're supposed to have a reason but it's kind of like 
getting an automatic extension on your taxes, it doesn't get challenged, you get an 
automatic extension. So if the discussion is already out there, then sometimes that 10 
days is all that they need. And its business days... To get it on the board agenda and then 
and then release information. So we actually have a violation from early 2017 where the 
law department denied exactly that and did not allow somebody to see a traffic study and 
then they got their hands slapped and we got a violation from the attorney general. So 
some businessmen who decide to run for office that's not necessarily, they don't see that 
as a lack of transparency. That is "You elected me to do something, now let me do it.  
 
Emily: [00:15:26] Yeah that makes sense. Interesting.  
 
Elected Official: [00:15:31] I am being more political than I'm used to being.  
 
Emily: [00:15:35] It's actually been really helpful. Especially because I think they're even 
just some questions where I may have to go back and ask the trustees.  
 
Elected Official: [00:15:45] Because your report is like leaving the state, right? Even if 
it's not, I don't even care.  
 
Emily: [00:15:48] I mean also those opinions are... You're going to be protected under 
the consent form.  
 
Elected Official: [00:15:54] Well and again I'm an elected official. Also I'm allowed to 
have an opinion.  
 
Emily: [00:15:59] And also no one but my advisor is realistically going to read my 
thesis, and my second thesis reader.  
 
Elected Official: [00:16:07] The really intriguing thing though is we're not unique. These 
debates happen at every level of government. And they're amazingly similar. Like I've 
gone back in our minutes to 40 years and picked out and I'm like wow this could been 
yesterday. [20.9] What the constituents will come up and complain about is similar... It'll 
be "My neighbor's tree is on my lot," or "The traffic is terrible," "We need a speed 
bump." Or I mean really, amazingly could have been yesterday. Yeah it's fun.  
 
Emily: [00:16:58] Yeah it's certainly interesting too because like I think I was expecting 
to come to Oak Park and it to all just be "Oh yeah, people want inclusivity so we are 
inclusive." But there was a lot of like "Well, we have to be rational about like what 




Elected Official: [00:17:20] Yeah I bet they've been fun and they've been interesting. I 
did not think that you'd be spending as much time with me that's fine. But let me move 
on.  
 
Emily: [00:17:30] I actually think that was my last question, was the one about. Oh well 
actually I don't know, I said "What is the main motivations of the..." Oh you said equity 
and have issues and affordability. [00:17:43] The fact that they had the forum yesterday 
as candidates running, do you think that is representative of them trying to respond to 
what the constituents want to hear about?  
 
Elected Official: [00:17:54] Well it's also just plain and simply about them wanting to 
win an election. [15.5] But I think that another data point that you could follow these 
conversations on is we've never had eleven people run for office before. For three 
positions, to have that many people running for three positions. And when I ran for 
[interviewee's position] two years ago, we had five people run for [interviewee's 
position]. That was unheard of. And seven people running for Village Trustee. [00:18:31] 
So it's gradually increased as the mistrust has increased. [3.9] And that's also just the call 
to action that happened after the woman's march. So it's not all reflective of Oak Park. 
But I think there's definitely both. When trustee [name] and trustee [name] ran six years 
ago, they were uncontested. And that was normal. There was a time when you had to 
actually go out and recruit people that wanted to do this. Because it's a lot of time. And 
everybody thought everything was great and wonderful. [00:19:23] So if you look and 
you see, when the public isn't happy, when the constituents aren't happy, then the number 
of people who run from office goes up. [8.9]  
 
Emily: [00:19:33] Do the elected officials have a stake in this? I know they want the 
position obviously if they're running but like are there any other stakes that they have?  
 
Elected Official: [00:19:52] You don't want those conflicts of interests. And the 
[interviewee's position] office keeps a record of you out of everybody filing a statement 
of economic interest with the Cook County Clerk's office. And we keep a record of it for 
all elected officials, including the Park District and Library Board. The school districts 
are done through the county completely because they sometimes overlap with another 
community like River Forest. And because some of the filing happens when schools 
aren't in [00:20:28] session. So you don't want there to be another motivating factor. 
[11.6] I think sometimes that's difficult to avoid.  
 
Emily: [00:20:46] I mean even just the reasons you gave me earlier on each of the 
trustees being asked and upset.  
 
Elected Official: [00:20:53] Right. But let me add one little bit though. [00:20:56] And 
that is that I think they all actually think they're doing the right thing. So even if some of 
what it can be interpreted by the public is unflattering or get angry about or think is a 
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power trip, I think every single elected official in their own frame of mind thinks they're 
doing the right thing. [27.1] Like [government official] truly believes the development is 
our only answer to stabilizing our taxes. [Government official] and [government official] 
truly believe that curbing our spending is the only answer to destabilizing our taxes. 
[Government official] feels that she has a responsibility to run to solve the problems that 
she sees. So they all think they're right.  
 
Emily: [00:22:01] It's interesting.  
 
Elected Official: [00:22:02] Yeah. Our form of government kind of... Man, we need all 
the separate offices and their checks and balances because it breeds entitlement. It just 
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1/24/19 
 
Elected Official: [00:00:02] Did you happen to read the consent form?  
 
Elected Official: [00:00:05] I did. I give you consent to interview me.  
 
Emily: [00:00:12] Thank you so much. So just to start out I know you're a city council 
member but I was wondering what else do you do? Because I'm assuming that's not a full 
time full time gig.  
 
Elected Official: [00:00:31] Yeah I have a day job. I am actually the data manager for 
Westlake City Schools. And so that just entails that I'm accountable for the data gets 
down to ODE that then is used to get benefits for the local report card, as well as funding.  
 
Emily: [00:00:49] OK great. So why were you originally interested in being a city 
council member? What issues struck out to you most?  
 
Elected Official: [00:01:01] You know it wasn't actually an issue. The current person 
was not running again and so it was going to be an open seat and someone who I knew 
who was on the local school board reached out and suggested it to me and said "You 
might enjoy it, and I think you'd be good at it. Why don't you consider running?" I went 
to a meeting I had a conversation with one of the current councilmen at the time and 
decided to put my name in the hat.  
 
Emily: [00:01:38] Great. So a little bit about my thesis is that it's on urban residential 
segregation and so obviously moving farther and farther out of the city of downtown 
Cleveland, it gets more homogeneous, which is why I'm looking at Westlake. So I mean I 
know that's sort of how it's naturally been created. But I was sort of wondering in your 
position as a city council member, what has the city done to sort of tackle the fact that it's 
homogeneous, or do they have affordable housing and are there inclusionary zoning 
laws?  
 
Elected Official: [00:02:26] Well we don't have anything that's exclusionary. So I would 
say yes we are mindful. [6.2] We worked about what an [00:02:36] economic 
development person and our Planning Director to make sure we do have balance to our 
community. [8.8] In fact back in 2015, we had a master plan study done. Actually it may 
have been done in 2014. Master plan study done for our recreation offering and in that 
study was a year-long study with a group of community members and stakeholder. We 
looked at the demographics of our community. [00:03:07] We looked at central data and 
clearly Westlake is getting older, and one of my concerns was we need to find a way to 
continue to bring younger families to what Westlake. You can't just age out. [16.0] So we 
are building we're actually building a new aquatic center this year. It'll open in May. We 
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also went ahead and put a moratorium on any development of further assisted living out 
location because we felt we had reached a saturation point. And now for the moratorium 
system lifted but we're more thoughtful and a little bit more restricted if you will on 
where we will allow assisted living facilities to build because we do think we need to 
make sure we're staying balanced. Then we do constantly look at our single family 
offerings and our multi-family offerings and a price point just of those. But again we are 
at the mercy of whatever developer comes in and wants to develop a piece of property as 
far as multi-family if they want to. We have two in front of us right now. One developer 
is putting in, well we've not approved it yet. But he has a development plan where his 
units are going to be starting at three hundred seventy-five thousand dollars. And we have 
another developer who was building town homes that his units will start at two hundred 
fifty thousand dollars. [00:04:51] And we are struggling with the one starting at 375. 
We're not sure what building is going to be a good fit for our community. [9.5] So we're 
taking our time and trying to really get that out.  
 
Emily: [00:05:11] Why might that not be a good fit for your community?  
 
Elected Official: [00:05:14] Well right now where he's going to work he's proposing to 
build his multi-family units are adjacent to single family residence and that's fine. But the 
way his development plan currently is laid out he has a road leading genetic is 
development that her home is only 30 feet off the backyard of the current single family 
residence. [26.6] And while he may meet our code we're not sure that still is a good idea. 
And also the architectural style... While they say it is complementary to the current single 
family homes that are there, Planning Commission is looking for more information. 
We're asking to show us how these are compatible. We want to know who you're going to 
be selling to, and they're telling us they're going to be going to primarily you know 
people in their early mid maybe early 30s to early 40s and the people in the established 
single family developed that are concerned about that, and I don't know if both concerns 
are legitimate that are making some wild generalization, but [00:06:33] we are concerned 
about the road and we are concerned about the architectural style [4.7] and does it fit in 
with Westlake with where they want to build it. [00:06:42] There may be other areas and 
what like that would be better suited to that style of development. [4.9]  
 
Emily: [00:06:49] Is that project does it have a particular name?  
 
Elected Official: [00:06:53] Yes. That Would be the Hillsboro Point project.  
 
Emily: [00:06:59] Great because then I'll look that up. So would the Hillsboro Point 
project attract a lower-income than people who generally live in Westlake? Or is that at 
all a concern?  
 
Elected Official: [00:07:25] Actually not lower-income, no homes are going to start at 
three hundred seventy-five thousand and go up from there. And the location is at the 
corner primarily at the corner of Center Ridge and Branley Road and we're just not 
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seeing... Who's going to want to spend that much money? You're not getting a view, 
you're not on the lake. Yes, Westlake is a great place to live. Yes, that location is between 
90 and 480 and so easy access for people who are working. So we're just asking more 
questions. We haven't said yes and we haven't said no. We're just trying to understand 
more about their target audience. And what that will look like. Did I answer your 
question?  
 
Emily: [00:08:22] Yeah. No definitely. This is actually a great example of this very 
similar things that I'm looking at. [00:08:28] So when you when you go to decide yes or 
no to the Hillsboro Point project what do you think is going to be the most predominant 
factor? Is it the voters who you're listening? Or is it your own personal views?  
 
Elected Official: [00:08:48] Yes. I'll tell you at the last planning commission meeting 
where we talked about healthcare a point there were probably 75 residents who live in 
those single family homes. [31.0] And this was my [00:09:00] second or third time at a 
meeting where the residents showed up [5.5] and to be honest the first time I heard them I 
thought it was just great. They just don't want this area developing like the woods, and 
they just don't want to develop. [00:09:18] However it was on the ballot in 2017 to 
change the zoning from general business to multi-family. And it passed. Now it didn't 
pass in this particular Ward. But the way our charter is we don't go by pass fail of the 
Ward, we go by the past failed the city. And that is by design. So the one section of the 
community can not overrule what the rest of the community may think is a good thing. 
[29.6] You know it was the zoning was changed from general business to multi-family, 
and so I've had conversations with these residents that you rather have a dry cleaner in 
there or a gas station? Are you sure? Well yeah now I think that's what I would have 
preferred. And that was meeting number one and then [00:10:10] meeting number two 
and three. I appreciated their point about the road in the backyard. And again while it 
meets our code, I'm thinking we need to look at our code because that really a good idea. 
[13.8] There is one home that is on the corner, and it will essentially be basically on a 
peninsula with both three [growths] on three sides. The front, side yard, and the backyard 
because there are former lot right now. And I'm not sure that was the intention of our 
code but to create that type of situation. [00:10:51] The people are concerned about how 
this will impact their property values and we have had a realtor speak with us who has 
dealt with selling the type of property that they're looking to develop. [13.0] And he has 
said there's really not a need for that at assets location in Westlake. So that's also a 
concern because if we get the thumbs up to the developer and he fell he will clear cut the 
land and then he will build one sec unit which is four different townhomes. [00:11:24] So 
once that building for townhomes I think it is and then if those don't sell the property 
remains vacant, and that is a concern. [9.0] And I've talked to the Planning Director, 
"How do we guard against that." And there really isn't a way for us to guard against that, 
which says to me. [00:11:42] We really need to look at how this fits into our community. 
[3.8] So what will happen is this will come before Planning Commission. I think on 
February 4th. And Planning Commission will hear both sides. We had asked the 
developer to go back and make some changes. I wanted to see some changes in the 
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architecture to see if this aligns better with the architecture of the single family [00:12:08] 
homes. I wanted to see if there was some other way they could do the entrance to their 
townhome development without having the road and that location. [12.2] So I don't know 
what they're going to come back with, and actually I won't be at that meeting. I'll be out 
of town. But what will happen if Planning Commission will make a recommendation 
either to go forward with the development or not. And then it will go to the council. And 
all of Council will choose to either yes, we approve the development plan and they can 
go forward. Or council is still the ultimate ruling body and council may say no I have 
more questions. And they could actually send it back to the Planning Commission and 
say "No I want Planning Commission that answers the question a b and c." So your 
question to me I think what what will influence my vote more personal opinion, the 
residents or code?  
 
Emily: [00:13:07] Yeah.  
 
Elected Official: [00:13:11] I think that the role of Planning Commission is to be able to 
balance that. And I had a conversation with the Law Director because I said "What 
they're proposing meet all of our codes. They're not asking for any variance. They're not 
asking for anything out of the ordinary, but I don't think it's a good fit for Westlake." And 
he said that's why we have a Planning Commission. [00:13:41] So that you know it's not 
just a mathematical calculation that yes this meets all the guidelines therefore we granted. 
You need someone to look at it and listen to the concerns of the area residents and to 
keep an open mind and have and have a vision of what greater needs are of the city and 
the greater plans are for the city to then make a decision. [30.0]  
 
Elected Official: [00:14:12] Right. Yeah. That makes a lot of sense. So I mean based on 
what you had just said you seem like you're pretty responsive to constituents and what 
they want, and current residents. Would you agree with that?  
 
Elected Official: [00:14:31] Yes. You know I do try to be responsive. I don't always give 
them the answer that they want to hear. I mean if I'm the Ward 1 Council person, I'm also 
council representative of Planning Commission. So in my little Ward, if someone calls... 
Like I'll get someone call me up and we've had. Again. It was summertime and had been 
several break ins, and not really break ins. But people had left their cars unlocked in 
driveways overnight and they got up in the morning and things were stolen. So yes I'm 
responsive to that and of course everybody let the police know. Our neighborhood 
happens to be very close to I-90 and police are aware of that. So yes, I could be 
responsive and say "I can ask the police to be aware and to make sure they're patrolling 
and watching at all hours. But you as a citizen need to also protect yourself. Don't leave 
your car unlocked in your driveway."  
 
Emily: [00:15:38] Right.  
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Elected Official: [00:15:40] So there there are two sides of it. [00:15:41] Now that 
particular resident also wanted me to advocate for installing cameras at the two entrances 
of our neighborhood so we could watch who was coming and going and keep any 
unsavory people. These are her words not mine came into our neighborhood that I would 
not have any part of that. [18.7] We're not a gated community and people not visitors all 
the time. I have three adult children and I'll tell you, the cars that one of them a car that 
one of them drives is has over a hundred thousand miles on it. Now are you going to be 
nervous because my kid's driving an old car in our neighborhood? Yeah I'm not going 
there.  
 
Emily: [00:16:25] Yeah. Do you think that generally people in Westlake favor to keep 
certain groups of people out?  
 
Elected Official: [00:16:40] I... [00:16:40] I think we're I think Westlake may have that 
reputation. But in my conversations with people and the people I have met, I would say 
we're 50/50. 50 percent of people are open to more diversity and getting to know our 
neighbors because that's the way of the world. [25.4] And then I would say there 
probably are 50 percent that who would, then I'm just going to say it because you're not 
going to need my name right?  
 
Emily: [00:17:12] No.  
 
Elected Official: [00:17:15] There are some people who would prefer that Westlake 
remain really white. [3.5] Yeah. And yeah and it's just the reality. [00:17:24] But I would 
say it's more 50/50. I would not say majority of the people are like that. [4.7] For 
instance, at the corner of Columbia and Detroit is an old valley exercise gym and it has 
been purchased by a group of [00:17:49] Muslims who are going through their plans are 
to erect a mosque [3.8] and you can look it up, I think there have been some news articles 
on it. This has not come before Planning Commission and I don't know what it will look 
like but it's very interesting. [00:18:02] I say this to some people and they're like OK well 
that's great. And I say for other people they're like "A mosque? Oh no, that can't be. Are 
they good Muslims or bad? Yeah. No they're just Muslims and it's a place of worship. 
We're going to welcome them as long as they comply with all the building guidelines that 
we would put forth to anyone else. [25.0]  
 
Emily: [00:18:27] Good, good. Yeah. Just in general do you feel pressure… [00:18:35] 
Like how active are the citizens there? Like any said that 75 residents came to the one 
meeting about the project. But how active are they in general, and do you feel pressured 
by their preferences that they're putting forth?  
 
Elected Official: [00:18:53] They are not necessarily very active unless something is 
really touching them and is a hot button for them. [25.8] Then they pay attention. 
[00:19:03] Do I feel pressure? Not really. What I see as my role on city council is to 
advocate for the needs of my constituents. However, they elected me so then I would also 
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have a vision of what is best for the whole city and when decisions are made that make 
they may disagree with, it's my job to help them understand that ultimately this decision 
was made because it is better for us as a whole. [34.6] It just may not be the best for what 
they wanted for their little world right now. So I don't necessarily feel pressure and I can 
probably say that this is my fifth year. In year one if you'd asked me that, I probably 
would have said yes because I thought that's what I had to do was please them because 
they had elected me. Now after being a more seasoned member on council if you will, I 
have a clearer picture. And a lot of that is due to just kind of sitting back and paying 
attention to how my colleague who's been on council much longer, how they handled 
some issues with constituents. So yeah I don't feel pressure. I really feel like it's my job to 
maintain balance and good I feel strongly about something. I am working to help both 
parties and explain why things go the way we need to go.  
 
Emily: [00:20:39] You had mentioned a little while back with one of the biggest things 
that people were concerned about as far as the Hillsboro project was their property 
values. [00:20:48] As an elected official, do you feel inclined to protect those property 
values?  
 
Elected Official: [00:20:55] Well in a way I do, it did resonate with me when they said 
"Why are you looking to make decisions for people who don't even live here yet? We are 
the residents. We are the ones paying the taxes currently. And we don't think this is a 
good fit." So I did appreciate that perspective. [27.3] But again I also have to keep in 
mind that they don't really want anything there. So my comments to them at our meeting 
in January were. "I'm not sure this project is the best fit for that particular piece of land, 
but you all need to understand that that piece of land is going to be developed and one 
way or the other that it's going to happen. So we're going to have to be open to that."  
 
Emily: [00:21:49] Okay. Yeah. I think that was pretty much all I had for you.  
 
Elected Official: [00:21:55] Oh OK. Yeah.  
 
Emily: [00:21:56] Thank you so much for making the time I know you were really busy 
trying to get ready for your trip and whatnot.  
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Emily: [00:00:05] So first I want to ask you just a little bit about Westlake and your 
position here. Just because I've talked to a couple of different [interviewee's position] and 
some of them are part time, some of them are full time, so I was wondering what you are 
as well.  
 
Elected Official: [00:00:20] I'm full-time.  
 
Emily: [00:00:20] OK. That's what I figured based on the office and the building. It 
seems like a more permanent setup. But yeah my first question primarily is just can I 
have an overview of Westlake and when this suburb came to be?  
 
Elected Official: [00:00:38] Well [00:00:38] Westlake actually was founded in 1811. So 
we've celebrated over 200 years of history. It really started out as pretty much a farming 
community and it remain that way for many years. It really became the City of Westlake 
in 1957. In 1940 is when it changed its name. It used to be known as Dover and then 
Dover Village but it changed its name because there's another Dover, Ohio. [51.1] And 
that's when we were pretty much informed that the post office used to get mail mixed up 
so Westlake decided to change its name. I'm not quite sure why they chose Westlake but 
I'm making an assumption that most people viewed Lake Erie as Cleveland and we were 
west of Cleveland. [00:01:56] But it had a somewhat of a world type of history. It was 
known for raising a lot of grapes in fact at one time it was one of the best producer of 
grapes and subsequently wine. [20.2] There were a lot of vineyards here in the  
City of Westlake. Interesting enough there's probably about two or three of them still 
around. Obviously they're not as big as they used to be. But there are some great lines 
that are still producing grapes here in the City of Westlake. [00:02:42] When we wanted 
to become a suburb, I would say that it really, it was one of those that in 1960s, the City 
of Westlake sort of plotted out its its map or its vision. That's why I said it became a city 
in 1957, but in the 60s it sort of prepared its outlook on what type of a community it was 
going to become. [31.4]  
 
Emily: [00:03:15] So in that [00:03:16] was it was a planned out predominantly around 
that time?  
 
Elected Official: [00:03:20] Yes. There was a master plan that was put together by the 
people that were in office at the time. [9.4] And apparently at that time that even in the 
60s they knew that there was going to be a freeway coming out here I-90 or around route 
2. [00:03:37] So they sort of took this city and broke it down into residential components, 
business components, or commercial components, and even industrial components. [14.3] 
When I say that, geographically they sort of set where they would like the businesses to 
be located, and those would basically be on state routes, which are Center Ridge Road, 
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Route 20, and Detroit Road that goes goes all the way down to Cleveland. [00:04:20] But 
businesses were going to be located on those areas. And then the industrial was going to 
be located between the railroad tracks that separate Westlake from Bay Village, and the 
freeway which ultimately became I-90. [16.0] So I think the purpose was so that 
[00:04:40] each zoning category had a great ability to sort of be successful in what it was 
going to attract. [10.1] And everything else was residential in between, everything else 
was residential.  
 
Emily: [00:04:55] So what type of residential was the focus at that time period?  
 
Elected Official: [00:05:03] It was basically just single family homes.  
 
Emily: [00:05:05] Single family? So it started out that way.  
 
Elected Official: [00:05:08] Yeah, it started out that way. I think once I-90 came in. 
Then there was a little bit more focus on multi-family apartments and that was in the 70s. 
1970s. But it started to grow so fast with putting a lot of apartments in multi-family there 
that the residents decided they wanted to control a little bit of zoning. So they put 
together an initiative that would require any increase in density from the regular single 
family, it would require a vote of the people. [56.9] And not only with residential. They 
also did that a little bit later in the 70s. I think it might even actually have been right away 
late 70s or very early 80s that [00:06:26] any large piece of land that was over 30 acres 
that was going to be used for shopping or retail, it had to get the voters' approval, as well. 
[15.5] And part of that I think came about because the people in Westlake saw what had 
happened in our city to the south, North Homestead had one of the big malls, Great 
Northern Shopping Center, and the citizens of Westlake did not want that kind of traffic 
and that kind of volume in this [00:07:07] city. Like I said you've got to remember it was 
somewhat rural, and it had to grow, so the citizens sort of took control of it. But when I 
talked about the original master plan, the City of Westlake public officials back then 
recognize that they needed diverse zoning. [32.5] It couldn't all be residential.  
 
Emily: [00:07:44] Okay.  
 
Elected Official: [00:07:46] And part of the reason is from what I've determined and I've 
heard is that [00:07:53] they didn't want the residential community to be burdened with 
all the taxes that were necessary to have a vibrant community that could serve the 
residents, whatever that might be. So they wanted it mixed. [17.2] In one hand that gives 
people an opportunity that is looking for a community to have all the amenities that you 
don't often see in strictly a residential community. [00:08:23] And when I talk about that 
it goes back to the very thing we talked about a little bit earlier is enough businesses 
where people shop, groceries to shop at. Also places for people to work. That was partly 
the industry, and then some of the office buildings. So they wanted to make sure it was 
more of a diverse community. [25.0] And by doing that, they have to this day [00:08:54] 
we have some of the lowest real estate taxes in the Cleveland area because of the fact that 
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it's shared by every aspect of the community. [12.9] The residential, the commercial, the 
industrial, the office.  
 
Emily: [00:09:12] So my research sort of focused on the housing aspect of the market 
and the housing aspect of of your zoning ordinances. And so what I'm predominantly 
looking at is the diversity within the housing stock. So I'm sort of trying to figure out why 
some suburbs were more likely to instill a more diverse housing stock including more 
multi-family homes, and others were not. [00:09:44] So I would just if you had any 
insight to why people didn't really want to put multi-family homes in the area? [9.2]  
 
Elected Official: [00:09:55] Well I guess you want to... [00:10:01] Most people moved 
out to Westlake because they wanted space, as well. They didn't want to be; I'm just 
going to say crammed together. [9.7] They didn't want to open a window, and reach out 
and touch their neighbors yard or their neighbors house. They wanted space and that goes 
along with it being somewhat of a rural or agricultural type of a community. [00:10:27] 
Land was cheap out here [1.9] in comparison to right downtown Cleveland. And I think 
the type of people, housing was very inexpensive here because at that time you had to 
take on the additional responsibilities of transportation if you don't work here. You have 
to get downtown and you know people that were able to have a car, the cars no question. 
A reason how you were able to move outside of the urban area. [00:11:08] But everything 
that I can gather was people like to be in Cuyahoga County. And if you study the the 
genesis of how cities grow they always start at the core and then they move out as people 
get more money or they want more space. [21.4] And I guess I would guess to say they 
want a little bit more; I don't want to use the word peace but you know... They didn't want 
to be able to not be crowded. I guess I'll just use it that way. Some people are 
uncomfortable with their neighbor being right next door other people are not, but that's 
not the way this community grew. [00:11:58] And they objected to the to the multi-
family because you also find, and it depends on the people moving. People often that 
rent, they don't always maintain their property as if they were the owner. [25.8] However 
you know that depends on what type of multi-family that're being built. Because on one 
hand, probably the newer ones, people just don't want to have to maintain anything. 
[00:12:39] They want the ease of having somebody else take care of everything and all 
the amenities of living in a multi-family unit without having grass to cut and driveways to 
shovel and whatnot. [13.8] But this community, because it was so rural, [00:13:01] they 
thought that the multi-family was changing the character. [3.9]  
 
Emily: [00:13:05] In what way?  
 
Elected Official: [00:13:08] That it wasn't going to be more of an agricultural area. 
[00:13:13] And it also required when you have more multi-family that you have to 
provide more amenities because a lot of the times the people that moved in they multi-
family units where the apartments they wanted shopping real close. They also wanted I 
would say the ability to have transportation to wherever they were going to work. [28.2]  
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Emily: [00:13:42] Why do you think that people who went in multi-family homes were 
more likely to favor having close shopping centers and public transportation? As opposed 
to people who live in single family.  
 
Elected Official: [00:14:00] Some of this is probably an assumption, and not all true 
facts. It depends on who you're talking to. You know there was only like one place you 
could go grocery shopping in [00:14:13] Westlake and it was a small little family market. 
[2.7] And people wanted to just go get a quick bite to eat or something like that. And it 
wasn't anything here. There were no restaurants here really. [00:14:27] They were old, 
small family owned facilities. And when you have an influx of a lot of people, they 
couldn't serve a lot of people. It was a smaller community. [17.3] It's no different if if a 
community is built on farms, the farmers tend to sort of resist a different lifestyle when 
people are moving in. And if that different lifestyle you know presents demands in a 
community and the demands can't be met by the people that live here. [00:15:12] And 
you use a simple another simple example, we had a lot of objection to putting sidewalks 
in this city because people who own the single family, rural community said I don't want 
anybody trespassing across my front yard. [14.8] They didn't want that because they were 
used to having their piece property and having it without, I guess, interruption. Unless 
they invited the people. And I was somewhat surprised when I moved down here that 
people were saying "You know we didn't move out here to have sidewalks." And some of 
them objected to sanitary sewers because they had the old septic tanks. And part of the 
reasons is also because of the cost. A lot of times you know any type of improvement. 
Where are you going to get the money from? [00:16:10] You have to tax your residents if 
people want more services. [2.9] That was the one beauty that we found different from 
our neighbor to the north. That's a bedroom. Have you analyzed the difference between a 
residential community and a bedroom community? [00:16:28] A bedroom community is 
generally considered to be like 80 to 90 percent residential. A residential community is 
probably the majority. [23.4] If you're going to take a city and say 50 percent of the city 
is going to be residential, but the other 50 percent is going to be divided up in the 
business, industrial, whatever else you want to put in there. So we consider ourselves a 
residential community and the way we do that is we say "Here's how much land we have. 
We want a 50 percent plus one to be zoned for residential use only." And then the rest of 
it can be divided up into those other categories, whether they be office or general 
business.  
 
Emily: [00:17:31] So within that housing that you offer then, the 51 percent. [00:17:38] 
Do you guys have any sort of zoning laws or regulations that require developers to 
include low income housing? [8.5] Or do you not have that here?  
 
Elected Official: [00:17:48] We let the market dictate that. [1.8]  
 
Emily: [00:17:51] So the housing market is solely controlled by...  
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Elected Official: [00:17:56] The housing market is controlled by the demand. We don't 
stop anybody. Some people will spend extra money to put in apartments that range from 
maybe five hundred to eight hundred a month. Other people will start out at a thousand a 
month, and go up to two thousand, three thousand a month. Are you familiar with our 
Crocker Park area?  
 
Emily: [00:18:28] No.  
 
Elected Official: [00:18:28] Okay Our Crocker Park area was one of those areas that 
needed to be voted on by the public because it had 75 acres of land, and it was over 30 
acres and the developer wanted it to be a mix zoning. Now we were not built on mixed 
zoning initially.  
 
Emily: [00:18:54] Mixed zoning or mixed housing?  
 
Elected Official: [00:18:56] Mixed zoning which means you can have residential multi-
family that you're talking about. You can also have little single family homes. Plus, you 
can have office, and you can have retail all in that 75 acres. [19.4] So it's sort of a mini 
town center or downtown because, like I said, when we grew we didn't have that. That's 
what happens when you talk about getting a lot of multi-family. Those individuals tend to 
want more services. [00:19:37] And the more services, the more money it costs, and 
you've got to find a way to pay for it. [5.3]  
 
Emily: [00:19:42] So do you think that other residents and single family residents who 
are worried that they were going to have to cover some of the taxes for those services for 
the people that would move in?  
 
Elected Official: [00:19:54] I think initially, but as as they saw this particular community 
grow with more and more businesses and places to work, they realized that those people 
pay taxes too. [12.5] And it's not going to all be borne on the single family homes. But 
what I was pointing out is, that required the people of this community to support that. The 
public official, we couldn't do it on our own because it's against our charter and that's one 
thing that when you have the city that is separate and distinct from, and have separate 
borders and separate boundaries, we get to control our own destiny. And we did that 
through these votes and the separate zoning. It's worked out very well because now 
people can shop, but they didn't get that mall that I was telling you about. All of this is 
outside. Littler Shops, specialty shops. But that only happened in 2000. So we did not 
have a downtown in this area in this suburb. We didn't have a downtown until 2000. We 
called our downtown. I guess most people refer to it as a "town center." Different name.  
 
Emily: [00:21:33] So now that people have realized that having multi-family homes was 
not going to put the stress on the single family homes' tax increase to support that, do you 
think that they're more willing to incorporate other multi-family homes? [21.9]  
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Elected Official: [00:21:58] This is probably where we as public officials when you ask 
"What is my role?" We have to sort of analyze the area where people want to put multi-
family and if it's right next to a single family neighborhood people may not want it. 
[00:22:22] That's the other thing is they tend to want the multi-family next businesses. 
They don't want them right next to small subdivisions. [12.1]  
 
Emily: [00:22:35] Why is that they don't want them there?  
 
Elected Official: [00:22:37] I think they feel that, what we were talking about earlier 
people that tend to live in the multi-family, they want shopping real close. They want 
business real close. [00:22:47] Whereas the people that live in the true single family 
houses, they don't mind getting in their car and driving. [6.4] And they don't like all the 
traffic that is generated by multi-family, too. They'd rather have you know 15-20 people 
on their street, not one hundred, hundred-fifty and you can get that in the same area with 
the multi-family. So you go through phases, too. I mean as any one of us grow. I can 
relate to my college days, I liked living in the multi-family unit and having an apartment 
and just go to school and coming back and not have to worry about it. But once I started 
to have my children, wait a minute I want more space, I want to basically enjoy the other 
amenities that I don't have to hear every noise that goes on in the next door apartment.  
 
Emily: [00:23:54] So do you think that the residents wanting that, that's how you respond 
as a public official? You take a new account predominantly what they want?  
 
Elected Official: [00:24:04] Well everything is public. Anytime that you're going to 
allow a development to occur, in our city we have to notify all the neighbors. [10.3] And 
we send a letter out saying they want to build this here, "What do you think?" And when 
they come to the meeting you hear what they think. And if they don't like it they will tell 
you. And they will tell you this is not the place. Go to a different area.  
 
Emily: [00:24:30] And are you guys more likely to respond to those?  
 
Elected Official: [00:24:33] We have to respond to them. [1.4] But on the other hand, if 
it's zoned now you're talking about the zoning, once it's zoned that way, the people who 
have their houses next to it generally added their houses after it was zoned that way. 
[00:24:51] If you're going to try to zone it while they're living there, then you need to get 
an objection. So you know you're always going to be listening to the people. [9.6] But 
when I told you that we mapped out the the whole city, we literally mapped it out by 
parcel. So every piece of property had a specific zone category. Why don't you take a 
quick walk over here, I just want to show you [the Ward map], I think it's here. And you 
can pick one of these up if you want to.  
 
Emily: [00:25:33] Oh yes. A zoning map. That would be great.  
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Elected Official: [00:25:35] But anyway you know this. This really is and this is really 
the segregation of Ward map. I guess I don't have a zoning map in here, but we have a 
map that is colored by the different type. Want me to walk you down there?  
 
Emily: [00:25:57] Yeah. Or you could direct me afterwards.  
 
Elected Official: [00:25:58] OK I'll check afterwards. Let's finish that. But anyway the 
map, every different color shows a different category. [00:26:09] So if someone's coming 
in to move in the City of Westlake and they want to buy a piece of property, they know 
what's next to them. [6.9]  
 
Emily: [00:26:16] OK. Right. Analyzing the zoning maps have been helpful so far. So 
going back to the like affordable housing. [00:26:35] You said that the market dictates it, 
so just to clarify, you guys don't have any inclusionary ordinance or anything like that 
which requires developers to, if they were to build one, have 15 percent affordable?  
 
Elected Official: [00:26:49] No. We we let the market determine it. [16.4] If you want it, 
we don't stop it but we let them. And usually what happens is anyone who's building 
wants to make as much money as they can possibly make. [00:27:04] So they try to put 
the most into their particular piece of land to get the most amount of money from it.  
 
Emily: [00:27:12] Do any housing authorities work out here? [11.4]  
 
Elected Official: [00:27:20] Housing authorities? I mean the housing authorities I'm 
assuming you're talking about, like HUD?  
 
Emily: [00:27:28] HUD, or there's the one in downtown on Euclid that does the 
Cuyahoga County.  
 
Elected Official: [00:27:38] Well they have no control over a charter city. It's just the 
residents that live here. [6.7]  
 
Emily: [00:27:45] Yeah, all their work is advocacy, so I didn't know if they have done 
any work here.  
 
Elected Official: [00:27:50] No, what we get calls for more than anything else is senior 
housing. Seniors want a place to be able to retire to. And sometimes they can't afford pay 
what they'd like to pay so they have to go out of Westlake. Years ago it was pretty 
affordable for a single family home. Now the price, because it's supply and demand, and 
you know it's gone up so much but you know we've never we've never stopped it. We've 
never tried to categorize it, we categorize single family and multiple and that's it.  
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Emily: [00:28:41] So I know and we talked a little bit about [00:28:54] you and as an 
elected official responding to constituents and what they want. Would you say that's like 
the most important?  
 
Elected Official: [00:29:02] Well it is. But also when you have a map, and I got to use 
it's sort of like, if you're going to change that map, you better have a good reason. [20.9] 
Because the people who put it together, they spent probably a couple of years deciding 
how the city should look, and what type of development can occur, and what road, and in 
what area. So and they hired expertise. They actually hired people from Cuyahoga 
County, their Planning Department to help them prepare the overall zoning map. And 
anyone can request of council now to rezone something. [00:29:52] But like I said if it 
increases density, it has to be voted on by the people. Those are the two categories 
increase in that density and developing a parcel of land for retail over 30 acres. [14.3] 
Everything else council can approve.  
 
Emily: [00:30:19] OK great. One thing that I'm finding for reasons that some suburbs are 
less likely to include multi-family homes are because people are worried about their 
property values. Do you think that the true here for Westlake?  
 
Elected Official: [00:30:52] I don't know if it's property values because that's 
sometimes...  
 
Emily: [00:30:57] Or property taxes?  
 
Elected Official: [00:31:01] I think it's just the fact that people that buy in a single 
family area expect it to be one family per house, or per unit. In a multi-family it's just like 
we talked about you can have plenty. And I think people just... [00:31:23] The lifestyles 
are somewhat different. At least I see a lot of it. Now some people may not, you some 
people may enjoy the same things, living in a single family that people in the multi-
family do, other than the maintenance. [16.1] And some people embrace an apartment 
complex close to them, and other people say "No we don't want it." [00:31:51] That's 
why I say it's important to listen. [2.4] But if the zoning allows, it we usually end up 
telling the people that are objecting to it. "You knew when you bought or you knew when 
you moved in it was zoned this way. Now how can we lessen your objection?" [00:32:10] 
And lessening their objection usually involves putting more trees or separation because 
people say well I don't want to have a look at all those houses that look different than 
mine. [11.5] Well what can we do? We can put up some additional trees so you don't 
have to look at it.  
 
Emily: [00:32:31] So you're willing to work with them response.  
 
Elected Official: [00:32:33] We're always. I mean they're the ones who pay the taxes, 
they are the ones who decide whether we get to stay around or not. [6.9]  
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Emily: [00:32:40] Yeah. Do you think that influences your decision?  
 
Elected Official: [00:32:48] It always should. [0.9] Yeah because you're there to serve. 
Now the balance that we have as public official is, what I was sort of talking about, if 
someone bought a piece of property and it was multi-family's zoned, then they have a 
right to develop it into multi-family. And if they're next to a single family subdivision. 
OK. They have a right just like you in a single family development have a right to build a 
house that has to be a 150 feet locked by a hundred-foot lot. You have to have that. You 
can't make it smaller. [00:33:26] You have to make it that size is bigger. And some 
people don't like that. They said well I don't want that much land. But years ago, it was 
just the opposite. We wanted more land. [11.3]  
 
Emily: [00:33:40] I think I was actually on my questions. Thank you so much.  
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Emily: [00:00:28] Yeah. So my research in general is just comparing different residential 
practices and the zoning laws.  
 
Planning Official: [00:00:36] Is that with different communities, too?  
 
Emily: [00:00:38] Different communities. Yeah. So a couple of different communities in 
Cleveland, a couple different communities in Chicago. I'm sort of comparing across of 
you know what leads municipalities to allow multi-family or require pretty much only a 
single family. Is it the residents that want that? Is it people who plan it like you? Or how 
do you guys respond to what the residents want? So a whole mix of things, which I have 
some questions so. But just as a general overview can you tell me the gist of what you 
do?  
 
Planning Official: [00:01:23] Yes. I'm the [Planning Official's position title]. And so our 
responsibility pertains to the development of the city mainly on the private side. But we 
also review public improvements as well parks and city buildings and things like that. 
TriC is further expanding their campus for example, so things like that would come 
through us as well. And we do everything from parks, residential, office, industrial all of 
that gets reviewed. [00:02:04] You'll find that communities that zone will always have a 
comprehensive plan of some sort. [4.9] Ours is online, it's kind of funny this isn't even the 
most up to date printed version. The most the more up to date one is actually online.  
 
Emily: [00:02:16] Is it on the city planning website?  
 
Planning Official: [00:02:19] Yeah I think it was last updated back in 2018, and then the 
last real overhaul was I think back in 2016 was the last time that yeah this is amended 
March 5th, 2018 so maybe this is the most up to date one. I don't usually print things out 
because it just wastes paper. But anyways [00:02:42] the comprehensive plan, this 
presents the city's vision for the future, and the zoning code actually takes that vision and 
then this is actually the law that if you follow this law hopefully it will achieve this 
vision. [18.8] OK so this isn't really law. You know this is just more or less what the 
community comes together every so often. The last time there was a real overhaul of this 
thing was a long time ago, many decades ago. And I brought it up to date because the last 
time they did an overhaul of it they did a really good job. And actually the [elected 
official] probably pointed out, we're still developing our city based on...  
 




Emily: [00:03:34] He was welcome to join but he didn't respond so I wasn't sure if he 
was coming.  
 
Planning Official: [00:03:37] Ok. Sure. Absolutely. OK so but as I said though this is 
this is the vision of the city. Hi [elected official].  
 
Emily: [00:03:49] Hi, Emily Partika.  
 
Elected Official: [00:03:51] Emily, nice to meet you.  
 
Emily: [00:03:51] Thanks for joining us. I hope that's OK.  
 
Planning Official: [00:03:57] So we just kind of got started actually a little early and just 
kind of going over our guide plan the city's guide plan which is off to date as of March 
5th, 2018. And I came on board I've been keeping this thing updated. Yeah. And I was 
just telling her that it's up to date. But it was such a well done guide plan back in 1980 
that we've just been... I've been updating the socioeconomic information but most of what 
this is recommending is what we want to continue to do. [00:04:35] There's been some 
more recent things like mixed use development like Crocker Park for example. That type 
of development didn't exist back in 1980. [9.8] So there's been some things like that that 
I've added to it. There's a lot of economic information that wasn't in here before that I 
added to it as well.  
 
Emily: [00:04:54] So prior to 2018 the last time it was updated was 1980?  
 
Planning Official: [00:04:59] Well 2016. And then the last probably major overhaul was 
in 1980. But then they actually did another overhaul of it back in 2006 I think it was, and 
plans are comprehensive plans and shoot I guess I don't have this in [00:05:24] here. At 
least in the state of Ohio. They don't have to be approved by city council. It's a planning 
document that's used by the Planning Commission and it helps to guide their decision 
making. [14.8] Mainly a lot of the of this pertains to text amendments to the zoning code 
or rezoning, which is the main thing and I know you've talked about our zoning map. So 
you've got... Those are the zoning regulations that's sort of the nuts and bolts of how tall 
things can be and what color they can be and all that. But this is the actual map that 
shows where the various uses go and you can see we do have a lot of single family. And 
for what you're probably focusing on single family, or affordable housing.  
 
Emily: [00:06:11] Affordable housing, yeah.  
 
Planning Official: [00:06:13] Yeah. [00:06:14] So usually whenever you see you know a 
lot of single family like this it doesn't usually equate to affordable housing. But I will say 
though in Westlake, we have many older areas it was like we've got a huge range of 
housing mixed use huge housing mix everywhere from maybe 800 square foot, smaller 
modest homes up to mansions. [26.0] But a big portion of the area that I live in and less 
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like a lot of that was [00:06:44] built in the 40s and 50s and so a lot of that would be 
considered affordable at least for our area. [7.7] The other thing that Westlake has done 
that the guide plan recommended it and even before is we've got a mix of it's not all 
single family. We've got a lot of multi-family zones too. So everywhere that you see this 
sort of this orange color is multi-family. This yellow color is multi-family and then this 
sort of brown color. So you see a lot of multi-family, as well multi-family. [00:07:21] 
And some of the multi-family is you know it's not very affordable. I mean I can't afford 
to live in some of the developments but there are some developments that we have that 
particularly particularly in this area the King James their older garden style apartments is 
what they're called. [19.6] And those are those are very affordable we find people starting 
out living there are retirees move to some of these other places because it's it's still very 
affordable there's also another development that's over here of cedar wood which is an 
older. These are older townhomes in this area that are also very affordable. One of the 
things that prevents a community view from being affordable has to do with the 
minimum lot size that you see.  
 
Emily: [00:08:20] Do you guys have a minimum lots size?  
 
Planning Official: [00:08:21] We do. Yeah. And so [00:08:23] our minimum lot size is 
20,000 square feet. [2.8] And that's going to be in new subdivisions. Now we've got a lot 
of older areas that were developed before that went into place where lots can be smaller, 
[00:08:36] where they're more affordable but generally if you know if you interview any 
communities and if they've got like a one-acre minimum lot size there's no that's not 
formidable obviously. [11.1] Because you get to own a lot of property in order to build a 
home on it. So twenty thousand square feet that's about a half little less than a half acre 
lot. So it's a little bigger than standard a standard suburban lots probably a quarter acre. 
So it's just a little bit bigger than what you would normally see.  
 
Emily: [00:09:08] Do you guys accept any sort of government program like Section 8?  
 
Planning Official: [00:09:16] We don't control that. If for example, it's a good point 
because somebody just pointed out there's another there's another older apartment 
complex I guess where there's there's some along here where [00:09:31] there's some 
Section 8 housing. But we're not able to regulate through zoning, we're not able to 
regulate how property is owned, or if it's rented, or how the rent is paid. Whether it's paid 
100 percent by the individual or if there's a section 8 subsidy. [18.3] We don't we're not 
able to. You know there's no state enabling legislation that allows us, and I believe the 
Fair Housing Act would pre-empt anything like that because [00:09:59] I don't think the 
Fair Housing Act allows cities to impose requirements about whether or not somebody is 
paying the rent themselves or if they have a government subsidy. [10.8]  
 
Emily: [00:10:11] Okay so that's just sort of out of your control, so like there might be 
Section 8 vouchers being used, but you guys aren't even aware?  
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Planning Official: [00:10:17] Correct. We would have no way of knowing that.  
 
Emily: [00:10:21] What does control that then? Just the market in general?  
 
Planning Official: [00:10:24] Yes. So in Westlake we're probably going to find that an 
older property, older rental properties, some that were developed in the 50s. There's some 
on Detroit Road for example where they're just standalone buildings that maybe have 
maybe a dozen apartments in them, but they're an older style apartment so they probably 
have lower runs. And I think there's something... Years ago I used to understand our 
section 8 worked. I don't think that... [00:11:03] If someone's on Section 8, I don't believe 
they can go ahead and rent and a million-dollar home to live in. And then a subsidy is 
going to you know. So I think that I think that has something to do with the rents have to 
be at a certain level before they're able to actually move in there and then use the Section 
8 to help subsidize their their income. [20.6]  
 
Emily: [00:11:24] And just for clarity purposes I think [elected official] said you guys 
don't have any sort of like inclusionary law that requires developers to keep certain rents 
lower?  
 
Planning Official: [00:11:35] Correct.  
 
Emily: [00:11:35] OK yes. So this is a question that I can use both of your input. Since 
the citizens have predominantly helped with that plan, what were their opinions on 
including multi-family homes? Including not in low income areas. Was anyone ever like 
"oh maybe we should have this," or was there kind of a general understanding that 
regulation was out of the control of the city?  
 
Planning Official: [00:12:01] Yeah I wasn't here. This was you know going back to the 
1980s. So I don't know that that was really an issue at that point okay.  
 
Elected Official: [00:12:11] I don't think that was an issue but more the baby boomers. I 
was one of the first of them and then they started getting older and they didn't want to 
maintain the yards and homes and stuff like that. [00:12:22] Then you got into more than 
multi-family and it became very popular here and we started you know the developers 
wanted to build more of those and even now whether they want the yard maintenance, but 
they still want to have their own little home there. [13.0] Okay so there's just more 
demand for that but I don't think we have to address anything for low income. It's just 
that what the population wanted and what the developers could make money.  
 
Emily: [00:12:50] Is that just the predominant factor, like what the developers can make 
off of it?  
 
Elected Official: [00:12:57] Well that's why they're going to invest. They're not going to 
build unless they invest. As [planning official] pointed out I think it's the older buildings 
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that can't attract that you can either tear it down build new, or you can rent it out as a 
cheaper rate. And a lot of Westlake even when I moved in here a lot of the western area 
was so great vineyards and tomato farmers and stuff like that so they could build 
whatever they want. I think the developers saw more money in multi-family then.  
 
Emily: [00:13:31] Yeah. What do you think was like attractive to Westlake in the 
beginning? I'm not sure what you know about the history of its creation but why did 
people want to move out here?  
 
Planning Official: [00:13:43] Do you want to field that?  
 
Elected Official: [00:13:46] I lived in Fairview Park and we had a young son and we 
lived around all these retired people and now we're the retired people with all the young 
people around us. And what we build here and. You know when my son was growing up 
do it you know 10-15 kids out in the front playing and that. But you know the population 
got older and so those people now we're moving to multi-family homes or something like 
that.  
 
Planning Official: [00:14:18] So you're seeing a turnover in your neighborhood to 
younger families coming in?  
 
Elected Official: [00:14:21] Yeah younger families are coming in. I mean people with 
children. I think it's just the population and what the needs are the population are.  
 
Planning Official: [00:14:32] And you know Westlake was on the edge of the Cleveland 
Metro area, you know at that at that time. So you had the vacant air. I don't know if 
you're from this area or not.  
 
Emily: [00:14:47] I'm from Youngstown, Ohio.  
 
Planning Official: [00:14:48] Youngstown. OK. So right next to us in Avon right across 
the county line, they have all the vacant land and where you have the vacant land that's 
where it's cheaper for developers to purchase and then they start to put in you know they 
can buy big tracts of farmland, build subdivisions, build townhome developments, 
apartment complexes, and things like that. And so it's really a function of how much 
vacant land you have in your community. Now we're at a point in our history where we 
don't have a lot of big vacant properties left. We've got what you see there that's vacant 
golf course, golf course over there, recreation center over there. So what we're seeing 
now is more they're smaller developments of just maybe a dozen homes or townhome 
developments that are maybe a couple dozen townhomes. There is one anomaly and that's 
there's a big townhome development of 144 units that's in the works north of I-90 right 
now. So you see that anywhere where you have you know an urban area and then you 
have the usually townships around the urban area. And like I said that's where the 
developers can buy up big tracts of land, and that's where the development goes. 
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Westlake had and has a great school system. So that's always attractive. And then we 
have a really good balance. [00:16:21] I mean this goes back to the guide plan. Great 
balance of commercial, industrial, office and residential. It's all very well balanced so that 
you don't have too much of one thing or another. [12.3] There's a community just south 
of us, I won't name it, and they're so far commercial that most of their most of their 
development is is retail, but it doesn't offset the costs for their residential because they 
don't have a good mix of industrial and office like we do here. [00:16:56] And then even 
with our different residential that we we have here, although a lot of that is white, we still 
have a pretty good mix of multi-family to single family. [11.3] Because in that multi-
family what you see there in the orange and the yellow and the brown the 40, 24 and 15. 
Yeah there's a lot less of it than what you see in the white, but you have to discount some 
of that white because it's park land or golf courses. And it's much more compact so you 
have a lot more people in a smaller area. So there's a lot less of that orange yellow and 
brown but there's no population wise there isn't.  
 
Elected Official: [00:17:40] One of the biggest things I think too was when I-90 was 
extended out here. Yeah because now you can get downtown in 15 minutes if there's no 
traffic and know which made it very attractive to live here and you could drive downtown 
very easily in that. But what helped with the guide plan is too, there's a railroad track that 
splits Bay Village and so that was kind of a dividing point and its noisy area. I mean 
there's there's some housing development up there. And with the guide plan they 
designed it so that a lot of L and K which is industrial office land so you had offices and 
industrial area up in this area. And so basically north of between I-90 the road tracks that 
was predominately our industrial area, which we don't have too much of, but we have we 
have offices there.  
 
Emily: [00:18:37] Is there a correlation between the main roads where that's where pretty 
much all the multi-family that I can see, I believe, is like on those main roads? [9.8]  
 
Planning Official: [00:18:47] Right.  
 
Emily: [00:18:48] Is that purposeful?  
 
Planning Official: [00:18:50] Yes. Okay. Yeah. And you'll see that typically single 
family residential you generally aren't going to put a lot of that on your main roads 
because number one, people don't people typically don't want to build homes that are on 
state roads like that. But then the other reason is that the way you do your zoning is you 
buffer. [25.7] You want to provide things that become like a buffer from your single 
family to things that are more intense or more obnoxious I guess for lack of a better word. 
So you see that's happening here so we've got our single family and then we're buffering 
these state routes by doing multi-family, or doing office, or some other type of use, and 
then it's happening a little bit to the north, as well. Where you can see you've got a lot 
of... I guess some of this to us again it has to do with one the city developed and things of 
that nature. But there was there was an idea in the guide plan that where you see multi-
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family that was north of that I-90 corridor, there was an idea of trying to get that more 
centrally located. So rezoning property, and it never really, it didn't come to fruition. But 
there had been a talk. This is the prior Planning Director. [00:20:25] His dream was to 
take this multi-family and move it more in this area over here, so that this would again 
this would become more of your industrial area up here instead. But it's tough to do that 
because unless these property owners want it to be rezoned to something else then they 
can challenge the city. If you rezone their property, you take the value of their... [23.0]  
 
Emily: [00:20:49] How do you think the residents would respond if it were placed in 
there?  
 
Planning Official: [00:20:53] Well that's a good point. That's a good point too because 
we have a you know along this area right here we have had proposals to rezone property 
and it's not it's not popular. It's really not popular because generally speaking if you've 
got a piece of property say this property right here maybe it never developed because it's 
office zoning and no one wants to build an office here. Well these residents here, they're 
backing up to a big forest. Right? [00:21:22] So once you resolve this multi-family 
maybe this becomes a very attractive parcel for townhomes. So then these folks here 
aren't going to be very happy because even though they don't own the forest they 
certainly enjoy seeing the forest here. So it's never easy to resolve property like that. 
[17.4] Especially in older now if you're a you know even like Avon I mentioned before, 
it's all farm fields and it's starting to build up there now. But it's easy to do that because 
you know farmer A doesn't really mind what farmer B rezones because when farmer A 
retires, that farmer is going to sell their land to a developer as well. It's a much different 
mindset in a city like this because once you change something in one area you're always 
going to affect somebody who already enjoys it in the way that is.  
 
Emily: [00:22:13] So if there's ever a proposal for a development of a multi-family 
home, how would you expect the residents to respond?  
 
Elected Official: [00:22:23] If it was forest land, they'll all hate it. Well I mean you 
know if they have trees in their backyard, they want to trees, even though they don't own 
it. So they'll want as much buffer as possible even though when they developed where I 
live they basically tear down the majority of the trees because in order to put in you know 
if it's uneven and stuff like that put the grading of the the homes and stuff like that you 
destroy a lot of trees. But the woods behind you or around you, nobody wants to give 
those up. So the vacant land is very difficult to develop. I mean it's challenging.  
 
Emily: [00:23:01] Yeah. Do you find that, like just as responding to the residents, do you 
find that you generally take their opinions largely into account?  
 
Elected Official: [00:23:15] Well we always take it in. We asked the developer to work 
with them. This area here is my Ward and I live over here, and this phase when I first 
moved in here this was one of the first couple of phases. Then this all developed, and 
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then this area here developed, well this year with this zone residential I guess originally 
yeah. In that they got multi-family residential. Coming up here and then Carper Park I 
wanted to come in and build a development there. Well all these residents you know and 
I supported them and we went, in order to develop there. They had to go on the ballot. 
But I worked with the residents and fought it. [00:23:59] I lost because it went to the vote 
of the people and the people said they'd like the development like that there. [6.0] So 
these people lost. But what we did we got 100-foot buffer there of trees that it gives them 
quite a bit of privacy more than even if you put single family homes in your backyard to 
be right up next to the other one. Yeah.  
 
Emily: [00:24:20] So you do a lot of compromising with the residents?  
 
Elected Official: [00:24:23] And the developer wants to do that too? Maybe doesn't want 
to, but in order to get the project done they have to.  
 
Emily: [00:24:47] I may have already sort of caught this but [00:24:50] what do you 
think the main motivations of the residents' preferences to maintain a strong single family 
presence, as opposed to moving towards more multi-family homes?  
 
Planning Official: [00:25:03] Well property values, that's the number one thing we hear 
from them. [19.0] They're concerned that multi-family is going to harm their property 
values. And then so there's that one, and then we hear traffic. [00:25:22] They're 
concerned that the all the traffic from this multi-family is going to overwhelm the local 
street system. And so it's going to be unsafe and congested. [9.6] That's another 
complaint that we hear because of the traffic. And then we hear concerns about 
[00:25:43] noise. They're going to have parties. [5.7] We have a proposed development 
right now that they're proposing to do rooftop decks on some of the units. And so there's 
concerns from those residents that where does the sound go if you're a high. There's 
nothing to block that sound. So even just having a conversation if we're standing on the 
roof you could probably hear us 100 yards away because there's nothing to block that 
sound. So you know sound is an issue.  
 
Elected Official: [00:26:18] Which one is that?  
 
Planning Official: [00:26:18] Hillsboro Point.  
 
Emily: [00:26:27] Oh [elected official] was kind of talking about that.  
 
Planning Official: [00:26:28] Yeah. [00:26:32] And then we hear maybe, not so much 
crime. I really think. Yeah. Not usually crime, but that's that kind of goes along with 
property values. [11.7] So those are the main things that we hear.  
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Elected Official: [00:26:59] I think another interesting thing that we just tried to control 
in that, nursing homes and assisted living. They were allowed to basically develop in any 
residential area almost anywhere.  
 
Planning Official: [00:27:18] Yeah. In any multi-family residential zone, and in single 
family residential on Crocker road and on Center Ridge. So that was a lot of the city. And 
nursing homes and assisted living are businesses. They're 24 hour staffed businesses. 
They're very intensive business uses. They're not residential users, and that's how our 
code was written until just last year in either 17 or 18.  
 
Elected Official: [00:27:54] But we changed it so that we could have more control 
because we have so many nursing homes. That's not good for a community either. It's a 
drain on the fire department, ambulance, and plus the community wants mixed use. I 
mean you know a little bit for everybody yeah. You don't want to be overloaded like 
[planning official] pointed out you, know another committee has too much retail. You 
don't want that. You want a mixture of that.  
 
Planning Official: [00:28:21] Yeah we don't have a cap for nursing homes and assisted 
living but if we did we would be at it or beyond it because we have more of those uses 
than any anywhere else and in Northeast Ohio. [12.4] Got like 23 facilities in which 
everyone else might have about maybe a dozen or less and we've got twenty-three. 
[00:28:46] Now as far as like as [elected official] mentioned, cities don't make money off 
of residential. Revenue does not come from residential, even multi-family a little bit more 
because it's a little bit more compact. But the big sources of revenue for cities comes 
from income tax. [21.4] In Ohio it's income tax. There's property tax, too, of course but 
mainly it's income tax, payroll tax, and it's so that's where that balance is really important. 
[00:29:24] That's where Westlake has been doing a great job because we've got a balance 
of we offset what we have with our residential by the amount of office that we have and 
the amount of commercial property we have and industrial property. [16.0] So it's really 
well balanced.  
 
Emily: [00:29:44] Do you think that that balance would be offset if there were more 
multifamily homes?  
 
Planning Official: [00:29:50] Yeah. [6.1] And I think that's probably the reason why we 
have just what you see on the map. And this here is a comprehensive plan. Our guide 
plan we call it actually has a map in it that's called the future land use map. And we look 
at this future land use map when it comes time to rezone property. Someone says "I want 
to rezone my property," and this future land use map in terms of the multi-family matches 
what you see there. [00:30:23] So we have an idea of how much multi-family we need to 
have a balance. And this isn't recommending anything in addition. [8.5] In this page here 
is it is up today although it's it's a 2010-2020. So I'm going to actually have to work out 
of this year and make it say 2020-2030 but it's probably not going to change much.  
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Elected Official: [00:30:50] I think that's an excellent tool because it gives us a general 
idea you know if somebody wants to do it attracts our attention to it. You know, we're 
making a major change here and this is you know, do you think that since the citizens are 
the ones that opinion sort of go into that, right?  
 
Planning Official: [00:31:09] Yeah that's right, that's right. And then eventually we will 
do an overhaul of our guide plan. I don't know when it will be, I don't really have it. 
[00:31:21] And part of the reason I don't know when it will be is because one is still 
working really well. [3.7]  
 
Emily: [00:31:25] Okay.  
 
Elected Official: [00:31:26] And I think citizens have that input but indirectly because 
anytime we do a development we hear this is as input and then we know how do we want 
to that's it could develop in the future in that.  
 
Planning Official: [00:31:38] So that's a good point because here we notify these 
citizens who are adjacent to a property that's being developed. Everyone within 500 feet 
is notified of that, and certain things are there's notices that go in the newspaper for 
certain activities. So and they do have a chance to attend meetings or write letters or e-
mail. [34.8]  
 
Emily: [00:32:02] Do you generally get a large response from residents?  
 
Elected Official: [00:32:06] Depends about what the development [00:32:07] is. I mean 
for Crocker Park we had a very large response. We had [the meeting] at the community 
center and specific city hall was packed. And it was it was quite an issue because there's a 
lot of residents that you know they're concerned about the value of their property. [15.7] 
But I think it ended up well. Again in order for that to pass, it had to go to a vote of the 
people. People in my Ward voted against it, but do they get to express their concerns and 
the rest of the people you know wanted the development so once it pass and we knew it 
was coming and the developer wanted to work with us and so we worked with the 
residents, and I think it came out quite well.  
 
Planning Official: [00:32:50] Oh yeah.  
 
Emily: [00:32:52] So you mentioned property values in there. Do you think that residents 
are more active when they see a threat to their property values?  
 
Elected Official: [00:32:59] Oh definitely.  
 
Emily: [00:33:02] Yeah? Because that's citizen engagement, which is something that I'm 
sort of looking at too. And sort of how you both as an elected official and appointed 
respond to those.  
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Elected Official: [00:33:14] But as [planning official] pointed out, we send out notices of 
development within 500 feet. And when we're having a meeting and usually the word 
gets out. Somebody is going to they're going to pass it to the neighbors if there's a lot of 
residents that are notified. So yeah. And we try and work with them. You know what's 
good for the community? How can we protect residents’ rights?  
 
Planning Official: [00:33:37] Our zoning code tells us we have to notify residents within 
500 feet of a planning commission meeting, but we have many other meetings as well 
outside of what's required by code. Usually the council person for that Ward will meet 
with the concerned residents and the developer. So we do more informal meetings with 
neighborhood groups. We also do work sessions with the Planning Commission which is 
sort of similar to what they do normally but a little bit more informal. [33.5] So there's 
there's a lot of public input that goes into I would say probably more residential 
developments than even the commercial developments.  
 
Elected Official: [00:34:22] We have one right now in my Ward. Here's Crocker Park, 
and across the street this is the vacant area. Well there are a couple of buildings in there. 
But this developed pretty much up here in that. But he [the developer] wants to develop 
this. And he said he wants to meet with the residents. The developer knows their opinions 
matter, and they're going to find out sooner or later anyway.  
 
Emily: [00:34:50] What development is he [the developer] wanting to make?  
 
Planning Official: [00:34:53] You once it's more of a commercial development, there's 
probably no residential going into this.  
 
Emily: [00:34:59] Is it something where they're going to have to vote on the increased 
density?  
 
Planning Official: [00:35:01] No. But if he does decide to add a residential component, 
then yes then a citywide vote will a citywide vote will be necessary.  
 
Emily: [00:35:13] You mentioned neighborhood committees?  
 
Planning Official: [00:35:17] Yeah [00:35:18] Homeowners Associations. [0.5] The 
newer subdivisions will all have homeowner’s associations. So that's very standard 
throughout the country that way. So everyone who lives in a subdivision is a member of 
the homeowner’s association. Typically, they'll pay dues. They'll have elected officers; 
they'll have...  
 
Emily: [00:35:42] Are those pretty active? [0.0]  
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Planning Official: [00:35:42] Some of them are quite active. [00:35:44] Yes. And If 
there is something that they see as a threat to their subdivision then they become even 
more active. [10.0]  
 
Elected Official: [00:36:01] Just get everybody together and try to work things out. A lot 
of times too, and even then this development here that I was talking about, if you don't 
inform the people what you're doing, a lot of the rumors get out. And then usually it's 
worse if you would've just sat down and met with the people and tried to work things out. 
Because you know you hear rumor and people carry it out, especially it's a good rumor.  
 
Emily: [00:36:30] Do you find that homeowners associations, like if there's one in your 
Ward or a couple in your Ward, do you find that they are often contacting you through 
that or do they predominantly contact you as like individual residents?  
 
Elected Official: [00:36:44] Homeowners association there's about three or forward to 
the day I'm invited to their annual meeting and then they just give them updates what's 
going on in the city. And you know the other times of the year, I'll get a call from 
somebody that's on the board "What's going on over here, and what's going on over 
there? But they want to know and I just try and tell what's going on in the city and the 
council people do the same thing.  
 
Planning Official: [00:37:12] And the townhome developments will also have 
homeowner’s associations. [5.3] If they're townhomes that are... If you have a rental 
community, we have some that look like townhomes but they're actually it's actually a 
larger rental community. Crossings Village is one that kind of comes to mind. And in that 
case it would just be the management company for it but a lot of these townhome 
communities though they'll have their homeowner’s associations, they have the same 
concerns about new development that single family subdivisions and we hear from them 
too and they attend meetings as well.  
 
Emily: [00:37:56] Are those townhome developments, what's predominately the income 
of those? Those are just like standard market housing, right?  
 
Planning Official: [00:38:08] Yes. So it all depends. As I mentioned earlier there are 
some have become quite affordable probably because of their age. And then there are 
others that are being proposed, that are affordable by current market rates, but starting out 
at, [00:38:31] I'm trying to think of what they would say they were starting out, couple 
hundred thousand dollars. And that's the developer saying that, that's affordable. [9.9] But 
then we have others that are proposed at Hillsboro Point where they're proposing 
townhomes at about four hundred thousand dollars. Okay. [00:38:49] So it's a range. But 
generally the older they are, the more affordable they they become. [7.7] Okay so we see 
retirees for example moving into the King James...  
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Elected Official: [00:39:07] Cedarwood, this area here is an older community. And some 
of it even people bought the condos and then they rent them out. This one here is one of 
the more exclusive ones here. There's a retention like your borders, and that one's very 
expensive.  
 
Planning Official: [00:39:33] Yeah. So someone on a fixed income that's able to live at 
Cedarwood, for example. Someone who's retired for example would be able to live at 
Cedarwood. [00:39:45] And then you have Cedarwood, like for example. It's a townhome 
development. But you have a lot of rentals in these town home to the older townhome 
developments especially. [10.5]  
 
Emily: [00:39:58] So you have a suburb north of you? You're not bordering the lake 
anywhere at all in your district, right?  
 
Elected Official: [00:40:04] Years ago when it was Dover Township, it was.  
 
Planning Official: [00:40:12] We don't have a map that really shows Bay Village, but 
yeah Bay Village is up there, probably if that extended up to about the ceiling is about 
where Lake Erie would be. Oh it's very close to the lake.  
 
Elected Official: [00:40:23] Yeah that was kind of the rich area and these were all 
farmers here and they went to split off.  
 
Emily: [00:40:28] Okay. Let me see if I have any more questions. I've been doing these 
interviews and I write down these specific questions but then they sort of just come out as 
I am having the conversation. I think that was all of them. Yeah actually, let me check 
your set of questions. [00:41:02] This is just a general rule that I like to ask is what do 
you think the most important purpose is zoning is?  
 
Planning Official: [00:41:10] The most important purpose of zoning is I would say to 
arrange uses in a city in a systematic way so that you are not impacting residences. 
Mainly that's how zoning started is to keep homeowners from being bothered by 
industrial concerns. [43.3] So that is the most important function of it is [00:41:48] the 
orderly development of the city. [2.2]  
 
Emily: [00:41:55] How would you [elected official] define it?  
 
Elected Official: [00:41:59] Pretty much the same way. I think zoning is the key to the 
development of any area to make it attractive to the industry, and commercial, and to the 
residential and to give them what they want and need. An industry normally doesn't want 
to be located next to a residential area because there's conflict in that. So if you design it 
properly, the guide plan from years ago before I was around they decided to put the 
industry in the offices of North, there's I-90...  
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Emily: [00:42:30] So you think having these separate uses concentrated in one area is 
necessary?  
 
Elected Official: [00:42:38] Certain ones but then you want retail in certain areas. So 
you you want a grocery store that's in the short distance.  
 
Planning Official: [00:42:49] With zoning they definitely took it too far, [2.9] from its 
original... Originally it was, and it was not too far from here. Actually it was Euclid 
versus Amber Realty, it was a 1927 Supreme Court case. At that point the cities were just 
starting to zone in the early 20th century. [00:43:10] And that was a Supreme Court case 
that said that zoning is a valid police power, it's okay to do it. So at that point it was just 
to keep industry from locating in residential districts. [11.2] But then it really became to 
the point of where things that you want to have, you know a corner store or something or 
a place of worship, that's within walking distance of people. But it got to the point where 
everything got separated out a little bit too far. Our code isn't like that. Our code has 
always done a good job of including uses and zones, like for example you can have a 
church in a residential district in Westlake. Making sense, because then you can have 
people walk to church, not that people do it. But you know you want to be able to allow 
for that. Our code for example, you can have offices in retail zones. Some some zoning 
codes didn't allow you to have offices in retail in the same zone and they did that in their 
downtowns, which you know makes no sense at all because downtowns traditionally 
have retail on one floor and you have office above. Yeah and then they were trying to 
figure out why their downtown died and why they could get people to reinvest. And this 
was years ago and I remember telling the planner "Just change your code and allow office 
in your downtown, it'll fix your problem overnight." They did finally do it. So it can be 
taken to the extreme. Hours like I said [00:44:44] isn't. I would say ours does a very good 
job of not being to that extreme. [6.8] Plus Cocker Park, we talk about Crocker Park a lot. 
Do you know what Crocker Park is?  
 
Emily: [00:44:57] Yeah. The [elected official] talked to me about it.  
 
Planning Official: [00:44:59] Okay. Yeah. Crocker Park. So that's our mixed-use 
development. [00:45:03] And Crocker Park is a great... Talk about the city as a whole 
having a great mix of uses. [7.9] Well Crocker Park as a whole has a great use of mixes 
and they all function very well. So if I've answered your question.  
 
Emily: [00:45:21] I mean yeah, too, I was also looking at as far as the purposes of 
zoning. How does that relate to not just commercial versus residential, but within the 
residential single family and multi-family? So I noticed, just for example, that since it is 
the concentration of it in one area. Is that purposeful to keep it separate then from the 
single family?  
 
Planning Official: [00:45:59] As far as keeping the multi-family separate from the single 
family. Again this predates me, but I think it had more to do with this hierarchy of uses so 
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that you've got a main road and then you don't put a single family on the main route. You 
put your multi-family.  
 
Emily: [00:46:21] Right.  
 
Planning Official: [00:46:21] Yeah I think it has more to do with how this layered 
approach than it did to actually saying... [00:46:28] Because if you look at everywhere 
we've got multi-family, it's pretty much all touching single. [4.9] It's not like you don't 
see a multi-family and then behind it, it's office and then behind is residential. It doesn't 
really quite work that way. It's a good question though.  
 
Emily: [00:46:45] Okay.  
 
Elected Official: [00:46:47] The other thing that going back to Crocker Park. This was a 
promenade that was first developed, and it would have office buildings and some other 
stuff there at that time, but the economy didn't work for them and it was basically a strip 
center. If you go in the promenade, and they do have like dorms above the stores and that. 
Well the similar developers, the key developers develop this. There were a couple of 
people who changed that but one to develop this had all these plans. Well we said "If 
you're going to build it and if you're going to build what you said, you're going to have 
mixed use, you're going to have office, you're going to have retail, you're going to have 
residential." I remember I said you're going to build this so why do we put that everything 
has to be two-story. And 99 percent of it is two-story now. They're just a couple that look 
like two-story but are not. But in order for it to get him to build it, we put it in the 
contractor that it had to be two-story. We also put that you couldn't build all the retail 
first and then the residential, you could only build... And it was so much spread between 
them. So it worked out great. And it was just working with the developer.  
 
Emily: [00:48:12] Do you think the success of that project means that you guys might 
build another one similar to it, or do you think people are just happy with having that?  
 
Planning Official: [00:48:20] Again that's market driven, and probably that's the only 
one that we'll see. Well I mean there's over a billion dollars of investment in the area 
there so it seems kind of unlikely that we'll we'll see another Crocker Park anytime soon. 
[00:48:36] But it goes back to your question about zoning. Crocker Park would have 
never happened without the zoning. [5.7] If we didn't have zoning everything that 
[elected official] said, we were able to tell them two-stories, and we were able to mandate 
that they have a certain amount of office and retail, and in residential, so that it's a true 
mixed-use district. Some of these that you'll see around the state and in other states, 
they're not very mixed. They they sort of look like a downtown. They have that 
appearance but then there's no second stories or the second stories are artificial. There's 
really nothing happening. Whereas ours is a true. [00:49:22] It's functions like a true 
downtown although it's not 100 hundred years, old it's almost 20 years old. [6.8]  
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Elected Official: [00:49:29] And the way markets are too, he has so many events there 
and it brings people together. It's decorated so well with the landscaping in that it isn't 
just like a strip mall where you go there and it's this parking lot and you can only do from 
story to story. It's more of a community center. And he has bands there during the 
summer and all kind of events, which work out very well.  
 
Planning Official: [00:49:55] Yeah. And if not for zoning, it probably would have just 
developed just like any typical shopping center with big box retail stores. You know Best 
Buy and Wal-Mart and Target and store. That's probably what would be there today. 
[00:50:12] So we would've missed out on a lot as a community, because all of these 
community activities that occur there they don't happen at shopping. [8.1]  
 
Elected Official: [00:50:22] And the homes there are very great, but pretty expensive.  
 
Emily: [00:50:27] Are they luxury apartments?  
 
Planning Official: [00:50:32] Oh yeah, yeah. The multi-family. Yeah. Well and then 
within Crocker Park there's upper floors of buildings that are rentals.  
 
Emily: [00:50:39] Yeah. That's what the [elected official] was talking about. That's 
similar to Downtown Wooster where I go to school. Yeah. So I'm probably going to take 
a drive over to Crocker Park to see it.  
 
Elected Official: [00:50:51] Make sure you go in the back too, where the homes are.  
 
Emily: [00:50:54] Yeah. Great. I think that was all I had for you guys. Thanks so much 
for meeting with me.  
 

















Lake Forest Interview 1 
Lake Forest Development Official 
1/7/19 
 
Emily: [00:00:02] So I just want to ask you a little bit, so your position is the 
[interviewee's position] and is that elected or is that just a government appointed 
position?  
 
Development Official: [00:00:11] It is appointed by the City Manager.  
 
Emily: [00:00:14] Okay, just because that affects some of my questions a little bit 
because I'm sure you have a different perspective obviously than elected officials.  
 
Development Official: [00:00:24] Sure.  
 
Emily: [00:00:25] So the first one, if you took a look at them, was can you give me a 
little history of like how Lake Forest came to be? I'm sure it was with the expansion of 
the cities and the suburbs.  
 
Development Official: [00:00:36] Well it really is tied closely to the Chicago Fire. 
[00:00:42] So after the Chicago Fire some wealthy families really did look northward 
along the lake [9.2] to an area that perhaps was perceived as being safer and more 
wholesome and out of away from the hubbub of the city. And at that time obviously cities 
were quite dirty with industrial. So it really was a group of Presbyterians who moved 
northward along the lake and actually [00:01:20] Lake Forest College predated the city. 
[2.3] It really was Lake Forest College was founded by a group of Presbyterians along 
with First Presbyterian Church. Both are located on the east side just east of our central 
business district. And so that really was the start of the community. Those two 
institutions. And those institutions remain very important to the community of today. 
[00:01:48] And then wealthy families came up and really built summer homes. [3.5] Or 
gentlemen's farms. So it really was a getaway place.  
 
Emily: [00:02:00] That makes sense because given that it's on the lake and everything. I 
was driving by some of the houses that had lakefront views and they're beautiful.  
 
Development Official: [00:02:07] And many of those homes that still exist today were 
originally on much larger lots that were later subdivided. As you know people no longer 
wanted to live on a 20-acre estate here. [14.7] And so it really was [00:02:25] a 
combination of the Chicago Fire the Presbyterians looking north for a place for 
educational and religious institutions, and then really saw the development around 
summer homes and estates. [14.5]  
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Emily: [00:02:40] So were some of the developments like downtown, like you said on 
the eastern side of it, was that because of the summer homes? Or was that more so when 
people were looking to actually move and permanently live here?  
 
Development Official: [00:02:54] The wealthy people who moved north to Lake Forest 
really clustered around the railroad tracks on the north side. And of course then 
businesses followed to meet those needs. [13.6] But then later as market square 
developed, which is the center, really the core of our central business district, the first 
shopping center nationally was designed by Howard Van Doren Shaw. [00:03:23] That 
really was when the business district became more substantial and began offering more a 
wider variety of products and services that weren't originally offered. But the railroad 
which allowed people to get into the city of Chicago for work really allowed those 
summer homes to become more permanent residents. And then of course once people 
lived here you needed everything else. [31.7]  
 
Emily: [00:03:59] Right. And was that rail road, is that still up and running as far as like 
taking people into the city or is it used for different things now?  
 
Development Official: [00:04:08] No it's used heavily by commuters. Actually both 
ways. [3.4] We do have a lot of people who make a reverse commute now. For instance, 
people who work in this business district, today we have two rail lines one on the east 
side which was the original, and if you were at Francesca's you were just half a block the 
railroad tracks. So that's been there in fact there was a second railroad on the east side 
much earlier. That's no longer there, but today we have an east side railroad train tracks, 
and then west side tracks as well.  
 
Emily: [00:04:44] That makes sense. I think I saw maybe both sets of those even. My 
friend drove me around. Yeah. OK. So that was a little background. Thank you. A little 
background on my project is that... So I sort of got interested in urban planning, that's 
something I might want to go into later. And then it was kind of like well how did 
different zoning policies get enacted? Obviously for different reasons. I'm sure like I will 
hear from you more about like why you think that. And so then when I picked Lake 
Forest and Oak Park it a lot for socio economic reasons, which obviously makes sense 
given those demographics. I couldn't pick it like so many different suburbs, but I had 
good response rates with these two so it was nice that I picked here. So I'm sort of just 
exploring that and looking at Oak Park and Lake Forest, and then doing the same thing 
for Cleveland. That [comparison] gives me like validity and because it's not just Chicago 
area that might be doing this or that. Same thing in Cleveland but a different state. Also 
on a great lake which is part of the reason I picked those two cities. So then with that I 
was going to ask you then going into zoning because as your position, I'm sure you work 
a lot with it? [00:06:05] What are the most important purposes of zoning and what goals 
do you think it should achieve?  
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Development Official: [00:06:09] Really zoning helps to prevent chaos. [12.2] From the 
standpoint of Lake Forest, it really has a long tradition of being very carefully [00:06:28] 
planned. And zoning in our case really serves to separate incompatible uses and in areas 
where those uses [conflict] each other. It serves to make sure there's an appropriate 
transition. So really allows for a multitude of uses but puts in place some parameters that 
ensure that where there is that adjacency you can protect both of the adjacent uses. [31.6]  
 
Emily: [00:07:05] I was looking into some of the policies and I couldn't really find a 
direct list of the zoning requirements and stuff in my searches yet, but I know a lot of 
like, well at least when I was looking at Westlake in Cleveland which is like sort of the 
one I was comparing to Lake Forest, multi-family homes like didn't exist and low income 
and affordable housing wasn't really pleasant so I was just going to ask you like what is 
that like here is that the same thing?  
 
Development Official: [00:07:32] I mean our zoning really falls into three general 
categories residential, commercial, and corporate office which is out here. [8.8] Our 
residential districts provide everything from [00:07:46] single family to duplexes which 
are two family homes townhomes, multi-family, and actually our zoning code has a 
requirement if you're building multi-family housing, that 15 percent of those units have to 
be affordable based on the area median income. [18.3] And that was put in place, 
probably in the last 15 years. Lake Forest had the benefit, historically, of really having a 
great diversity of housing like you went to see some of the homes on the lake. But 
because we had these large homes who employed many many people as gardeners or 
caretakers or housekeepers or butlers or whatever. [00:08:35] We actually had housing 
for the workers in the community as well. [4.7]  
 
Emily: [00:08:39] And those are like often the affordable housing that you mentioned 
then?  
 
Development Official: [00:08:43] It's more affordable. But historically, before we called 
it affordable housing, we had different neighborhoods in the community. So even within 
Lake Forest as it evolved we have the larger lot estates, but then in different parts of the 
community we have small lot neighborhoods. For instance, I live in a house, a 1910 
cottage that that's very small. Fourteen hundred square feet, which in comparison to some 
of the homes...  
 
Emily: [00:09:09] Yeah. I was seeing that yesterday.  
 
Development Official: [00:09:11] But it was as I talked to people in my neighborhood 
who lived there for decades, those were the families where people worked for the utility 
companies or worked on the estates. So we were fortunate that [00:09:26] we provided 
for housing for different income levels historically going back to the beginning of Lake 
Forest all within our community. In the 80s and 90s we saw that we were losing some of 
our smaller housing. [13.2] For instance the small cottage next to me you know, literally I 
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share a driveway with this place, that small cottage was knocked down and a house four 
times as big with it at all. So you know now I have my small cottage in this house. And of 
course you know the difference in purchase prices are so significant right. [00:10:01] But 
when this community saw that happening in the 80s and 90s, we actually put in place 
some regulations that said "OK if you're going to demolish a small, more affordable 
house than you're going to pay a fee that we're going to use to support construction of 
affordable units." [16.9] And then the city council put in place what we call [00:10:23] 
inclusionary housing regulations [2.6] which those are the provisions that actually require 
that if someone's building a condominium building, if someone's building an apartment, 
they need to provide 15 percent of those as affordable. [00:10:41] So we've worked hard 
to try and maintain what our community was originally--a diverse community for both 
wealthy people and those that worked in our schools or worked for the city. [16.0] 
Because we saw more and more people were needing to commute to the community. And 
if you talk to people who grew up here 40 or 50 years ago or 30 years ago they'll say "Oh 
yeah my teacher lived around the block for me and I knew the police officer" and it was 
kind of more that everyone had eyes on everyone and you knew everyone.  
 
Emily: [00:11:17] Oh yeah that's like where I come from.  
 
Development Official: [00:11:20] So it's kind of neat that we're working to support 
keeping that affordable housing. [00:11:27] One thing we've done, consistent with our 
Inclusionary Housing Ordinance which is part of our zoning code, as we get in money 
from people who tear down houses, we've actually worked to go out into neighborhoods 
and purchase properties. [17.1] Homes that are rundown, the smaller homes. As we 
purchase those, we work to work with the community, maybe a bank, maybe a 
community organization, to have work days and improve the property. [00:12:01] Then 
that house is put on the market but it's protected as an affordable house going forward so 
those can't be torn down. [7.1] So we've acquired about [00:12:12] six houses in our 
community [2.3] in that way, and it kind of serves to improve neighborhoods because 
they're often [00:12:20] houses that are neglected, [1.4] but it also what we found is a 
coach from Lake Forest College bought one. A young couple who both grew up here, 
whose families still live here, came back and bought one. A single mom who had 
children in the high school bought one. So it's doing what our city council wanted to do 
was to make sure that we're providing housing for people who work in our local 
institutions. [00:12:47] So I think our zoning has worked well to try and provide different 
housing types from very large lots very, expensive homes, to small cottages like mine, to 
rental apartments near our central business district and the train with the idea being that 
people can walk. And then a variety of condominiums. [21.3] As people look to downsize 
or don't want to maintain their lawn, some people want... You know they call it 
downsizing but then they buy these condominiums that are giant. So even within the 
housing type of condominiums we have very large luxurious condominiums but then also 
really encourage the smaller more affordable condominiums.  
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Emily: [00:13:30] How effective do you think it is that people who go for the more 
affordable housing are people who are already in the community, versus people who are 
wanting to come into the community?  
 
Development Official: [00:13:43] What we're seeing is a mix of both. [1.6] I think with 
the actual houses the people come in and buy, we're seeing those people having some 
connection to the community already. Whether they grew up here or they work in an 
institution, and they currently live in Wisconsin, or somewhere west. [00:14:03] And then 
with the rental housing, I think sometimes we see people wanting to come here for 
schools. [7.6] To really be part of the community. So I think it's a mix and I think by... 
[00:14:25] Although our zoning would allow kind of an affordable development to come 
in and be built and be all affordable units, I think that would be more difficult for people 
to accept than if as part of three apartment buildings that are providing 110 apartments 15 
percent are affordable, they feel more included and less singled out as you know. [23.3] 
Like "Oh there's the affordable right.".  
 
Emily: [00:14:52] Yeah. Even looking at how I was measuring the segregation, that's like 
one of the things that a lot of the studies I was looking into before I had even done any of 
my primary research on me going out into the field, was that's not really you know 
inclusionary when... It's great that they offer it but it's more so when it's integrated into 
other types of housing. I mean the best is multi-income and whatnot.  
 
Development Official: [00:15:21] So yes some of our newer condominiums, again new 
building condominiums built and some of the condominium the more affordable units are 
smaller. [00:15:31] But even in those they tend to have the same finishes. [3.3] You know 
I look at those and think gosh this would be wonderful to live. That's worked more 
successfully for us, [00:15:42] to integrate. [1.2] We do have an affordable housing 
development that is strictly for seniors. And even with seniors we hear from some of 
them that they'd like to be more integrated, but the way that we have done it made rental 
apartments available in a bigger development that gives them that option. But we do see 
people who move move into just the senior area tend to stay there.  
 
Emily: [00:16:14] Do they have other support services within that senior area? Like I 
know my grandparents live in an assisted living home. So are there's things similar to 
that?  
 
Development Official: [00:16:24] The one that the city helped to establish is 
independent living, but they do have resources because we have a very active senior 
center that provides bus services, events, you know things like blood pressure checks, or 
help with your taxes or those kind of things.  
 
Emily: [00:16:43] And is that affordable to get like those services?  
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Development Official: [00:16:47] Yes it's it's all part of our the the annual membership 
for the senior center. I don't know what it is but it's pretty minimal. [7.0] But we do have 
near the hospital, we have a large [00:17:02] assisted living facility about 380 units and 
that offers independent living cottages for seniors that transition to assisted living and 
then transition all within the same campus. Then they transition to more skilled nursing 
care and memory care facility. [21.4] So we do have that specialized which is quite 
different.  
 
Emily: [00:17:28] Yeah. Okay.  
 
Development Official: [00:17:29] Other than the the others, we call them the senior 
cottages. Those are really more independent but you can go out and plant your garden or 
things like that.  
 
Emily: [00:17:44] I was going to ask you like the condo units. What's an example of... 
Like you know a name off the top of your head that I can even look up?  
 
Development Official: [00:17:58] I can tell you where they are. We really don't have... 
There's a large development that's underway right now, it's at the north end of our central 
business district right along the railroad tracks. That one is actually going by the name of 
Kelmscott Park. K E L M S C O T T. The apartment buildings there are finished. The 
first condo building is still under construction but nearing completion. But then in that 
same area both to the north, Crystal Point is another one. And then there's another condo 
building right in that same area. It's 1301 western. I don't know that it has a name. 1301 
Northwestern. [00:18:49] So these are all along Western Avenue all walkable to the train 
station into the central business district. [8.9] And then just to the south on Laurel 
Avenue to the south of Kelmscott Park, all along Laurel Avenue, there's a number of 
condominium buildings. I think one is called the Laurels. We have some townhomes 
there, which are two attached units which is Ashbury Woods. Then right across from our 
train station we have some new condominiums going in along McKinley road.  
 
Emily: [00:19:36] Is that where this link strip is?  
 
Development Official: [00:19:39] Western Avenue as are our main commercial area 
within the central business district and market square is located there. And then just on 
the other side of the railroad tracks area of the train station and then there are some new 
condominiums. [00:19:56] So we're really seeing some of that residential development 
returning to our central business district, historically in our central business district all the 
second floors were residential apartments. And over the years we saw those convert to 
offices. So we wanted to bring back the opportunity to people who live near the train 
station. [23.7] And the same thing is happening on the West Side, Waukegan Road. It's 
just a little bit east of here, is really a state highway. So it's a pretty wide, certainly not as 
walkable as our central business district but because that is a commercial district and we 
do have a train station there. We are seeing some increased density more more along the 
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lines of townhomes rather than condominium buildings but they're kind of the same. 
[00:20:51] You know there is just a different model but we're seeing some increased 
density around there and I think there's interest in doing more of that. [7.2]  
 
Emily: [00:20:58] Are they townhomes like the connected ones?  
 
Development Official: [00:21:03] Yes.  
 
Emily: [00:21:05] So you don't require homes to be standalone.  
 
Development Official: [00:21:10] No. And some of them whether they're two or three. 
Usually if the term townhomes, at least here, is used when really each of the units enter 
from the ground as opposed to going up in an elevator. So that's kind of the difference, 
but it's kind of the same thing because you have, you shared maintenance of your open 
space and your roads.  
 
Emily: [00:21:41] One of the things in regards to the... So that was like a lot of like 
residential. One of the things I noticed just like driving around... I'm not sure if this was 
like purposeful or not but I don't see any like fast food chains or things like that. It's like 
mostly local stuff. Right? Is that just by chance?  
 
Development Official: [00:22:02] Our McDonald's left about a year ago. It was on 
Waukegan road and...  
 
Emily: [00:22:08] Just like not getting enough business as the neighboring ones?  
 
Development Official: [00:22:12] The McDonald's corporate... [00:22:14] Our 
McDonald's was a bigger one and had a community room in it. It was pretty unique. They 
made omelets to order on Sundays. [8.8] Yeah it was really cool. And McDonald's 
Corporation built a new McDonald's just south. Kind of the smaller, corporate model. So 
I think McDonald's just decided the site they were on was too large. We used to have a 
McDonald's in our central business district and that left. So I think when national 
businesses look at our community. If you have a retail store or restaurant a national 
restaurant come in, they usually come in and draw a circle and kind of count where the 
people are coming from. [00:23:05] And if you draw a circle around our central business 
district half of it is in the lake. [4.7] And that that always works against us. No one's 
coming to us from from the east. And then if you look immediately to the south we have 
Highwood and Highland Park which both have a lot of restaurants and more of a 
population. And then if you look immediately to our north, we actually have two 
communities that are lower economic status, North Chicago and Waukegan. And so as I 
meet with potential businesses, I mean it's a geographic fact that Lake Forest is what it is. 
[00:23:56] We can't change we're obviously not filling and building in the lake. [3.5] We 
even see that with telecommunication companies when they're putting in new antenna for 
Internet. They draw their circle because of course they want to get the most customers for 
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the money they put to make an installation and they draw a circle. And part of it is water 
and they're like "Ohh. You don't really give us that bang for the buck." [00:24:29] So in a 
way that's good. In a way that's bad. [2.9] We'll never be some of the other communities 
but we have a very vital. We have two very vital business districts. We Have some 
national chains. Talbots, Williams and Sonoma, Lululemon. Starbucks just built a 
fantastic new Starbucks in the community. So we have some national chains, but we also 
have some businesses like Kidles is our bicycle and athletic supply store and I think 
they're in there at least third generation of family members working there. So we have 
some of those and they're very beloved by the community.  
 
Emily: [00:25:21] So I mean if people were to come, say if corporate McDonald's were 
to come to you wanting to build in here [Lake Forest], how would that work? Would you 
want them, or would it be more so like it's not what the people want? Because I mean if 
they're dedicated to the local businesses, like I understand supporting local and 
everything.  
 
Development Official: [00:25:42] But when McDonald's came in about 20 years ago, the 
residents did resist it. But when they decided to move out, people were saying it's a 
community institution you can't leave. [12.9]  
 
Emily: [00:25:56] Because it was a unique one?  
 
Development Official: [00:25:57] Yes they really came to love it. [00:26:01] But no we 
try and do a mix of national and regional, and local merchants. [5.0] I think we'd like 
some more nationals, but again nationals many of them have a real specific business plan. 
We need this many homes within this area and we often can't meet that. So you know 
people in our community, they'd always like a hardware store and they'd like a theater. 
But when we had a hardware store people would go there because it was convenient to 
buy. "Oh I need two tacks." But if they needed to buy a snow blower, they'd go to Home 
Depot. Right. So you can't support a business if for your big purchases you're going to go 
to one... We don't have a site for Home Depot.  
 
Emily: [00:26:49] So it's mostly residential?  
 
Development Official: [00:26:50] It is. [00:26:51] There's no question that Lake Forest 
has been, and I believe always will be, primarily a residential community. Our revenues 
are mostly generated by property taxes. [16.3] We have some sales taxes, but unless you 
have like a car dealership or sales taxes you know from a Starbucks aren't huge. 
[00:27:21] I mean every everything helps but property taxes really are a base. [4.3] The 
other thing that our zoning does that I think is fairly unique. [00:27:34] This community 
doesn't have a separate zoning district for government or for institutional uses. [5.8] And 
it really has it goes back to the very beginning when the first Presbyterian Church in Lake 
Forest College located where they did. So our institutions whether they're churches, or 
public schools, or private schools of which we have a number or private clubs, or park 
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and rec facilities. They're all embedded in residential neighborhoods. So they're not set 
aside. When you have single family homes immediately adjacent to Lake Forest College, 
and you have single family homes immediately adjacent to churches or schools. So our 
zoning really allows for that inclusion and mix of uses, and having those unique uses 
where homes are next to a college for instance or a private youth recreational club. 
Sometimes there's issues you know if you have a football game and people get wild and 
you know leave a bunch of garbage on a neighbor's lawn. [00:28:44] But for the most 
part I think our residents see that as you know it's kind of cool. I live next to the football 
field of the college and so there's you know we look at things like how do we buffer it? 
How do we you know maybe because the football field is located immediately adjacent to 
residential homes they don't have like 6a.m. practices when they're during playoffs? 
[24.5]  
 
Emily: [00:29:11] What's the relationship between the college and the community? 
Because I go to the College of Worcester, I don't know if you've ever heard of it.  
 
Development Official: [00:29:16] Yeah.  
 
Emily: [00:29:17] I hear it's kind of similar to Lake Forest, but the community is like 
very mixed economically like on one side of town there's really big gorgeous houses like 
that are very historic. On the other side of town there's definitely like lower-income. And 
that's the one that's like closer towards the football stadium and a lot of the dorms there. 
There's like not really a great relationship between the two. But I'm just curious what's 
the relationship between...?  
 
Development Official: [00:29:42] I live half a block from a football field and so I live 
right there and it's really neat because they invite the neighbors, and the whole 
community to lectures or to sporting events. And my son when he was younger would 
play hockey at the college ice rink. You have the opportunity to join the fitness center. 
There's nice walking paths. They encourage the community to walk through campus and, 
you know again not that it's perfect there are those nights always you when school first 
starts and you know 2:00 in the morning and there's you know the kids walking down the 
street. [00:30:26] So being in my role and being a neighbor, I kind of see both sides. [6.4] 
Yeah. I kind of know what it's like 2:00 in the morning and like sometimes I've gone out 
and I'm like "You guys, quiet." But the college really reaches out. [00:30:47] Our 
business districts at the start of school, they offer you know discounts or welcome 
packages. [8.6] We always have an event at the beach where the mayor or the alderman 
come and welcome the new students because the college is within walking distance to the 
beach. So that's always a big highlight.  
 
Emily: [00:31:13] Is it about two thousand people [students]?  
 
Development Official: [00:31:15] Maybe a little like seventeen hundred. I don't know 
that it's going to grow but as far as student population, I think again it kind of is what it is 
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because it's within the neighborhoods. But it continues, the college continues to upgrade 
its facilities, whether it's athletics or a new science center that just opened last year. 
[00:31:43] It's an important, it was here before the community. So it's really important. 
[4.2] The other institution that's really important is like [00:31:51] Northwestern 
Hospital. [1.1] We just have a small community hospital that's been in the community for 
decades. Northwestern purchased that Community Hospital, Northwestern University in 
Evanston. [00:32:13] And they just built up a brand new hospital that opened about a year 
ago now. So really committed to keeping that campus in the community. And as as it's 
evolving it's becoming more of a research and educational facility. [16.9] So it's it's 
unusual that a community of our size has the benefit of having a first class hospital right 
here. And again that is something that our zoning allowed it because historically it was 
located in that area and it's immediately adjacent of a major regional hospitals 
immediately adjacent to single family homes. And there are issues there are you know 
we've worked really hard with the hospital to build berms, and do fencing, and do 
plantings, and site buildings in a way that would minimize like intrusion to the neighbors. 
But it has to be a community conversation. But there's there's benefits to both. And I 
think the residents understand that having an institution like that really benefits their 
property values. So we're working to find ways that different uses can coexist and really 
can be beneficial. And I think that's what zoning can do as opposed to being restrictive 
and simply regulating. It's an opportunity for us to have a community conversation about 
how do we live together, and how do we continue to have this unique mix of use and this 
this unusual land use pattern. How do we continue to do that to everyone's benefit?  
 
Emily: [00:33:56] Just mentioning that the benefits of property values, like do you think 
that was like seen as something that's really important to the residents? Or is it seen as 
that? And was it sort of a mutual benefit thing? Like "Oh this will help property values." 
And also the hospital wants to have it there.  
 
Development Official: [00:34:15] Property values are always important to people. And I 
think that is a big part of the discussion. How do these uses coexist next to each other 
with enough protections that the property values and the right to quiet enjoyment of their 
homes is preserved? [19.9] So it's a I think it is. [00:34:39] It's both people concerned 
about their property values but also making sure that you know they don't have a big 
emergency entrance and a flashing light flashing on their bedroom wall. [12.9] And I 
think we're able to work together to to really... We ended up with a berm in one area of 
the hospital that's probably probably in parts 30 feet. But we worked very closely. The 
hospital obviously was digging a lot on their site had a lot of extra dirt. It costs money to 
take dirt off. So we worked together to say these are the some of the homes that are most 
impacted. Let's put the berm there and plant it out. It's the balance. Yeah. It sounds funny 
but as you're going through zoning discussions and public [00:35:37] hearings, it seems 
to me that if everyone's a little bit unhappy, if no one's gotten completely what they want, 
then the Plan Commission and City council has done a pretty good job of kind of 
balancing everyone's interests and coming out with a good compromise. [16.0]  
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Emily: [00:35:53] I was going to ask you that, like some of the decisions that were made 
in zoning like especially in regards to hospitals specifically, you said that people were 
okay with it because of the you know the benefits to them even though there were some 
drawbacks. Who was like ones actually like making the decisions? And that's like part of 
my research is why? Was it something that the residents voted on, or was it something 
that [00:36:22] they went to public hearings and voiced their opinions.  
 
Development Official: [00:36:25] The second. [4.0] The Plan Commission oversees 
approval of special uses and these uses that aren't residential in nature but are located 
within residential areas, churches the college, the hospital, private clubs, they're 
considered special uses. And there are specific criteria that the Plan Commission needs to 
look at. [00:36:50] Does this cause harm to neighboring property values? Does it impinge 
on the right to quiet enjoyment of homes? Is it properly properly buffered? Does it cause 
health life safety issue? Does It cost traffic congestion? [17.0] So the public hearings 
were really very contentious when we started because there was concern about this big 
hospital coming in and what was it going to do. So we gather the factual data, we do 
traffic studies, we do studies of light impact, we look at landscaping, we look at drainage, 
and we give that factual information to the Plan Commission and [00:37:32] then the Plan 
Commission hears, in this case, from the hospital representatives and then listened to 
every neighbor who wanted to talk whether they wanted to speak verbally at a public 
hearing whether they wanted to write. [12.7] I mean all of the correspondence that we 
get, we give to the Plan Commission and then the Plan Commission probably worked 
with the hospital and the neighbors. It was probably for about a year, multiple meetings 
to try and say "OK maybe we can do this? Or maybe we will address?" So it it's takes a 
lot of discussion but in the end the Plan Commission really looks very carefully at their 
criteria. [00:38:22] They certainly take in information from everyone but they don't make 
an emotional decision. They really look at it as fact based and do their best to assure... 
And the criteria are subjective. [12.6] I mean it doesn't say you know obviously when 
you're talking about the impact on quiet enjoyment we can't measure that great. And the 
Plan Commission then makes a recommendation and that then goes to the city council. 
So again there were probably five public heath public hearings throughout the process.  
 
Emily: [00:39:00] Is the Plan Commission appointed?  
 
Development Official: [00:39:02] The Plan Commission is appointed by the mayor with 
approval from the city council. All volunteer as is our city council. The mayor gets paid 
but his pay is ten dollars a year so it's a token, you know no one does it for money. 
[00:39:24] The City of Lake of Forest has a caucus system. [2.7] So anybody in the 
community can be on the caucus. There's representatives from all four wards and that 
group, the caucus, takes applications from any resident of the community who wants to 
be on a board commission or city council or school board.  
 
Emily: [00:39:45] So they control the school board, too? Or is there a separate election 
for the school board?  
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Development Official: [00:39:49] A separate election. The city council separate from the 
school board. But the caucus then, this group of residents, again all volunteer, interview 
people who are interested in being on the Plan Commission or the city council or the 
zoning board or the school board. And then for those boards and commissions, [00:40:09] 
the caucus makes resident recommendations to the mayor and then the mayor looks at 
those recommendations and then brings his recommendations to the city council. [10.8] 
So it's a multilayered process. For elected positions, the school board in the city council, 
the caucus identifies a candidate they're going to support and puts that candidate forward 
and then those go to the election.  
 
Emily: [00:40:35] It [their suggestion] has good influence on that?  
 
Development Official: [00:40:36] It does. Often there is no one who runs against the 
caucus candidate. But the philanthropy and the volunteer contributions in this community 
are extraordinary.  
 
Emily: [00:40:53] Okay. Yeah. I was actually talking to my friend's parents about the 
lamp posts. They were explaining how it was... I think this was what she was saying. 
There was something like they were moving from gas or something like that. And then 
they had collected money from people from volunteering and going out collecting money 
just like in a matter of two weeks. And even that, like participation was like not 
something that you typically see. So I thought that was really interesting. On a local issue 
like that, people are like really passionate about [00:41:24] stuff. So my third question 
was like "How do you typically like view your policies?" You talked a lot about like the 
inclusion stuff and whatnot in the. So my next is "How do you think these were created?" 
We were kind of going into that about like the influence. I mean I know the city council 
makes the decisions. But what influences that? [29.5] Is it the same thing as the hospital? 
[00:41:58] Like the fact based after having the data and the opinions from the public 
hearings? [5.2] Or do you think one side influences more than the other? What's your 
opinion?  
 
Development Official: [00:42:07] You know in Lake Forest, I have really been 
impressed by the decisions don't seem to be political. They really seem to be fact based 
and logical as opposed to emotional. [15.3] My role as staff is really to implement the 
code and to provide the boards and commissions and ultimately the council with adequate 
information. I try to make sure our staff asks all the questions that might come up, 
provides those answers gives that information to the Plan Commission or other boards 
and commissions. [00:42:50] And certainly the the public input is very very important 
and it has changed the direction we recently were. [7.5] We recently were considering a 
carwash in one of our business districts and it was a pretty big, loud and we gave the 
carwash plenty of time to make their case to explain everything. [00:43:17] Many many 
residents showed up at the Plan Commission meeting and raised legitimate concerns 
about how this would impact their property values, how it would impact their quiet 
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enjoyment, how it would impact traffic, they raise safety concerns, [12.5] and the Plan 
Commission really took that and looked at that based on the criteria. And ultimately that 
was denied. So it's that balance of really looking at what's best for the community long 
term and making sure that our code has appropriate standards. So going back and 
reviewing the zoning code periodically and tweaking things, and making sure that we 
have just a firm base that just doesn't just react to the like trend of the day. I think that's 
one thing Lake Forest has been good about doing. And trusting the process and not... The 
alderman when something is going through the Plan Commission. They really stay apart 
from it and let the Plan Commission do its work so that they're not making a judgment 
way at the beginning oh this is bad. Yeah. We really encourage them to let let everyone 
be heard. Go through the process and then let's see how it evolves.  
 
Emily: [00:44:37] I mean I know you said it's volunteer and they don't get paid but I'm 
sure that there's a lot of still like a lot of care that they have for the community, which is 
why they want to be in a position. So do you think that part of it is that they want to be 
responsive to the community because they really do care about being on the board and 
whatnot?  
 
Development Official: [00:45:01] I am amazed how passionate and how committed 
people are for for nothing. [5.2] I mean we give them cookies at the meeting or 
something, but we really... The commitment and and the care for the community. 
[00:45:16] Most of our elected and appointed officials come in without an agenda. 
Occasionally they'll be one or two that kind of come in and say like I'm coming in to stop 
this. And those people don't last long. [12.6] Because there's so much other work, and 
understanding the budget, and understanding... So I think people are motivated in this 
community by the fact that they really love the community, and really feel blessed to live 
here.  
 
Emily: [00:45:53] Yeah. So and you talked a little bit about how your role that you play 
as [interviewee's role]. Are you one of the ones that sit down and get the data? Or [day to 
day] what is what is your role?  
 
Development Official: [00:46:13] I try and meet with people very early in the process, 
whether it's a resident who has a concern, whether it's a business that wants to come into 
town, whether it's a property owner who wants to develop the property, whether it's a 
realtor who's selling a property. [17.3] I try and be open and available to people so that 
we can have discussions at the beginning. So if there's something that is not consistent 
with the code, I can raise that flag immediately and let people know. [00:46:44] It doesn't 
mean they can't pursue it but at least they know the criteria that they need to satisfy. So I 
see my role as being one who makes sure that our boards, commissions, and city council 
get complete and accurate information. [16.8] But I also see my role as being an ally to a 
developer, a business owner, or resident. I'm there to help them understand the codes to 
help them move smoothly through the processing. [00:47:13] We're not here to be an 
obstacle. [1.5]  
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Emily: [00:47:29] Right. We kind of talked about how politicians do listen to like the 
median voters of the town, which are often homeowners. [00:47:39] So in their role as 
homeowners, what is motivating them to come to the political or the public hearings and 
voice their opinions? And what are those opinions? What's their primary interest in being 
a homeowner?  
 
Development Official: [00:47:58] I think by human nature if if you oppose something 
you're more likely to put the time and energy into it. [24.8] So I think that the boards and 
commissions and the city council they know that [00:48:10] the people who are showing 
up are probably those who oppose it. And I think the appointed and elected officials are 
very good at saying okay we hear your concerns, we also need to look out for the well-
being of the larger community. [18.6] You know if a restaurant's going in, we just 
recently had this and it happens to be in a location that again is because we're primarily 
residential community it's near some residences. [00:48:40] And every time we do a 
residents survey we hear from people we want more restaurants. [4.0] And so this was the 
sushi restaurant and we don't have a sushi restaurant on the east side of the community. 
And so there were some immediate neighbors a handful. You know I think maybe three 
or four spoke a handful that said "Oh this will be bad for me.".  
 
Emily: [00:49:02] Why would it be bad for them?  
 
Development Official: [00:49:04] Noise, trash pickups, or delivery, or disturbance, or 
ventilation. It's actually a space that needs to be a Burger King. [00:49:12] And so the 
Plan Commission certainly took into account their concerns and directed where the trash 
enclosure would be, made sure it would be screened, talked about when deliveries would 
happen, and talked about where cars are going to... [23.3] So they they listen to the 
neighbors who were most concerned, and put in conditions that would address those, but 
[00:49:45] they kept the larger view. [1.6] This has been a restaurant for probably the 
past three decades on and off. [00:49:53] We know from the community that they want 
more restaurants so the appointed and elected officials listen to those who oppose who 
are the people who are most likely to stand up and speak, but they kept in their vision 
what's best for the community long term. [18.3]  
 
Emily: [00:50:11] Which they gained by surveys you said?  
 
Development Official: [00:50:14] Yes, we do surveys I think every two years of all of 
our residents. And kind of get the high level, you know what's working, what's not what? 
What do you want more of? What do you want less of?  
 
Emily: [00:50:29] I'm sure how we mentioned before, property values are a thing 
[concern]. Do you think that's one of the reason people like prevent, or don't want certain 
restaurants in? I mean even the sushi restaurant, I'm not sure it local or not, but like the 
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fact that the fast food chains weren't available is that part of the property values? Or do 
you think that was like a separate issue?  
 
Development Official: [00:50:50] You know I think property values always... People 
have that in the back of their minds. [4.0] But I also think it's it's day to day, and it's 
legitimate to say "Gosh, if this restaurant goes in and we don't have any controls over 
where people are going to park, there could be a safety issue because my streets narrow 
and I don't want customers or employees parking on my street." So I think property 
values are always some important, but if I live next to a restaurant and someone comes 
and delivers something in a refrigerated truck at 4:00a.m. in the morning and it wakes me 
up every Tuesday and Wednesday. [00:51:29] So there's day to day perfectly legitimate. 
[3.0] And I think our appointed and elected officials try and say "OK we get that. Those 
are real issues, but what can we do? We can build a berm we can limit deliveries to after 
9:00, we can screen the lighting.".  
 
Emily: [00:51:46] You can do things to work with them that make the residents happy 
and also make the other residents who want it happy.  
 
Development Official: [00:51:51] Right. And you know there also is some. If you move, 
if you buy a house next door to the Lake Forest College football field and you call me on 
Saturday in the fall and complain because they're playing football on the football field. 
Wow.  
 
Emily: [00:52:09] That was there first.  
 
Development Official: [00:52:11] Right.  
 
Emily: [00:52:13] Now given that that it was "OK you moved into where that was." Is 
that why newer things are often what people complain about?  
 
Development Official: [00:52:22] Well even so, I mean people do call me on occasion 
and complain about the football field. [00:52:27] But I think are appointed and elected 
officials are good about saying OK this is a concern of just a couple people. [7.6] And we 
can you know recognizing that you live next door to commercial property. There's gonna 
be some impacts but we can make sure you're not walking up at 4:00a.m., that's 
reasonable and we'll do that. But we're not going to say no, we're going to keep the 
storefront vacant just so you can have quiet. [00:52:54] So it's you know it's it's always a 
balance. And it's it's making fact base decisions and not emotion based decisions. [10.2] 
And relying on the process and not making a decision too early and frankly relying on 
your professional staff to try and bring you...  
 
Emily: [00:53:21] Do you think that elected officials are ever worried that the decisions 
they make me cause people that they want to say to move out?  
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Development Official: [00:53:32] I think they always look for the long term good of the 
community. I mean if there's someone who lives next to a restaurant or a commercial site 
and doesn't want anything there. I mean at some point they're going to say. You know 
there are legal rights there there are property rights. And you know we can limit to some 
extent, and we can develop a good relationship with that business owner and work with 
them closely to minimize impacts. But you know we're not going [00:54:04] to... I mean 
if we said nothing could go on that site we would be in court. [4.9] But I think the elected 
and appointed officials really try and look, not to tomorrow but look 10 years out, and 20 
years out, and 50 years out. This community has such a long history of planning and 
making careful decisions. And if you go up into our council chambers, all around you 
you look at all the mayors that have been there before you know that just surround a 
whole... And you know that all those people gave their time and energy and really cared 
about this community.  
 
Emily: [00:54:44] Yeah. Well I think I got all my questions answered. That was great. 
Thank you so much.  
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